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CHAPTER I

Analysis for Flow Separation

Recently the analysis of flow separation at subsonic and supersonic

speeds has been further developed. In order to describe this develop-

ment, the recent Investigations on the fundamental aspects of the flow

separation phenomena over a cylinder, a blunt-nosed oody, downstream of

a step and plate, etc., are considered. These findings are referred to

the available analysis so that the flow systems of separation may he for-

mulated, and a different analysis based on, the separation stream line,

the integral and the use vf Navier-Stocke's equations, are presented more

distinctively.

1. Flow Systems and Some Recent Investigations

The experimental investigation cited in the reference of Burggrrac

(1966) for a subsonic cylinder flow which depends upon Reynolds numbers

is briefly stated. The aim is to get a better understanding of the

structure of a separated flow and to confirm the applicability of the

analysis for various phases of complex, separated flow.

As can Le seen from Fig.I.Ia, at a very low Re< I, stream lines are sym-

metrical, and form no wake. For this flow regime, the Stokes equations

are applicable. With an increase of the Reynolds number up to Re K!

(Fig.I.1b), the flow symmetry breaks down due to the stream line diver-

gence, downstream of the cylinder and wake formation. The full Navier-

Stokes equations are to be used to solve the problems in this regime.

| - ,..



With the further increase of Re : 5

Re I (Fig.I.lc), the flow separates, forming

a a recirculating zone and wake. This

Re---- phenomena continues until the Reynolds

b number reaches an order of 102.

e'O ------ The oscillation of the downstream wake

c does not move forward, and thus its ef-

Re'40'-- 4i ___)fect is not observed in a recirculation

vortex. When Re = 100, then the Karman

Re,1Os vortex street (Fig.I.ld) appears and un-

steady Navier-Stokes equations are to bee

Fir.T.1 Regimes of the applied. In the region of Re = 100-1,000,
flow for a circular cylin-
der : Burggraf (1966) vortices alternate, developing into an ir-
a-- established flow, with-

out a wake; regular, unsteady wakel and for Re-> 10'
b-- establisheO flow, with-

out a circulating wake; (Fig.I.le), the flow becomes completely
c-- established, recycled

flow; turbulent and quasisteady Reynolds equ-
d-- staole, vortex street;
e-- turbulent wake. ations are applicable. It is not indi-

cated what analysis is to be used in the

regimes 5-Re <10O and Rem100 - 105.
6

['or supersonic flow at a such larger Re 7 106. recirculated flow stabi-

lity is observed, apparently due to strong effects of compressibility.

A supersonic flow field divided into seven regions, and a point

downstream of a blunt-nosed body [Siriex (1967)]. is shown in Fig.I.2.

6
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The upstream flow field around the bow

shock wave, and it. downstream high-

Y 2entropy vortex layer 1, can be analyzed

5 7 a by the well-known, available methods.

Fig.I.2. Diagram of Close to the body surface, a boundary
flow in a wakes Sirieix
(1967) layer forms and interacts with the shock
1-vortex layer;
2-bounda y layer; wave and the vortex layer. The region
3-mixing layer;
4-reversed flow; of the separated flow is divided into five
5-near wake;
6-critical point; areas which are affected by viscosity.
7-wake neck;
8-far wake The base region 4, close to the symmetry

axis, is an area of reverse flow, a part

of the near wake 5, bounded by the neck

region 7 ard followed by an asymptotic,

far wake 8. Near wake includes the critical point, upstream of the

neck region, which is characterized by a large, streamwise pressure

gradient at hypersonic free stream velocity. The main portion of the

near wake must be considered as viscous, and its characteristics are

to be determined ry its mixing through mixing layer 3 and its inter-

action with the external flow. Far wake 8, with its negligible,

8treanwise pressure gradient can be studied in terms of the total

drag of the body. The flow of the mixing layer, which transfers

mass and heat, may be analysed by the boundary layer equations.

Cinevskiy (1969), presented the results of analytical and expe-

rimental investigations of turbulent, separated flows with constant

and variable density, and he also offered some recent, semi-analytical

findings in his monograph. His experimental investigations focus on

7
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the microstructure of various types of flows, including a turbulent

wake. His theoretical studies concern the integral, computational,

method necessary to solve problems regarding the turbulent boundary

layer and supersonic separated flow. Abramovich, et al (1974) pre-

sented a monograph on the recent developments regarding a mixing tur-

bulent flow. The authors paid attention, in addition to an analysis

for variable density, self-similar solutions, etc., mainly to the an-

alysis required for maximum and minimum mixing. Experimental data for

axisymmetric flow, mixing between two flows of different velocities and

densities, and profiles of velocity, temperature and concentration, are

presented in the form of universal relationships in order to determine

the mixing parameters.

Teterin (1964), calculated the turbulent, free-stream of PrT -

by using the combined solutions of the equations of motion and energy,

with Tollmien boundary conditions for a range of M = 0 - 10, applying

Prandtl's mixing length theory. The ratio of u./ue 
= f(M) evaluated

by Yurchenok (1968), is compared with that of Korst et. al. (1956), who

formulated (u./u )2 = 0.348 + 0.018 m, and other ratios as seen in

Fig.I.3a, indicating the effect of a selected hypothesis in relation

to the velocity, on the separation stream line.

In Fig.I.3b, the velocity distribution along the separation stream

line, i.e., with respect to - s/u0  , is also shown, where

is a kinematic viscosity, s is the distance, 90 0 o is the ini-

tial thickness of the boundary layer.

8
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Fig.1.3. Value of velocity on separating stream liness
(Shvets and Shvets (1976))

a--I--v :const (Yurchenok (1968)) ;2-- (Korst et al (1956));

3--i* = I (Neylamd (1964)) ; 4--1* 1 Pr T 
= I (Yurchenok

b5 b

(1968)) ; 5--(Neyland (1969a)) ; 6--Pr T z- O.5(Teterim (1964));

b--l--exponential profiles (s-to, u/U e --P 0.618) ; 2--quadratic

profile (s-tvo , uj/u e -+ 0.594); 3--numerical integration from the

Blasius profiles (s-voe, u,/uc --- 0.587) (Denison and Baum (1963))

During the process of flow expansion, downstream of a body, the

Initial structure of the boundary layer breaks down and most of its

thickness as an inviscid flow. Thus, the effects of the viscosity are

significant only in the small area near the wall, i.e., a new sublayer

appears, as Weinbaum (1966) as well as Weiss and Weinbaum (1965) found.

Experimentally, it is proven that the lateral pressure gradient in the

mixing layer is small, justifying the hypothesis of isobaric mixing.

The analysis of inviscid flow can be used in certain cases to de-

termine the pressure in the separated zone. Vagraenko and Fuchkova

(1973), applied this analysis for an axisymmetric flow in a cylindrical

channel of an arbitrarily large area of a cross-section. They were

ably to determine the base pressure in the separation zone bounded by

!9
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an inviscid, stream line boundary wall of channel and a protuberance

at supersonic speed.

1 .1 Approximate and Semi-Empirical Methods for Two-Dimensional

Separated Flows.

Various approximation methods are classified into two types,

first and second, but these refer essentially to the methods of

Croco-Lees (1952) based on the mixing theory for a turbulent flow,

and Chapman (1951) and Korst (1956), based upon the concept of the

dividing stream line.

(i) The first type uses various forms of integral equations

and relations obtained from the boundary layer equations, which

are extended from the well-known methods for the separation of

free layers. For the solution, integration of a system of non-

linear, ordinary differential equations is carried out, and thus,

the distribution of functions through the boundary layer is not

obtainable by this system. Hence, this system is supplemented

by the relations connecting the distribution of the boundary layer

displacement thickness with the outer flow characteristics, neces-

sitating the proper choice of the family of parameter distribu-

tion profiles through the boundary layer thickness. In the USSR,

S.for the analysis of the laminar flow, a single parameter family of

power-law velocity and stagnation enthalpy profile in Dorodnitsyn

variables, as well as the single parameter of velocity profiles

obtained by self-similar boundary layer equations are used. For

the analysis of turbulent flow involving separation, integral me-

thods are used, applying the Croco-Lees' theory, because the in-

tegral method is better suited for the turbulent flow than the

10
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laminar flow. However, since the basic, closed system of exact equa-

tions for the turbulent flows has not yet been obtained, it is not pos-

sible to develop a more exact method. Gogish et al (1969), developed

the Croco-Lees' integral method for the unified calculation of super-

sonic laminar and turbulent flow using a minimum number of empirical

data. With this data, the turbulent flow solutions for the separated

flow regions, for base pressure and for the critical pressure rise, etc.

are obtained. Gogish and Stepanov (1966, 1971), published (in 1966),

the computed base pressure, near wake and jet flow around bodies and

separated flows in channels, and in 1971, the characteristics of the

pseudo-shock in the transonic region, from supersonic to subsonic flow

in a long channel.

(ii) The second-type, which corresponds to the method of Korst (1956)

for turbulent flow and Chapmen (1951) for laminar flow, was found to

yield the best results for the separated zone with a constant pressure,

not only for a turbulent but also for a laminar flow. This writer (1970),

presented the details of this method to determine the base pressure, se-

paration zone length, reattachment, etc., and an analysis leading to the

necessary information for various criteria in his book Separation of

Flow (Pergamon Press, 1970). In the USSR, Minytov (1961), Tagirov (1961,

'63, '66) used this approach and computed the base pressure on a rear

facing-step placed in a turbulent flow, and Bondarev (1964), Bondarev and

Yudelovich (1965), Yel'kin et al (1963), and Neyland (1963) studied the

base pressure for simple-shaped bodies.

Yel'kin et al (1963), indicate that the well-known principle of flow

-
11
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stabilization as MZ--* holds for a separation zone at hypersonic

speeds, and established that the base pressure on slender wedges de-

pends on the similarity parameter Mo- T , where T is the thickness

ratio. Yuldel'svich (1965), determined the base pressure on a sphere.

For the solution of the problem of separated flow on the smooth

surface, if the separation point is not known as a priori, the Chapman-

Korst condition alone, or any modification of this condition, is not

sufficient to determine the length of the separation zone and the se-

paration point. Therefore, in order to determine the separation point,

it is necessary to use an algev raic relation, the so-called separation

criteria, connecting the pressure in the separation zone with the local,

boundary layer characteristic, upstream of separation point.

Neyland (1965), presented a generally approximate method for the

solution of the separation on a flat plate, upstream of a flap at super-

sonic speed, and Tagirov (1966), developed a method to estimate the

time necessary to established a stationary flow in the turbulent, se-

parated zone, assuming that the slowest process for establishment of

the stationary flow in the base region is the turbulent mixing. Mur-

zinov (1970), computed gas temperature in the separated zone, based upon

the concept of the isobaric, separated zone.

1 .2 Numerical Methods

The numerical methods, developed in the USSR, are to intended to solve

Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds numbers only, for example, for

12
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the viscous, separated flow over the sharp corner, under the as-

sumptions of Re based upon the asymptotic method and similarity law

for laminar and turbulent flows. For steady and unsteady, separated

flows, the system of Navier-Stokes equation is approximated by a fi-

nite difference system, and by using a computer, solutions with ac-

curacies of the first and second order are obtained.

1.2.1 Steady Separated Flow

Dorodnitsyn and Meller (1968, 1971), obtained only a limited

solution of the incompressible diffuser flow of the multiple phases

steady two-dimensional cases. Kline (1959), indicates that four,

different flow phenomena occur within the diffuser, i.e. a well be-

haved flow with no separation; a large, transitory stall; steady,

fully developed stall and jet-like flow. For the particular geo-

metrical condition of the diffuser (ratio of width of exit to en-

trance is two) the numerical method is applied to evaluate algebraic

equations for each iterating step. The results show that the flow

reverses in a short region if Re, based upon the entrance width,

reaches 8 7E and for Re = 32 IC , a very definite stagnation zone

with steady, reverse circulation occurs. But, for Re P 2001E , no

solution is obtained, because the iteraction process does not con-

verge and the sequential, approximation oscillates, and approaches

no limit.

Myshenkov (1970, 1972a, 1972b), studied the upstream and down-

stream, separated flows by applying numerical methods for Re amounting

I
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to several hundred, and at Mach numbers 3-5, confirming the con-

cepts of the flow pattern and the influence of the Reynolds number

on the geometry of stream lines in the separated flow regions as

sketched in Figure 1.4, and 1.5. Furthermore, Myshenkov (1972b),

qualitatively confirmed the existence of a viscous, mixing layer.

He calculated the base pressure for the flow, up to Re = 4 x 103,

by applying approximated Navier-Stokes equations, obtaining results

to second order of accuracy, using an explicit scheme.

In the USSR, the problem of the viscous flow over a cylinder

was not solved by a numerical method, due to the difficulties of

approximating as nearly as possible to the Navier-Stokes equations

and the boundary conditions for an external flow.

Figure I.4. Example of Separated, base flow calculation.

Streamline pattern for M = 5, Re 800 [Brailovskaya (1971a)J.

14
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I Re-5

0

Figure 1.5. Exampic of the calculation of a separated flow

around a rectangle. Streamline pattern for M = 0.3 and a

different Re. [ Myshenkov (1972b)]

For a separated flow with a small Reynolds number, Dumitrescu

and Cazacu (1970) in Romania, obtained analytical solutions, for

example, the separated flow stream line caused by a flat plate, pla-

ced at an angle of attack 0 = 450 and Re = 50, as shown in Fig.I.6.

For two-dimensional viscous flow, the equations are

u au + Wu+ - I} = ,,)

momentum + ?(
u L+ _ v

Zy xy~ Zx Y x

continuity : + 1 = 0
2 x '0

By introducing the stream function ke given by

15
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these momentum equations are expressed by

V4~A ,± &t~ - k
2)y x jx ?y

By taking x'_x/B , y'_y/B ,

IL and v = - '--u m  ?yl u m  ) x

where B is characteristic length and u is average velocity,
Re ( !-Y = Re 11£ - )

yl I  x I  ')yl

is obtained.

The method of Dumitrescu and Cazacu, is to approximate the func-

tion I and its derivative by the finite Taylor's series and to

relax the values at the mesh points at higher Reynolds numbers in

order to integrate this differential equation of . Around a

point of interest, in the multiple rectangular meshes of the flow

field containing up to 20 points, are set up. The terms of Taylor's

.series of P I are given by the proper ( value and the product of

Iderivatives of ? , with respect to coordinates x and y, and the

distance between the mesh points. The values of I? , at points

near the surface, are also given in Taylor's series, by considering

the singularity.

The stream lines evaluated by the numerical integration of this

approximate Navier-Stokes equation (by a computer), in the region of

laminar separated flow of a small Reynolds number, are in a good agree-

ment with observation by means of flow visualization using floating

paper, as indicated in Fig.I.6.
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t rti C Mett-,d of ?ovn ' ru.~~ for at Two-Dimensional

.:~u'e,-rt ourilarv 1.iver wi th a I ressure Cradient

!' ''o,, the 1itior of a tut-''1ent

-~ O If< eut volvin', ,elli-EIM'<1rical integration, has

!;v . v I/)"I wrno jses t~is)rametric presenta-

w*er Cr 'he p ~, itr afetrisuc

~were ' y/J *and the symlol a. refers toth raeesh

-as 6*which~ depend only to streanwise cooruinate x.

* or the SOl2;Liof of Prandtlis two-di~wensional turbulent tLoundary layer

equations U U/ a x + y (1//aY) '/a y + (i/_? )dp/dx

antL / ua x + 21V/ 21y = 0 (2)

the following transformations are used.

Lhe u U Ut u/y u e f'J

U/ uax uV f6 ~~ ) 3/x) + f d ue/dx + u( fa) (da 'dx)

e Ue e((1a) dx

f. V . f + (UU/b~y aU'f~

- e 6' f'5 dd-xU( f~a)a

0 0
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The pri~e over u e and ai, indicates the differentiation with

respect to x, and thr prime over f with respect to

ry substituting eq.(3) into eq.(2), eliminating the derivative J ',

usir g the momentum equation of alter double integration,

z3i = J rf>/< aidT - f f r/ a.d5  - k6 /e ),)(el, F)4

" 1 = ' " ,z + 7
2 f24]

2 du 3

wgere i2 duo

9dx

This equation (4), can be used to compute shear stress based upon

measured data of the velocity profile, parameters cf d . ap-

proximate solutions and a turbulence hypothesis.

Potta (1967) indicates that
f n and f (H-1)/2, 2n+I (5)

* "; hence, referring to eq.(i), H can be selected as the parameter aj"

Then eq.(4) becomes

= = cf/2 + (-A) 2  ( (d/dx)6/H(H4)s (6)

20
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where =1 H, z 22 3 |I-

B ecause functions z2 and z3 in eq.(6) are similar, by taking

z - Hi (H-1)z 3

eq.(I) is reduced to

up Pe~ r ~ z1/2 +(-)z

Here the new, gradient shape para teter F is defined :y

- W= (-A ) + cLH/dx) OI/[H(H-I)y-- (FH)

7his parameter F which is also used for separation criterion is more

general, when compared to the classic form of parameter A because-\

allows only for the effect of a local, pressure gradient.

Prandtl's hypothesis !or the turbulence structure is formulated ty

df/dj F duep / dj (8)

where the subscript p refers to a flat plate. Using Clauser's (I9 9)

universal concept

(I-f) 7 D(S) - [ - (-)

where K is turbulence constant.

Using eq.(7) and (9). eq.(8) becomes

+ (-7)5 (-1 H-1 )/(15H j 0.5 L-dD0/dj

By integrating the velocity profile, the developed turbulent

21
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boundary layer is given by

Hp + H-1i
f = 1 (' C fc/2 (1-2 )A ) (-F)5  1

A= - 0.5 , (1+81 952 ) - - (to)

Then the critical velocity profile for Cf = 0, at flow separation,

is given by

or -/K cr)( 1 . 0+81-9J2 )d

approximating

fcr 1 -(-Vo)/1(1C- ; + 8i/-(1 2 -~ 9/ 7 iC- f 3() +
[ir(i _- rp of t.hfucon+ y/- - j.

ij 2 \

05 i, c LS 2 0 y9

Fi ol.. rphof the function f cr =(Y/Yt- 0.5 "

I - present theory, Re0=10000;

theory of [Kutateladze and Leontyev (196)3 Re 00,

theory of [Fedyayevskiv et al (1973)] Re. e 00=

- thieory of [Fedyayevskiy et al (1973)] , He 5105

data points from experiments in [Bam-Zelikovich (1954)]
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This separation velocity profile formulated by eq.(11) is in a

good agreement with the experimental data of Bam-Zelikovich (1954)

as shown in Figure.I.8.

The shape parameters for separation are given by considering the

viscous sublayer as

-F* For (@/J)cr = 0.0035 + 0. 1C
cr cr crfp

and

Hcr= 2.33 + (Hp- )/2 (12)

For the attached, turbulent boundary-layer, values of e, Ree. H

and Cf can be computed by the following skin friction law expressed

by and the differential equation of 1.

Defining c**/F**-- r

0.9
** is given by

Then since (H-)/HP-I) = I(Hcr-)/(HP-) (13)

(S. S. Kutateladze and A. I. Leont'yev)

*- = -(P4)
I 1- ln [(-)(plj/ In E (Hcrl1)/(Hpl')JI 0.9 (4

This equation correlates well with the experimental data of Proc.

AFOSR-JFR of the Stanford Conference (1969), as shown in Figure.I.9.

Another differential equation of H is given by

dH/dxI( - /\ - crF* )n [. ( H-)/(H -1)J

lun (jHcr- 1)/(H P_ JJHF'H (H 2_0)/0
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where

= ( °2p )(du /dx)

08 -

06

04

02 
/2

0.2 0 06 08 tO L2 "a

'ig.I.9. G(raph of the function Lt' f (H - Ho),

present theory; I - Ree = iO5;

experimental points from [ Proc. AFOSR-JFR, Stanford

Conf. vol.? (1969)]
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1.4 Some Recent Analysis of Flow Separation

A theory of flow with free boundaries, where the viscous layers

are replaced by lines of velocity discontinuity separating the wake

from the external flow and correlating layers of the vortex with a

free viscous flow, was presented by Birkhoff (1955) and Roshko (1955).

The physical aspects were not clear in this theory, and thus the solu-

tion, under a certain hypothesis and in a parameter of the base pres-

sure, was not rigorous. The free boundary flow may be analyzed, based

upon potential flow theory, by assuming that the wake is bounded by a

free stream line and by idealzing the viscous layer flow involving a

velocity disturbance. Such a free stream line concept has been applied

for the analytical solutions, using the base pressure as a parameter,

by Almernathy (1962), Birkhoff and Zarantonello (1957), and Gurevich

(1961).

It is to be noted that in spite of very different theories being used

for the shape of free surfaces far from a body, the distribution of

pressures along the frontal surface and the shape of the stream line

immediately downstream of the flow separation, can be predicted (with

good agreement with test data,) provided the experimentally determined

point of separation and pressure downstream of the body are referred

to. Abramovich (1960), obtained an approximate solution for a turbu-

lent flow in a circulation zone, downstream of a blunt body.

For the solution, the entire circulation zone is divided into two sec-

tions. In the first section (the upstream section where the flow rate

25
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in the streamwise and reverse directions becomes equal), the theory

of free turbulent stream is applied. In the second section, it is

assumed that the flow field can be determined by an ideal fluid theory

and the theory of functions of complex variables.

Ginevskiy (I969) ob,-3-1.ned a solution for the Vulis (1957) flow model

by an integral meti)d 'ulls (195), uot taking into account tne ex-

ternal inviscid flow ield deformed separation and low density in

the separation zone, o-tained a qualitative ;'cture of wake flow.

The flow loss of .1eaL f low mormientum by uniform flow over the imagi-

nary distorted body and the discharcing turbulent flow is considered

equal to the actual loss due to drag,

Khudenko (1961, 1968), by considering, the flow in the base area and

wake, simultaneously, determined the potential flow referring to the

Efros system. Khudenko proposed that in the first section of the

circulation zone, the free stream line, determined by considerin;

reverse flow (based on the experimental value of stagnation zone pres-

sure), should coincide with the lines on which the longitudinal velo-

city component is equal to the arithmetic mean value of this compo-

nent on the boundaries of the mixing zone of the external flow.

Kirnasov - Kudryavtsev (1970) flow model for the circulation base zone

is as followsi

The static pressure in the oase in assumed to be constant and

known. The distribution of mean longitudinal velocity in the mixing

4
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zone of streamwise and reverse flow is governed by

U e-U ._ Y-YM0
e-Um  =e-Y m

where u is the longitudinal velocity at the center of reversed flows,n

Ye and y m are ordinates of external and internal boundaries of the

mixing layer respectively.

'he coordinate of ideal flow Yid is related to displacement thickness

+ w* here subscript a refers to a trailing edge.
Yvid a Ye

For the Lase area, P(i u~ ) dy = (1+ f ")
feue fe m

If s J 1+y dx then ks + ca where k const.

The solutions of the conservation

_,8 _ equations of mass and momentum in

-- a projection on the x-axis for re-

-] gion A'A BB' lead to the following

results% . .ya -+ Yid+
id ~ id 'fa cY11 Ye Or + e 'Y-- e

e+ m 1+ !m

G e eue (H-yid);

Fig.1.10. Diagram of flow

in the circulation zone be- ?rPm 8 m m m

hind a oluff body. e Y O ) e

[Shvets and Shvets (1976)] m
e M e

- IJV + (Yi :) d
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where m = -U/u e , G is the flow rate through AB due to turning of

the external inviscid flow caused by base low density. H is step

height. y

fye-y 5* = (I 'Pu )dy dH* (m)e m J -PuePee
4A YM

e= (1 - u )dy= a .H*
fe Ue a a

= - )----dy= Ha e PeUe a a

The value of m(x) is determined by these equations. The position

of the separating stream line y. is determined by

udy = 0
0' 2

By taking the Schlichting's profile f(11) = (I- ? ) and neglecting

the transition section from the ooundary layer to the jet stream

layers, Sa* = 0.45 a' ea = 0.134 • da

The free boundary flow solution obtained from Efros analysis (Kir-

nasov and Kudryavtsev 1970) was assumed as the boundary of the in-

viscid flow with the base pressure corresponding to the given boun-

dary layer thickness.

Fig.I.11, shows the computed non-dimensional velocity on the axis

of the circulation zone, indicating that the increase of axial velo-

city gradient is affected by the low density in the base area.

28
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7 1 2 J 1VH

Fig.I.12. The effect of thick-

41 ness of the initial boundary layer
on velocity along the separation
lines of flow when k 1-a 0.3.

0 4 2 3 IH IShvets and Shvets (1976)j

Fig.I.11. Change in dimensionless
velocity on the axis of the circu-
lation zone: [Shvets and Shvets(1976)J

I-4/H = 0, k = 0.3, cPb / 0; 45_

2- JJ =0.2 5, k =0.53, c /0;2jPb -.

3--4/H = 0.5, k = 0.3, cp/ 0;

4-- r/,= 0, k = 0.2, cPb = 0;

5--d,/H = 0, k = 0.3. c = 0; Am

6--4/H = 0.15, k = 0.3, c = 0; Fi.11 3 . The position of charac-
Pb teristics of the boundary of the cir-

7-- 0/ = 0.5, k = -.3, cpb O; culation zone: [Shvets and Shvets(1976)J

08--d/H = 0, k = 0.2, cpb 0. Solid lines cpb 0, 4/H = 0;

Dashed lines c = , 0;/H 0;

Dashed-dotted lines c / 0,S;/HPb

0, k = 0.3; 3, 6, 12--AI/H = 0.5;

8-4H = 0.15; 1-3--(ye-d)/H;

4. 7--Yid/H; 5, 6, Bo 9--yj/H

10 12--y./1{
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It is also seen that the initial laver thickness causes a decrease

in velocity on the axis and it is essential to select a proper cons-

tant for linear growth of the boundary layer.

Firure T.12, shows the calculated velocity along the separation stream

line for k = 0.

Figure 1.13, indicates the effects of jarous parameters on the posi-

tions of characteristic o(undaries.

It is noticed that most of the references for the separation zone,

downstream of the body, are concerned with the mean motion and do not

refer to the case pressure or low density in the nase area, even though

in the final analysis, the 'ase pressure determines the external invis-

cid flow. The basic complexity of finding the :ease pressure at suLso-

nic speed is due to the necessity of simultaneous computation of vis-

cous Flow in the separation zone and of external flow. For supersonic

flow, however, it is not difficult to determine the external flow and

*or the cases of suppressed periodic motion (splitter plate) or of a!-

sence of periodicitv (rearward facing, step) in the separated zone. The

'ise pressure can he predicted -y the well-known analysis, in good agree-

ment with the experimental data. However if the periodicity is consi-

dered, no analytical solution is available.

"ash (1963), presented a semi-empirical analysis to compute the base

30



pressure downstream of a flat plate using the measured length of the

separated region and reattachment pressure. Nash (1964), also esta-

blished the relation .etween the potential flow over a flat plate and

the viscous flow in the wake. The viscous wake is considered by dis-

,ributed sources, and teir intensities are selected such that pressure

in the base area is similar to the measured data. The momentu' thick-

ness of a far wake, determined by an integral method of momentum, is

_,sed to formulate the drag of an ai rfoil

c= 4 e e sC d-DO cp c

where c is chord length, A is a closed contour includinC the dis-

placement thickness round the oody surface passing through the base sec-

tion. The subscripts e and s are external inviscid flow downstream of

separation and separation point, respectively. Distrinution of C is
p

determined lased upon the external inviscid flow in a function of base

pressure and incompressiole flow solution is formulated from the compre-

ssille flow snalysis applying the similarity law.

Tanner (1970), obtained an analytical solution for. the base pressure

downstream of a wedge and a circular cylinder considering the mixing

layer between the external flow and base and using experimental data of

the drag and circulating fluid quantities.

Tanner (1973), extended this work for an incompressible flow with a zero

thickness of the boundary layer to the compressible flow. Kirnasov and

Kudryavtsev, computed the base pressure based upon the sanlytical model
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shown lI Figure.I.14.

Figure.I.14. Diagram of flow in the wake of a semi-irfinite
plate: [Shvets and Shvets (1976))
I--area of separation of the boundary layer; lI--area of mixing
with constant pressure; 1TI--boundar, of inviscid external flow;

IV--stagnant zone; V--reattachment area; VI--area of development
of the wake; 1, 2, and 3--respectively, the section of separa-
tion, beginning of increased pressure and reattachment.

The oase section is divided into several characteristic field:

In the separation zone, the momentum transfer takes place from the

flow in the undisturbed houndary layer to a jet stream. The thick-

ness of this field is an order of the undisturbed :oundary layer and

thtm could be eg1t,ted. Tn Field IT, the isobaric layer of mixing

develops and the position of the mixing layer relative to the houn-

dary line of the inviscid flow is fixed by the momentum equation.

Tn the reattachment zone, the pressure rises and the entrained mass

is circulated, thus conserving the mass flow rate. Line AB is the

separation stream For two-dimensional subsonic flow, the momentum

thickness 8,. of the far wake, which is a measure of body drag is given

by
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go. d& (15)

a  4 p

establishing a relationship between the momentum thickness of the

far wake and base pressure. If the base pressure is known, the po-

tential flow past a body may be computed based upon free boundaries,

obtaining a pressure distribution along the body surface and contour

of the stagnation zone close to the base section in satisfactory agree-

ment with experimental data of Birkhoff and Zarantonello (1957), Khu-

denko (1968) Eppler (1954) and

6 JiA (LI/ Mimura (1958).

In Figure.I.15, the parameters

44 w5 of the turbulent mixing layer

I/u) are presented.

0 i8 61,/x

Fig.I.15. Parameters of the tur-
bulent mixing layer (6=12).
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

The momentum thickness of mixing layer e along the separating stream

line and the relative flow velocity along the separation stream line

( uu )= ( u are shown in a function of ea/x where 9  and x
e2

are the initial thickness of the boundary layer and the distance at

which the mixing layer develops, respectively. For the computation,

Tollmien's velocity profile of incompressible flow is used. The pre-

ssure between sections 2 and 3 is computed by considering the decelera-

tion of flow along a separation stream line.

1
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Denoting the reattachment pressure by p 3

-r M
-~e

___=(1 - C~ u. ) where C = (6
P2  eu wh e ?-

- Me (16)
2 e

Assuming that the viscosity effect is -mall in the reattachment zone,

the momentum equation of the separation stream line is given by

dO /e + (H + 2- M ) du/U 0 (17)

and the integration between sections and 3 yields

e3"*/0 2"* =(a e /a e3) ( M e /M e," (18)a-.,

where Hi2 and Hi3 are shape factors of incompressible flow in sec-

tions 2 and 3 respectively.

The change of momentum thicknesz at the reattachment point to that

at position of ue u0, may be computed by the Squire and Young

formula.

Finally. the momentum thickness far from the body is

./ , = ( ae/a, ) ( M /M') (Me/Me ) (19)

and Me3 is evaluated by

T - M 2 1 M Z . 2  (2_2 e3 2 1 + M j 2 (20)

Since for the separated and reattached flows, Hi3 = 2 by using equa-
4'
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vons (?O0 and (11), the nase pressure can be determined Decause h12

and & are to bo evaluated from the isobaric mixing layer computa-

tion. Another method :or computing the incompressible flow base pres-

sure is described here.

"'or stead,, flow, Stepanov 1970,': tnd -,a e , Maserit ,

h .& analvticallv, that the , i . rta zone ndel the

.i1 1,i-n s'ream lire 4s in eiii.,rur. ,,ie , the effect of external

I ;resre %,r:d L.or' (,. f-he cunda- c the clrculation

zone. This analy_:cal 'indlr Is eonfirmed . .r,e experimer.tal evd-

dence of" 7ani, luchi and Komoda , wnich shows that for the tur-

bulent mixing layer, the enuiv,9.ent force s close to zero. There-

fore, by considering the component of resultant external forces in

the f-ee stream line direction and that sections 2 and 3 are close to

each other, the lollowing approximate equation is formulated;

2.. + 2' f ~T~u ix. C)

A

where H is the half' width of base section and x. is the distance along3

the separation stream line. Since conservation of momentum along the

isobaric mixing 1lyer is given by

A" j ej. (92 - 0 aAa

from these two equations

1A

9; H : _/ - U ,:.t<,
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.nere value of e2  is computed from the isobaric mixing layer equa-

,,on. The computed base pressures downstream of a two-dimensional sur-

:'ace are compared with the experimental data in Figure.'I.16 and 1.17.

The external inviscid flow is

determined by Kirnasov and Ku-

. drvavtsev (1970) using the Efros

0- o diagram of reversed flow.

In order to evaluate the flow

I icharacteristics in a crosssec-
02 i C6 A

tion with an initial pressure

'1-ure.1.16. :elationship of base ieas it is necessary to de-
pressure :.ehind a two-dimensional
c surface to the Nach number of free- termine the distance at which
stream flow (solid curves--calcula-
tion according to (21), dashed-- the isobaric mixing layer develops.
according to (15) and (19) [Shvets
and Shvets (1976)] s The position of section 2 is de-

1--H/ea 33; 2--H/ea 38.5;

3--H/Ga =68; 4--H/a =100 termined by the length of cons-

[:ash et al (1963 )] . tant pressure zone of inviscid

flow shown in Figure.I.18.

S.

For convience, the phenomena of unsteady separated flow caused by a

blunt body such as a cylinder or a slender body such as a wedge, are

briefly presented among the numberous investigations, separately for

incompressible and compressible flow.
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Ficure.J.17. The effect of the ini- F~gure.1.18. The length of zone
tial oundary laver on :,ase pressure of constant pressure in an invis-
tehind a two-dimensional surface rid flow. r Shvets and Shvets(1976).
(solid curves--calculation according%
to (2!), dashed-according to (15)
and (19)1 Nash et al (1963)]
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)]
i--M, 0.14; 2--M, = 0.6;
3--M.W = 0.8.

1.4.1 Unsteady Incompressible Separated Flow

It is well known that characteristics of the wake flow downstream

of a blunt body at subsonic speed depend on the Reynolds number

and a free stream turbulence but for the slender body with a fixed

separation point the effect of the Reynolds number is less.

A cylinde- as a blunt body causes intense action of a wake on ex-

ternal flow and on the body surface; the point of separation shifts.

With an increase of the Reynolds number to Re = 30 - 40, the insta-

bility of the wake is observed in the Karman vortex street and when

Re reaches about 90, one of the vortices breaks off causing asym-

metry of flow. As a result, the second vortex separates and causes

a state of alternating convergence of vortices. The wake flow is

4
three-dimensional as indicated by Gerrard (1966). When Re > 10

cylinder flow can be divided into four different regimes; subecri-
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tica1, critical, supercritical and transcritical.

"'he sult'ritic-a. e' me is characterized b,. the plateau of the drag

oe"r~. aRcuxting , .. u[ to - e y? x 10 5 as seen in Figure.7.19.

n this ce¢ie, tne laninar toundar't

.,a er s : pr ra tes a t a )o sit ior, . ° 0 ea-

3 surec. -c the fo-ward stagnation point

,-nu i a '! ouhal numrber o 0.7.
,tVe critical reine," decreases to

-' '. the trouhal number and the
'0' 'C qe

.'7- ,' ,,e :ces-u've Hncrease to 0.46 and - 0.2,

r etsam; r.,er 9o'] 'espect-. e I, as seen in ?i -ure. I.20.

- 'lane- ind 9 ;

- h )T. uch a sharp decrease of the drag is due

to the narrowing of the wake region caused

" :v the , ,ift of the separation point to a

dowristream position.

- *.en *'e = 3.J x 10, the local laminar

separation and subsequent reattachment

",'orin. a laminar separation u! ie
• th' rt.our!' nuts' :: or 4f ,.: . wa;ke

ei to Ce :1d followed !v turbulent flow separation
•,:,e'j[.o'.etc anol .sts tt,'J

V--."o'rko, ' .j ]; At 0 ?rar drops to C, 0.4. ?nd
-1-!1,1 a n . , 4 , L ) ] , I . 1 1 '

.... Q ase pressure increases to C ='-]0.7.

...n. 1n" When Fe 3. x 10 , C., decreases to 0.3:--[ : iner t nd E k r ,
'

and C increases to - 0.2.

'13
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In the su-,ercritical regi.me x 10 ,< Re< 3.5 X t0 ) dominant fre-

quenc-'hi the wake disaprears arnd the convergence of vortices is ir-

re~i.nIa-. '"he resullts of measurenient in thiz -riime are ambiguous due

to the increased effec-, of a thr ee-lIimensicnalitvy caused by .1e break

do o' laminar sepa-ated u .-ies . -7, the t!ranscritical regrime of

~eJx 10 ,oshko (9i c uni rcat hle definite frequency of'

zhe wpke differiriL! from the i!cregulcir cnve 'Pence o7 vortices as us-

w;allv o~served, prevails arnd the ,r-ulent :-ecaration point shifts to

an up stream positior.. Thus, the separated wake regiocn :'ecormes ;ro-

ader and forms another- pDlateau of b icn arag _oef icient as seen in

Figure.I .19. It is to je nioted that the -oundar~es ot the flow re-

i-imes describe-d ai-e approximate and depend on the level of turbulence

of free stream anid on surface roughness. Kalashnikov and KudIn (1969),

carried out experimenta-l studies of the vortex, using a polymer solu-

tion in order to reduce the friction drag. The intensity of a Karman

vortex caused by a wire exposed to a solution of polyoxvethylene, was

C-onsidera blv lower than that of' water flow. The random pulsations oc-

cur-ed with small "bevnolds numbers.

-cr the slender body, such as a wedge with a fixed point of separa-

*,on, the effect of' the Rev.rnolds numb-'.er or, the flow characteristics

Is less than those of a blunt body, b)ut the physical aspects are not

as well-known. For the wake flow downstream of a wedge the first in-

sta:,ility occurs when the Reynolds number increases up to n-80.

The flow Lmeasurements after He=8O up to the subcritical Reynolds num-

ber indicate tha4. the characteristics of the wake of a wedge are similar
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to those of a cylinder and for a wedge, characteristic points are

displaced toward large Reynolds numbers.

1.4.2 Unsteady Compressible Separated Flow

As the free stream Mach number increases, the effect of the Reynolds

number to the separated flow is less pronounced.

For M >I, trailing shock occurs, orming a neck region o" wake, thus

the Flow field differs from that of the sucsonic flow. The discrete

vortices appear downstream of the neck and the effect of periodic mo-

tion on the oase flow is insignificant as Kuznetsov and Popov (1967,

1968) observed.

1.4.3  Steady Separatd Flow

The characteristics of steady separated flow, involving reattachment

on a solid two-dimensioral surface, such as a step, may be categorized

in the following three zones:

a. zone of three-dimensional separation downstream

b. zone of two-dimensional separation where the fluid flows in

reverse direction close to the wall and parallel to the direc-

tion of free surface

c. zone of periodic changing with time close to the reattachment

point.

Roshko and Lau (1965), show that the pressure distribution downstream

of different geometrical shapes differ, however, an universal rela-

tionship independent of geometrical shapes can be established by cor-

relating
p P Pb Pb
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with respect to x/x where x is the distance to the reattachnent
c C

point as shown in Fig.I.21. This figure also indicates similar di-

fferences among maximum pressure and base pressure.

Bespalov and Khudenko (1959), Atra-

|- movich et al, (1961),Ukhanova (1966),

@41 2 o-41 Akyl'oayev et al, (1969), Ilizarova
oil ,- i * ' 

+ - ' j

(1969) and McErlean and Przirembel

0 c (1970) consider that distribution of

the mean streamwise and reverse velo-
Fig.T.2l. Universal distribu-
tion of pressure behind a step cities in the mixing zone are governed
[Roshko and Lau (1965)]:

C - c by the principle of a 'boundary layer
_P Pb

C x -- is the and can be expressed by the universal
Pb

function of velocity discontinuity.
distance to the reattachment

point. For the axisymmetric flow, the univer-

sal pressure distribution along the axis

of the wake can be formulated by Cp = m)/(CPmax -CPmin) with

respect to x = (x - xmin)/(x - Xmin) where xc is distance of the

point of deceleration as shown in Figure.I.22. by Calvert (1967).

Figure.I.22. Universal distribution

08 - of pressure along the axis of theF 0 1 -4 -axis of the wake.[ Calvert (1967)]
S- 2x-500

43 1--E) 0; 2--() = 20
3--? = 400 ; 4--9 = 6o0 ;

-42-48 0 48 6 2,4 5--Q = goo; 6--e = 10°;

cylinder(1), cones(2-5). disk(6)

I
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Sekundov and Yakovlevskiy (1970), measured the temperature down-

stream of a thin plate and a cylinder and formulated the tempe:'ature

distribution o*
To = (T - T,,. )/(TO - T E) =exp (,;/y)

where T . and are the temjperature of undis+ured flow and on the

wake axis respectively, y is the lateral coordinate measured from

'he wake axis aimc Y ;s the characteristic width of the temperature

o:oeile.

ne magnitude o" is "elated to V t,"v

20 0

y Y AT ° dy / T dY

0 0

The magnitude of Y 2/x-e (where e is momentum thickness) is the cha-

racteristic intensity of thickening of the wake downstream of the plate

and Mair and Maull(1972) found that,

!or laminar wake, Y2/x.G = ?(Pr.He)

and for turbulent wake, Y?/x.P = const z 0.1.

in order to study more details o, transonic flow phenomena Shvets

(1972), measured the pressure distribution and the reattachment point

of the flow past a wedge on a plate in a function of the Mach number

as z nown in FiFure.T.23.

The pressure distri')ution is qualitatively in agreement with Nash,

Quincey and Callinan's (1963) experimental data for a step.

At first, base pressure drops to a minimum at M = 1.02 and increases

reaching a local maximum at M = 1.2.

Transition through the speed of sound consists of three phases of
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restru.turing of" the flow: formation of a local supersonic zone

n the region of the corners (here the velocity of inviscid fluid

Inside the mixing layer is subsonic); distribution of the supersonic

-one -or the entire free viscous layer (velocity of the internal flow

e eattachment is sui-sonic); transition to a completely super-

--ow past , surface with supe-sonic velocity downstream of the

:-a:iing edge.

0 p -3 o - 3

43 42 ' N

Fi .T.23. Flow behind a wedge on a plate:

[Shvets and Shvets ( 976)]

I--base pressure p/p= (M);

2--5--distribution of pressure on a plate
p/p= f(x/H)(---M = C.4; 3--H = 0.6, 14-M

= 0.8; 5--M = 1.05); 6,7--reattachment points

xIH = f(M) according to data of visualization

and measurement of pressure.
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2. Analysis Based on Inviscid Flow

A presentation is made on the inviscid flow calculations to

evaluate the characteristics of the separated flow, which are not

usually considered in the contex of the inviscid flow. The separated

flow field is viscous and involved with the viscous mixing of the out-

side inviscid flow with the inside viscous flow. Thus, the analysis

based on the inviscid flow is not an easy one due to no clear physi-

cal aspects and the results are not exact and limited because of arti-

fice representing dissipative flow by ideal flow. The justification

of the inviscid approach is 'ased, among others, on the following phe-

nomena and flow models. Base flow immediately downstream of a wedge

exposed to supersonic flow can be studied by an inviscid interaction

between a supersonic vortex generated by the boundary layer upstream

of the wedge edge and subsonic vortices adjoining in the base region.

This problem is similar, to a certain degree, to that of supersonic

flow past a blunt body; although the elliptic type of the subsonic

flow equation is peculiar and for the solution upstream, perturbation

should be considered.

The separation stream line dividing the recirculating flow and

the streamwise flow can be considered as a contact surface for an in-

finite Reynolds number corresponding to the case of inertia force only.

Furthemore, this maximum solution at Re-dais essential for asymptotic

expansion, because effects of a weak viscous interaction can be studied

systematically by referring to Re..." . Batchelor (1956) modeled an in-

viscid incompressible flow by a pair of vortices rotating in opposite

directions in the neighborhood of the base section and Weiss' (1967)

q!
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model of the inviscid flow expansion of the boundary layer flow is cha-

racterized by the transonic vortex flow occurring in a flow past a sharp

angle with normal and tangential pressure gradients in the neighborhood

of the angle, which are compara le to those equalizing the forces of pure

inertia. Experiments of Ohrenberg-er (1968), indicate that viscous stress

in the hypersonic flow expansion is negligible. Erdos and Zakkay's (1971)

flow model, indicates that although vortices are created in the base re-

gion, viscous stresses and diffusion may not be accounted for.

Amsden and Harlow (1965), applying the numerical method of particles

and cells calculated the time dependent development of two-dimensional

and cylindrical wake downstream of a flat based projectile flying at su-

personic speed, not considering the viscosity effect and real gas pro-

perties, although these can be taken into account in the calculations.

The governing equations based upon the inviscid approach are the following

conservation differential equations of mass, momentum and energy, omit-

ting the viscosity effect and heat conduction.

('f/a t) + ( uv) f = -fv u

f(? ul t) + f(uv)u = -Vp

a( /) t) +f (uV)I = -pVu

For the calculation, a rectangular grid of fixed Euler cells is used,

through which the fluid moves. The fluid is characterized by Lagran-

gian points of r'ass and these points are called particles. Each parti-

cle carries a constant mass of fluid and the mass of fluid within each

cell is equal to the total mass of particles in it. Calculation is

carried out at finite time intervals and at each step, new flow pama-

q
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meters are determined as follows:

At first, referring to the value of mass, calculations are made

for volume, specific internal energ' of the cells, and pressure.

Then, Iased on the grzdient of pressure, two velocity components are

estimated, comparing with thei-: maximum permissible magnitudes. At

the second stage, each partile positIon is changed, referring to the

estimated velocitY, mass, momentum and energy.

The progress of the solution is recorded at given moments of

time in the forn ot a location diagram of all the p-.rticles and other

types of graphs and print-outs of the cell parameters. For example,

a grid of 35 cells in height and 70 cells in length was used for the

computation. When each calculation is completed, more than 36,000

particles have passed through the left boundary of the system.

Weinbaum (1966), investigated the inviscid behavior of a super-

sonic vortical flow undergoing a rapid expansion oy applying the me-

thod of rotational characteristics and clarified phenomena of freshly

separated flows, e.g., the formation of the separation shock wave and

structure of free shear in the base region downstream of a sharp cor-

ner. Dynamics of expansion process, except in the immediate vicinity

of the wall, are controlled largely by the inviscid pressure mechanics

as evidenced by the results of order of magnitude analysis of the

Navier-Stokes equations in the vicinity of a corner indicating that

viscous terms are smaller than the inviscid terms throughout the boun-

dary except for the highly viscous sublayer adjacent to the wall. Thus,

• the use of inviscid flow analysis is justified for the supersonic por-

tion of the boundary layer expansion.

4 6
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Since the entropy gradients normal to stream lines can appear

both in the inviscid Clow outside the boundary layer and in the vis-

cous conducting layer close to the body surface, due to a free stream

non-uniformity and a tow shock wave, the effect of the entropy gradi-

ent is considered for the investigation of 'behavior of a vortical flow

in the rapid expansion.

egardless of whether the shear profiles upstream of the corner

expansion is produced by a curved shock wave, ty shearing stress in the

oundary layer or both, pressure signals emanating at the corner tra-

vel along the curved Mach lines and set up a system of reflected Mach

waves of the opposite family. Weinhaum (1966), used physically reason-

alle approximations in o-der to obtain an inviscid analysis for the

supe-sonic flow downst-eam of the leading Mach wave. The reflected

waves which influence the shape of the dividing stream line and the

location of rearward stagnation point, are studied and the variation

in strength of the primary Mach wave along its length is determined.

Some of the original reflected waves from the expansion fan are

expansion waves that, in turn, must reflect from the free boundary as

compression waves. It is the coalescence of these compression wave-

lets that is responsible for the formation of the separation shock

wave.

A numerical rotational characteristic solution for the expansion

and separation at Mach number 3 with turbulent boundary layer, indicates

that the method of rotational characteristics can be used to provide

valuable new insights into freshly separated flow.

4 47
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Weiss and Weinbaum (1966), carred out the details of a two-dimen-

sional and axisymmetric expansion and separation of a hypersonic boun-

dary layer at the shoulder of a blunt based body assuming the expansion

of the body boundary layer is inviscid and obtaining numerical results

by rotational characteristic calculation. At a high Mach number, the

expansion separation process dominates the entire base flow producing

a non-parallel vortical region that extends into the far wake.

Although the method of rotational characteristics is a powerful

tool to analyze many aspects of separation process, it provides no in-

fromation about the diffusion of momentum and energy in the vicinity of

the dividing stream line. Nevertheless, the method of rotational charac-

teristics well describes the various effects caused by the dominating

inviscid pressure.

The physically realistic mathe-
L f MA( m WWf

matical model used by Weiss and
80LOIAMI .lt R Weinbaum (1966), sketched in Fig.

- 1.24, is the same as that of Wein-
/ .A \"A t kk M-1 "~FACF

( Pbaum (1966). For the model, it is
- I4Ak W. MACH *AVE

-"..' - -- assumed that Mi = I stream between

Pe -- a and c, can be collapsed into a

single point and Mi = I stream line

Fip.T..4. cheatIc diagram of beyond point c is taken to be a

shoulder expansion region. constant pressure surface and have
(Weiss and Wein aum (1966))

the shape of the wall or dividing

stream line. Numerical character-
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istic computation is carried out based upon this model.

In general, if normal pressure gradients and non-similar boun-

dary layer profiles exist upstream of the corner expansion, the com-

plete specification of initial data would consist of initial profiles

for the velouity components and any two state variables. However, if

normal pressure gradients are neglected and Crocco's similar enthalpy

profiles are assumed, then a complete description of all flow variables

at the initial station can be obtained from the velocity profile alone.

The variations of entropy, vorticity and total temperature across

the stream line are determined uniquely throughout the expansion once it

is described on the initial data curve. To integrate along the charac-

teristic curves the differential expression relating dq (magnitude of

velocity) and dG (angle the local flow makes with axial coordinate) is

given and iteration is performed at each mesh point. Both the slope of

the linear segments connecting mesh points and the average values of

flow properties along each line are corrected using values obtained

from the previous iteration.

Base pressure and behavior of the separated flow downstream of a

blunt based wedge and a cone are determined uniquely by just two para-

meters of the Mach number of external flow, Me prior to expansion and

Re of boundary layer flow at the separation, but at very large Re

where the curvature of the dividing stream line is small, the effect of

separation shock wave phenomena is negligible. The separation influ-

ences strongly the base region and its characteristic parameter is the

ratio of the shoulder boundary layer thickness to the shoulder radius

44
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of curvature S/r.

Partial cancellation of the reflected waves occurs prior to se-

paration. A significant portion of the reflected expansion waves pro-

duced in the primary expansion strikes the sphere of the cylinder sur-

face before the separation point and reflects as expansion waves. The

effect of these waves is to cancel the earlier reflected waves.

The iterative method for the solution of the completely coupled

base flow problem is proposed by Weiss and Weinbaum (1966) who state

as followst

The characteristic solution provides a first approximation for

the shape and length of the dividing stream line. The behavior of the

flow in the vicinity of this stream line then can be obtained from a fre

shear layer solution. This solution yields velocity and temperature

distributions and the stagnation pressure and temperature at the rear

stagnation point. The velocity and temperature distributions on the

dividing stream line can be used to calculate the recirculation region

by the use of finite-difference techniques. The resulting pressure

distribution in the recirculation region must be consistent everywhere

with the pressure distribution in the outer vortical flow. Hence, a

new characteristic solution is performed and a new dividing stream line

shape determined which satisfies this pressure distribution. A se .ond

free shear layer calculation is then performed, taking account of both

the corrected shape of the dividing stream line and the adverse pre-

ssure gradient in the recompression region. The displacement thick-

ness of the shear layer is calculated and the displacement of the outer

50
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rotational flow is determined for the next iteration on the inviscid

flow. The corrected pressure distribution is obtained from a second

solution of the recirculation region, based on the correcte values of

the velocity and the temperature and the shape of the dividing stream

line. in this manner, the inviscid flow, the shear layer, and the

recirculation region are corrected systematically in that order. The

requiremen.s for a completely matched solution are the continuity of

-pressure, velocity, shear, temperature, and heat flux across the divA-

ding stream linet the degress of freedom are the location of and veeo-

city and temperature distributions on these stream lines. Such a pro-

gram is rather ambitious, and it is hoped that a few iterations at

most will result in "convergent" and useful solution.

Erdos and Zakkay (1971), analyzed the steady laminar near wake of

a slender, two-dimensional flat based body at a hypersonic velocity wi-

thin the context of an inviscid rotational flow. The upstream boun-

dary layer is considered the source of vorticity convected into the

base region but neglecting generation of additional viscous stress,

there ja heat transfer to the base and diffusion of the vorticity.

The overall structure of the base flow pattern is the result of an in-

viscid interaction between the subsonic recirculating flow and the

outer supersonic rotational stream. Numerical solutions are carried

out by time-dependent method known as the two-step Lax-Wendroff (1960)

technique. The steady-state solution is obtained asymptotically, cir-

cumventing the complexities associated with the steady problems.

The near wake flow of a bluff-based body at supersor~c flow is
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mixed subsonic/supersonic flows involving subsonic recirculating flow.

Eros and . akkay (1971), contributed to the development of a powerf.ul

numerical methoo to solve the genera categor-y of' the mixed flows.

Tl e steady near wake p[rolem in the limit of' vanishing viscosity is

o' the mixed ell pti, nypcrbohc type. However, this protlem is redd,,ed

t( _)urely the hper'boiic type by seekine tre steady _tate :-.olution as

_he asymptote of a ti:-.e-depende:lt probleis, sutject to steady boundai-

conditions.

A finite difference technique of Lax is used and since the solu-

tions of hyperbolic equations which contain surfaces of discontinuity

are not, in general, unique, uniqueness is a consequence of imposition

of additional constraint not implicit in the governing equations. The

Lax-Wendroff technique obtains such constraint correctly in the solution

through a formulation that allows the differe- tial equations to satisf

the conservation laws, within the accuracy of the difference approxima-

tions. The solutions obtained through its use are considered inviscid,

because the effects of artificial viscosity are confined to layers of

thickness of the order of the small mesh size and the existence of a

limit can be demonstrated as the mesh size is progressively diminished.

The conservation equations of Tax are used and for the finite dil-

ference formulation the Lax-Wendroff technique, termed the two-step

method, is applied.

Comparisons of the predicted values for a 100 wedge at M4 = 6

are in agreement for the following characteristics with the experimen-

tal data of Batt and Kudota (1969)t base pressure, pressure distribu-

5
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' on norTlai to the axis, stream line pattern in the near wake, a Rey-

4
nolds number based on the wedge height as low as 1.4 x 10 and an adia-

bitic wail condition and static pressure distribution along the wake

center on the cold wall condition and wake location.

£rcdos and Zakkay (1971), pointed out that their analysis can be

easil-, extended to incorporate the Navier-Stokes equations rather than

:he Euler eeuations as governing conservation laws, with minimal change

in the numericai details. .iowever, accurate description of the free

-h -ir a';er aionV tme dividing stream line, of the flow near the rear

sla,-nation point and of the boundary layer on the base in the wake re-

mviires a rid size of the corresponding scale and use of an appropriate

.oorinate transformation or a variable grid size, which is probably

essential in this case.

Xhoroshko (1969), calculated numerically, by a method of finite differ-

ence the characteristics of laminar and turbulent wake flow downstream

of blunt bodies exposed to hypersonic speed, evaluating the effect of

pressure gradient and chemical reaction on the flow parameters in a ro-

tational external flow. The results also show that the effectSof diffu-

sion on the flow parameters are larger, the smaller the Re; indicating

that at low free stream pressure or at high altitude, a perturbed flow

rapidly encompasses the entire region. For comparison, the change of

temperature, density of electron, velocity for laminar and turbulent

flow are shown in Fig.I.25 for the same Re.

Krayko and Tagirov (1970), investigated the optium shape of the two-

dimensional trailing section which will cause the minimum wave drag
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for a given lift by taking account

of the friction force, assuming that

. . -- ! the base pressure is given in a func-

tion of M W The optimum shape of

the flat trailing section evaluated by

a computer when Re = 109 is close to

0 36o 320 v, the contour at Re -P o , corresponding

Figure 1.25 Change in tempera- Lo that of an ideal flow with no fric-
ture, density of electrons and
velocity in the cace of laminar tion.
(dashed lines) and turbulent
(solid lines) wakes
[ Khoroshko (1969 )]
(e-1 0 ° ,V-=7000 m/s): 1,3--u/u.
2,5--T*/Too ; 4--n

2.1. Numerical Experiment

Presently, numerical experiments are being progressively expanded

for the study of various phenomena described by the equations of mathe-

matical physics.

The method of particles in cells enables the study of the complex

phenomena of multicomponent media dynamics particles which "follow"

downstream free surfaces and lines of separation involving interaction,

etc. The method of "large particles" applicable to gas dynamic problems

is described by Belotserkovskiy and Davydov (1971). Using the method of

large particles, it is possible for a single algorithm to obtain the

flow picture past bodies of various shapes with a broad range of changes

of the initial conditions at subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds.
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Applying the method of large particles, Belotserkovskiy and Davy-

dov (1971, 1974), carried out the numerical experiments and reported

it in the Nauka Press (1974), edited by Belotserkovskiy, (for separated

flow). One of its examples is shown in Fig.1.26, illustrating the

stream lines downstream of a sphere generated by incompressible and com-

pressible flows.

ab

Figure 1.26 Stream lines in a base region
with flow past a sphere of compressible (a)
and incompressible (b) fluid (M = 0.3)
fBelotserkovskiy and Davydov (1974)]

For the compressible flow, the separation zone is closed and localized

downstream of the bodr, while for the incompressible flow, the separa-

tion zone spreads downstream and flow is unsteady and turbulent.

qt
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3. Analysis Based on Separation Stream line and Mixing Layer

In this section, various methods used to evaluate the separated

flow characteristics based upon the separation stream lines and mixing

1aver are reviewed. Since the methods of Chapman-Korst, Nash, Kirk

(1959), and Denison and Baum (1963) etc. are described in P. K. Chang's

.ook, Separation of Flow, 1970, Pergamon Press, and elsewhere, no de-

t_-Lils of these methods are given.

The flow models to be used for analysis based upon the separation

,t.ream line with no injection of fluid into the base region and with

., 7Iection are shown in Fig.I.27a and Fig.I.27b respectively.

The external inviscid supersonic flow

region is divided into the following
IJ

U characteristic regionss Undisturbed

•. flow region upstream of section 1, se-

J- - parated flow region in the base with a
- -constant pressure (between sections 2

and 3), a compression region (between

sections 3 and 4).

L---I

FiT. 1.27. A picture of flow It is assumed that compression takes
in separation method without
inflow (a) and with the in- place isentropically for the laminar flow
flow (b) of a mass (dashed
line corresponds to the boun- and through an oblique shock wave for the
dary of an inviscid flow).
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)] turbulent flow. In the neglibibly small

a
area I compred to the body height,a tran-

-4 sfer of the undisturbed viscous layer to

5
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the isobaric jet stream takes place, compression occurs in area III

and the mass is conserved in the base region.

Stream line ?b is determined, considering the conservation of

the mass as,

Yb

where G. is the injected mass flow rate, H is the height of the base
1

cecti on, v, and Yb are normal coordinates of the separation stream

line and the line of constant mass during iniection, respectively.

When ,. = C, then '-I The (hapman-Kor.st analysis, assuminc a

zero initial boundar-; layer thickness, predicts the asymptotic base

pressure at large Reynolds numbers, thus for Re = 10 - 10 , a rood

agreement with the experimental data is reached. However, since the

initial boundary layer thickness is actually not zero, the finite thick-

ness of the initial boundary layer is considered as a parameter of' the

mixing layer and reattachment. The velocity profile in the mixing layer

is assumed as asymptotic, Such an asymptotic profile can be located

by shifting the actual stream, upstream at a distance to be determined

from the conditions of equal mass flow and motion of an imaginary invis-

cid stream corresponding to an actual boundary layer. Sirieix (1960)

and Dewey (1965), found experimentally that the compression zone is not

so short as the Chapman-Korst model assumes, and that it extends 1-2

body diameters from the trailing critical point. This indicates that

there is need for improvement by considering the forces, viscosity and

turbulent friction in this zone where the pressure gradient is large.

5
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Bondarev and Yudelovich solution

Bondarev and Yudelovich (1960), approximately evaluated the in-

crease of the base pressure downstream of a wedge at hypersonic speed

introducing a certain "effective" surface parallel to the free stream.

Effective pressure and a Mach number on this surface were determined

by considering the turning of a Prandtl-Meyer flow at an angle ( en-

closed between the effective surface and the wedge surface. Approxi-

mate analysis of the flow past a wedge at hypersonic speed may lead

to an interesting phenomena of the base pressure. With an increase

of a free stream Mach number, the base pressure decreases at first,

then increases rapidly, approaching the free stream pressure. This

is due to the fact that at hypersonic Mach numbers, entropy downstream

of the oblique shock wave increases, causing the change of the Mach

number on the wedge surface. Thus, the pressure on the wedge increises

proportionally to the square of a free stream Mach number. The

total level of the pressure downstream of the wedge increases and the

base pressure exceeds the free stream pressure.

Bondarev (1964), evaluated the base pressure by taking account

of the boundary layer effect and compared it to that computed assuming

zero thickness of the boundary layer downstream of the base section,

as shown in Fig.I.28.

The base pressure increases by Ja/H and the effect of the boundary

layer becomes stronger with an increase of the Mach number. Bondarev

(1964), studied the effect of the ratio of specific heats, ' , to the
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base pressure assuming a zero *iitial boundary layer thizkness in

a parameter of the Mach number as shown in Fig.I.29.

____-______ P' 25

0.38 ,

0,2 0,3 0,01 0,02 qOJ 0,2 0,4 ,,
a- bc

Fig.T.28. Relationship of base pressure to the thickness of the
boundary layer in the separation section: [Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

a--calculation 1--M = 4 [Bondarev (1964)j; 2--M = 3[Bondarev(1964)];
3--M = 2[Bondarev(1964)]; b--M = 2.025; PrT = g = 1; r= 1.4;
4--calculation[Tagirov(1961)] ; 5--calculation[Korst et al,(1955)1;
6--experiment[Sirieix(1960)J; c--7, 8--closure conditions according
to Korst, according to Tagirov[Tagirov(1961)J; 9--experiment, M =

2.025[Sirieix(1960)]; 10--M = 2 (see chapter I Neyland(1969a)
i--M = 2.2(Badrinarayanan(1961) .

/P14 I "Fig.I.29. The effect of the ratio

of specific heats on base pressure

24 I 2 LBondarev (1964)j

F3
-2-

,3 15 ~5
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Bondarev (1963), computed the time needed to establish to steady

parameter conditions of a supersonic separated flow downstream of a

two-dimensional surface exposed to sudden changes of an external flow

pressure. He assumed that the mixing layer flow is quasi-steady and

the change of the base pressure is to be determined by filling (or

eiptving the base region by the mixing layer fluid.

07.crov solutLon

; .-ro ( 1, ,  ( 3, 0r.', octained the simplified iinaLytical seli-

:o; :othe pressure and the temperature in the base region oy con-

Ierin the 'nitial boundary layer arid by dividing the entire flow

i,-a into five zones.

The position of the shock wave is determined at the intersection

',the zfro velocity line 'r the axis of sx'mmetrv. The magnitude of

reata'hment anr-je Oc is evatuated by sin 0 . k at the position of

mhe inimum reattaching boundary layer thickness, i.e. at the condition

J J/ dx = 0. The symbol k refers to the mixing coefficient at re-c

itta'hment which is taken, for simplicity, to be equal to K, in the iso-

" 'a r'Fion.

n ti, reattachment zone, the in+ raction of the external inviscid

low with toe dissipativ layer is evaluated using the Crocco-Lees the-

orvl. Fhe computed base pressure in the absence of heat flow is shown

in Fig.I.3O in comparison wiLh the experimental data.

"he Korst solution of base pressure is for £ = 0 in the mixing zone
a
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which is insignificantly affected by

the constant empirical parameter of

s~read rate 6

Si.For the computation of the base pres-

sure affected by the initial boundary

aver thickness of' i turbulent mixing

. .. _ _7_ _ -laver, the initlal velocity profile

after the turnirF, is given by 1/n power

Slationship aw, n = 7 is used for the calculation).
:rc pressure to the !. number

The obtained solution is given in a
'-- ?ortir. ons ot closure ac-

" ri'o +,he I.orsh. theo- functi,n of x. Thus, it is not similar,
es;'--when using the £randtl- and the effect of a is taken into ac-

> ePver reat~onship;
-- method n " *ientia ntiz 0 s count through the non-self-similar solu-

I marks--experiment) .
ation in the turbulent mixing zone. The

predicted base pressure is :ompared with experimental data in Fig..28

with a discrepancy o+' 10". due to the approximation of k = k. If the~c

Korst analisils is used, predicted values amount to 1.1 times greater than

the measured data.

The solution of Neyland and others

Yel'kin and Neyland and Sokolov (1963), using two-dimensional con-

servation equations of mass, momentum, and energy, attempted to solve

the laminar base pressure downstream of a wedge exposed to a high Mach

number. By taking account of thermodynamic equilibrium, dissociation

of a binary mixture of atoms and molecules, but not of diffusion as well

as layer thickness in the laminar mixing zone, a self-similar solution
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of ordinary non-linear differential equation has been obtained by

using the Dorodnitsyn transformation and a computer.

As shown in Fig.T.31 and 1.32, when M_-co, then pb/p- ,

and with an increase of wedge thickness, p b/ also increases

while papw (where p is the pressure on the wedge surface) becomes

very small.

2 j .....-- _ - ..

/ 20

m ---- " - 0

0 70 20 M 0 20 40 a

Fig.1.31. Base pressure be- Fig.I.32. Ratio of base pressure
hind a wedge EYeii'kin et al to pressure on the wedge [Yel'kin
(1963)A et al (1963)3 (the point corres-

ponds to the plate when M = ).

The base pressure downstream of a blunt edged plate is given by:

_b - r-1 i-i2r

where =
-21-u

It is noted that the hypersonic flow principle independent from M,

is also applicable for the base flow downstream of an arbitrary body

shape. When M - -  , the density and velocity of the free stream

become constant and the pressure as well as the speed of sound approach

to zero. At a large Mach number, the magnitude of flow parameters in

6
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the shock layer affecting the base pressure also become fixed, thus

confirming the hypersonic principle.

Nevland and Sokolov (1964), investigated the behavior of the base

pressure downstream o" a wedr-e at an angle of attack and supersonic

I Peed and presented the predicted base pressure in Fig.I.53.

_J 2 0 , "

0 10 20 -- "

b

.3. Dependence of base pressure br And a wedge on
the angle of attack L Neyland and Sokolov (1964)]

7f the half-angle is large, depending upon Mm , the shock wave on

the lower part detaches and the base pressure increases with an in-

crease of the angle of attack. However, if the half-angle is small

and the Mach number on the upper part is large, then the base pressure

beromes small approaching zero and the shock wave remains attached

a-ound the lower surface. The base pressure reaches a maximum value

at a certain angle of attack and drops as seen in Fig.I.33.

Neyland (1964), obtained the self-similar solution of the non-

linear equation of motion by taking account of compressibility and

heat transfer assuming PrT = 1. For the turbulent mixing zone the

following two-dimensional steady flow equations are used.
4]
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u _ v - _ +

u0 + fvay D y.

+ 0

, ere T refers to temperature of decelerating flow. For the case

, isobaric 1ixirip,sie x

u u _u + f ' ',

't ~ n 'T' <T

wrere T is conductivity of heat, the governing euations are con-

siiderably simplified. For the solution, Prandtl's mixing length

thneory' and Tolnien's boundary conditions are applied.

The McDonald solution

McDonald (1965, 66), studied semi-empirically, a two-dimensional

and axisymmnetric base pressure with an initial turbulent boundary

layer, assuming the isentropic compression of the separation stream

line, ignoring the mixing of external flow with a viscous layer as

well as the effect of tangential stress. For the external flow passing

through the viscous layer in the reattachment zone, the Squire-Young

formula is used, assuming that thicknesses of displacement and mo-

mentum are the same as those of a flat plate with identical condi-

tions.
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The Carriere and Sirieix solution

Carriere and Sirieix, in order to compute the base pressure,

consider the angle of reattaching flow e as the criterion for reat-C

tachment. The value of e which satisfies the Korst-Chapman condi-C

tion is smaller than that measured by Carriere (1965) as seen in

Fig. I. 34.

Siriex (1967), proposes that the follow-

ing equations of e be used after con-

S! sideration of viscous effects and turn-

ing of inviscid flow,

. = e (M) + c

2.5 3. M q Uk G

Fig.T.34. Dependence of q m UL UeL - L
the reattachment angle of
flow on the M number
ICarriere (1965)]: where cq is the coefficient of injection,

1--two-dimensional flow; e(M ) is the angle of inviscid flow
2--reattachment on a cone; a
3--reattachment on the in- turning, q the mass discharge rate into

ternal wall of a cylin-
der (dashed line--cal- stagnation per unit of length (c =.Pjuj),
culation according to
the Korst-Chapman for- uk the streanwise velocity component, 9
mula).

the momentum thickness in the separation

zone, L the effective length of mixing

field or the length of self-similar layer. This criterion of reattach-

ment at supersonic speed is very useful in practice to evaluate the

effect of a mass injection at a low velocity and a small discharge in

the stagnation zone. The predicted base pressure using this criterion

is in good agreement with experimental data.
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A comparison of results obtained by Glotov and Moroz (1970) and

Glotov and Lavrukhin (1974), with measured data of e = f (M)c

by Carriere (1965), (where e is the angle of reattachment on aC

channel wall of inviscid stream evaluated by the method of charac-

teristics for measured pressure), indicates that in the self-similar

Flow, the 0 value aFrees :or practical use, althouch its Magni-

tudeis larger than that obtained by Sirieix, Mirande and Delery

j1966) using Korst-Chapman criterion of reattachment.

Attempts to formulate a universal relation of e = f(m) asc

well as x = f(Y) applied, for example, to different shapes of theC

channel flow downstream of sudden expansion, were not successful.

The reattachment criterion based upon the magnitude of maximum in-

crease of relative pressure on the wall did not lead to a universal

formulation.

Kessler solution

Kessler (1967), derived a more accurate approximate solution to the

turbulent two-stream mixing problem, including initial boundary layer

effects. For this solution, only an empirical similarity parameter

for the turbulent mixing is needed whereas for the complete solu-

tion involving initial boundary layer by Korst and Chow's (1966) equi-

valent bleed concept requires the knowledge of the eddy diffusivity

which was not available in 1967.

In order to account for the initial boundary layer effects,

Korst and Chow (1966), utilized a lateral displacement of the fully

1
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developed velocity profile, i.e. a profile obtained for a no initial

boundary layer. The result shows that the " locity profiles from the

eq 'ivalent bleed method do not agree until one is much further down-

stream. Since the origin shift gives better agreement with experi-

mental data for free shear layers, Kessler (1966) extended this techni-

cue to the two-stream mixing problem.

kirk (1959), Nash (1962) and Hill (1966), have proposed to shift

the criF:in of the actual physical jet upstream a distance x to an ima-

.'nar: inviscid jet, i.e. a jet with no initial boundary layer on a

free shear layer. The criteria for determining x is that the mass

flow and momentum of the imaginary jet at x = x are respectively equal,o

to the mass flow and momentum of the actual attached boundary layer.

In Fig.T.35., the actual physical coordinates of the real mixing

region with an initial boundary layer by X and Y, while for imaginary

two-stream inviscid jet by P = X + x and Q = Y - y0. Applying conser-

vation of mass to control volume shown in the Fig.I.35, and introducing

the boundary layer displacement thickness J*,

Paa (Y Ra - Yo) + ? bub (yo -Y b) + P bVbXo

Y aUa (YRa - Ja*) + Pbub (-YRb - b )

where subscripts a and b refer to conditions of the primary free stream

and the secondary free stream respectively.

The application of conservation of momentum to the control volume to-
*

gether with the boundary layer momentum displacement thickness 6m at

X 0. leads to f u2 ( Y o + -fbUo (Yo- + VXoa a YRa- 0b (yo- Rb) bbouh

= aU (YRa- ma) + fbUb (YRb- b)

67
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By solving these equations for x and y and introducing dimension-

less velocities b ugua and fb' = v'ua and boundary layer

momentum thickness ,

Yo= Lma- rba + ( b  )e ra b /(i- b)

a /fa) f b( * + 1]+

(b/fa) rb (a + ) - b/a)b ) bb
x 0 L (eb/ab'( lo~b)

Once the origin shift to the imaginary jet is determined, then the

velocity profile of the mixing region can also be determined oy using

the momentum intergral technioue of Korst and ]how (1966) for the

"restricted" case (no initial boundary layer). Iorst and Chow's (1966)

technique uses a linearized solution of the boundary layer ecuation

that gives a velocity distribution

=u/u a=. I~+~+( ~ ) er 1

where

= v/x and erf 0 2 e eB dP

The velocity profile is considered valid in an instrinsic coordinate

system (Xy), which is located relative to the reference coordinate

system (P,Q) by neans of continuity and momentum integrals.

This origin shift approximation is not restricted to the choice of

any particular velocity profile for the mixing region. However, x

is a function of the selected velocity profile depending explicitly

on the vertical opponent of the entrainment velocity vb*

Hill (1966), showed that the Kessler (1967) approximation agrees with

the experimental single stream mixing velocity profile for X/e ,75,

6
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but fir the two-stream mixing velocity profile, with a finite initial

bcunda-\' layer, no experimental data was available to confirm the

.pplicability of the Kessler (1967) method.

O RQN1Rt VtIJmE y

S- -/ ACTUAL

--- ii4#PROF ILE

ON 1.6 Y MAGINARY

b Ub
Vb

Fir 1 .3.. Determination of origin displacement.
[Kessler (1967)3

The Tarnopol'skiy solution

Tarnool'skiy and ;olikov (1966), calculated the boundar, layer

"hicnrss usin a self-similar mixing layer and shifting a distance x'.

The extent of sell'-similarity is determined by:

Ye 2;

f u2 dy U udy

ytYt
Y e 6

f dy u~
vt J

where subscript j and t refer to equivalent self-similar flow and the

leading point of a body, respectively. The momentum thickness e.

is given by C5

2 fe e u[ Y eU )dYlj
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(1- )dy=x. F2
using F' u/u ye -Y u 0 dy F2 (I - F')de ] FeUe u e J

Yt ' F

where x. is the distance of the equivalent flow and x' is then givena

by x- 2

r 2
(1-F') dF

The initial ,omentum thikness of the boundary layer at the separation

po-i nt is computed by -- u' e, M2 2

Yle Ule e'. M e2

where subscript I 'ellers to the downstream of turning. '-he displace-

ment o' the dividing stream line ]n a function o-- e is computed based

iipon the constrvation o,' the mass between the separation stream line

and passinm through the lower boundary of the mixing zone of the equi-

valent system and actual layer i.e.

( - t )x_O =  j - l)

Fig.I.35, shows u . in functions of' :2rocco number and 1a/H for Toll-

mien flow in comparison to predicted and measured data.

, '2' 2

FiF,.[.3 6 . Relationship of the value of velocity on dividing
stream line to the Crocco number (a) and base pressure to the
momentum thickness (bc)[ Tarnopol'skiy and Golikov (1966)3
1--calculation [Neyland(1969a)l 2--calculation[ Tarnopol'ski",
and Golikov(1966)] ; marks--experiment( Neyland(1969a)].
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Lamb and Hood solution

A simple control analysis of plane turbulent reattachment in

an isoenergetic base separated region with no mass bleed was deve-

loped by Lamb and Hood (1968) who obtained a wall static pressure

distribution prediction in reasonable agreement with experimental

data up to M=4.5. This analysis is based on free interaction in

.he reattachment zone utilizing a numerical search technique to

determine the condition.

For the separated flow zone downstream of a rearward facing

step, the point of initial interaction is considered as the end

o" the base region and denoted as the cutoff station of the con-

trol volume.

The conditions that must be satisfied at this cut off station

are:

a) the zero velocity edge of the mixing zone and reverse

flow must coincide.

b) mass flow rate in the free shear layer below the divi-

ding stream line must equal that of the reverse flow.

The former condition determines the relative magnitude of

momentum fluxes and pressure forces on the control volume.

Downstream of the dividing stream line reattachment point,

boundary layer redevelops causing the wall pressure to approach a

nearly uniform value. This redeveloping wall layer is governed

primarily by the geometry and inviscid flow downstream of reattach-

ment.

7
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In the past, since only mechanical energy levels are considered

in the escape criterion of the Chapman-Korst model, no information

about the pressure distribution near the reattachment was obtainec.

Lamb and Hood (1968), considered the possible isentropic star-iation

of the dividing stream line to a downstream static pressure *nstead

of the original Korst model which attributes the downstream static

pressure to oblique shock. For the analysis of reattachment, -he

corner flow effect is ned'lected and assumed that the lower portion

of the shear layer can be treated as if the highly distorted free

stream is not present.

Usinp, control volume, momentum integral equations for longitu-

dinal and transverse directions are written.

For the analysis of the pressure distribution downstream of reat-

tachment, which is scarce, Lamb and Hood (1968), developed a simple

analysis applicable for all types of external flow or geometric con-

ditions by the first-order approach, assuming free interaction. In

the absence of any impingement of shock or expansion waves from the

external flow, the pressure distribution downstream of reattachment

can be easily determined by the usual coupling of inviscid motion

equation with intergral boundary layer equation.

Starting from the reattachment point, a step-wise computation is

carried out until the local pressure becomes essentially constant.

This simple procedure is justified due to the emphasis of pressure

rather than the details of viscous layer. In order to estimate the

boundary layer parameters at the reattachment as the initial condition

?
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of developing layer, Lamb and Hood (1968), postulate that due to

the extermely large pressure gradient adjacent to the reattachment

zone, the growth of the outer portion of the viscous flow is negli-

gible. This implies that the mass flow above the dividing stream

line at the cutof station is eauivalent to the mass flow flux at

the reattachment. The exact velocity profile at the reattachment

is not knowt, but the integral method permits considerable latitude

in profile specification. Because the necessary integrals are avail-

able, and its shape is approximately correct, the error function of

the shear laver analysis may' be chosen so that the shape factor

H - 'or incompressible flow is approximately equal to 2, which

is accep, able for separating and reattaching profiles.

Lamb and Hood , confirm the validity of Chapman-Korst isen-

tropic escape c-iterion as a satisfactory technique for identifica-

tion oP dividinF stream line rather than a thermodynamic specifica-

tion of the dividing stream line stagnation process.

Calculation of the axisymmetric flow

The separation stream line is also used to investigate the sepa-

rated flow downstream of axisymmetric body by Vereshchagina (1963),

Minyatov (1961), Mueller (1968) and iumwalt (1959). Furthermore, Ta-

girov (1961, 66) and McDonald (1966) considered the effect of the

boundary layer.

Vereshchagina (1963), Korst (1956), Minyatov (1961) and Tagirov

(1961) assumed that a mixing layer flow develops at constant pressure

7
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but Mueller (1968) and Zumwalt (1959) considered the streamwise pres-

sure rise.

The flow downstream of axisymmetric bodies is different from that of

two-dimensional surfaces and its flow study in the vicinity of the

axis of symmetr; is difficult because expansion waves in the trailing

edge are curved and flow parameters in the expansion region are not

only dependent on the angle or inclination, but also on the previous

history of upstream flow and the Nach line passing through the point

being considered. The boundary of inviscid 'low is curvilinear and

its shape is determined from the constancy of pressure along this sur-

face. The free surface can not be constructed for the supersonic flow

right up to the axis of symmetry.

Zavadskiy and Taganov (196P), studied the axisymmetric laminar

flow separation occurring on the leading section of the needle shaped

axisymmetric body with a small reattachment zone at supersonic speed.

For the reattachment flow at the angle of attack, .hapman-Korst con-

ditions are applied in order to determine the local stream line and

the total nressure. The magnitude of pressure in the separation zone

was determined from the conservation law of mass. To overcorc the

difficulties involving axi-symmetric flow, three aproaches are pro-

posed: the first is the application of an experimental curve of thick-

ness variation of the wake neck in a function of the Mach number as

Gogish (1968) suggests; the second is as Vereshchagina (1963) and

Minyatov (1961) d'.d, the radius of the wake neck is approximated to be

equal to 0.5 radii of the protuberance not depending on the Mach num-
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ber; the third is the position of the shock wave, to be approximated

at the intersection of lines of zero velocities (lower boundary of

the mixing zone) with the axis of symmetry as Tagirov (1961) proposes.

One may approximate pressure in a function of flow turning angle using

the Prandtl-Nleyer equation taking account of the stream line turning

of an axi-symmetric flow as 4e 5 ( 9r8; did.

Kirnasov and Korzhuk (1969a), found that by numerical calculations

of the free surface downstream of' cones of various half-angles and free

stream Mach numbers that the pressure in the base region is constant

only for a distance eaual to 0.3-0.5 lengths of separation zone. Thus,

the flow model with constant mixing layer pressure, oblique shock and

isentropic flow applied for two-dimensional cases is doubtful for axi-

symmetric flow, because of strong compression requiring a new analy-

tical model.

Tf the pressure in the base area is assumed constant and corres-

ponding inviscid stream is considered, then its boundary is not straight

as the case of two-dimensional flow and reattachment angle 0 dependsc

on the reattachment position. The boundary of the inviscid flow may

be determined by the method of characteristics but one can approxima-

tely fix the boundary by a conical surface. Kirnosov and Korzhuk (1969a),

used Mangler's transformation for an axi-symmetric mixing layer and ob-

tained a velocity distribution along the separation stream line as seen

in Fig.I.37 and the base pressure in Fig.I.38 which is computed as-

suming isoenergetic flow using conditions of Nash (N = 0.35) and McDo-

nald (1965) of reattachment.
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-Y Fig.I.37. Distribution of velocity

M-15 on separation stream line for free
2 turbulent mixing [Shvets and Shvets

S3b (1976)] (dashed line--parabolic pro-
-7 file [Alber and Lees (1968)], dashed-

7/ dotted line--Blasius profile).

li' T' f

q2p

0,5

,5 0,I "

2 j

2,0 Z 2,8 42 3 5 M
a b

Fig.T.38. Base pressure in an axisymmetric supersonic flow

(.--4.--calculation; 5--10--experiment): [ Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

1--[Minyatov(1961)]; 2--[Vereshchagina(1963)] ; 3--[Kirnasov and

Korzhuk(1969a)] ; 4--LMcDonald(1965)3 ; 5--[Roshko and Thomke(1966)J

= 10, Re 3 10--5 _ 106 [Chapman(1950)]; 7--L/rb 10,
b .10 6 -10 6 0b

Re = 3 -- •6 10 [Chapman(1950)j; 8--L/rb - 12, ReL 
= 2 106

--4 . 106 [Chapman(1950)J; 9--L/r = 18, ReL = 9.9. 106[G ra ham and

Binion(1964)]; 10--L/rb 24, Ret = 5 -106-7 • 106 [ Fatter et al

(1959)].
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Non-isothermal flow

The complex base flow problems involving heat transfer are

not solved at the present time. In the available analysis, the iso-

enereetic mixing is assume. Although, due to non-isothermal mixing,

this assumption does not correspond to the actual process as Avdu-

e ,ski'g, et. al. (19tO) state referring to their study on tempera-

:ureiayer oI mixing.

Abramovich et. al. (1974), obtained solutions by a self-similar

pproach for two uniform :"'ows at one temperature but for Pr =1

and -1r 1.

'or the first case, ;-,.e solution is simpler because by
* -4

-u
b _i -he profiles of enthalpy and velocity are related.

e- ib  e

ieceleration downstream of the isobaric zone is not adiabatic. Thus, the

base pressure is dependent on the base temperature, but based upon

the experimental findings, the temperature in the base region may be

considered constant, if the thin thermal boundary layer on the wall

is neglected. The base temperature is computed using equations of

thermal balance between heat of injected gas and heat to the wall in

the stagnation zone.

Murzinov (1970), approximated the temperature in the base as

shown in Fig.I.39, and compared with Cresci and Zakkay's results re-

ported by Baum et. al. (1964). Murzinov (1970), used the method of

mean mass of Lunev (1967) for arbitrary initial profiles of velocity

and enthalpy. Using the concept of dividing stream line and computing
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thermal flow and its effect to the base

pressure, the following problems are

solved: turbulent supersonic flow, (Ta-

girov (1963)), laminar -and Lu --,Lulent

0,6 "lowz past cones and wedges, (Nevland,

S. - -- ---4 (1964)), ?valuation of effect of tur-
3

bulent czouondarv laver thickness at the

separaticn point on the oase pressure

0 42 7 T'T (Kirnasov and Korzhuk (1969a)), and ef-

Fig.i.39. Temperature of fect of hypotheses of turbulence to the

gas in a base area base pressure.

nov(1970)1 :

1--calculation [Baum et al

(1964)] with initial Blasius

profile; 2--calculation[Baum

et al(1964)] with calculation

of turning of the initial pro-

file around the base section;

3--calculation [Murzinov( 1970)J,

cone Q = 10O , M = 11.8; 4--

calculation taking dissipation

into account jMurznuv(1970)];

c--experiment, cone 8 = 1 0,

M 11.8 [Glick(1964)jJ
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4. Integral Methods

The ordinary boundary layer theory is not applicable to the

separated flow because of the strong interaction of the inviscid

flow with the viscous flow close to the body surface or wakes.

Hence, it s not possible to determine the distribution of the sta-

tic pressure for the separated flow region by the inviscid flow so-

lution . Thus, the a priori unkn.own distribution of the static pres-

sure for tne separated flow region must be evaluated by a combined

solution of external inviscid flow and viscous flow,

The viscous flow of the separated region Involves a reverse flow

complicating thc problem. For this complex problem, integral methods

are applied for its solution. Much of the investigation using the

integral methods have been carried out in the U.S.A. For the super-

sonic flow, the interaction of the Inviscid flow with the viscous flow

may be studied as fellows: The inviscid flow region is considered as

isentropic and the viscous "low region is investigated by the boun-

dary laver theorv. Then, the parameters on the external edge of the

boundarv layer are calculated along the boundary of the inviscid flow

which is lo,-ated apart f'rom the solid body at a distance of the boun-

dary layer thickness or displacement thickness.

For the external isentropic supersonic flow, if the inviscid flow

is expressed in dimensionless form, the parameters of the outer edge

of the viscous region are determined by the local behavior of the boun-

dary.

At first, the development of integ-ral methods, applied to super-

sonic separated flow in the U.S.A., is briefly outlined and their in-
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vestigations in the U.S.S.R. are summarized.

In 1952, Crocco-Lees analytically modeled the inviscid-viscous in-

teraction in two separate fields as shown in Fig.l.40.

i_-Z

Fii.-ure T .40. A dia,,rammatic ooncept of isentropiC
(1) and dissipative (7) Flow in a base re~ion[ roeco-
Lees ( .9s?) ]

The f.ield of the viscous flow has the thickness d , there, repre-

: ents the separated 'low over the solid body, the physicp.l boandary

ierthickness and for the wake downstream of' a body, the transverse

distance between external boundary of the viscous la-.-er and the axis

ot, sv"mmetryv of the body), and its outer boundary is inviseid isentro-

I c low.

-or two-dimensional supersonic steady flow, the distribution of static

piressure in the separated flow region is given by the Prandtl-Meyer

eq u tion , pi p- N2 d /Ti)

where (1c4 is the angle between the flow velocity vector along the

.<ternal boundary of the viscous layer and the wall. It is assumed

t.hat P'r 1 , enthalpy is constant, M-T and 9 p/5y = 0 in the sepa-

00
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rated flow region. As seen later, the assumption of -?p/?y = 0

may not be valid in the recompression region fSharmroth and McDonald)

(1972)] . Crocco-Lees (1952), expressed the boundary layer equation

in an integral form using a family of parameter K = (t)- - )/(J-

and determined the static pressure distribution along the external

1o11.Onav of the viscous laYer b-, establishing a relation between K (x)

... lc.a I7cl..entu k 0, introducing the mixing coefficient

K >iJdx ) -(Th This angle ' is deterrcined similar to the phy-

z -'al]l,, possible stream line sat* s:':vng the condition of passage of the

inte~r l curve of the ecuaticn throujh a singular point (whose solu-

tion has a familv o' intevral curves expressed I-, parameters of

This singular point is analogous to the throat at Mach ntunber 1 of

the converging-diverging nozzle. Although in general, its position

may not coincide with the narrowest cross-section of the mixing zone.

Since Croeco-Lees analysis contains the semi-empirical equation

for K , Lees and Reeves (1964) proposed to use the additional integral

relation of the enery ecuation instead of the equation of K,

The enuation of the stream line inclination along the external

boundarn. of the v*Isrous la>yer at v =  , assuming isentropic low is

given by the Frandtl-Mever relation in a function of

-- (me)
-n [ I)2 -arctan(M' -1)

e2( )+ e +) ~ e

Unknown parameter M which is to be deter:ined by the condition of

passage through the singular point. The predicted laminar flow pre-

ssure distribution p/p. where Pc is pressure at the wake throat, along
1
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the dividing stream line and thickness of a wake J/H (H is half the

base height of the body) for an adiabatic nea. wake is shown in Fi.)4

The process of compression '-n the lami-

n~tr separated isic not isenTrop-

- --- ~ liv at fer, dvc ou uribers. ns

-Reeves and Lc es 'I eternlced Le

eynolds n. r ec, ,,'e- Aust--I ' N! l

*comecriess' en a.,d the - -ete dev ,ciUof

o' r~omnre ssn 1om !Iha- .ser,-

of static pressure, Velo- t-oyic one depend~s malint' !. e t cck-
city along a dividi-nC sitream
11ne and. thickness of the neso e eesasie"u ter
wake4 Reeves and lees (19( ;)7

-- eparation point o' -omr-r -on :re:'ore? wath' an
,'--Section of' reattachment.

together (p c--is 7ressure tes p 5 S~t~-

in the region ot, t he neckm-rsonrces- Ae
o, the wake. nes, of' the coraeso r'es~oxs

pressure increases.

Aiber and 1Lees, 1Qt68), furlther investi-

g7ated the invc ssyi-visous interaction

vdnitia' lo ]~1 e ownst-eam o' a i--YVw-i( i' a inl-

s t-rb1ei co-'oit s0IT1aerrpl'one .2-

pressibie constint appo -' .ibe *o,- both, the shear la-.er and wake, in(!

one ref'erence-. derisit- i

where K 0is a uni%-rsal constant amounting, to 0.0(- 0 004. Lees and

Af-
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Alber considered that the tip shock separates the outer part of the

expanding boundary layer from a new viscous sublayer formed just below

the edge of the step. This sublayer, whose thickness amounting to

about 10-20% of the initial boundary layer, develops as a free shear

layer into a region of recirculating flow at a constant pressure. As

the mixing layer approaches the axis, the shear layer turns parallel

to the centei line and induces a pressure rise in the external flow.

The analytical solution is given from a condition of its passage through

the critical point and the predicted pressure along the the axis and

the position of critical point by Alber and Lees (1968) and the mea-

sured data by Badrinarayanan (1961) are shown in Fig.I.42. The mea-

sured pressure in the base region is lower than the predicted value

because of the non-isentropic actual flow.

Grange, Klineberg and Lees (1967), pre-

pe I dicted the a priori unknown location

t2, I of separation on the blunt body and

entire near wake region of laminar com-

__ pressible flow without the introduction
2 4 6- 8 X/H

Figure.I .42 Distribution of additional ad hoc assumption or floa-

of pressure along the axis ring parameters. ased upon the Reeves
for a turbulent flow in a t the unt bo eves

base regin wen M(=2.07 and Lees' (1965) integral method, empha-

1 --Calculation sizing the strong inviscid-viscous in-. 2--Experiment (position of

the trailinganalysis is carried for
...,t,-.calculation t2-experi- trcin h nlssI are o

lsent Badrinarayanan (1961)] the separated flow sketched in Fig.I.43a.
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"?---- In order to obtain a complete solu-

tinto the base flow problem for a blunt

p~w~ body, It is necessary to join the sepa-

L ation region to the constant pressure

mixing region and the near interaction
Figure. 1.43.. S eparat ion and
near-wake interaction re- zone. The interaction viscous flow over
gions for a blunt body at
hypersonic speeds (schematic). the blunt body is shown schematically
[Grange, Klineberg and Lees
(1967)3 analogous to the converging-diverging

nozzle in Fig.I.43b. This analogy is

based upon the following findingst around
2W 114ROAX

(D tfO)IWE the cylinder, the flow becomes supercri-

SUOCRICAL SUPEROUTiC tical at a point about 97 measured from

the forward stagnation point but the flow

Figure I.43b Schematic re- in the near wake is initially subcritical.
presentation of interaction
viscous flow over blunt body. Thus, a jump of 97 is required in order
f Grange, Klineberg and Lees
(1967)3 to join the supercritical viscous flow

over the body to the initially subcri-

tical wake flow. Crocco-Lees (1952), found that the near wake at the

rear stagnation point is subcritical, but passes through a throat into

the supercritical region downstream of the rear stagnation point.

"' 2Rigorous analytical solution reouires the evaluation of the boui-

dary layer development starting at the forward stagnation point taking

into account the interaction with external flow, but since this problem

is a formidable one in itself, Grange, et.al. (t967), instead. adoped

the procedure of Reeves and Lees (1965) and regarded me(X) as given up
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to the Jump location.
OS AEASIED SUAI M flW

PRSMNT THE4OR

0?

06 f.31 a The predicted pressure distribution,

4. 40- velocity and shear layer thickness
04

() • for the adiabatic circular cylinder

at M,, atM= 6 and R 4 x compared

with ezperimental data of Mcarthy
90 I00X) 11 0 WO 15 140 150 160 1?0 0

9 (EGREES) (1962) are shown in Fig.I.44 and 1.45.

Figure.I.44. Comparison of theory
with McCarthy's experiments The predicted base pressure is some-
[Grange, Klinegerg and Lees (1967)]

what low but the location of the sepa-

ration point on the cylinder is pre-

- - _dicted quite accurately.

V" 8 PLAIEAU Grange, et.al.'s (1967), general

0 ... -_ method is applicable not only to blunt

-!- ..... 0 bodies but also to slender bodies with

PONT smooth bases, provided only that the

radius of curvature at the base is lar-

.. .ger compared to the boundary layer thick-
9 ? 1 * 4 2 3 )6 40 44 45 5 56

DISTANCE ALON. f LOW AXIS FROM CYLINDER CENTER 0/ ness.

Figure.I.L45. Near-wake interac- In Fig..145, the subscript N refers

tion region. to neck condition, UU e and
[ Grange, Klineberg and Lees(1967)] r nd

U-u(a./a e ) Stewartson's transformed velo-

city and a is the velocity profile para-

meter.

Shamroth and McDonald (1972), analyzed the recompression region

flow of a supersonic two-dimensional turbulent near wake. Since both
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theory and experiment indicate that in the near wake recompression

region, even at moderate supersonic Mach numbers, a large transverse

pressure gradient exists, particularly in the turbulent flow. Sham-

roth and McDonald (1972), considered this transverse pressure gradient

in their analysis by assuming a proper static pressure profile, im-

proving the other investigator's analysis which assumed a zero trans-

verse pressure gradient.

The governing equations for five parameters Urn(x), Ue(x), 6(x),

CPcL(x) and (9 p/ y)e(X) where subscripts m and CL refer to the wake

center line are:

for the relation between streamwise and transverse pressure gradients,

*6Pe/ ax = (-11 e; Yl ) e)

for the flow angle at the outer edge of the shear layer6
tan) (-1/ Ue) Jr "- " dy

for the pressure difference obtained from the transverse momentum equ-

ation with the aid of continuity,

P(xO) A =  _) uvdy + J u vetan' e-dPxO=' CL( dxJ -' C e tan 'e -dxj
and two other equations are those derived by Shamroth (1969).

The two usual integral equations are replaced by two new equations of-

tained from a modified strip method for conservation of streamwise

S.momentum. The said replacement is needed because the Karman momentum

* "integral equation and the kinetic energy integral equation place a

physically unrealistic constraint upon the solution.

Although a straightforward treatment of these equations results
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in the appearance of a singularity analogous to Crocco-Lees criticl

point, Shamroth and McDonald (1972), show that two analytical solu-

tions can be obtained which do not exhibit a singular behavior. One

solution is given as an initial value problem by properly approxima-

ting the term containing the upstream influence and the other as a

boundary-value problem in the vicinity of the streamwise station

U. . . .

EO0.20 M 2.04
,.:-o, : U -°0.20-,.. , :. ., , .. 2.0,

( .'S

CL 0.16- • a

.0 " "' ' 0.086 /

__ _ _0 1 2 3 4 67
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 --- BRANCH SOLUIIONS WHEW I OUAIONS ARE

... -- RANCH SOLUTIONS WHEN EOUAT'IONI SOLVED AS ShtA#PL( INitiAl. VALUE PROBLEM
ARE SOLVE.D AS SIMPLE INITIAL VALUE -- Z SOtllOW4 WIlL|N EQUATfONS ARE $OLVED AS
PR OBLEM BOUNDA.RY VALUE PR9 BLIEM

SOLUTION WHEN UPSTRIEAM INFLULNCE ,' 0 G----'E. I$ AP.ROXIMAED.

< E \ ,. -i.S /,

z/ 0

, .P 0. 0.OCATION o
- U -,, SADOLE. POINt"

0 0.04-"z>/v _.o, /° N,^

) .uua (]- OU DOR Y INITIAL

SI P INISALR ROUIA) O I AL

.5 "__ __ _--__ __--_ -$O U- 7

.s .. . Z NONDIMENS;oNAL DISTANCr FROM

0 0w 0 2 2 3 4 5 6
0 t1 2 -- 0 4 5 6 L__-._NCH__ OLUTION S WHI E OAI( SIOIN, ARE

,- BNC O LUIONSH DIAlNF Figure 1.47. Predicted tream ise

ENITIArION OF ECOMPRESSION, S distribution of wake parameters

~when equations are solved as a
F*ur .46. Predicted streanwise distribu- boundaryj-value problem

Figure 1 Shamroth and McDonalid (1972)I
* tion of wake parameters when equations are

I solved as initial-value problem and term con-
taining upstream influence is approximated

, 87
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where the saddle-point would occur if the equations are definding an

initial problems.

Fig.I.46 and 1.47, show the predicted distributions of pressure

and velocity with no singularity by these two methods.

The static pressure distribution predicted when the problem is treated

like that of an initial -rd upstream influence term and like that of

the boundary-value are shown in Fig.I.48, compared with the experimental

data of Badrinarayanan (1961). A good agreement exists between the ex-

perimental data and the predicted center line static pressure by both

methods, for this particular case, but similar agreement may not be ob-

tained for all other cases because of

P/-I the limitation imposed by the velocity

S0--- profile family used in the analysis of

4 I Shamroth and McDonald (1972).

45 A theoretical model for the flow

II field and the convective heat transfer
Figure 1.49 Distribution of process in the vicinity of the reatta-

static pressure when M=2.04
[Shamroth and McDonald (1971)] chment of supersonic two-dimensional
(calculated size ea/H =0.052, turbulent separated flow has been set

experimental 9 a/H =0.055;

solid line--is the axis of the up by Lamb and Hood (1972) utilizing
wake,

dashed line--is the external multistage control volume and solving. dashd lin--isboeuexrny l
boundary, the resulting integration by a numerical

circles-indicate experiment
* % [Badrinarayanan(1961)3 search technique.

-*', 1--solution of equations with
initial data; 2--solution of The flow model and numerical tech-
equations as a boundary-value
problem nique are the same, developed previously

L."



by Lamb and Hood (1968), for the solution of the reattachment problem

presented in Section 1-3.

A solution to the reattachment problem is given by momentum ba-

lance in both longitudal and transverse directions for the control

volume. Assuming the base pressure is known, the Mach number inviscid

impingement and conditions at the dividing stream line are determined.

The heat transfer rate which exists at the cutoff station (point

of initial interaction at the end of the base pressure region) is

taken as characteristic of the entire recirculating zone because the

recirculating flow is essentially a constant-flux region as experiments

have shown. For the thermal analysis, the almost isobaric near field

is employed as a control volume. One of the major uncertainties in

any turbulent flow model is the level of turbulence characterized by

the spread rate parameter d"which is difficult to estimate from the ex-

perimental data with 20% uncertainty. It was found that for a given

percentage change in 6" , the wall temperature changes correspondingly,

while the heat flux changes in the opposite direction.

Lamb and Hood (1972), determined by their analysis the signifi-

cant parameters in the flow field, the heat transfer distribution, and

associated wall temperature of the reattachment surface, obtaining a

heat transfer prediction in good agreement with experimental data.

Next, the USSR investigations on separated flow and applications

of integral methods are summarised.

Gogish (1968, 1969) and his associates, attempted to predict the

separated turbulent flow characteristics at subsonic and supersonic

speeds, providing more general precise information compared to the
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local methods of dividing stream line by Korst and Chapman. A tur-

bulent boundary layer is expressed by a family of profile of A.S.

Ginevskiy, u/u e = 1 - A f(7). f(2) = (u e - u)/(ue - uV)

A is the shape parameter given by % (ue- u )/ue e The isen-

tropic external flow properties are evaluated for 0 =  - u given

by the Prandtl-Meyer relation. The governing equations are:

d ( tan
udy= fe Ue dx

d J u 2 dy = d udy~ue dx dy_ dx

f k ee k eP - eq. of ejection

These equations are integrated in a longitudinal direction and the pre-

dicted pressure for various Mach numbers are compared with Korst's so-

P/ - lution in Fig.I.49.

For a two-dimensional turbulent wake,

using the integral method and consider-

ing the compressibility of gas, the

32 following systems of non-linear ordi-

0 2 4 MI

Figure 1.49 Calculated (I---4) nary differential equations are obtained

and experimental (5) values of with respect to / (x), velocity
base pressure in a two-dimen-
sional turbulent supersonic . 2-_
flow: [Shvets and Shvets(1976)J c(x) a M( +

S1--AX 1; 2--Al- 0.5 [Gogish
and Sepanov (1968)1 ; and shear thickness J (x).
3--IKorst et al. (1956)J;
4--(- ) WT = '0.012 [ Gogish and
Stepanov (1968)],
5--LRom, et.al. (1972)]
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1 t

-- (I -H*1 d'

T-ln (JH k  + (k+4)(Hk+1) + I -M n k(k+) -
x L dx kHk

!A + /,(2- A) dlnc - OdT A 2

dx ( (-c) 7T--
/

where = _ 
=  ( ee e

J feue u e

k 
u

L- u feue.

y/; , Hk = Hk/Hk

f' Ue k-d d u

0

is a dimensionless coefficient ofyT

proportionality

d~fand o ( df )H

These systems of equations have a saddle-point singularity and the

initial values are determined from the interaction joining of the

near wake region with the constant pressure mixing zone upstream.

The joining conditions are derived from those of conservation of

0. and J* and the mass flow in the constant pressure region. (see

Fig..1.40b). Using these conditions, the joining zone xad is evalu-

ated. The pb' which is one of the initial values, is determined by

the passage of the integral curve through the singular point which

191
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is analogous to the throat of the nozzle.

Perturbation in the external flow effects the pressure at the

outer edge and flow in the near wake if they interact upstream of

the singular point. The predicted pressure distribution by Gogish,

et. al. (1969) along the near wake axis compares favorably with the

experimental data cf Roshko and Thomke (1966) and Thomann (1958) in

Fig.1 .50.

I' i Figure 1.50. Distribution of static

pressure along the axis of the wake,
(1,2--calculations; 3,4--experiment)

[Gogish, et.al. (1969)]

96 ~1 --M *N 3.02; 2--M = 1. 84 C Gogish, et. al.
(1969)]; 3--[Roshko and Thomke (1966)];4I--[Thomann (1958)1.

-7 1
2 4 6 x/g

1 2
3 Figure 1.51. Diagram of flow

A 4 behind a protuberance
UAntonov (1971)A
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Antonov (1971), analyzed the turbulent interaction based upon the

base flow model shown in Fig.I.51.

Flow expands in region 1-2 and in region 2-3, the flow is isobaric

and inter:ctioi, begins with the outer of 3. S is the critical point.

The integral momentum equation of the compressible turbulent

boundary layer is:

d(m 2 du

- r u e )rm J* Pe ue dx w

where r is Lne radius, m=0 is for two-dimensional flow and m1 is for

axi-symmetric flow. This equation is transformed to an incompressi-

ble flow equation. A system of equations for the interaction zone

of the boundary layer with the external flow is set up involving a

parameter A(M) to be evaluated by experiment.

The predicted pressure distribution using the value of A(M) eval-

uated by experimental data is shown in Fig.I.52, in close agreement

with the measured data of Roshko and Thomke (1966).

Murzinov and Shinkin (1976), computed the basic parameter of the tur-

bulent separated flow region by using an integral method and consi-

dering the vorticity separated from the edge, which was not taken

account by Gogish, et. al. (1969) and Alber and Lees (1968).

The proposed flow model is as follows; The eddy flow at a corner

* during the turning and up to subsequent absorption by the viscous

layer is assumed inviscid and the subsonic part of the free stream

turbulent boundary layer is ignored because of its small dimension,

The vorticity for viscous flow field is computed by the method of

93
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Lunev (1967) pointing out that vorti-P/P_

PIP..[ 01 o city significantly affects the base

06 - 112pressure.

,2
2 5 X/H

Figure 1.52 Distribution of
pressure behind an axisymmetric
protuberance [Antonov (1971)]
(curves--calculation [ Antonov
(1971); signs--experiment [9o-
shko and Thomke (1966)]
1--M = 2.56, e/H = 0.05;
2--M = 3.02, e/H = 0.04.

5. Analytical Solutions by Navier-Stokes Ecuation

The separated flow problems are solved by applying the Navier-

Stokes equations for incompressible and compressible flow, laminar

and turbulent flow around blunt bodies, blunt corners, sharp trail-

ing edge corners etc.

The separated flow affects external flow, thus, it is neces-

sary to integrate the characteristics in the flow field, joining the

solutions of external, viscous and wake flows and by satisfying the

proper boundary conditions. nence, the analytical solutions are dif-

ficult to obtain.

The steady flow problem around a blunt body at alrge Re is not

completely solved by the Navier-Stokes equations. Although a number

of flow models has been proposed, it is not certain which model is the

right one applicable for Re-P .
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5.1. Asymptotic Methods

Tn the U.S.S.R. , like Western Countries, asymptotic methods

have been applied to solve the difficult problems of separated flows

and flow characteristics affected by the boundary layer interaction

with an inviscid stream based upon tt'- concept of "free iLnteraction".

The "Free interaction" is defined by Chapman et al (1957) as the in-

teraction free from direct influences of downstream geometry as evi-

denced from the Figure.I.53.

The free interaction occurs because the compression is directly

responsible for the thickening boundary layer and its ultimate sepa-

ration is generated by the outward deflection of the external flow

caused by the thickening itself.

In Fig.T.53a, the case of flat plate flow is also shown with the

cases of separated flows over a ramp and the forward facing step.

The latter cases of separation are well known due to the sharp cor-

ner effect involving the streamwise adverse pressure gradient. But,

for its flat plate flow, i.e. the separation free inviscid flow, the

pressure gradient is zero, Therefore, with its real flow to cause

* ,the separation, the stream-wise pressure gradient must be adverse.

* Consequently, the boundary layer interaction with the supersonic

stream must occur upstream of the separation point, inducing a suffi-

ciently large streamwise adverse pressure gradient. A similar inter-

action mechanism, causing separation, takes place even for a flow

with a streamwise inviscid favorable pressure gradient if the Reynolds

number is large.
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The asymptotic method for Re-Poo is used for the solution of Navier-

Stoke equations. These solutions differ significantly from those ob-

tained from the classical boundary-layer theory and they were succe-

ssfully applied to a certain degree 11L evaluating the flow character-

istics throughout the separated flow region involving singularities

at points of separation and reattachment, further affected by the pro-

pagation of downstream disturbance. The problem of flow over the sharp

corner and over protuberances placed on the body surface were also

solved by asymptotic meth:ods. In the U.S.S.R., much attention is given

to the upstream propagation of a downstream disturbance so that more

accurate analytical solutions are obtained. In the past, for flow so-

lutions with large Re numbers, applying the Prandtl's boundary layer

equations, two regions of flow are considered in order to construct

a uniform asymptotic approximation. The flow in one of these regions

is formulated by the Euler equation because for large Re the large

parts of the flow field are not affected by viscosity. This Euler

equation becomes hyperbolic if M , I. The other regions, the viscous

boundary layer has a thickness of 0 (Re -) and for this region, the

,equation becomes parabolic. Thus, the solution involving the distur-

bance propagation, which is sought, is obtainable from the complete

Navier-Stoke equation, but is not obtainable from the classical Pran-

dtl's boundary layer equations. Lighthill (1953a, 1953b), investigated

the disturbance propagation for subsonic and supersonic flows. Light-

hill (1953a), after reviewing a number of papers, pointed out that the

disturbance can have an upstream influence through the agency of the

I
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Figure 1.53 Comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressure coefficients at the separation point and in
"plateau" region of the developed separation zone.

- =Calculation [Neyland. (1971a)]
Experimental data presented in
[Erodos and Pallone, (1962)]:

0 = (Chapman, Kuehn, Larson (1957))
O = [Sterret, Emory (1960)]
A [Hakkinen, Greber, Trilling,

Abarbanel (1.959)]
I = Plateau region%
2 = Separation point.

supersonic boundary layer and two separate mechanisms exist, by means

of which the boundary layer, acts to transmit the influence of a dis-

turbance upstream, namely:

(i ) a disturbance leading to a positive pressure gradient causes

the boundary layer to thicken.

(ii) a sufficiently large compressive disturbance causes separa-

tion of the boundary layer. These two mechanisms are not

really very different in that the pressure gradient acts in

t
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the same way (reducing the kinetic energy of the slowly moving

fluid near the wall) in producing both thickening and separa-

tion. However, the presence in the second mechanism of a siza-

ble "dead-air region" of a very slowly moving fluid makes a con-

siderable difference. The mechanism (i) is strictly peculiar

to the supersonic flow and the mechanism (ii) is well known in

subsonic flow.

Lighthill (1953b), investigated the upstream disturbance propagation

for the supersonic flow without separation. He indicates that when

any boundary layer on a straight wall is subjected to an expansive

steady disturbance due to a sharp corner, then an interaction between

the main stream and the boundary layer takes place, but if the flow

reflexion is small then the disturbance in the outer viscous sublayer

can be neglected, but these are not negligible in an inner viscous

sublayer. Furthermore, if the disturbances are Fourier-analyzed longi-

tudinally, then the effect of the inner viscous sublayer on the be-

havior of each harmonic component outside it is exactly as if there

were a solid wall at a certain position in the stream with no flow

i across It, i.e. v=O and inviscid flow outside it.

Lavrent'yev (1962), set up an ideal model involving separation

by dividing the flow field into two areas, the area of vortex motion

in the separated flow zone where curl V = -J const, where ; is a ve-

* locity vector and w is the vortex, and the potential flow outside the

area where curl 0 = .

Taganov (1968), attempted, by simplifying the boundary condition

, 98
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to find a region of incompressible stationary flow within a closed

separated zone in a parameter of Re. where Prandtl's equation my

hold. it has been pointed out that only with specific boundary con-

ditions, the Kirchhoff's solution is applicable for two-dimensional

flow when Re - . The analysis may be used for the formulation of

a stable steady flow involving laminar and in certain cases a turbu-

lent separated flow.

Neyland (1969a) and Stewartson and Williams (1969), used the

asrmptolic methods to solve the Navier-Stoke equation in the follow-

ing three regions (or triple-desk structure layer): The first-outer

region is described in the first approximate by the linear super-

sonic flow theory. The second region has a thickness of Re-1.

The velocity profiles in this region coincide in the first appro-

ximation with the profiles in the undisturbed boundar-y layer up-

stream of a free interaction region. Since the disturbances are

small, the pressure distribution is sought not to be affected in its

first approximation. The third region, the near-wall viscous flow-5/8
layer has a thickness 

of 0 (Re ).

Theories of Stewartson and Williams (1969) and Neyland (1969a)

are based upon free interaction. Therefore, the separation is con-

sidered to be caused by the pressure gradient induced by the change

of thickness of the boundary layer. The flow is described by the con-

ventional boundary layer equations, but since the pressure gradient

is not given a priori, it must be determined from the compatibility

conditions with outer supersonic flow, and Ackeret linear supersonic
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flow theory expressed by ! Y e(e dtf

The pressure gradient is given in terms of the second derivative of

displacement thickness of the viscous flow with respect to the

streaawise coordinate region. Therefore, in the boundary layer

equations, a hipher order (second) derivative with respect to the

variable of an unknown !unction appears. "'his fact requires another

boundary condition in addition to the initial and other conditions

on the body surface and at the outer edge of the boundary layer.

Since the derivative with respect to the streamwise coordinate is

total rather than partial, it is sufficient to specify only a single

constant, in this case, the position of separation and not the func-

tion. Because the flow downstream of separation may influence the

pressure distribution upstream, and thus the position of separation

point, it is extremely difficult to assess this influence. The rea-

sons for difficulty in assessing the influence of the downstream se-

parated flow are as follows: For a sufficiently large Re, the boun-

dary layer thickness upstream of separation is of order 0 (A) where

i= Re- 2 and the displacement thickness 6 is of the same order 0 (A)

but after separation the boundary layer thickness remains of order A
or may become of order unity, affecting the pressure distribution

significantly. If the non-dimensional so called "stretched" variable

is defined by - = J*'/A then this stretched displacement thickness

changes from being of order unity before separation to of order A

after separation. Thus, in the limit as A tends to sero, d/A be-

comes infinite after separation. In this case, the boundary layer

I
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equation will no longer be valid since the approxiions made in

forming the boundary layer equation assume that , = has

an order of unity. Therefore, it maybe expected that a singularity

will be present in the boundary layer equation at the separation

point. The nature of this singularity has been studied by Goldstein

(1948), Stewartson (1958), Terrill (1960) Catherall, Stewartson and

Williams (1965). At a small distance upstream of the separation

point, in place of pressure, the boundary layer displacement thick-

ness distribution in the form of a second- or third-degree polynomial

was assumed and the pressure was determined, enabling one to pass

through the separation point.

This technique used by Catherall and Mangler (1966) will only

work for regions for which the boundary layer thickness remains of

order / Shallow bubbles within the boundary layer do occur, for

example they are often present when a shock wave interacts with the

boundary layer and the possibility also remains that the strong thick-

ening of the boundary layer after separation may sometimes occur

downstream of the separation point. If this were the case, the method

of Catherall and Mangier (1966), would still enable one to integrate

the boundary layer equation past the separation point. However, the

said method does not apply for flow past bluff bodies at high Re.

Catherall and Mangler (1966), used the Navier-Stokes equation

written in terms of a stream function and the velocity and tnrnsforma-

tion is introduced in which the independent variables are simply con-

nected to the inviscid stream function and velocity potential.
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Applied to the problem of infinite Re, since in the limit of Re

the displacement surfaces up to separation are coincident with the

body, the pressure distribution maybe taken from the potential flow

about the body. Applied to a shallow bubble contained inside the

boundary layer, no difficulty is encountered at either separation or

reattachment. However, the solution after separation is not uniquely

determined unless boundary conditions are supplied downstream, because

disturbance propagates upstream once the reverse flow sets in.

Neyland (1971a), provided the possibility of passing through

the separation point for supersonic flow with free interaction by

specifying the analytic connection between the pressure and the deri-

vative of boundary layer displacement thickness in a form of the Acke-

ret formulation.

The asymptotic analysis refers often to the maximum state of

flow in the separation zone at Re-P 0. When Re-. o, in a closed

region of separation, the flow is inviscid with constant vorticity

if some of the recirculating stream lines pass through the mixing layer

as Prandtl (1 9 04) and Batchelor (1956) indicate. Neyland and Sychev

(1970), analyzed the vorticity problem and found that the Re condition

can be given by Poisson's equation .= C4 constant where % is a

stream function. Applying the asymptotic method, the flow character-

--istics are evaluated in the various separated incompressible flow re-

gions shown in Fig.I.54.

The external inviscid flow region, the mixing layer governed by

the Prandtl equation, the inviscid uniform eddy flow in the recircu-
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lating sone, and a region of locally

inviscid flow are characterized by

'5 .changes of velocity components. The

increase of the magnitude of the vor-

Fig.I.54. Diagram of a sepa- ticity causes an increase of friction
rated flow in an incompressible
flow [Neyland and Sychev(1970);? on the wall but a decrease of fric-

1--xternal inviscid flow; tion on the dividing stream line.

2--Mixing;

3--inviscid flow in the circu- Based on this flow model, the combined

lation zone; integration of the equation becomes
4--Boundary layer on the wall

of the region of reversed complex, but for a small value of w ,
flows;

5 and 6--regions of locally in- simple algorithms may be used to eval-

viscid flow. uate flow characteristics and for a

small velocity in the region 3, the

discontinuity surface linking the up-

and downstream corner of the cavity

becomes straight, due to a small pres-

sure gradient, thus simplifying the analysis.

Skurin (1972), investigated the asymptotic behavior of an ordi-

nary differential equation. This equation is formulated, based upon

empirical findings of turbulance with respect to the distribution of

velocity, turbulent energy and mean quadratic values of enthalpy flu-

tuations along the wake axis.

Sychev, in cooperation with Neyland, achieved successful asymp-

totic solutions:

Sychev's (1967) asymptotic model involves wake flow with a smaller

IL
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velocity than that of the main flow and 4th length and width of

the wake as O(Re) and O(Ref), respectively. Grove et al (1964) ex-

perimentally showed that the stationary flow can be maintained up to

Re n.200 but it was not possible to obtain the external potential

flow characterized by the the model pressure distribution in the wake.

The pressure distribution along the zero stream line in the nei-

ghborhood of the separation point is given by

2 2
p(x) = p® - k(-x)l + 0(k x) for x < 0

p(x)p.+0(-x) 0, .0, for x -0

where x is the distance measured from the separation point along the

zero stream line.

The pressure gradient

A 2 k(-x) 2  - 0 (k) for x < 0
dx 2

approaches infinity when x- 0 and k t 0

The curve of free stream line

d kx"  + 0 (i) for x, 0

approaches infinity when x-. 0

The case of k . 0, is physically

h0 -oimpossible because the free stream

* 0.o line intersects with the body surface

L . as seen in Fig.I.55.

Fig.I.55. Diagram of a field The last two equations are for the

of flow in an ideal fluid external flow of a large Re in the

[Sychev (1972)3
neighborhood of the separation point

x 0. with external k 70.
0
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The value of k depends on Re but approaches zero when Re-,Pa. Hence,

it is assumed that k = C (Re)ko where Re = u,, . L/O and when

Re.--, ((Re)-* 0.

The analysis of the laminar flow separation when Re-. .. shows

that a separation takes place due to a large pressure gradient dp/dx

Yre -sr
Re in a small distance ,4 x _ Re and such a mechanism of a

smaller scparation is similar to that of supersonic flow caused by

the interaction of a shock wave with the boundary layer as Neyland

(1969a) and Stewartson and Williams (1969) observe.

This self-induced pressure rise causing separation can be pre-

vented by neutralizing the effect of the positive pressure gradient.

Sychev (1974). determined the velocity distribution in the re-

gion of a positive pressure gradient which provides the laminar in-

compressible flow attachment up to the trailing critical point. This

control technique can be extended to supersonic as well as turbulent

flow. For the solution of supersonic separated flow problems the

following investigations are cited:

For small but rapidly changing boundary conditions and damping of

up- and downstream perturbations affected by the large local pertur-

bations, Neyland (1969a) and Stewartson and Williams (1969) proposed

a theory.

Flow in the neighborhood of the body surface is characterized

by different asymptotic behaviors in three layers of characteristic

thickness of Re Re and Re- r . In the external layer, the flow

is approximated by a supersonic linear theory and in the second layer,
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the perturbating velocity profile is slightly different from that

of an unperturbated one.

In the third layer, close to the wall, the flow phenomena is

governed by the first approximation of the incompressible boundary

layer ordinary nonlinear equation, because the relative magnitude

of perturbation is not small due to the small magnitude of non-per-

turbating flow. The initial and boundary conditions obtained by the

asymptotic approach are joined with the solutions of neighboring re-

gions.

For the hypersonic flow asymptotic analvsis, it is necessary

to carry out a double maximum approach Be--, and M-. - consider-

ing the interaction parameter j M/C .

Neyland (1974), in his book, presents the systematic studies of

supersonic viscous flow problems which are not solved by the classi-

cal boundary layer theory. Solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations

by the asymptotic method and results of the calculation of "free in-

teraction" of supersonic flow with the boundary layer are studied in

detail for the following subjects;

Flow around points of separation, location of the boundary layer reat-

tachment, "choking" of perturbation similar to the known phenomena

of Laval nozzle, important physical singularities in the neighborhood

of the critical point affected by viscosity, results of criteria of

similarity for the maximum values of heat transfer etc.
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5.2. Similarity Law

The asymptotic solutions of separated flows by the Navier-Stokes

equations are obtained for the selected prrblems, mainly for self-simi-

lar ones with small or large flow parameters, due to their mathematical

complexity.

As a consequence of the local nature of the asymptotic flow, it

is possible to exclude the parameters such as Re, M and temperature from

the equations expressed in dimensionless form. Thus, the resulting uni-

versal solutions describe all the flows and the formulas for conversion

to the physical variables and extablish the similarity laws.

Brown and Stewartson (1969) state in 1969, the use of similarity

solutions with reverse flow is probably the best method of coping with

- ; -50 5 _T5
x

Figure 1. 56. Pressure distribution for supersonic viscous gas flow
around body contour corner[ Neyland 1971b3

I I2C pRe[a ]

B - (M,. - 1)2[X xPjp 3 w )2 -t, 2

a u ) u/)YAl Re 4/u 0  - is the pressure gradient ""loulated
in the undisturbed boundary layer
ahead of the interaction region.
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the main separated region downstream of the separation point. But

they are not satisfactory near separation because, due to the rapid

pressure rise, viscous forces can be neglected in the major part of

the boundary layer.

Neyland (1971b), generalized the similarity and computed the

critical pressure rise leading to separation as shown in Fig.T.56.

The similarity law for free-interaction formulated a quite ge-

neral and relatively simple form of equation. The boundary condi-

tions are satisfactory if the disturbance amplitudes are not too

large in the first approximation, leading to a clear understanding

of various physical effects. Therefore, the similarity law is appli-

cable for a wider range of following problems as sketched in Fig.I.57

namely (I) flow downstream of a finite length of flat plate (2) flow

downstream of the profile (3) flow over flat plate at angle of attack

(4) flow over flat plate with a pressure gradient.

yX

b
T, : Z d

Figure 1.57 Supersonic flows described by free-interaction theory.
[Neyland (1971b)]
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(1) For x ' 0 the the non-slip condition u(x,o) = 0 is replaced by the

symmetric condition u (x,o)=O. Neyland(1969a), investigated the distur-
y

bance amplitude and diversions of regions to which the disturbance pro-

pagates. Reduction of shear stress to zero on the flow axis leads to

acceleration of the stream filaments passing near the plane of symmetry

causing a rapid change of displacement thickness and inducing a pressure

gradient. Simple estimates using equations of continuity, momentum and

linear supersonic flow theory show that near the end of the plate a local

free-interaction flow region x, Re- /8 of pressure difference -

is formed. A negative pressure gradient is induced near the end of the

plate and pressure recovers in the wake, but at x/Re3/ , the pres-

sure gradient becomes zero.

(2) Flow over the profile is similar to (1), thus, analogous results

are obtained.

(3) For flow over the flat plate at an angle of attack an analogous pat-

tern compared to (1), is valid if the angle of attack is small amounting

- Pe , as Brown and Stewartson (1970) found.

In this case, the flow turns through the angle + upstream of the

plate end on the upper and lower surfaces. At sufficiently large o,

the flow separates and the critical pressure rise to cause separation

is somewhat larger compared to the flow around a corner formed by two

walls because the pressure gradient becomes negative due to the flow lea-

ving the plate, as the case of o4 = 0.

(4) For flow over a flat plate with a pressure gradient, the pressure
change d p , Re-.' is induced on the length ,a x -_ Re - 3 / 8 according to

the linear supersonic flow theory. From the first approximation , it

109
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maybe found that this pressure change 4 p in turn influences the near

wall layer. The major part of the boundary layer affected by A p- Re-

changes the magnitude of the displacement thickness by an order of Re-

and this change of magnitude is taken into account in the second appro-

ximation.

Sychev (1972), shows that in the vicinity of the separation point,

a free-interaction zone of the same type of supersonic flow exists, as

Neyland (1969a) indicates, but there is also a difference because for

the outer inviscid flow region, instead of the linear supersonic flow

theory, it is necessary to use the solutions of the classical jet flow

theory. Local flow separation is caused by the pressure gradient indu-

ced by the free interaction.

Sychev (1972), found that for the incompressible laminar separa-

tion, a rational analysis can be carried out if in the neighborhood of

the separation point, the external inviscid flow phenomena is'described

along the ideal fluid free stream line. Then, the mechanism of flow

separation becomes similar to the supersonic flow separation caused by

the large local pressure gradient.

5.3. Flow over Sharp Corner and Supersonic Flow Reattachment, (Flow

with very Large Local Pressure Gradient), Upstream Disturbance Pro-

pagation and Flow over Protuberance.

5.3.1. Flow over Corner

Neyland and Sychev (1966), applied the basic concept of asympto-

tic theory to the flow of very large local pressure gradients. As a
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typical example, the expansion flow near a sharp corner at supersonic

speed is considered.

Recently, much attention has been paid to the difficult flow pro-

blem of a trailing edge with separation, particularly for the supersonic

flow. At the sharp corner, where the surface curvature become so great

that the boundary, layer thickness is comparable with the radius, the boun-

dary layer approximation breaks down. In the corner region, viscous mo-

tion maybe applied. Far up- and downstream of the corner, the classical

theory is valid, therefore, a local solution around its corner maybe ma-

tched with the boundary layer up- and downstream of the corner by the me-

thod of asymptotic expansion. But, because its local inviscid solution

violates the non-slip condition, a thin secondary boundary sublayer must

be added close to the wall. Furthermore, since an upstream propagation

of a downstream disturbance occurs, a solution of the full Navier-Stoke's

equation is required to solve for the flow in the immediate vicinity of

a sharp corner. Since the base pressure downstream of the corner is low

and, as Hama's (1966) measurement indicates, that a significant fraction

of the pressure drops upstream of the corner, outside the sublayer, the

accelerating fluid velocity may reach sonic speed. Thus, in the flow

* , field, a singularity is encountered. This problem, -as other many discon-

tinuity problems, belongs to the family of asymptotic or boundary layer

phenomena of mathematical physics as stated by Vaglio-Laurin (1960).

Neyland (1966), studied the laminar sublayer flow problem by applying

the compressible boundary layer equations of accelerating flow which ex-

tends to upstream infinity. Integrating the Prandtl boundary layer equa-
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t~ons, the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for a large Reynolds number is investigated for the following

two cases; (i) for nonuniform velocity and enthalpy profiles in the

initial section and (ii) on bodies extending to infinitv upward and

downward along the flow direction. For case (ii), introducing trans-

formation it is possible to solve the problem involving singularity by

self-similar solutions and by well-developed numerical methods of Doro-

dnitsyn (1956) and Petukhov (1964) as well as by analytical methods of

Dorodnitsyn (1942) and Loitsianskiy (1965). For case (i) the follow-

irg governing equations (Hayes and Probstein (1959)) for compressible

laminar boundary layer involving Dorodnitsyn-Lees variables are applied;
m n dln u fe 2

momntu: (N 'f)+.f f + 2 dn - (5

f u 1

ener "

energy: + f' + ium [N ~ ~ #

SH/He = + f ( ) U.  r dx

U rj-- ---- f dy
C2~-- f Y

1
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For two-dimensional flow, j ! 0 and for axisymmetric flow, j 1.

For case (ii), Neyland (1966) introduced the following new trans-

formation;

'f" F(u )dx, f(Ud J dy (22)

where functions F(u e) andf (ue) are to be determines and Ku) is to

satisfy the convergence of at X-*

Then the momentum equation becomes

( N + K Lf + 23 Le r to the

r 2 ("e) _ 7'

H 1uYJ (u ~ r~e) dI

At an infinitely distant point 0 and in order to begin the

ingegration from I5 0, itis necessary that the right hand term of

eq. (23) must vanish for 0. The eq. (2:) will be reduced to the

usual form, if the following conditions are satisfied.

U e F (u) 2~r

vf = constant, ( constant ( x -, ) (25)

Then solutions of eq. (24) and (25) are:

1+ I-.

F ZAc u
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From the transformation (2?) and above information, u(x) in the neigh-

borhood of point x - - - is given by

2 A 2  ( dW + const 1n -e for o

Jllu P/ for ~

The self-similar velocity distribution "or laminar accelerating flow

is ue [ A(o) exp [a2 fix

or r ' ~
ew

U e = (Ue (0) (3 - 2(p - -k)" AO °w W

where A, o( and ( are constants.

This solution leads to the computational procedures similar to

those use for the ordinary laminar boundary layer on a finite or

semi-infinite body.

For the flow model sketched in Fig.T. r-, Matveyeva and Neyland

(1967), carried out a one-step calculation by the method of integral

relations for the boundary layer upstream of the corner employing Ney-

land's (1966) analysis. The numerical integration was started at the

corner where a pressure ratio of 0.668 (corresponding to a subsonic

Mach number) was assumed and continued in the upstream direction. A

wall-to-free stream stagnation enthalpy ratio is taken as 0.5. The re-

-'sults obtained by them are plotted in Fig.T.59. and compared with Hama's

(1966) data at Mo, = 2.35 - 4.02 as well as Olsson and Messister's

(1969) computed values as seen from Fig.I. 59.
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Figure I. J. Acceleration of a hypersonic boun-
dary layer approaching a corner.

[Oisson and Messister (1969)J

Matveyeva and Neyland (1967), applied Neyland and Sychev's (1966),( asymptotic analysis and computed the distributions of pressure, fric-

tion and heat transfer upstream of a corner of an axisymmetric body

over the small distance of several boundary layer thicknesses. Based

ucon the first approximation, distributions of heat transfer for I

Pr 1, -i' 0 are given in a parameter

I I

Pr-=rPr -

which char-acterizes the effect of heat conductivity, viscous dissipa-

• tion and convection. Since Matveyeva and Neyland's (1967) solution

•, tO4 O6,
Sis for fBj.-... , for the actual case of Re = 10- 10,Pr =  .7,

the effect of dissipation to heat transfer is overestimated.

Matveyeva and Neyland (1967), predicted pressure distribution more
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Figure.1.59. Comparison of theoretical and experimental data on
pressure distribution ahead of base for two-dimensional supersonic

-calculation [Matveyeva dnd Neyland (1967))
flow. hypersonic approximation [ sson and Messiter (1969)]:
M,.. 3.15: Co* - laminar boundary layer displacement thick-
ness ahead of interaction region: experimental data [Hama(1966)J:
A Mo = 4 . 0 2 , R e =  1 . 2.10 : 0 M ., = 3 . 1 5 , R e =  1 . 5 -1 0 *
o M, = 2.35, Re =  4.4 .10"

closely with experimental data than Olsson and Messister (1969).

The discrepancies among the computed results of Olsson and

* i Messister and measured data are caused by the following factst

Olsson and Messister's analysis is for hypersonic flow with Me.

larger than that of the experiment, and effects of viscous interac-

tion and pressure drop distribution cause the errors in the analysis.
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No upstream propagation of disturbance is considered.

C ssor and Messister (1969), carried out their analysis employing

c a.s.,ri['totic approach based upon the trip-deck structure of flow

a .'er as descrihed previously and seen in Fi.I.5 , by assuming that

r.e uPstruan .Iow velo, ity' o'i the corner is hypersonic and the inter-

a - ion o ih ' hx'pve.sonic :low with bourdar' layer is weak. An initial

,:.e , :-en the precsurc causes the boundar' layer to become thinner

a>Id dis;a -e,ert tt .kness J *ortinues to aecrease until a critical

'alue u tre prnsar,-, -T-is ies d C P=t p0. 1his critical point is io-

"ated a t a d-stan(e Uij'e ewL), 'ror the corner, i.e. 1-0, where L is

nod, ienc-th. 'The stretched coordinate svstem is de'ined rw x - (x-L)/

Y eew 2.L, the origir.' is taken at the corner, the direction of x is

Darallel to the horizontal 3urface upstream of the corner and x is

positive toward the wake reaion.

The remaining part oc the upstream is given by

A2

x (x- ) / -ew . L

,or these two parts, the limits are given by
-A

.e- , ew- and Me Rew '--p 0.

The v coordinate is stretched by Y = y/ew - .L. To obtain the

initial upstream condition, it *s assumed that for any eiven flow quan-Al
tity, the solution obtained in the limit for fixed x can be matched as-n-

ptotically with the solution obtained in the limit for fixed 7.

In the first approximation;

'U (O -) 9- (0),T)
V o

where superscrips A and refer to coordinate system x and x.
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The so called composit solutions which are uniformly valid approxi-

mations in the region of interest -o .<X 0 are

U/Uc ~  
% ( 9) * (+ - i ()

v/u + -((.0-

314For the sublayer solution, since the sublayer thickness is 0 (Rew- . L)

the coordinate is formulated by

+ - 3114
++

y =y/Rew *L

The limit to be considered is Rew -* n with x, y and Me fixed.

Then the asymptotic representations are:

3 U ( + ,)u (xy ) + _
e

p + +

2 p (x )+ ---

" --- Re,, +() ('y) -

U
e

f+ y( ,/*) +

fw

where U (x) is the expansion for u/ue obtained from the composite

solution by setting y = 0. The approximate continuity, x - momentun

and energy equations are:

+ Uu+)7. u (+ Uu )+ 0(y

Uu (Uu+)_ + + U 2v+ Uy + - dp+/d. + U (+ + +)Y+
x y
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U 2 u+  [ / )] + =

where

The boundary and matching conditions are

u ( , o) (V+ o) 0

u (;E- : I

The sublayer equations are integrated subject to the boundary and

matching conditions and the results obtained are

+ V9 I -3I
u =-e g °  2Mo M6 d 2

= I (r I )eo (rup+)-  - ) 2i -u d2U u
2 f

+ p +S-1 4 .+

Y, = eo (1 -u u duJ
where +

U k- di f'= u dy
Pe J

and is the stream function and the subscript o refers to 7-, o.

Nevland (1969a), used the asymptotic solution of the Navier-

Stokes equation for the computation of the separated flow charac-

teristl> and determined tha amplitude of the pressure perturbation

in the attached flow at M 0(i). It was found that the flow remains

attached despite the rapid pressure rise when the amplitude of pres-

sure perturbation op = C ( ) prevails in the free Interaction

region of 0 ( E.
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C
1,2 The analysis leads to the exis-

\ tance of a similarity parameter

c 2
__ fs

w c -- where C fs and M are coeffi-

cients of friction and the X~acl

Fig.-.60. Values of the coeffi- nunber upstream of separation as

cient of pressure at the separa-
tion point rNeyland '1969a)] shown in T r
(solid[ Neyland (1969a)] -ncd
dashed [Yelkin and Neyland (196 )]
lines--calculation, circles--
experiment C Erdos and PalloI.e
(1962)]

';.3.2 Upstream Propaf-ation of Disturbance

Brown and 'tewartson (1960), Yatveyeva and Neland (1967), and

Nevland (196-9a), investi:ated the si -nificant effect of upstream pro-

pa.Taton o" distrtance to tlit, 'low phenomena. otewartson (1970),

fo ,nd that wcth : o conside ,tion of 'ipntrea!. Vropta-aton o)" d stur-

hance, tr,, reduction of the press ,ure upstream of tte corner is much

larrer compared to that with consideration of disturlance propa.ation.

Neyland (19i')a), based upon rree-interaction theory, found that

in or-der to describe complete.y the disturbance propagation upstream

of' a base, it is neces'rvy to extend the upstream region from the

1:0
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length region O(Re) with pressure change of 0 (1) up to 0 (Re
- i )

where pressure change of 0 (Re -
4) prevails. The disturbance propaga-

tion phenomena around a corner is characterized by the so called "block-

ing" effect of the disturbance emanating from the base upon reaching

the speed of sound on the local inviscid flow stream line adjacent to

the body sirface. The acceleration of upstream flow, in the locally in-

visr-f.- region, equal-zing the pressure directly upstream of the base to

the base pressure is possible when the ratio of the pressure in the

body surface of the disturbed flow region with respect to the pressure

in the separated region of the base is less than that corresponding to
__'

the sonic pressure change amounting to ( + 1)/2) -'' where T is the

atio of specific heats. In this case, the expansion of the supersonic

stream filament takes place as a result of the contraction of the sub-

sonic stream tube lying to the body surface, because the flow accelera-

tion sharpl" increases the friction stress while the thermal flux to

the body surface increases to a lesser degree. However, when the total

.ressure ratio reaches the previously mentioned critical value, then the

'aih number on the uody surface (in the locally inviscid part of flow)

roac.es the son,. value and it is impossible to expand the upstream flow

'r orner and a , ered rarefaction wave forms near the corner.

,e, + upstream flow of a corner is not affected by the further

- . ' ba bse pressure. This writer recalls that this finding

P e m d e land (1.67) is similar to the well-known isotropic

." :low tischarged from a reservoir passing through a

unc! or, of the exit pressure level.

I
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Matveyeva and Neyland (1967), considering the propagation of

disturbance and formation of the locally inviscid flow region, eval-

uated the pressure reduction upstream of a corner as 60% ol the over-

all pressure in good agreement with measured date of M. L.

Robinson [Stewartson (1970)] , at M,,, 2.75, convex corner angle
6 , compared to the Stwartson's (1970) prediction

90% reduction, not considering the disturoance propagation.

Stewartson (1970), studied the structure of a laminar supersonic

flow near a corner and confirmed the triple-deck structure of Matveyeva

and Neyland (1967) and improved their analysis by removing the non-

uniformity as the influence of the corner dies away upstream and by

extending the said analysis to the downstream region of the corner.

The phenomena of disturbance propagation for the case of a strong

viscous interaction at hypersonic speed has been investigated progres-

sively in the USSR, but further study is needed to clarify still un-

clear aspects. At hypersonic speed, the pressure change and the length

of interaction region is given in a function of interaction parameter

x = M T ' 1, namely

P/P ~ x1/2 and x/ 3/ 4

where Z is the thickness ratio. Thus, if the interaction is not weak

the pressure gradient induced by the external flow around the effective

body formed by the boundary layer displacement thickness influences the

flow in the boundary layer even in the first approximation. Therefore,

the pressure distribution at the outer edge of the boundary layer can-

not be considered to be given and must be determined by joint integra-
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tion of the equations for hypersonic inviscid flow and the boundary

layer. The effects of upstream propagation are dependent on the solu-

tion on the edge conditions specified downstream.

Neyland (1970b), realized that no unique solution for moderate

and strong interaction regions can be obtained even in the first ap-

proximation by specifying the only usual boundary conditions on the

body surface and the outer edge of boundary layer as well as initial

conditions. Thus, he specified an additional condition in the base pres-

sure or separation point which may be determined from the conditions of

compatibility with the solution describing the downstream flow. Tf

this downstream condition is not given, then the following two single-

parameter families of nonself-similar boundary layer solutions exist,

in addition to the well-known solution obtained by Lees and Stewartson

[Hayes and Probstein (19 59 )] ,

f( ,)-o () + I +a Alfl(?) + 5 2(1+a)f('1 ) + --

p( 5,)-. Ao 1- 1 (1 + A 1  1+a + A2 2(1+a) + ___)

where , and f are conventional Dorodnitsyn-Lees variables

ff
0 0

The first terms represent the self-similar solution. The non-tribial

solution exists only for the "eigen-value" a and is defined to within

an arbitrary constant, for example A1 . The subsequent terms are found

uniquely for given AI from the solution of the linear nonhomogeneoua

systems of equations. Depending upon the sign of A, the pressurl for
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the nonself-similar solutions is everwhere greater (A1 ,. 0) or every-

where less (A1 - 0) than that obtainable from the self-similar solu-

tion. Kozlova and Mikhaylov (1970), obtained analogous results for

the flow over a triangular wing and yawed flat plate when the appro-

aching flow is not normal to the leading edge of the plate. The in-

tensity of disturbance upstream propagation increases with the increase

of the yawed angle. For the final solution of the flow over a trian-

gular wing, it is necessary to find out whether the boundary condition

is satisfied in the symmetry plane or not.

The eigen value a is the criterion of upstream disturbance pro-

pagation intensity as seen from Fig.7 .61. The analytical results of

Neyland (1971b), Kozlova and Mikhalov (1971) and Provotorov (1973),

indicate that the effect of disturbance propagation decreases with an

increase of a. For flow over a flat plate, if gas is injected through

the surface of the body, then the effect is increased; while for the

cooled surface, the effect decreases markedly. A very important ques-

tion is the formulation of' the additional boundary condition to be used

,or the unique solution. For example, as Neyland (1970b), indicates

'cr "low near a flat plate base, if the downstream base pressure is

riven, the solution of the one-parameter family is selected for which

the pressure at x/L = I is equal to the base pressure, where symbol L

refers to plate length.

'The new similarity law developed recently in USSR is more gene-

ral compared to that developed by Lunve (1956) and Hayes and Probstein

(1959) because these laws do not take account of disturbance propaga-

q
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Figure 1.6t. Jistribution of pressure and local friction drag
coefficient on flat plate for strong hypersonic flow interaction
with laminar boundary layer [ Neyland (1971b)] .
a- F= 7/5, a)49. 6 , b- r= 5.3, a z 23. P/pss I

--- Cf/C f ; = ratio of specific heat81 Pss: f e=
ss8

values of parameters for self-similar solution; x-dimensionless
length for one of the non-self-similar solution.
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aaa

1001
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0- b

irure I. 62. Experimental verification of similarity law for flows
r the regime of strong interaction of hypersonic flow with boun-

dar' layer with account for disturbance propagation upstream;
=3.3, lie = 1.9.10 [ Neyland (1970a), and Gorislavskiy and Step-

':he-ikova (1971)]
-) Ixperimental results; b) Same results in similarity coordi-
;a tes: *o( =00; o a 100; X k 11 0 30' A O 120; 0 ( : 200;

iDorodnitsyn variable.

tion, although these are useful for regions with only a small distur-

,.tnce propagation effect.

Kozlova and Mikhaylova (1971), studied the similarity law by

taking account of the disturbance propagation and obtained a good agree-

ment with the experimental data of Gorislavskiy and Stepchenkova (1971)

and Corenbukh and Koziova (1973) for the strong interaction at hyper-

sonic speed as shown in Fig.T.62 and 1.63.
I
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P 0

OXO

0

0 0.5 1.0 IA 2,
X/L

Figure '.63. Comparison of theoretical and experimental data on
pressure distribution on flat plate with flap for strong inter-
action of hypersonic stream with laminar boundary layer;

M = 24.2, X = 10 - 16 fGorenbukh and Kozlova (1973)J
I = distance from plate leading edge to flap;
p ss pressure for the self-similar solution;

- calculation.

o0 = 900, h/I = 0.12; X o( = 900, h/f = 0.08;4 o= 10°; o4 = 00

( o( = deflection angle of flap mounted on aft part of plate).

5.3.3 Reattachment

The problem of reattachment was studied in USSR for the semi-

infinite jet reattachment to the surface of a flat plate as one ex-

ample of supersonic compression flow with a large local pressure gra-

dient. The flow model is sketched in Fig.I.64. The problem involves

the free viscous mixing and it is assumed that the'mixing starts at

some distance I from the reattachment region. This distance I is

used as a length scale and in evaluating Re. Local inviscid flow is

described by the Euler's equation as the first approximation. At the

end of the mixing zone, the velocity and density profiles are considered

the same as those of approaching the undisturbed flow when the asynp-
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Figure 1.64. ?low scheme in region of semi-infinite two-
dimensional supersonic jet attachment to the surface of an
infinite flat plate. [ Neyland (1970a)]

totic expansion matching principle is used. At the outer edge, the

conditions of compatibility with the outer supersonic flow and the

zero normal velocity at the body surface are to be satisfied.

Neyland's (1970a) study shows that in the first approximation,

the stagnation pressure p0 of the dividing stream line (stream line

incident on the body surface is termed dividing stream line here) at

the end of the mixing zone must be equal to the static pressure p

at a large distance downstream of the turning region. In reality,

however, p 0> po by an order of magnitude 0 (Re -/4), due to the vis-

cosity effect. If we apply Bernoulli's integral for the inviscid flow,

then p 0 pO . Based upon the vortex theorem of Nickol'skiy (1949)

and the arguments presented by Taganov (1968) for analogous incompres-

sible flows, it is shown that if po = P, , then the critical point

shifts to an infinitely large distance point to the right of the body

I
4
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surface.

The so called "critical point" was defined by Crocco-Lees

(1952), as a singularity point in the basic differential

equation which acts much like the throat of a nozzle in de-

termining the base pressure, for example, or in some cases

the surface pressure distribution in a boundary layer shock

wave interaction. This property is an important one for the

supersonic wake or reattaching supersonic flows directed to-

ward the solid surface. Most of the recompression occours

before the critical point is reached.

Neyland (1970a), shows that in a wide range of initial and boun-

dary conditions, p 0. p. is impossible. If po p , there must

be, to the right of the critical point, an inviscid flow region which

does not contain reverse flows and which does not satisfy the condi-
, 1/2

tion of compatibility with the outer supersonic flow for x/Re -w + 0:.

Therefore, Neyland (1970a), proposed the following procedures to solve

the reattachment problem. A solution, not containing the critical

point, but satisfying the condition of p0 
= p for the locally in-

viscid flow, is to be obtained by the first approximation. The con-

sideration of asymptotic behavior of the disturbance decay of this so-
,, -e3/8

lution leads to the investigation of flow for the region X-O(Re )

where the characteristic pressure change is 0 (Re-I/4).

In this region, the pressure rises reaching the limiting value of p,

The critical point is also located here and the solution is described

by the equations of free-interaction theory. Neyland(1970a), suggests
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the Chapman-Korst condition (Chang, 1970) should be corrected in

O(Re - 1/ 4 ) although the pressure rise to cause the separation is the

same order.

The following Chapman et al (1957), formulation, which is simi-

lar to that of Korst, is a simple way to evaluate the reattachment

zone pressure: _

PDA P2 (1 2

where is the pressure in the dead air region, p2 is the pressure

on the wall downstream of the reattachment point and M is the Mach num-

ber along the dividing stream (the dividing stream is located within

the mixing zone, along which v = 0 and the circulatory separated re-

gion is divided from the streamwise flow field). The velocity along

the dividing stream line is u 0.587 ue.e

Brown and Stewartson (1969), raise a number of questions (e.g. is

fluid in the dead region almost at rest and is the flow near reattach-

ment so simple?) and comment as follows:

But, since the agreement with experiment is so good that one is

inclined to believe that it contains the principal features con-

trolling the dead air zone and that it may well be worth exploring

the assumption further from a more rigrous stand-point. This,

however, has not been done.

Neyland (1970a), also studied the heat transfer in addition to

pressure at the reattachment. The predicted heat transfer results are

favorably compared with the experimental data of Bushnell and Wein-

stein (1968) as shown in Fig.I.65. For this computation of heat tran-

1
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sfer, the narrow flow regions under the local inviscid flow zone where

effects of viscosity and thermal conductivity are significant, have

2_

2-

io"74
IV0 2 4 67aa;U' 2 3 4 5 6' 9 IflS

'

Figure !.(5. Comparison of theoretical and experimental data
for maximal heat flux in attachment region of laminar separated
zone in supersonic flow. [ Neyland (1970a)]

x Ye = 3, Re = 10 , g= 0.5, fw = 0, gw = 0.0r;

o Me = 3, Re = 10, g* = 0.9, fw = 0, gw = 0.05;

0 Me 3, Re =  O1-  , g* = 0.5, f : 0, gw = 0.05;• w

& Me 3, Re = 10r , g* = 0.5, fw = -. 4, = 0.05.

been considered. To compute the pressure distribution of the invis-

cid flow numerically, the edge conditions of these regions are used

for two strip integrations applying the modified method of Dorodnitsyn

(1958), but the computed pressure results were lower than the experi-

mental data of Chapman et al (1957), as shown in Fig.I.66.

Neyland (1970a), remarks that in order to improve the agreement of

predicted and measured data, the free-interaction region is also to be

considered.

Neyland (1970a), extended his asymptotic analysis for an incompre-

ssible flow to a compressible separated flow caused by a blunt angle

1.31



0.5

Tigure T pressure distributicn in the lamina! separAted
zone attachmeni. reFlor, ahead of* a flat in superson-Lc >jcw.

-- alculat icn 'evland 1~970b)J o xperlmentt Ihapmari et 3 1.
k1957)]; pw presst.r-e on the bod>'-; po pressure ahead of
attachment * 0on

A 8 ,0 
- 4 CA

a b

Fig 1.67. Diagram of separated flow of a supersonic flow
at a blunt angle (a) and calculation of pressure in the
field of

i-External inviscid supersonic flow;

2--Zone of mixing;

3--Area of reversed flow;

4--Boundari laver at base of the reversed flow;

5--Area o v' separation of flow;

6--Area of reattachment of flow;

7--and 8--Boundary layer in front of the area of separation
and behind the area of reattachment[ Shvets and
Shvets (1976)].

Solid line on the graph -- calculation [Neyland (1970a)];
circles - experiment [Chapman et al (1950)j.
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o L : , : .ea: .,; sepaat c:. eard t .. a rid

o r,' er to cor-u pi , *: :;,..:zf :it- .i ( .i.,

to de:-r e te -;.tet- : .-a- 1' 7 o .!IS c '

taIiaI o t ie .-ece .- atr - c: .c .on:- t,.e CloseJ i tream i 7

u:-t e . e, :-. -e a z' Ic, .e t,r.peratir'e :F also .fP'-- f

the equations o' e'ner,,

the vortict,. iz small, a -omplete solutior o! flow rharacier ,

in the separated zone is ot tainafle. Die to the '.KIscosit',' e- e t t,

computed pressure rise at ti.e reattachment bY the 7hapian-K ,rst t!ieo!

is less than the experimental data by arn order" of O( , as show- in

FirA .(7.

5.3.4. Flow Over Protuberance

The asymptotic methods are applied to problems around obstacles

or irregularities located on the bottom of a boundary layer. Zubtsov

1
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, i97 ), aiia,.zed this problem for incompressible flow, and Bofgolepov

and Nevlard (197~1), 'or compressitle "low. The results of' Zubtosov

19 sh(,w -<tt h~rraracteristic Jimensior is of teorder of

11ube-a! IC: e p ; rov, mTat r e ii:, e~ c solIutLi on

t -- u e' - e- ii.. indet ttir lw oi contain

c.i*~i j.a c-r~ s' st s ':w' -t .i marked

i, -raiPra. St' xe I. e od.. -arIace

*ake ,Ia! x C-, o- ''mc'~ ' aFri~tie of

*r,' I ta t~~t~ o:-, -, ip - ': .V -I

t, -~-r0 IF w -ose hei~'ht and se-

~ ~.* ~*. -,a nitude, i' Is nec~s-

~*s. .point and se~arated

e, !ter- I'. r F M[ ~i ef %uatio. Fcr this

-t ', 1-, o'a~ para-MeteT- de'ined the -atio

"a < -s-tjor. to .Kaa'und ~ a-,.lx section area,

am 0u!.t ng P- rKassi'ies two JiffPrent -ptra pressure 'ields. Tf

t1.;iS paramettr i.s sma1'", tht-n thef uhstacle i.,duces ralr~flct .on and large

comnren- o dislirl-rxe occujrn

nger (1974), used the small perturbti~ton theoT-' of a compressible

boundiary layer to solve the flow problem past a relatively small protu-
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:erance (or boundary layer control apertures) exposed to high speed

laminar flow, assu.-,i.c ir and Le are equal to 1, by introducing per-

turbations u', v', p' and T caused by the protuberance.

>he resulting ,,over.inr' equations are linear differential equations

p partial derivatives. If Re is large, one may divide the pertur-

-at ons into irvlscid and viscous components. The viscous component

-, on!,; *.r a relatively thin sublaver close to the sur-

a22: wh-,re perturbat'on qotior can .be considered as incompressible

_th u~e7.'ih lv low ,-eat tansfer due to viscous dissipation. These

assum-p,.ions siimplify the linearized Navier-Stokes equations of compres-

sible :low.

%L$* N;umerical Solutions:

The numerical solutions of the Navier-6tokes equations contribu-

ted forwards a better understandine of the separated flow. Babenko et

al (1971), pointed out that the problem of the viscous flow over a blunt

body is one of the most complex ones due to the significant non-linea-

rity of the Navier-Stokes equations dealing with the reversed flow zone

and the phenomena of its instability for larger Re than the critical one.

These problems are not self'-similar and analytical solutions are too dif-

ficult to obtain.

Viviand and Berper (1966) and Kirnasov and Korzhuk (1969a), solved

incompressible separated flow problems by the first approximation of

the Navier-Stokes equation. The infinite conditions were not rigorously

satisfied by this approximation because of the dominant inertia
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forces and the obtained solutions are applicable only for a small R e.

Fig.T.68 and 1,69 show the pressure distribution on the rear wall of

a two-dirensional surface in a parameter o' J and stream line confi-

-urat-on in a function o ' i th J 1, wer'e J = I,/, J is the

,)hsicl boundar,, laye t!.ik !7 and F is the ,ez ;fht o ' the t-ase.

- is!iution n pessure aion -the rear wall
j- ll-nes r-ro--epond to data of jiirnaaov

r - fij *,J C ,'.ec 1 'ed!rs.-- to .,viand and

r.. r

a b c

' -. T.69. Picture of the stream line in a base region
'Iviand and Berger (!9(6)] (x -- point of reattachment):

a--v, =0; b--vH= O.I; c--v H 
= O. .
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r - r lire s c. v.

P., a r-ele:,e flow zoime aecones apparen; and the roint of se-

i -at"cn L5::its ',-o- the ede to a point on tae rear wall. With an

.retse o: , te separation point ipproaches the center and the

-ze of reve-sed flew region decrease-. but th an ncrease of HT

-:-at or. aoJrt ipproaches the ta'Iling ed n.

the, solved e , ..-. ckes en,,aclon b a finite di+'-

met, hod L- CNer .c investigFate the flo,: downstream of a plate

h nc. adt ca, to th-. mn lo at a sil and avera,e Re.

-he -Psultz ndicha that the len th o the sta nation zone increased

uh rn; rease of 'e, .et its width remtained urchanged and the osci].a-

tion C, the stagratie, Zone, causing Karman vortex street, was observed

a-, ,e = in agreeen w',th experimental results.

oldyreva and Kuskova (1970), analyzed the flow past a sphere bY

-ep.acing he infinite condition with an imaginary sphere of larg,.e ra-

,ius. 'he computation "cr h e =I, ', 10 and 20, shows that with the in--

...rease of ;,J, the ..l.w symetry breaks down and a noticeable vortex ap-

Dears when Re 20.

.orodnitsn and Meller (1968), employed the numerical method to solve

,'e e]coes incompressible flow in an expanded two-dimensional channel.

-et. step of iteration, a svstem of linear aigehrac equations was solve:

Lnd'catin. that a stagnation appeais with a reverse flow.

Pavlov (1968), solved numerically the Navier-Stokes equation for a

supersonic flow around a blunt body and completed the flow picture inclu-

ding a shock wave. A 'ormation of vortices downstream of the body was pre-

1P
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0L -  XC -  Fig.7 .70. 2low Of a viscous gas

ina wake of a two-dimensional body
2 -- [Myshenkov (1970)3;

a--c--picture of flcw (M = 0.288,

0, a--Re = 3, b--'fe 1.i, c--Re

C b 1 .); d--distributpd pressures

. .. . alone th,> axis " the wake ( --
2 -

0,2 M 0.288, )--M = 0. 8t4, 3--M =

V000 of1i - ~~
0 /

0,95 I

0d

dicted at Re 5 0, but was not detected probably due to the fact

that either they were absent in certain conditions or that they were

not visible because of the large grid used.

Myshenkov (1970), solved the Navier-Stokes equation by using the

Lax-4ndrof'f method, for suitonic and transonic wakes downstream of

a two-dimensional surface at Pr = ').71, in the range of 1cHeC1O00.

His paper of 1970, shows that at small Re:-1.7, the flow does not sepa-

rate and at fie = 1.7 a fairly large zone of small velocity is formed

at the rear critical point as seen in Fig.I.70, and with the increase

of Re, separation occurs at the base forming a reverse flow region.

At the trailing edge, the flow turns at a right angle with no separa-

tion affected by viscosity and the separation point is located in the
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base region as Weinbaum (1968), theoretically, and Donaldson (1967),

experimentally found. With an increase of Re, the dimension of the

reversed flow region also increases, the separation point shifts to-

ward the corner and the pressure distribution evens out and at Re -1000

the base pressure becomes almost constant. When MO0.864 the pressure

in the separation zone increases reaching p p,, , caused by the trail-

ing edge shock. However, toward the downstream direction the pressure

becomes equal to p.

Myshenkov in 1972, solved the wake flow downstream of a flat plate.

At Re r 3, the separation point was located not at the corner, but on

the plate base. With an increase of Re, the reversed flow region grows

and the separation point moves toward the corner and the pressure varia-

tion smooths out. At Re = 100, the pressure becomes almost constant.

The base pressure does not vary before separation despite the increase

of Re, but after separation the pressure increases sharply, and with a

further increase of Re reaching 1000, the base pressure increases mono-

tonically and the wake flow becomes unsteady. The analysis of the Mach

number effect in the range of 0.3-c M .2 at Re = 100 shows that with an

increase of M from 0.3 to 0.8, the reversed flow region elongated and

narrowed. With further increase of M, the reversed flow region con-

tracted in length and width, and if M increases above I, the flow sta-

bilizes and delays the occurrence of separation.

Brailovskaya (1971b), detected more flow details by solving the

two-dimensional supersonic wake flow downstream of a rectangular base.

The numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation in a small wake

region of reversed flow indicates that in the neighborhood of the cor-
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ner, the flow expands and the pressure downstream of the wall increases

sharply at first, then remains almost constant up to the axis of symmetry.

This compression wave is more apparent at large M and Re, and the dimen-

sion of the reversed flow region increases almost directly proportionally

to Re, but decreases with an increase of M. The interested readers may

be aware that the following numerical solutions were achieved elsewhere.

censon (1959), obtained a solution for the flow around a sphere using

the method of relaxation :or ,'e = 5- 0 by fixing Re = I7 as the critical

7e at which flow remains attached. Son and Hanratty (1969), solved num-

erically, for the flow around a cylinder at Re = 00 and 00 and Burggaf

(1966), numerically analyze(i the structure of the separated flow in a rec-

tangular cavity.

5.5 Numerical Experiment

A brief presentation on the numerical experiments, carried out in

USSR follows. Recently, at the Computer Center of uhe Academy of Sci-

ences of the USSR, under the leadership of 0. M. Belotserkovskiy, a num-

ber of numerical experiments were carried out to investigate the complex

luid flows using various principles of numerical modelling for equa-

tions of Euler, Navier-Stokes and Boltzman. Compared to a full scale

experiment, the said approach is less expansive and, in a number of cases,

it is th(e only instrument of investigation.

For the numerical experiment, the following steps, which may be cor-

related to physical experiments are takeni

Selection of a mathematical model, set up of an approximate solution sys-

tem for the initial differential or integral equation, study of stability
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CHAPTER II

SYMBOLS

A Coefficient of calibration

Cfo skin friction coefficient (Squire and Young)

Co Concentration of active ions

D diffusion coefficient

d diameter of circular tube
0

d diameter of probe

F Faraday number

f (9/u,)(du/dx)

i probe current

length of mixing zone

12 total length of cavity wall

u, fluction of u

u° 0 flow velocity at channel axis at 10mm upstream of
cavity

v, fluctuation of v

v-* wall shear velocity

w fluctuation of w

S= x/H

7 +
= v-y

C f Cf) Re
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CHAPTER II

Incompressible Flow Separation

in Chapter I, various analysis for flow separation have been pre-

sented. Therefore, in this Chapter II, certain aspects of a separated

lIow model, experimental investiration of incompressible turbulent flow,

affected by adverse pressure gradient involving flow separation, a three-

.imensional effect on the separated flow, and the cylinder separated

-Ic,.., phenomena are presented. Although the main content is for subso-

nic flow, pertinent supersonic phenomena are described for a comparative

r-u rose.

The two-dimensional and axis:mmetric boundary layer flow separate

if the streamwise adverse pressure gradient is sufficiently large due

to the reduction of momentum, especially in the vicinity of a wall sur-

face.

The recent investigations in the USSR on turbulent flow affected

by adverse pressure gradient described here may serve for the under-

standing of flow separation.

1. Effect of Adverse Pressure Gradient on Incompressible

Turbulent Flow Involving Separation

1.1 Local Velocity ,omponents and their Fluctuations in the

Vicinity of a Wall

Yefimenko and Khafakhpasheva (1976), measured components of local

velocity and their fluctuations along the close vicinity of a diffuser

wall in order to evaluate effectively the wall turbulence structure up

to onset of flow separation. Because, presently most experimental studies

were made at a considerable distance from the wall and under conditions

I
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of unlikely flow separation, this investigation is desired to solve

the turbulent flow separation problem.

Since the general characteristics of fluid motion is affected by the

asymmetry of diffuser shapes used by various investigators, Yefimenko

and Khafakhpasheva (1976), instead selected the flat symmetrical dif-

fuser, on whose wall skin friction dropped significantly along the stream-

wise direction.

The diffuser total divergence angle was 80, inlet cross section 40 x

100mm, fore section 400mm, and the test Reynolds number at the inlet

'4
5.3 x 10. Tests were made at four cross sections 3 , 3 and 4, located

from the inlet at x = 164mm, 219mm, ?7nmm and 3?9mm respectively.

The turbulence characteristics were determined by stroboscope flow vi-

sualization and by computer processing of the photographic materials.

The electrodiffusion method for the measurement of skin friction applied

by Kutateladze, Kashinskiy and Mukhin (1976) uses as the working fluid

a solution of sodium hydroxide and potassium ferri - and ferrocyanide

in distilled water. This solution is also used for flow visualization

because gas bubbles are produced electrolytically due to the chemical

reaction of the working fluid with aluminum particles.

The electrodes consisted of platinum wire of 20,4 diameter drawn over

the surface of a glass plug inserted into the diffuser wall. The light

beam From the Helios-40 IFK-120 electronic stroboscope passed through

the plug and illuminated a narrow flow region and the photographs were

taken through the parallel walls of the working section. The total
1
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number of instantaneous velocity values amount (2-3):103 in the range

of + v*y e- 300 where v* is wall shear velocity defined by

('rw/ fe) 2. These instantaneous values are used for computer proces-

sing to evaluate flow pattern as a function of time, to analyze the

hack f'ow near the wall and to estimate the dimension of separated flow.

The magnitude of the wall shear velocity v* was derived from the mea-

sured data o' ''utateladze, Kashinskiv and Mukhin (1976) using electro-

diffusion method.

1.1.1 esults of Measurements

The analysis of the instantaneous flow pattern by visualization and the

computer indicates that the upstream of sections 1(x=164mm), and ?(x=P19mm),

no region of reverse flow existed, but as shown in Fig,II.1, at sections

3(x=274mm), and 4(xp3-9mm), instantaneous local flow separations in 5%

and Sr of the frame, respectively, were observed, though the shape of the

averared velocity profile is still not that of the separation profile.

Futhermore, from Figure 1T.1, it is seen that the values of the transverse

velocity components are of the same order of magnitudes as the streamwise

velocit-, components. The separation zones were a few milimeters in dia-
+

meter. The measured average streamwise velocities at various y are lower

than those computed in the viscous sublayer (line T) and in channel or

boundary layer (line TI) as indicated in Figure 11.2.

One example measured transverse velocity v is shown in Figure.11.3. Its

absolute value decreases downstream, but the ratio of v/u increases

downstream and away from the wall. Nevertheless, contribution of v(du/dy)
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I Fig.IT.1. Instantaneous flow patterns. (a) x = 0.274 m;

(b) x = o.329 in

Refimnenko and IKhabakhpasheva (1976)a
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Fig.II.2. Velocity profile in dimensionless coordinates.
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Z.-Zoto the momentum balance in the

wall region may be significant

because the streamwise velocity

/-radient is large.

The three dimensionalit-.v of flow

4f __was not measured but its existence

2 can be indicated because the mea-

- - sured values of v are larger than

1 I. 4)Ithose computed by the two dimen-

LL-LL Q . J 1sional continuity equation.

0 2 - .M

Fige TT.3. Transverse velocity The measured fluctuating streamwise
components v/u. [Yefimenko and
Khabakhpasheva (1976)] 1,2,3,4, and transverse velocity e and
correspond to locations of x =
0.164, 0.219, 0.274, 0.329 m. v'2  normalized by the velocity

at the diffuser center line u are
0

n "ig. TI.4. Velocity fluctua-

tions. a,b),c,d -5 1

o~ __e - V:[7 /u [Yefimenko and
e, Khabakhpasheva (1976)3

1,2,3,4, correspond to loca-
tions of x = 0.164, 0.219,
0.274, 0.329 m.
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shown in Figure II.4. The figure also indicates that the magnitudes

of the transverse velocity fluctuation is smaller than that of the

streamwise fluctuation.

If the ratio of the streamwise root-mean velocity fluctuationVu is

plotted with respect to the average local streamwise velocity tL as

seen in Figure IT.5, then tiis ratio increases doirmstream and closer

to wall.

Fig.T.. The ratio r /u 1,2,3,4, corresponds
of location of x = 0.164, 0.'19, 0.274, and 0.3?9 m. ;

- plane - parallel channel[ Kutateladze et al (1975)]

The normalized streamwise and the transverse velocity fluctuations

j7 / v* and v' / v* of dif"'user flow and plane parallel

channel flow with respect to the wall shear velocity are shown in
+

Fiiure TT.6. Throughout the investigated flow region up to y = 300

- 400 the velocity fluctuations increase with the increase of y
+

and th!: streamwise velocity fluctuation is larger at small y than

the maximum value of the plane parallel flow.
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vi -

£i~-".I Lr itudinal ") and transverse (1T) velocity

L ut ,,atiois. , 3,4, corresponds to locations of x
0.lm.,, 7'19, 0.-4, and 0. 9 .(TT),(IV) - plane -

naralle! -,h.annel [ Kutateladze et al (1975)3

2
3 -

2 0

I

0 W 0 19 £Z,

Fig.IT.7. Turbulent stresses

V*' [efimenk and Khabakhpasheva (197 )

1,2,3,4, correspond to locations of x = 0.164, 0.219,

0.274, 0.329 m.
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The behavior of the Reynolds stress is presented by 7777 in a function

of y in Figure 11.7. Although in general, u'v' reaches a sharp peak

with a long trail, u'v' did not reach the maximum under test conditions.

I Itct .1 .L
-a

4 V1

Fig.TT.8. Correlation coefficients u

YefimQ~nko and Khabakhpasheva(1976) 3 777
,?,3,4, correspond to locations of

0.164, 0.219, 0.274, 0.329 m.

As indicated in Figure 11.3, for diffuser flow, u-Tvr/1u z is

considerably reduced amounting r- 0.? compared to - 0.4- 0.43 for

circular pipe flow with dp/dx 0 in the region of a well-developed

turbulent flow.

The relation of uv with respect to kinetic flow energy along the dif-

fuser center line, u-v'/!,u in a function of y/j is not mo'notonio.
0
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as shown in Figure TI.9.

In Figure 11.9, it is seen that

-- at section 3, the values of
aZ

__ u u 0 are the lowest, while

the highest at section 4 at large

v, but at sections I and ?, almost

SO-1 equal values prevail, independent

of the streanwise distance.

b -. The boundary layer thickness used

.2 in Fig.II.9, is determined from

the velocity profile measured by

02 . - Kutateladze, Kashinskiy and Mukhin

-(1976).

df 02 03 44 Yd

Fig.IT.9. Turbulent stresses

H'V'

uv .[ Yerimenko and Khabakh-

o2 0 pasheva (1976)]

1,2,3,4, correspond to locations of
x = 0.164, 0.219, 0.274, 0.329 m.
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1 .2. Characteristics of Turbulent Boundary Layer Affected

by Adverse Press ire Gradient Tnvolving. Separation

Kutateladze, Kashinskiy and Mukhin (1976), accurately measured

by appl.ing the electrodiffusion method, the mean and fluctuating com-

ponents of wall shear stress and flow velocity in a wide range of ad-

verse pressure gradients involvini, flow separation.

The surve: of the present state of art by Kutateladze et. al.

shows that: the skin friction :omputed from the velocity profile mea-

sured by flauser (1 9 ;4) is not applicable t'or a strong" zdverse ores-

sure -gradient and orly Ludwie,-2illnann's (1949) ecuation [ven b,

r, = o.:'6 . 10-0.678H ()e -0.?68

is involved with the directly measured skin friction. This equation

does not satisfy the separation condition of = 0 for H = Hr al-

though this equation provides a ,!er-:, small value cf C, at H > 3 - 4.

However, the extrapolation tecnnique for f-y 0, is often used to de-

termine the separation condition if this equation is selected for sim-

plicity. Ludwieg and 'illmann (1919), installed the thermocouple flush

with the wall but it is known that the low reliability of the thermo-

anemometer readings close to the wall does not yield an accurate deter-

mination of the intensity of velocity fluctuation in the viscous sub-

layer nor of the fluctuation intensity of thE wall shear stress.

For the separated turbulent flow, the quantitative information is scare.

Therefore, Sandborn and Liu's (1968) instrumental study of structure of

the separation zone indicates that the presence of the back flow can be

determined with a dual thermoanemometer probe. Khabakhpasheva's (1974)
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I

stroboscope method of visualization showing the nigher intensity of

shear stress fluctuation on the diffuser wall than on the flat channel

may p ovide more detailed information. The conventional methods which

do not allow Lack flow introduce the indeterminate error.

Thus, in ormier to contribute to the solution of the essentially

.nsoix'ed ",roelem ol the turbulent boundary layer with streamwise adverse

resu-e ,adient involvinr separation, Kutateladze et.al. presented

'.eo electrodiffusion method, the measured data and their findings.

7lecrondi'fusion probes, made from platinum wire (50-100,) or

* strK eT.edded in a chemical glass cylinder of about 0.2m diameter,

were inserted into a recess in the wall of the interchangeable working

section of the closed 'low loop. The working fluid consisted of a so-

lution o' O."N sodium hydroxide and 0.005: potassium ferri-and ferro-

c.amide in di tilled water.

I easureyrenta c- .call Shear Stress and Flow Velocity

The same techninue was used for measurements of wall shear stress

and flow ielocit,. The vall shear stress is related to the probe cur-

rent by

S= (1 .,,7, /(F3 C: D'' h] = A0O

for a rectangular probe and

= (316uT3)/(F
3  0 3 D d o 5

for a circular probe. The symbols mean:

"?, - wall shear stress

A& - dynamic viscosity

I - probe current
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F - Faraday number

C - concentration of active ions0

D - diffusion coefficient

I - longitudinal dimension of probe

h - transverse dimension of' probe

A - coefficient to be determined br calibration

d - diameter o circular probe.0

These equations are formulated ry assumin that the velocity profile

,lose to the wall is linear and the she,-., stress is stead-.

Thus, for the linear Pocit' profile, if the properties of the

electrolte are known, ther stead- -r can. ie corputed from these eoua-

tions by measuring current .aluie.

However, with a pressure rradient, it is recessarc to take into

;:ccount the effec-t of the iuadratic term ir the serior-c : cresor o"

veo-or, near the wall, t-erefo-e veloci t- s -omputed

y + dpdY

T-e nn<it of the electrodit-usior method is readil' see, -c,-ause one

'hckness o' thet di"sior laver s small and "or the separation -0 0,

'o,],,vation of the e'on a r essar. For theF unsteady wall

t- otreso in'o t)hun I uctuat ion, he following correction "s neecec

T A( +3'

-,uofre n ean square xalre o I fluctuation. The root-mean-scuare

wall ,rhear stress was determined b-a

:Ilarl,:, the mean velocity is evaluated by
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u 0 + 1, 2/ 12

where u is the velocity for no fluctuation and the degree of flow

turbulence is given by

£= \/ 2u = 2VT,4/

The electrodiffusion method for velocity measurement is analogous in

many respects to constant-temperature hot wire anemometry.

Since the drift of probe characteristics is unavoidable due to

contamination in the fluid, a sequence of calibration-measurement-

calibration is needed and velocitv measurement is calibrated by a

laser-Doppler anemometer.

The relative error of mean-value measurement by the electro-dif-

fusion method amounted to 5-7 : for wall shear stress, 2..5-3% for local

velocity and turbulence intensity and 10-151 for F = 0.5.

1.?.? Determination of Characteristics of Separated flow

In order to fix the flow direction, an attempt was made to detect

the transitory stall by the modified electrodiffusion method by build-

ing a special electronic circuit. The oscillograms of the circuit out-

put are then used to determine the streamwise of the reverse components

of the wall shear stress in the transitory stall regime. A dual elec-

tro diffusion probe consisting of two closely adjacent rectangular pro-

* .', bes is shown in Fig.II.10.

If the source voltage is applied to one probe only, then the probe

will show the same current. However, if the voltage is applied to both

probes, then the diffusion wake from the upstream probe will form a

screen over the second probe which indicates a lower diffusion current.
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12

Fig.II.10. Schematic diagram of dual
electrochemical probe.
[Kutateladze et al (1976)J

But, if flow reverses, then the first probe will show a smaller

current value. In order to process the probe signals, a special

electronic circuit consisting of amplifiers, inverter, commutator,

reference-frequency generator, electronic switch and frequency me-

ter were built. The examples of oscillorams o' the circuit out-

put recorded with an N 105 oscillograph at scanning rate of 250 mm/sec.

in the transitory stall regimes are shown in Figure TI.11.

Fig.IT.11. Oscillograms of output voltage of measuring
circuit. [ Kutateladze et al (1976)]
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A positive signal polarity on the oscillogram corresponds to a for-

ward direction close to the wall, while a negative polarity corres-

ponds to the back flow. The moments of transition from the positive

to the negative signal polarity correspond to the passage of shear

stress through the zero point corresponding to the change of the sign,

with laige absolute value to the probe signal. This is due to the

larger erroi, of the wall shear stress measurement by the electro-dif-

fusion method when the instantaneous value of 7. approaches to zero

because the diffusion current of the probe is determined essentially

by the second term of the equation

u= u + +(1/212 1
dx

involving instantaneous pressure gradient. The signal similar to

Fig.TI .11, can be used to approximate the positive and negative co*-

ponents of the wall shear stress in the transitory stall regime where

the intensity of forward and back flown with a rapid transition from

one flow direction to the other is high.

1.2.2.1 Results of Measurements

Kutateladze et. al. presented the following semi-empirical for-

mulas, 9' = 1 + 177f

* H I 1.3 - 177f

* admitting that these equations do not correlate all the measured data

on the various diffuser flows.

The function is def ined by (Cf/Cf) .Re. The value of

Cf is evaluated bsed upon the measured data of Wall shear stres
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and the velocity at the outer edge of shear layer u e . The value

ofCfo is computed by using Squire and Young's (1938) equations

Cfo = 2/ f5.89 lOglo(4.075.Re.)}
2

The symbol f refers to the well-known boundary layer parameter

due e_
udx f

Ue I

On the other hand, Kutateladze et. al. confirmed that the Ludwieg-

Tillmann's equation correlates well with their experimental data.

However, the skin friction coefficient evaluated by Clauser (1954)

did not correlate well, especially for small values of

1.2.3 Some Fluctuation Characteristics of Boundary Layer in an Adverse

Pressure Gradient

By taking account of fluctuation characteristics of the boundary

layer for the adverse pressure gradient flow, the error of measurement

can be assessed and the nature of channel flow may be better understood.

The measurement of the channel flow indicates that the streamwise

velocity fluctuation u' reaches its maximum at a large distance from

the wall. Furthermore, the intensity of the turbulence in the core in-

creases in the flow direction, apparently due to the fluctuations of the

instantaneous displacement thickness of the boundary layer at the wall

t, and rate of turbulence increase in the core is dependent upon the degree

* Iof blockage of the channel cross-section. This increase of turbulence

in the core is considered as a specific internal flow feature distinct

from that of external flow. It may be noted that despite the increased

turbulence in the core itself remains as a region of constant velocity.
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In the transitory stall regime, the back flow coefficient 7s.

defined as the ratio of the life time of the back flow to the total

time of measurement, amounted 2.5-1%.

The coventional probes with no correction of back flow responds

only to the positive velocity component resulting with an error of the

order of T in a given cross-section. Thus, if the value of ta is

unknown, U e error of the measurement is indetermineate. Fig.II.12

shows an example of velocity profile.

iv

j

0-3

20--l
-5 02S

' 'V

.... Fig.II.12. Velocity profiles in the boundary
.2 layer. Regime 203. 1-x = 0.164 ml 2-x = 0.219 as

, 3-x = -. 274 m; 4-x = 0.319 al 5-x 0.384 m.
* [Kutateladze et al (1976)]
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For small values of ln(yv*/o ), velocity distribution is logarithmic

but at its larger values the measured data are error in order of rYs.
thus should be smaller.

The measured data of H and f vary between 1.53-2.00 and 1.8-6.9.10 - 3

respectively as s varies between 0-14. % indicating that in the in-

ternal flow, the back f, coefficient -r. does not correlate the con-

ventional aerodynamic parameters.

Kutateladze et.al., confirm the vriter's opinion (Chang, 1970) that

separation of the internal flow differs from that of the external flow.

For the internal flow, as mentioned previously, turbulence increases in

the core and the boundary layer thickness near the separation is thick

comparable to the channel dimension af'ecting the stream line displace-

ment by (* which in turn strongly increases turbulence in the core as

well as characteristics of boundary layer in a given cross-section.

1 .2.4 Effect of Three-Dimensionality of Flow

The effect of the three-dimensionality of the flow with an adverse

pressure gradient to the flow characteristics, especially to the separated

flow, has been assesed by the difference of the measured data by ?,(x)

from that of, "2(x) of the momentum equation. In non-dimensional form,

u u6
2e -

u 2e" I + 1/2 Jx */O - d(-"2

1 e 0 o

0
=2 f. !) .d(~ )

x0 ue 0

where subscript o refers to some initial cross-section x x0.
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If the pressure gradient is zero or favorable, then (j'(x) =

(2( x) satisfying the momentum equation as reported at the Stanford

Conference (1968), but for flow with adverse pressure gradient dif-

ference between Lp I (x) and 2(x) occurs which is attributed to the

pressure of the three-dimensional flow.

This three-dimensional effect is evident in the separated flow

since it is well-known that the separated flow is multi-dimensional.

As shown in Fig.II.13, in the separated flow regime, a large discre-

pancy exists between the values of T,(x) and f2(x), confirming the

existence of three-dimensional flow.

*B8 k-9, K

Kx

&K

t "03

X, in

Fig.II.13. Test of relation [Mirskiy (1972)]
Regime 203.

Although, Head and Rechenberg (1962), by using a Preston tube for a
• .! pipe flow observed the very substantial and almost periodic variation

in skin friction at right angles to the flow direction in the develop-

ing turbulent boundary layer, Kutateladse et.&l, did not notice perio-

I,
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dicity in the .all velocity changes.

2. Cavity Flow

Cavity flow models have been surveyed by A. V. Gorin (1976) in his

review paper entitled, "Survey of Models for Calculating the Flow of an

Incompressible Fluid in a Square Cavity", Gradient and Separated Flows,

(1976), ed. S. S. Kutateladze, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Siberian

Department, Institute of Thermophysics, Novosibirsk, citing mostly twen-

ty nine non-Russian references and seventeen Russian ones, including the

USSR experimental investigations. Therefore, only brief remarks on the

Russian analytical works on cavity flow model are citied first and then

the experimental investigations in the USSR on cavity flow are presented

separately.

2.1 Cavity Flow Model

Kochin, Kibel and Roze (1963), attempted to solve the problem of

cavity separated flow based on the inviscid flow theory.

.-

4

Fig.II.14. "Inviscid" models of flow in a cavity.
* (Gorin (1976)]
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The potential streamlines entering the cavity, as sketched in Fig.II.1&,

are considered and the problem is solved by confirmal mapping of the

flow field. As an alternative way, based upon the concept of Kirchhoff,

as shown in Fig.TT.14b the flow field is divided into two; the forward

flow field with undisturbed flow velocity u0, in the upper plane and a

calm flow region in the cavity. These two flow models do not represent

the real flow phenomena as experiments indicate, because the magnitude

of velocity predicted by these models in the cavity are comparable to

u0 , contrary to the lower value at the cavity floow (Fig.II.14 model)

and equal to zero, (Fig.II.14b model). Furthermore, the analytical so-

lution obtained by Kirchhoff's method is not unique, since for each pres-

sure chosen in the separated flow region, there will be a different in-

terface shape and a new point of separation of the free stream line from

the surface.

Gol'dshtik (1962), modeled the cavity flow based on the concept of

"composite" motion; the flow is potential outside the separation zone

and in the separation zone vorticity is uniform, as indicated in Fig.II.i -

The stream lines evaluated by numerical computation, based on this model,

are in a qualitative agreement with those observed by experiment. From

the practical viewpoint, these three inviscid flow analysis do not yield,

of course, the desired information on friction and heat transfer affected

* ,by viscosity.

Neyland and Sychev (1970), based upon the the asymptotic approach,

generalized the analysis to be applicable for rotational flow closed by

any stream lines. They also explained the physical meaning of the expre-
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ssions

u2dA const.

obtained by Batchelor (1956) for the two-dimensional recirculating flow

within the circular region boundary by a wall, as the balance of shear

forces at the fixed and mobile boundaries of the vortex. Thus, the ef-

fect of rotation of the vortex core can be neglected since these forces

balance out.

Nakoryakov, Badatov and Slin'ko (1970), applied Korst's concept,

to solve the problem of rectangular cavity flow. The velocity distri-

bution in the mixing zone was obtained for two constant velocities uel

and Ue2 . The shear stress at the cavity wall, neglecting the corner

eddies, and assuming laminar flow over a flat plate, was formulated by

3/2 -3/2 -1/2

0 .332, Uej (0.74 + 1.1 3 j ) (vX2)

Where 1, and .2 are the length of mixing zone and the total length of

the cavity wall respectively and uel is undisturbed external flow velocity.

2.2 Experimental Investigations of Cavity Flow

Experimental investigations are carried out for the velocity field,

the wall shear stress, and the side wall effect of the cavity flow.

2.2.1 Velocity Field in Cavity

Bogatyrev, Dubnishchev, Mukhin, Nakoroyakov, Sobolev, Utkin and

Shmoylov (1976), investigated velocity fields of lazinar and turbulent

flow in a square cavity by using laser-Doppler anesometry.
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Measured data of velocity profiles are correlated in ordinary "jet"

coordinates because it is considered that the jet flow prevails after

the flow separation from the top edge of the upstream wall. The ca-

vity 'low pattern is thus considered as follows: When the jet from

the toD edge of the upstream wall strikes the downstream wall, a por-

tion of the jet is directed to the bottom corner of the wall forming

an edd' and turns from the bottom corner of the downstream wall. The

:'!o .: then spreads along the floor surface of the cavity toward the up-

stream wall forming another eddy in the bottom corner of this wall.

After flowing qaay 'rom the floor surface, the jet mixes with the free

stream in the mixing zone.

This jet f'low model is simple compared to Charwat, et al's(1961b),

an experimental mass exchange cavity model which involves three layers

in the cavity; shear, buffer and reverse flow layers, and could breathe,

i.e. the separating stream line pulsates. A large recompression vortex

is observed at the corner of the downstream wall while there is a smaller

one at the opposite corner of the upstream wall with the direction of ro-

tation opposite to that of the recompression vortex. For this model,

fluid flow is not considered as a jet.

It may be recalled that Kline (1959), observing four different in-

compressible diffuser flows with a successive increase of divergence an-

gle of wall surface, unstalled flow, transient three-dimensional stall,

steady two-dimensional flow and finally at largest divergence angle,

tested the jet flow separation from the wall.

Chartwat et al (1961a,b) do not consider their sophisticated mass
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exchange model sufficiently complete. Thus, it may be of interest to

find out whether the simpler Bogatyrev et al's jet flow cavity model

is useful to understand the complex cavity flow problem.

2.2.? Wall Shear Stress in Cavities

V.Ya Bogatyrev and V. A. Mukhin, measured the mean incompressible

turbulent shear stress and reported in the monograph "Gradient and Se-

rnarated Flows" ed. S. S. Kutateladze, 1976.

Applying the electro-diffusion method, the mean incorrressible tur-

bulent shear stresses were measured in rectangular cavities over a range

of a 2eynolds number of I. - 7.5 x 10 , based upon the mean flow rate

in the channel I and the channel diameter d, and for various cavity len-

gths but with its constant depth. The working fluid of the electrolyte

was circulated in a closed return loop. The cavity was formed by the

sudden axisymmetric expansion of the channel diameter from 31.5 mm to

169.5 mm followed by! its equally sudden contraction to the original dia-

meter. This type of cavity geomet,' ensured the elimination of side-

wall effect. The depth of the cavity (H) was kept at a constant 69 mm

but the cavity length (L) was varied in a range of L/H = 1.0, 0.7, and

0.5. By providing a sufficient length of the entrance length of 100

calibers it was possible to stabilize the upstream flow of the cavity.

As the sensing element for the measurement of mean shear stress,

platinum wire of 0.5 mm diameter was mounted flush with the surface of

the probe. The signal from the probe was relayed to a special d.c. am-

pliFier (the EDP-1, electrodiffusion transducer) developed at the Ins-
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titute of Thermal Physics of the Siberian Branch of the Soviet Acs-

demy of Sciences. In order to keep the physical properties of the

working fluid constant, its temperature was maintained at 25 O.2 0 C.

The magnitude of shear stress was computed by

Tw ( 3.1614 3. 13 )/ F32kCo3dp i)

where /it is dynamic viscosity, I probe current, F Faraday number, D

diffusion coefficient, Co concentration of ferricyamide ions outside

the diffusion boundary layer and dp the probe diameter. The accuracy

of this evaluation was checked within an error of 10% with its value

calculated by the Blasius formula.

The measured shear stress distributions on the cavity wall are

shown in Fig.TI.15, 16, and 17 for L/H = 1, 0.7 and 0.5 and in a para-

meter of Re = ' d/i4

Bogatyrev, Dubnishchev et al (1976), found that the shapes of shear

stress distributions over the cavity walls correspond to the shapes

of velocity distributions of boundary layer on the cavity walls.

As shown in Fig.IT.15, 16 and 17, the behavior of shear stress dis-

tribution is similar to each other in the range of the Reynolds numbers

of the test. The shear stress is maximum near the top edge of the' down-

stream wall and diminishes rapidly toward the bottom of the cavity in a

relation of Zw = x This is caused by the wall jet flowing up-

ward toward the mixing zone and striking the downstream wall of the ca-vity.

From these shear stress distributions the following cavity flow

Ie
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structure is conceived:

The wall jet is divided into two parts; the proper jet region and

the wall "low Doundary layer.

The -)oundar laype sepaation point is located at the position

o! *he minimum shear st:ess (close to zero) i.e. at x = x/H = 0.8 for

" iP ' x 0.7 or L/ -. and C.'W The ,-rowth of the shear stress

. ter the ,eparation ;s att-1uted to tie secondary eddies with their

-otat .orai d: -e, tions opposite to tt.ose of the primarv eddies. Because

the probe :s lnsensLti.e to ,harares o' the !'low direction, the skin

:hict on increase is recorded. On the bottom of the cavity, the skin

'riction is lar:;e, then decreases to a smaller value close to zero, fol-

lowed by a decrease almost to zero at x = 0.6 - 0.7, indicating that the

stagnation zone exists there.

Although limited to one geometry of cavity, the measured shear

stress data is presented by

Cf 
= ? / = f(x).ReL0.23

LLwhere Re L 
= W L/V , as shown in Fig.!T.18.

Thus, shear stress distribution may be ' eneralized by the single curve

of C .e0.23 vs. x/H in a parameter of !,/H, for all test Peynolds num-iL
bers as shown in Fig.IT.19, 20 and .'I The data in these Fig.IT.19, 20

. and 21 measured by Oka (1969) correlate well with those of Bogtyrev

and Mukhin (1976) for two cases of L/H 1.0 and 0.7. but differ for

L/H = 0.5.
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[Bogatyrev a .uhin (1976)]

For such a narrow and deep cavity, it is possible two vortices may

be tored in the upper and lo er layers in the cavity. Therefore,

the discrepancy, 'or L/H = 0.5 may be explained for the possible for-

mation o. two eddies, with a larger vorticity for the upper edd than

the lowaer eddy "or the test of Oka (1969); while, for Bogatyrev and

,ukhin' (1976) experiment-at-lar-e qeynolds number only one vortex

has been 'ormed.

Badatov ,1in'ko and Nakory kov (1970), compared the experimen-

tal data of the turbulent shear stress in a square axisymmetric ca-

vity with those calculated by two-dimensional analysis, neglecting

the corner eddies as shown in Fig.1T.22.
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Fig.TI.19. Change in generalized friction coefficient

along the cavity walls for L/H = 1.

(Bogatyrev and Mukhin (1976)]
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As seen in Fig.II.22, at the small value of x , i.e. in the upper re-

gion of the downstream wall, where the wall jet effect is pronounced

but the effect of axisymmetry is not apparent, the measured data is

layer than those computed. But at large value of x , where the effect

of channel divergence is appreciable and the flow velocity of the ex-

periment v-as lower than the plane cavity the measured data is smaller

than the calculated values.

Although limited to the rectangular cavity geometry in a range

of L/H = 1.0 - 0.5, Bogatyrev and Mukhin's (1976) experimental inves-

tigation for the mean turbulent shear stress on the cavity walls is

valuable information.

However, in order to understand the complex cavity flow in gen-

eral, it appears that a wider range of the investigations covering

not only a deep but also a shallow cavity flow phenomena are needed,

because as Charwat et. al. (1961a), found that a maximum (critical)

ratio of L/H exists beyond which the cavity collapses leaving mutu-

ally independent separated flow regions at each protrusion.

Chapman et. al. (1957), measured pressure distributions on rec-

tangular cavity walls in a range of L/H = 1.0 - 16, Charwat et.al.

(1961a) in a range of 0- 13, Tani et.al. (1961), 0.5-2.5. The shear

flow velocity distributions within the cavity were measured by Chap-

man et.al. (1957), and Charwat et.al. (1961a) and streamwise fluctu-

ating velocity components and Reynolds stresses within the cavity were

measured by Tani et.al. (1961). Charwat et.al. (1961b), measured dis-

tributions of the drag coefficient, temperature, heat transfer coeffi-
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cient and the boundary layer thickness of the cavity flow for a wide

range of L/H.

2.2.3 Side-Wall Effects in Rectang-ular Cavities

The multidimensionality of the separated flow is assessed quan-

titativelv by Bogatyrev and Gorin (1976), through the experimental in-

vestigation on the side-wall effects in the rectangular cavities and

reported in the monograph "Gradient and Separated Flows" ed. S. S. Kuta-

teladze, 1976.

Kalinin, Dreytser and Yarkho(!972), considered the eddy flow in

a square cavity, is not two-dimensional and steady over the entire span

of the cavity. Although cavity flow structure may be determined by

the two-dimensional eddy cells, three-dimensional ejections of fluid

were thought to be taken place in cross-section spaced at roughly equal

intervals along the span of the cavity. Through the process of tran-

sfer of mass and energy between the eddy flow and main flow, with low and

high momentum, it is conjectured that the mass is ejected periodically.

On the other hand, experimental investigations of Maull and Easter(1963)

* Kistler and Tan (19671) Kalinin et.al. (1972), indicate that the three-

dimensional flow in the cavity may be caused by the retarding action of

• the side walls and the sensitivity of internal two-dimensional flow to

the dizturbances in the mixing zone.

The velocity fields were measured by the laser-Doppler anemometer

k:DA) developed at the Tnstitute of Atomic Energy of the Siberian Branch

of the Soviet Academy of Sciences.
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Bogatyrev and Gorin (1976), measured laminar and turbulent ve-

locity profiles for Re = u0 2H/P = 1.500 and 13,000, respectively,

(u0 is flow velocity at the channel axis located 10 mr, upstream of

the cavity and H 10 mm is the channel height) in two central sec-

t tons and at three spans H = 40, 50 and 100 rz, of L = F 40 mm ca-

• 't: as shown in Fig.T.23 and jI.24.

U0- _______

0,1 oo

02

0 01
I  

z0 0, L 0 07 6 9)4,3I

" 0

• Fic .TI.23. Velocity profiles in two r ntral cross- ]

sections of a square cavit: ° 
roz laminar flow regime .

(Re- 1.5.103).

[Bopatyrev and Corin (1976)]
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S0

00 __ __ _ __ _

0 025 05 0'-15 B4z''O 0,S
06 xxS4,0:-o/00

Fir;.II.24. Velocity profiles in a square cavity for tur-

bulent flow regime (Re = 1.5.10 )4

[Bogatyrev and Gorin (1976)]
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Evidently the effects of the side walls and the span dimensions may

be assessed quantitatively from these figures. Further evidences of

effects of the side walls and the span dimensions of the laminar and

turbulent cavity flows are indicated in Fig.II.25 and 11.26, expressed

in the ratio of velocity at the edge of the boundary layer u with res-S

pect to u0 and /H where e is boundary layer thickness.

• ,n~r/ 0,0 - 8: OM

.... ::}see .75
below

Re :/See

00,- ,, .0,
cc

Fig.I.25.eitpa ede of

Fig. I.25. Changes in relative velocity u u°

the boundary layer and in relative boundary-layer thickness

J/H along cavity walls for Re = 1500.
IBogatyrev and Gorin (1976)J

Key a - for velocity; b - for boundary-layer thickness.

0 o - for speed

p,13 - for boundary layer
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'"

Re /S400

0 a"I 0

04- - - O.t h00 0f 3 ~

00.25 -O 0, .0,?

FIg.IT.'6. ':han,-e ir. the relative velocity U/U ° a hee

Odo

of boundary la.'i and in the relative boundary-layer thickness

6'/H along cavit valls for Re = 15000.

iBo~at.-rev and ,o?',n (1976)]

oc.at'.rpv ;d orin's (1976) measurements of flow rates at various

drpths r'" te 'avit' are not uniform, (especially, the disparity is

more proroi ined at the lower portion), indicating that there is a

*" , th-ee-dimonsiunal ef'fect by the corner eddies.

* Althou(gh the effects of span dimensions on cavity flow can be

* evaluated by this experiment, in o;er to assess the side-wall effects

i i:e, essarv: to obtain further information on the span-wise velo-

it; distribution in the cavity.
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3. Flow over a Cylinder

The classical problem of flow over a cylinder with -espect to pres-

sure fluctuation and the Strouhal numne" !;stributon in a function of

.he c. uInder surface an.le measured from the 'o-ward stagnation point

-nd in a ra-'ameter o- the vach number is briefi presented.

The lar-est :'luctuation of pressure occurs at t-ansonic and low

sipersonilc velocities o: external f'low not orn,>. 'or, the cylinder flow

' tao or iran. Cthr :odies. A combination of intense pressure os-

-Illations and a -omparatively hieh dynamic pressure in this range of

velocity may lead to large d,,namic loads while the large changes of the

'low pattern produce significant changes in the aerodynamic character-

stics. B,; a characteristic value of B defined by B = ( p2)0. /( )O. 5

2 Or 
]st

where ( p ) is a root-mean-square of pressure fluctuation on a

, linder surface and the subscript st refers to forward stagnation

point, the relative pressure fluctuation is given in Fip.IT.27a. it

is seen that at low velocity (M = J.4) two regions of increased luc-

tuation appear at f = 40 - 600 and 110 - 1300. At M = 0.9, the fluc-

0tuation reaches the maximum at o- 90

The intense pressure oscillations on the cylinder surface at high

subsonic flow velocity are connected with oscillations of the closinr

compression shocks downstream of the local supersonic regions.

At supersonic velocities, fluctuations are reduced although a slight

increase occurs downstream of the separation point due to the oscillation

of this point as shown by Kistler (19 64) for the separation zone upstream

of a step.

I
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The approximate values of the Strouhal number Sh r deter-
u _

mined from the maxima of fluctuation spectra which are characteristics

of the frequency distribution at points round the cylinder surface,

are shown in Fig.I.27b. The variation of Sh is more pronounced with

the decrease of the Mach number. At subsonic velocities the minimum

values of Sh are found at r = 40 - 600, and higher frequencies occur

at higher angle of O . At supersonic velocities the minimum values of

Sh are obtained in the region of = 900.

(a) [-M-O4
S0.55 - S-

0.9 I

0 120

Fig.l1.27. Distribution of the pressure fluctuation
on the surface of a cylinder and position of the maxi-
mum in the spectrum. tShvets (1978) 3
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CHAPTER III

SYMBOLS

b mixing layer thickness

AM injected mass flow rate

(0 'I reattachment pressure coefficient
p' c

frequency/

H step height

L model height

total mixing shear length

Mr Mach number of reverse flow

me Mach number along the wake axis

Am mixing width near compression

Sratio of total pressure on the separation stream
line to the total pressure of undisturbed flow

u = u./u e

u. velocity along the dividing stream line

xc  position of deceleration downstream of 4 neck

xs  distance measured from the separation point

(angle between separation shock and base surface

boat-tail angle

Q body surface inclination angle or angle between
boundary of inviscid flow and base surface or wake
closure angle

Wspectral density of fluctuation
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CHAPr_.1 T T T

Compressible Flow Separation

Since the problems of supersonic flow involving separation

are important for the development of missile, aerospace crafts

and satellites, etc., many investigations have been carried out

in the past and reported widely. In this Chapter the recent de-

velopments emphasizing supersonic flow which have not been presented

in the writer's boks, Separation of Flow, (Pergamon Press, 1970)

and Control of Flow Separation, (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,

1976) are reported. The USSR contributions presented by A. I. Shvets

and 1. T. Shvets in their book, Gasdynamics of Near Wake, (1976, Nau-

kova Dumka Press, Kiev) are particularly reviewed here. For conve-

nience, the problems of flow separation at hypersonic speed range

are presented separately later, although some hypersonic phenomena

are treated in this section. The content is mainly for experimental

investigations concerning separation of external flow, base flow, se-

rt:-,ated flow over a two limensional surface and an axisymmetric body,

Ind ,etween two bodies, et-. The problems of base pressure will be

.......ed ir 2hapter IV. but, some information on base pressure which

,rtinent to articular prolblems of compressible flow separation

e c riven in this chapter. Several introductory presentations

. tf're the classifications of problems to be treated here.

FT rooent information on reattachment and lip shock are des-

,l riefly.

.:-1.ix 4 7) plotted the pressure distribution of a supersonic

;f- lt Mlow paot the walls of a nonsymmetric converging and diver-

.



ging channel with a sharp corner and an inclined flat surface, down-

stream, as seen in Fig.III.1.

The positions of separation are either known apriori or not.

In the case of the position known apriori, at the sharp corner, pre-

ssure in the separated region is almost maintained equal to that up-

stream of separation as seen in Fig.III.1a.

.2'~

a b

Fig.TTT.t. Pressure on the walls of a nozzle

and behind a step ISirieix (19 67)]

In the case of apriori an unknown separation point, the pressure

in the separation zone is also to be considered in a relation of

pressure upstream of separation, and pmax is not dependent on the

reattachment condition. If the shock wave strength increases in

the region of shock wave and boundary layer interaction region ax,

then (p2-p)/A x reaches its critical value and the boundary layer

separates upstream of the step.

The pressure distribution in this case, shown in Fig.III.1b,

indicates the continuous compression, downstrear- separation, re-

aching p ma.x When 8 increases, the separation point moves upstream,

nA

I
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the magnitude of pmax changes, and reattachment pressure p2 increases.

But, at certain kalue of e , the difference of P2 -p, becomes zero.

Reattachment flow behavior, downstream of an axisymmetric down-

stream facing step with a finite initial turbulent boundary layer, is

described by pressure distribution by Roshko and Thomke (1966), as

seen in Fig.III.2.

P/ .00 -
1.2 * 00 . 0 20. o o

'0 ,a000a

'So 0/ N? "0 /-H
f0 0 0o

o 
0

t~~oo00, 0
c 000

0 0 0

40

"~ 0-5
S 0-6

G-I 
0.

o-2 :-80-3 •-9
o. 0,.0

0 4 8 r2 60 4 5 ~ X/H

a b

.'i,.TTT.2. The effect of the height of the protuberance
(a) and the M number (b) on distri:,ution of pressure in
a function of x/11 C Ribner and Etkin (1958)3 . (P--is
the peak distri ution of pressure; S-is the point reversed
flow occurs; C--is the position of the joining point):

4--H/9 = 0.042; 2--H/R - 0.17; 3-H/R = 0.28;

4--M = 2.09; 5--M = 2.s6; 6-m = 3.02;

7--M = 3,49; Q--M = 3.90; 9--M = 4.37;

"16
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The initial pressure rise to reattachment may be presented by

a single curve independently from M and x/H. Furthermore, point P,

the posit'on of the peak pressure and C, the location of reattachment

arc fixed for all M; but S, the initial point of reverse flow shifts

owa-d r.L step if M increases. It is clearly seen that the pressure

:c:c'.o -ft3eattachrnt effected significantly by the Feo n.etry

fwe step and 'I.

nt 'eattacbrtenl Iressuie of a two-dimennional turbulent flew

p-redicted in a simplified manner by Batham (1969) based upon the

concept of free interaction in a good agreement with experimental data

up to M 3.2, as shown in Fig.III.3.

Fig-.Il.J. Coefficient of pressure

a25 with repeated reattachment [Batham

(1969)] : 1--Protuferance; 2--Base

flow; 3--Incident discontinuity;

o 4,5--Calculation.

a15

o-i 4

4-

TJe d-scrcnancy at. M;,-3.2 may be attributed to the application of

the Iiearized Prandtl-Meyer equation. For analysis it is assumed

'h[it the dividing streamline is straight and the variation of flow
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parameters in the free-interaction region is similar and depends only

on tne state of the interaction.

Hama (1968) investigated "lip shock" (also called "neparation

shock") emanating from the separation edge of a 60 half-angle wedge

by means of optical observations as well as by su.-face and, pitot pre--

ssure measurements in the ranges of M = 2-4. and 0., x 1C Re 2 x :9,

showing that ip shock effects the -'eattachment. Lip shock strength

is quite substanilal in contrast to the usual belief that lip shock is

an weak as the sound wave. The pressure of a lip shock of substantial

strength means that the expansion process at the separation edge is more

complicated than the usually assumed Prandtl-Meyer expansion. The flow

actually overexpands first, then is recompressed by the lip shocks, and

this is caused essentially by a viscous separation effect similar to the

separation shock emanating from a circular cylinder, rather than being

caused by inviscid rotational-field phenomena.

in the near hake of the wedge two shocks, lip and wake shock occur

and these shocks interact directly influencing the pressure recovery

pr-ocess and distorting the near w-ke velocity profile. Contrary to tur-

L'(,ent reattacnment, the effect of the lip shock-wave shock interaction

aien. nd pressure ::oothly recovered. At lower Mach numbers,

'I:, Ili, shock ciri be lcar'ly distinguished from th. wake shock, and if

P eynolds ni:;-er in sufficiently large, a slip stream parallel to the

:--e stre.am direct~on emerges from the intersection point of two shocks.

At ri-her Mach numbers, the two shocks merge to form one continuous shock,

pbr~cularly with laminar flow of a lower Reynolds number.

'I
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If the separation edge is smoothly tapered so that a proper

boattail angle leads the flow direction upstream of the separation

almost parallel to free shear layer direction, then no expansion is

involved at. the separLrtion and slip shock is eliminated or its strength

is reduced. Under these conditions, the anomalous behavior in the

statih pressure recovery distribution along the wake center line, such

as Peak and hump, disappears.

1. haracteristics of Compressible Flow Separation

1.1 Mixing Layer and Reversed Flow

Su and Wu (1971) identified the satisfactory correlating para-

meters, based upon the so-called reduced Re in the mixing region,C

and proposed a base pressure correlation for a two-dimensional re-

ward facing step.

For the definition of Re, it is customary to use the character-

istic length of the body L, and its height H, but since such Re does

not yield proper physical meaning, 'u and Wu (1971) instead referred

to the total mixing shear length 4m and mixing width at near compre-

ssion & m. Although they are not known apriori, these two lengths

are correlated to the model length L, upstream of the two-dimensional

rearward facing step, and its height H. "hen, L is related to 6

the physical boundaiy layer thickness upstream of separation, and

H to & m, which is related to Xm. By taking the ratio of inertia

to viscous forces in the mixing region:

Re fe,, un, u,,e)/~,unA2) (g,,j/,)A/m 2Re c  .)Ij(amm2
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by assuming in m. H

-i n H )n(Re_ L- M-)

C C'
_ 3 -- H H2n-P

If the dependence of c on Mach numr-er is neglected, then

u, H '

r ri+2n-2 m-I
5e H/6) ( L/H )

c

where n and m depend on whether flow is laminar, transitional or tur-

bulent. For laminar -nd turbulent flow, m = 2 and 5 respectively.

For transitional wake, taking m = 2 and n = 0.9
1.8 0.9 L 0.1

Rec  H H

By correlating with experimental data in the regions of 0.05 x 106

< Re L - 1.8 x 10 6, 2 - M,,e< 3.55, 5.33 < L/H.- 3.14, 0.0072 in

' H 4fi0.75 in.

Su and Wu (1971) proposed the base pressure prediction of a two-

dimensional rearward facing step by

I poo = Re c e(-6.97 + 0.7457, - 0.1136D2)

where D =P m(Rec).

Tagirov (1969) clarified, by his detailed experiment, a number

of c-haracterlstics of turbulent supersonic flow, mixing downstream of

two-dimensional protuberance, to be used for the analysis of separated

flow. The validity of the hypothesis on the conservation of total pre-

V220
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ssure along the stream line is confirmed by measuring the boundary

layer characteristics up- and downztream of the expansion fan, and

zero velocity lines are determined by measuring pressure, as seen

in Fig,ITI.4

.0.5 2.0 5 3,0 X/q

Fig. ITT.4. Field of Mach numbers behind a two-dimensional

protuberance with M = 1.97 1Tagirov (1969)]:

1 -lines of zero velocity; 2--lines of constant mass.

This Fig.III.4 indicates also the profile of the Mach number, in-

cluding M I and the lines of constant mass evaluated, based upon

the velocity of the mixing zone.

The mixing layer thickness designated by b is given by Abramovich

(1969) a'!
= 2+  1 - mb/x = c.-*-- "----.

5 2 1+ ilm

sash:mInr-o the initial boundary layer thickness is equal to zero, where

x is distance measured from the separation point,
s

S2 = Jf2/' Y and C 0.27 is an empirical constant.

Neyland and Taganov (1963) formulated the pressure at the re-

"1 2
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attachment of a separating stream line on the trailing body by

S= [ . 2 Me2 --
?p L 1 + r...1 (l 7)e

p p 2 (1-U )Me

where p* is the ratio of the total pressure on the separating stream

line to the total pressure of undisturbed flow, Z = u./ue = 0.587

(u. is the velocity along the dviding stream line) Me is the Mach num-

ber along the external boundary of the mixing zone, taken equal to

the Mach number over the equivalent cone.

The measured relative velocities in the mixing layer and in the

reverse flow area are shown in Fig.III.5. In Fig.III.5 the horizon-

tal axis is 5 = U/Uo, and the vertical axis is = (t-to)/(d&-to)

where Cr and to are coordinates of external and internal boundaries

of the mixing zone and t is a variable coordinate measured from the

wall. The internal boundary is determined by the line of zero velo-

city. The reverse flow is correlated by

1 .-_j3 , 7%= u/u and 7 Y/Y

From Fig.III.5 it may also be noted that a counter rotational flow

exists in addition to the main circulating flow.

Shvets and Panov (1970) and Shvets (1970, 1971) investigated the

near wake structure by measuring static and total pressure through op-

tical and flow visualized observations, using a plate mounted down-

stream of the base. By observing a number of detailed characteristics

by T6'pler instrument, the field of the maximum density gradient corres-

ponding to that of the expansion wave, jet boundary and trailing shock,

I
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etc., are determined. A comparison of the results obtained by pre-

ssure measurement and optical and flow visualized observation reveals

the precise flow structure and enables one to fix the boundary lines

as shown in Fig.III. 6.

0, I* Fig.IIT.5. Relative velocities in the mixing

o-a layer (i--6) and in the reversed flow (7-14)
0-3mG-Ia'9TTOio0 0Tagirov (1969)]

-O 0-12- 0 I 1--9 = 17.5°; 2-- = 170; 3-- = 15.5°;
16- Ko4--e = 12; 5--e = 9.5; 6--e = 7.50;

0 7-e/H 0.56; 8--Z/H= 0.97; 9--/H 1.37;

0 * S o-0-2/H- 1.5; 11-2/H 1.6; 12-t/H- 1.7;
13- /H -1.77; 14--i/H- 1.9.

Y/d 0 44 O's Pt/Pt"

0 00
gj 8001 %A 0 0""--' _T:.4C o ---

. -  0 0
go4.o 0 o0 So1. .0 oo,

I0.o? 1 ~ 0. io. 0.,. *% 0
.4 0.. 00100

I 0 .0- 00 0 X j o * 0

I e 00 ~ j 0 00
1. 0 to 00'0  0 o 00 0-I I I I: o ; o I r

S'42 44 45 48W

Fig.III.6. Field of pressure behind a cone (0 - 200 M =3)

1,2--Cone on strand wires and pylon;

3-Boundary discontinuities; 4-Boundary of the viscous layer.

[Shvets and Shvets (1976)]
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Bauer (1967) measured the pitot pressure downstream of cones

at M = 3.035 and Red = 1.13 x 105 based on the cone base diameter

in order to find flow parameter in functions of Re and cone angle to

relate the base pressure. Furthermore, the movement of the rearmost

stagnation point effected by the injection rate was studied.

The structure of the base flow may be obtained by a pitot pre-

ssure "map" of the flow field with no injection, in Fig.III.7. The

flow expansion around the cone corner and the corner lip shock are

clearly evident. The lip shock appears as a small increase in pitot

pressure in the streamwise direction. The recirculation region is

largely within the line labeled "0.2" and the shear layer is just out-

side the recirculation zone. Although the neck region is not located

precisely, it is in the neighborhood of x/d = 1.5, where x/d is the

ratio of the downstream distance of base to the diameter of the cone

base. The wake shock emerges from the neck region as a strip of high

pitot pressure gradient. The effect of injection was to widen the wake

picture, as shown in Fig.III.7.

The edge of the shear layer in the plane x/d = 1.5 moved outward

from y/d = 0.32 to y/d = 0.44 as C increased from 0 to 1.2 %. Inm

the recirculation region, the pitot pressure was smaller than the sta-

ti< pressure, in as much as the flow past the pitot head was reversed

from its usual direction, and this reverse flow phenomena persisted

as C was increased from 0 to 3.0 %. When C was increased to 3.6 %,S m

the reverse flow had just disappeared and some flow unsteadiness was

noticed. The recirculation zone does not move downstream with increa-
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3.8

2.25,4 2 44

0 1,0 2.0 2,5 ,0z/ 4

Fig.1 T .7. r)iagram of the lines of constant pressure measured

with a piot tube in the wake behind a cone (0 = 12', M = 3.03,

Red = 1.1 105, d_/d = 0.026 [Bauer (1967)- ; dimensionless values

presented along each line are obtained by dividing the measured

pressure by 0.044 at technical atmosphere

sing injection rate but shrinks until some critically small size

is attained, below which it can not be maintained in its closed-

stream-line form.

Shvets (1970) accurately determined the shock boundary, the zero

velocity line and the coordinate of the dividing stream line (based

upon the mass conservation of the circulating flow given by fo Y uydy=O

(assuming T = const.) and by measuring the pressure as shown in Fig.

III.8. The obtained data was compared with those of optical and flow

visualized observations. Optically measured, and by flow visualiza-
.. *

tion, observed curves 7 and 6 indicate the boundary dividing the low

pressure region from that of constant static pressure and the external

boundary of the mixing layer respectively. The propagation of the ex-

pansion wave to separation shock is indicated by the approach of curve

*1 225
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7 to curve 1. Curve 5 appears sharply in flow schlieren photo-

graphs and the dividing streamline 3 is close to line 6.

The isobars of total pressure in the base region in Fig.III.9

indicate the discontinuities of total pressure characterizing the

shock waves. A turning region of total pressure curves may be no-

ticed at the location immediately above the shocks, indicating the

position of the substantial over-expansion of the flow. Curves of

total pressure close to the curve of pt/Pt = 0.3 are close each

other, indicating that this area is a viscous flow region.

0.2 4, 45 x/d

Fip.TTI.8. Near wake (cone on stranded wires,

e = 200, M = 3):
1-3--Measurement of pressure;

4-6-Visualization; 7-8--Optical measurement;

!-Boundary discontinuity; 2-- ux = 0;

3-- = 0; 7--End of the expansion wave;

8--Bounidary of the mixing layer [Shvets and Shvets

(1976)•
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pt p t

?'ig.IiI.9. lTsoazrs of total pressures (e = 200, f. = 3)
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

1-- oundarv discontinuity; 2--T~oundary at the mixing

layer; 3-- (f = 0; 4-- ux  0 .

I Fig.Il1Ot is a photograph of flow visualization using a mix-

I ture of soot, oil and kerosene. The mixing zone appears light above

region 3 washed by the mixture. The upper boundary line 2 is divi-

ding stream line. Downstream of body, velocity and Mach number along

the dividing streamline increase due to the momentum transfer.

Obeying the law of mass conservation, all streamlines below = 0

reverse their directions toward the l se because of the compression

taking place at the neck region, but above 0'= , stream lines main-

tamn their directions downstreamwise through the neck region with

-0.3

reduced velocity.

The reversed flow phenomena involving reattchnent downstream

of a cone were also investigated by optical and flow visualized ob-

II
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Fig.rITI.10. Visualization of flow on a plate

behind a cone:

1--Inviscid flow; 2--Boundary of the viscous layer;

3--Toroidal circulation flow; 4--Point of deceleration;

5---eversed flow; 6--Line of run-off; 7--Compression

zone. [ Shvets and Shvets (1976)]l

servations by Shvets (1970, 1971). In order to take photographs a

plate was placed in the near wake region. Although the pressure of

the plate on which boundary layer accumulates and its mounting device

decreases the width of recirculating region, the fundamental features

of recirculation and reattachment are retained in the photographs.

Stream line of flow over the corner is directed toward the central

axis after turning, and pressure on the body base immediately below the

corner is smaller than the pressure predicted by the Prandtl-Meyer equ-

ation due to its overexpansion. Since this low pressure increases to
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.lgh.,r tase p---ss:'-lf'ow moving toward the nase center separates.

-he exterra' viscous flow dces not separate from the ccrrer edge and

e , v'. 1,.xe .. annular separation zone. The point of the ex-

Irf.c ; reu:c. is ic.7ated on the external boundary (,f the ar.-

u.se c: zece a.,i t~h. point of internal redi al flow ser ra-

a _a r. W. - I

{::e~s.re are i.ccreased -t a -ert c. dista:ce , wr.stream of 1- are.

E,.. .. ienst, gradcent, <f these lines are apprcxima'ely equal tc that

of line 6. When the reverse flow approaches the kase, flow decelerates

and forms a pressurized zone fron whic the fluid particles scatter in

a radial direction. Thus, from the central area of the base section

( y/d = 0.1-0.3 ) radial flow goes out from the base and forms an an-

other run-off line (x/d = 0.1) located parallel to the base section.

Fig.III.11. of tuft flow visualization shows areas of vortex 1 and

central flow 2. The central flow along the plate is fed into the sta-

gnati( r. zone, the spreading area 3. Having reaclhed the cone 1base, flow

spreads in a radial direction and is ejected by the main flow. Then,

part of fluid flows between 2 and 6 (Fig.1II.10). Thus, as Korst states,

stagnation zone is open and fluid is pumped from it toward the plate

surface. The reverse flow phenomena in the stagnation zone may be sum-

-rized as follows: if the reverse flow is induced by vortex, then its

Ce-cIity reaches its maximum value at the position where the streamline

direction on the internal boundary of the vortex coincides with the

stream direction. The flow directed in two directions; one along the

"- i"229
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Fig.TTI.1I. Photographs of a plate eehind a uase

LShvets and Shvets (1976) \:

1--Toroidal flow; 2--.eversed flow;

3--Point of deceleration.

7ar1 flow direction and another approaches to the stagnation zone

in a form of a cylindrical stream.

Realizing that no static pressure distribution along the normal

'irection to the near wake was investigated in the past, due to diffi-

2ulties in measurements and due to a strongly curved stream line, Isa-

yev Lnd Shvets (1970) measured the static pressure in a semi-plane,

.roral to the axis of wake, using a thin trapezoidal plate as shown

2. Such information is r.eeded to understand the flow

2 ' ure, to e .- ia e the .ah nujber and to establish a reliable

• , tational system.

T e .a:e sw is f-ed t'v the pressure of the plate, and the

-:t]a; ca',r on I TIstnrt . the measured pressure. Neverthless, the

-"fw a!- r,,aine.A and it was possible to study the

,-c r: e ,-'ie:. r:,r. Fi i? ! t is seen that although static

10
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pressure varies insignificantly in the reserved flow zone, the pre-

ssure gradient is substantial in the mixing layer. The static pre-

ssure increases from the lower part of y/d and reaches the maximum

at approximately 0.2, then with increase of y/d, pressure decreases

and levels off downstream of the trailing shock.

0,2 0,7,5

o15 0,75 , P ld

Fig.III.12, Distribution of static pressure behind a

cone [Shvets and Shvets (1976)] :

1--8 = 10°0 , M 1' ); 2-Base holder; 3--e = 300 P M = 3.

Data on the pressure distribution in the neck region is illu-

strated in Fig.III.13. Upstream of the neck, say at x/d = 0.5, pre-

ssure gadient in y/d is relatively smooth, compared to x/d = 0.8

where compression begins and flow turns.

The flow phenomena of near wake effected by various body shapes

were studied by Isayev and Shvets (1970) and Shvets and Panov (1970)

by measuring the total pressure downstream of sharp and blunt cones

.1231
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0.2

0 LAI -.1C;~ 45

P~.TT~3 ;o's of static

dashed Ikne cor-esponds to the wak~e )oundar-,) rbhvets and

Ohvets (9(

0 2 x~d

05 10 P/t

b

y.T.1 4 . >Iist:-ibut ions of full pressure in a near wake

Kdashed ct'x -- or'espond to the 'bounda-Y of the wake;

4-IS--Sector Ihoies) [Shvets and Shvets (19?6'>

I--Cone e = 3; 2--Blunt, r/P 0.14, m= 3;
3--r/R - 0.4, M 2; 4--t =0.2, M 3; 5--t 1, M 3;

6-- 1, H 4.
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of half angles , amounting to 10° , 20 and 30 and a reverse cone

of e 0 with elliptical leading section (L/d = i).

As -hown in PigTI1.14 a slight reduction of pressure in the recircu-

ia-ion zcre .s achieved by blunting, although pt/Pt - increases about

10-- C for y/d > 0.3 if ellipsoid with ratio of axis, = 0.2 is

schece in the leading section.

... r n ,Y and distance between the

use : neok(' '=Jd of near wake behind cones determined by T~pler

photo raphs in a function of Mach number are shown in Fig.III.15 in-

cluding those of hypersonic speeds. In the supersonic Mach number re-

Fion, with increase of M, angle ( decreases and contracts the wake neck,

whereas in hypersonic Mach number region, with the increase of M, magni-

tudes of // , d' = d/d and I' increase, indicating that flow charact-

eristics are different in supersonic and hypersonic regions.

The diameter of wake neck d' = d/d and angle / effected by a cone

half angle are shown in Fig.III.16.

Panov and Shvets (196t) noticed the hysteresis phenomena of se-

paration occurring on the circumferential surface of blunt bodies. If

the angle of attack -: is increased from 00, then at certain angle of

_ta&k " f1low separates :ut if the angle of attack is decreased from

_7, - to a smaller on, then separation disappears at (X, which

'a than For exarple, ot M = , flow around a reverse

.00 0' with spheriu'l biuntir.Lg, when the angle of attack

0wan ; ncreased, separation occurred at 8 but by decreasing

0separation was retained up to o' 5I

233
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00 0

-6 -

1" A'. * 1 r ont'iguration of a near wake (solid curve

means *dashed-- J', dashed-dot--d') £Shvets and Shvets

(1976)
'--Cone, 8 e 100 on pylons; 2--Cone, e = 100 on base holder;

3--Sector bodv, t = 0.2; 4-- T cone, e = l0° on pylons;

5-- / , boundary discontinuity; 6--Calculation [Chapman (1950)3;

7,8--Calculation for two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows

Thomann (1959)] ; 9, 10--Ballistic testing, M 6-11, 1e 1.106

[Waldbusser (1966)3 •

47 1-I
0-2

V-4

70to 20 0

gii.rrT.16 . The effect of the angle of the semi-apex

of the cone on the diameter of the wake neck d' d/d

and angle 0:

1--M = 1.7; 2--M 2; 3--M 3; L4--M 4.

72hvets and Shvets (1976)]

p. 234
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1.2. Flow Parameters Along the Wake Axis

The information on the flow parameters along the wake axis is

important to establish the accurate flow system of the near wake, thus,

in the past pertinent parameters have been measured. One of the para-

meters which determines the viscous effect in the base region is c=

,,d. i"'r is small in correspondence to a large Re, then the vis-

'cus Offecs A.'e sigtnif' cant only in the thi i mixing layer; but with a

]arsc , the large part of the staf(nant zone becomes viscous. For

the fixed value of Fie, c; is proportional to ",/d and the thinner the

body, the more important are the viscous effects in the base area.

The measured pressure distribution and MG , the Mach number along

the wake axis downstream of a cone, are shown in Fig.III.17. The posi-

tion of deceleration is determined at the point of the intersection of

curves Pt and ptr where subsript r refers to reverse flow. If boun-

dary layer thickness increases, then the deceleration point moves to-

ward the cone.

The experimentally determined point of deceleration and the Mach

number of the maximum velocity of the reversed flow are shown in

Fig.III.18. The reverse flow velocity Mach number increases linearly

to Mr = 0.8 at M = 6. If the free stream velocity approaches to sonic

(M z 0.95), then the critical point moves downstream. If M increases

subsequently to 5, then the critical point approaches to this point,

but at a hypersonic Marh number no significant shift is noted.

The pressure close to the body and downstream of the deceleration

4 235
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Fig.TIT.17. Distribution of pressure

and the M numbers along the axis of the
0

05 0 wake behind a cone (9 = 20 , M = 3;
0.01 (a) and J = 0.04 (b): 1--p--

~ 00
f 5 static pressure; 2 and 3--Pt and Ptr--

pressure measured by an attachment directed

0.5 upstream and downstream; 4--M -- Mach number
j -2 on the axis of the wake.

.Q' [Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

£ig.TTI.18, Position of the deceleration point x c/d and

maximum velocity of reversed flow M rfor a cone (1-8), a

wedg~e (9-13) and a cylinder (14, 15) IShvets and Shvets
(1976)] :
I-- = 10 e = 4 2 (data of

A.S. Boyko, V.S. Trusov, and A.A. Yasnov); 3--8) = 10°0
auer (1967)1 4--Re o 1.1105 [Collins, Lees and oshko

0 (97J) ; 5--e 50, Re = 9"10 6[Zakkay and Cresci (1966)];6-0 = i0 , 9e 2107 [Martellucci, Trucco and Agnone (1966);

7,-- =  0 , Re = 105[Todisco and Pallone (1965)] ; 9--e
0,= 2106 [Badrinarayanan (1961)] ; 10--@ = t5 , Re

I.0 [ Badrinarayanan (1961)] ; 11-Re 610 Le [Larson et al

(1962)] ; 1 6-09 =50, Re = 3105 [Lewis and Behrens (1969)];
= 1106 R 5--dHerzog (1964)j e
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point are effected by Mach number. The pressure in the recirculation

zone and in the neck decrease with of Mach numbers up to x/d = 1.3

but further downstream with increase of M, pressure also increased

,s srcwn. i Fig.IIT.19. The position of the critical point depends

atnd Van H~se (1959) found that with perturbation in the range

Fe = x 1O0 - x 10 , the critical point approaches to the body

1e Lncreases,

Fig.ITI.19. The effect of the M number on

pressure along the axis of a wae (e = 10)

[ Shvets adShvets (1976)]

The measured pressure distributions along the wake axis effected

by various shapes of bodies are illustrated in Fig.III.20. The pre-

ssure increases from x/d = 0.5, and with an increasing conical angle,

static pressu~re in the compression zone also increases. The position

jf deceleration downstream of neck is determined at Xc/d = 1.1, taking

the total, and static pressure becomes equal, but the flow visuali-

zation indicates its location at x~/d = 1.0. The pressure begins to

increasc upstream of the neck and ends at a distance of more than two

*17
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ditmeters downstream from the base section. In the region of increased

2r'vl:'e, magnitude of pressure grows more sharply at M = 4 compared

c N Y. i and with inc:rease of Re from Re 1 x 10' to 2. x 10 . The

'ure in the compression zone also increases c.-trongly compared to

the region clo-,e to the body.

Marteiluci, trucco and Agnone (1<t' carried out the detailed mea-

s iremento of the distributions of stati c, and total pressure and temp-

erature, Mach number, and stagnation point location along the wake

center line downstream of a 100 half angle circular cone at M = 6,

stagnation pressure 800 psi and free stream Re = 6.15 x 106 based

upon the diameter.

The boundary layer at the cone shoulder was turbulent for the entire

test series. Considerable efforts were made to optimize the method

of model support by using a tow-rod band so that wake properties, with

a minimum of support interference, could be obtained.

The measured center line pressure distribution are shown in Fig.III.21.

The ease pressure was maximum at the cente'- line with slight decrease

in the radial direction, and a minimum is reached at a radial position

r/d = 0.25 where d is the model base diameter. The static pressure

reaches its maximum at x/d= 1.5 but its minimum is located at x/d - 0.%.

The location of the downstream sta.nation point was determined from

u C line measurements. The stagnation point was located x/d -.0.88

1'-,,m the model base as shown in Fig.TII.22. The u = 0 line was nor-

m- I l' straight except. in the vicinity of the axis, at an angle 
of 25°

with the cone axis.

I
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I0.5 0-f -x--7
*-3 -..- ag

-z4*-to

0 / 2A

_'ig.'Tr.20. Static pressure along the axis of a wake (dashed lines
correspond to the ',oundary of the wake; 1-3, 5-9--Conical bodies;
k4-rylinderical protu:'erance; 10--Sector body; il--Disk) [Shvets and
Shvets 0l976)]J.

10=100, M :=3; 2-9 = 20'. M =3; 3-8= 100, M = 4; 4--M =1.85,

Re =1.5.10 6 EBadrinarayanamn (1961)]; 5__G = 10', M =1.149, Re 2. 106

,.,akkay and Sinha (1965)j; 6-0= 10', M = 3, Re = 2-10o6EZakkay and

Sinhal; 7--e = 5', M = 4, Re = 4.0 (data of A.S. Boyko. V.S. Trusov,

and A.A. Yasnov); 8--e = 100, M = 6.2, Re= 2-10 7 [Martellucci, Trucco,

and Agnone (1966)]; 9-G 100, M = 8, Re =1.7.10 6 [ Zakkay and Cresci

(1966)j; 10-M 3; 11-M. 3.

STATC PISSIINE11;Fig.ITI.21. Centerline pre-
100 -TOTALssure distribution [ Martel-

lucci, Trucco and Agnone (1966)].
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Fig.If!.22. Distance to the downstream stagnation

point for bluff base bodies [ Martellucci, Trucco

and Agnone (1966)]

The throat of the basic wake structure, defined as the position where

the local Mach number is 1.0 along the wake axis of symmetry, was lo-

cated at x/d = 0.98 from the model base, but the neck of the wake

structure was located at x/d = 1.75. The maximum subsonic Mach num-

ber along the axis of the recirculation zone was not small, amounting

to MCL-max =e 0.8. The vortex created in the recirculation zone is

energized by the rhear face imparted via the dividing stream line, and

since the air density in the recirculation zone is small, this shear

face can cause a high velocity or Mach number.

Zakkay and Cresci (1966) measured distributions of pressure and

of temperature along the wake axis, as well as normal to this axis down-

stream of a 50 half-angle circular cone, at Mach numbers of 11.8 and 8.0.

240O
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The Mach 11.8 tests were carried out at a free stream Reynolds

number of 6.10 x i05/ft and a stagnation temperature of 17000R.

The boundary layer near the model base was laminar. The center line

pressure distribution was evaluated successfully. However, due to

very small differences of pressure in the recirculation zone because

of the sonic velocity there, it was not possible to determine the lo-

cal velocity accurately from the measured pressure data. The measured

center line variations of stagnation temperature are shown in Fig.III.23

indicating gradual increase of stagnation temperature downstream.

-'7

Fig. III.23. Centerline variation of stagnation
temperature (Moo = 11.8)[jzakkay and 0 resci (1966)].

The stagnation temperature profiles in a parameter of x/d are

snown in Flg.TTT .24, where r = r/fl non-dimensionalized radial dis-

tance, measured from the model center line. The increasing fullness

of the profiles is observed along wish the increasing temperature of

the viscous core as the wake progresses downstream. The Mach 8.0 tests

r41"
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were conducted at free stream Reynolds numbers of 0.3 and 1.7 x 106.

For these conditions, the boundary layer on the cone surface at the

model base was a completely laminar and a fully developed turbulent,

respectively, although the flow in the entire near wake was probably

laminar in nature.

a? -

x~d we Xd 240 x1 555

A

0 
I I

05 0

oi - 0 t

004 OA 08 to 04 04 toW 04 04 as to

Tij A,

Fig.111.24. Stagnation temperature profiles

(M.. = 11.8, Tw/Tw, = 0.32, Re. = 6.0 x 10 5 /ft)

SZakkay and Cresci (1966) .

The base pressure distribution and radial distribution of static

pressure are shown in Fig.III.25 and 111.26, respectively. The base

pressure data in Fig.III.25 are only repeatable to within + 10 % be-

cause of the extreamely low pressure in the base region. The abrupt

i, changes in static pressure in Fig.III.26 correspond to weak shock.

4242
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025-
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0 0 G 02 03 Q4 05 Oi

Fig.ITT.25. Base pressure distribution

(M = 8.0) [Zakkay and Cresci (1966)].

5 - -I - --

(M f = .0) 0e = .7 /t..

04

-.- , - .I 0. 0-_

o a 0 o

P/P.

Fig.TTI.26. Fiadial distribution of static pressure
6

(M, 8.0) Re,= 1.7 x 10 /ft.

..akkay and Cresci (1966)
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'evi*er, :re via1 a' n u stzgnaticon temperature azid radialI

c . temperature are shown in Fio .T ill 7 and

'i.T .2 Center-line variation of stagnation

temperatu-e (M L_ '<O) rakkav and Cresci (196)I.

X/ 0 -

0o c ,--.-0--

T I '1 9 jial Iistrilution of stag~nation temper-

,tu'e ( -. 4 akkay a.nd ('resci (1966
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in Fig. IT>.a, center line variation of stagnation temperature for

n -ot a laminar and turbulent flow condition on the model base indi-

. es tat the stagnation temperature in the recirculation zone did

no var:y, much within the Reynolds number range tested. As seen in

Fi .I1.25, the profiles corresponding to the turbulent boundary

la yer at the ,ody shoulder become fuller than those corresonding to

a la:mirar boundary layer.

Furtherrore, the following facts were obtained from the experi-

rents. Downstream of the sonic point, temperature profiles are essen-

tiallv unaffected by the model surface temperature. The UCL = 0 in

the recirculation zone is located at x/d = 0.8. The base pressure

decreases substantially with increasing Reynolds number, from a value

of Pb/p, = 0.8 for Re-/ft of 6.0 x 105/ft to a value of pb/p_ = 0.10

for Re,/ft of 1.7 x 106/ft. The static temperature in the near wake

seems to be fairly constant and not strongly dependent on the free

stream Mach nuirber and Reynolds number. The temperature in the recir-

culation zone is effected strongly by the wall temperature.

,3. Se-uration Shock (Lip Shock)

t.' o te~ !inning of Chapter TN1, HJ.a's (1966) experimental in-

itIcn. 'or t he lip, ;Ic(_k were presented. Further details of this

h; k w iv, : t-iuture and its effect on the flow field were described

......... ... .~n sis of the invIscid ex-pansion of the boundary layer

at Phe tviir p edge of a slender blunt-based body was reported by

Wei'.bau. K19(() and Weiss and Weinbaum (1966).
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I. !i- vss, s r-e vcooo t, ~ ter'perat-, _re proffiles whici layer

LI -_ a, ed , atmd th *s --esIted in less ac-r-ate ir.>l-al

I_ = t n or the shear layer analysls. Therefore, ioretore-

7ove Theise IW _aui ors and omissions, Weabs and Nelson (1968) deve-

p-2 a _oretroai model and computed th:e 'pressare distribution aT-

ot r-t:- of taorrner of blunt-base effect-ed L-v the base pressure. The

-n xpansion -2;assuned to rI-e i'nvascid, and the subsonic and su-

rnrOror-lonn of' the tourndary laver are treated with stream tube

x:Jion and PTadt-Meyer rea o... : aohr h temfro

-. in I po rer-sure on ch n' i U talv sci.>o r-a.- line, the expan-

I.-, o L7 f -i . ', ' ', cat- on are de-

- ~~~ ~ ~ c m,--- '.: ah lrer

Kin. 00Oxjraision pro-

-~ ~-. -. ' 0hioknesses ujpstrean,

* -. - . T.2 t, w' 'h the experimental iata

-- ''The~orota-'or-en *v~ UStributiocn upstream of



-~s ;n~. bounoar. ~onuj. ~ori i or olC L.~ ~..CO *,~d.

r~L.c1~,r1rtI~ sowtlcr of the supersonic portion of the boundary layer.

~her~re cz.nd ~frth (1967) conducted ar~ experimentail ir.vestlga-

r' the flow ororsure structure o~ a supersonic flow o~:er a rear-

:crcl fsrirc step The results indicate thai the corner expansior. far.

re lcear >m&ti-r'ever fan. ace .:.i.o~ esE>~oLI ~; from ~,ne

0. N~>ffS .PSTPEAM O~ CCF!ER

6 7 0 08 06 OA 00 0

- ~ * 00

80 p
RIMENTAL DATA OF MA64A'

4
'~

O~EXPE I To

60

______________________ 50

0I

X. NCHES UPSTREAM OF CORNER

F'ig.TTT.29. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental

pressure distributions [ Weiss and Nelson (1968)2.

~xperimental dataLHama (1966)]

separated shear layer may not be neglected. These findings are in

conreerent with those of Hama's (1968~. Furthermore, the base pre-

mime inf 1 aence on the upstrean flow of the corner was noted, and itS

magnitude was evaluated by Weiss and Nelson (1968).

The lip-shock flow structure was studied by neans of shadow-

*1
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P, /P- , 01

Fig.TTT.30. Field of pressure in the neigh-

borhood of the protuoerance when M = 2.5

[Chapman (19501 (H = 11.26 mm):

1--Shock wave; 2--Boundary of the viscous

layer.

Eraph photographs at M = 3.5, which show the lip-shock interaction

with the shear layer downstream of the step and with reattachment

shock. A strong pressure gradient from base pressure to free stream

pressure was noticed in both horizontal and vertical directions imme-

liately upstream and above the corner. The strength of the lip shock

v-,rled along its length, and its maximum strength was reached in the

.'iity of tho shock shear-layer intersection. The required flow

c.eviepr"nt:s hat of overexpansion and pressure recovery through

-± urock, -ut the d.gree of overexpansion varies with the free stream

,res.uure, the frc-t, dream Reynolds number and the step height.

.-hv-tc jrd Shvets (1976) found the strength of separation shock

for models with an after-body of varying degrees of converging slope.

f" the angle of convergence is smaller than the Prandtl-Meyer angle

4:'42
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reruired to reach, tne base Fressure, then at the trailing edge the

expansion is insignificant. Thus, the shock strength is small.

If the angle of slope is larger than angle of expansion, then separa-

tion occurs, forming the shock wave. If the angle of slope is equal

to the angle of expansion, i.e. base pressure is equal to the pre-

ssure in the boundary layer upstream of the trailing edge, then the

flow sepa.Lates with no formation of shock. The large overexpansion

position is located over the area where the pressure curves bend, as

shown in Fig.TlI.30.

The effect of turbulent boundary layer thickness on the pressure

distribution downstream of a cone is shown in Fig.III.31 and indi-

cates that with the increase of the turbulent boundary layer thick-

ness, total pressure decreases.

0-3

K 

0-2

0.4 5 pt Pt

Fig.TrT.31o Profiles of pressure behind a cone

(e 20, x/d = 0.5, M = 3) [Shvets and Shvets (1976)]3

1-- c/d 0.02; 2-- d/d 0.03; 3-- J /d 0.05.

'1 249
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( F, 1 e -, c

tif t inw of, Po "2 ,f, :aonc1a ai -____ c' F a I 1 inder , tfl-e expan-

.27rr11:nj 0lose to tIhe separa' ;ori po2:.t 1s s.fljCe- ompared to

~o ,c ompreanl-;oi. wave ca:5 -. g aln *:itial section of i-more Intense

-r022k occurs.

N. 0-21

75

6010

23

* I 1132. Vluts of' angles .'etween the boundary of

in lnvisrld "lw mid a lse section (1) and -)etween a

ounilarv discont inuit-Y ard a h-ase section (2) (the solid

Lines cor'-espond to f (e), M 3,the dashed lines

I(M) f'hverts and Shvets (1976)



ol ~ u~ owi. ,r.9a7,.: we'ie,;u t 'rqcn 1 r.1JrS iSshOWn

"4. 1~': L Ico same, ancit t .cth ~e boundary 0f1 i iS-

1 .1n r~ ~esr ci. rgJe ewe the separati-on

e sr e ae d!el ease- ~hicez of Mwhereas

:ec .s.xrsei IIn past. rPecoci ',, VIrther exper l'er's

T Is sub ~ect have sIeen conducted 1!c the USSH . Panov arcd

".fr6a, 1967) carried out ex-perinnents or flow separatico.

srea:. ef a two-dimensional forward-facing step at subsonic, ..ansonic

and slct erscnic speeds, and with various ste; heights. As the pressure

. ,, tir 4 Figl 3 shos, rse upstrean and close to the

sep larger than that of the free stream in t t the lower

-.ase n'::sure downstream of the bodv.

Fig.TII33 the pressure distributions at sbLsonic and tran-

.:ci!Ieedis show that the sane step height H 7 251 mm and L, H =0C.1,

:. hg -ae of nach re ,/p _ also increases. Firthermore,

in cat: i ed + ha t at M =2 e wit t he same boundary laver thick-

;.over C = 3mm, if the shock wave interacts with the boundary layer,

_ndrssure rises more rapidly with the increase of the step height,

start i ng from the lower pressure, compared to that of a lower step

height, but at a location of x/d , the values of p/p are the

same independent of H/d7

1

' . *! .



Shvets and Shvets (1976) mention in their book that if the shocm

wave interaction with the boundary layer is absent, then the separated

region spreads upstream, increasing the inclination angle e, and like-

wise increases the pressure rise sharply, as compared to the case of

a lower 8, although no separation point is indicated in the graph to

support this remark.

/i /

to -0 b 0

Fig.rII.33. Distribution of pressure on the wall in

front of a step (a) (H = 25 mm, $1 /H = 0.1)(1-5)(b),

with flow past steps ( 1 -- 5 mm, M = 2.9)(6-8) and

drop of discontinuity on the boundary layer (i{ = 5 Mm,

M = 2.9) (9--11) [Bogdonoff and Kepler (1955)] •

I--M = 0.39; 2-M = 0.63; 3-M = 0.83; 4--M = 0.93;

-- M = I.I; 6--H/ I 1.0; 8-H/f I = 0.4; 9-e = 70;

10--8 110 ; 150

FgF,.ITI.34 shows the critical pressure drops in a function of

'he Mach number for flows past the forward facing step, the incidence

hock, and the nozzle. This finding is presented by Panov and Shvets

1
j5,



i -.i I line approxintation in the rang.qf 131 .3!ME4

S , C . 75 M. Such a stxaight line relationship is

L: v Petrov et al (1952) and Petrov (1969).

.3 0

/1 b 9

2 - --

*-3
0.4

24 M

F'ig.T.34. Dependence of' a critical drop of pressure

on the Macb numte-' tShvets and Shvets (1976)] i

I-separation in front of the step (M number equals 0.39;

0.63; 0.83 and 1.1); 2--data of G. Gedd, D. Kholder,

A. Rigan; 3--data of i. Leyndzh, Kh. Roy [Panov and Shvets

(1966a)] ; 4--incidence of discontinuity; 5--separation

of flow in nozzles (data of Arens, Spiegler, Foster, Stevens

et al) [Fanov and Shvets (1966a)] ; 7-[Egink (1950); 8--

[Mager (1956; 9-[Arens and Spiegler (1963)1.

1.1 . Flow Separation Due to Short Blunt Bodies

(7per.mental programs to evaluate the base pressure effected

... dv :cnfiguration, Mach number and Reynolds number were carri-

ed out t-, flivht tests s, that model support interference in wind-

tur,nel tests may be eliminated and reliable data could be obtained

tor useful analysis.

Cassanto (1965) found that for a hemispheric nose cone at zero

253
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fu'C t Ft'I . ij tl 1- e C .0,

i - " "tO < ,,, J F't ] -=

"o,: 'o; .c ul ,>htiy lower ,ru: higher tnan for a snail) boa\,' deTn edinc

C, "- -ess. Thus, the product of these two ratios (p

where the subs,--pt / refe-"s to local on the cone, Is such that a

• ]u ,v ,<r..oI-i has ai hioher base pressure than a sharp hod;.

..c [ ree-f] "- ase center Ai.ne pressure data of cones at zero arqzle

-ifi k oln * . were cruTated bv assanto, Rasmussen A-d oa*.-

, ;.-one, the base pressure is strongly aependent on th

• -. :dc; - u se -pressu-e ,icreases with increasing the .iev-

;Us : re-'cK" , ,lnar ai :ur:uient fLows, whereas for blunt cone

"ure c,','<eCU;Ie . e La,.ivei<, irsensitive to thu ieynolds number,

:ir. , the local Mr:- ru.,er, Reynolds number, physical and displace-

rent t' ickness of . :)oundary laver, test data of p , is correlated

-n a function of (Re,,) by a single curve for various bluntnesses

,ind M -

1

qi

, -.



" a uc,,e , ter-,,ody auc cm-

'.e .Iar flow , and aL. zero

F-. ncton ;

., . J[i, ~se_.ri~on CCL S at the snarp

_:e ture of the cone and base, ,ut for a model with a

0 7 2 fow teonds to follow the contour and stays attached longer before

.nally separating. Hama (1968) measured the base pressure increase

w~:t ncreasing dcmre radius at M 4.5 on a two dimensional wedge

avio laminar cc 'arsiticna flow and had results contrary to Cas-

.-antc et ai's ( o> findings for M = 11.9 on a free-flight model in a

.- nar cw. .- higner local Mach number -.ends to cause a higher flow

o. ,:.n ie, and hence the oase pressure is lower for the dome model

.a"_ %:C :.e flat base.

tng cone roueis of r/R = 0.21, 6 = L ,0 600 , and 70' with

etoic .ot-tailed after body (boat-tail angle = 200, 25 and

o. )eriments werf carried our to evaluate the base pressure, the

S.... w )ressure graaient in the wake at supersonic, trasonic and

_-sonic speeds hy Cassa2-to and Buce (1971).

suicersonic speeds as shown in Fig.II.35(a) , in all tests, with

-55
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an increase of the angle of attack, the base pressure decreases sig-

nificantly.

V-4

• -S Fig.ITI.35. Dependencies of base

0.3 pressure (a) and the position of

0 the free viscous layer (b) on the

r2 - ^angle of attack (M 3) [Shvets

and Shvets (1976)]:

60, 1--6 go 50; 2--@ = 600; 3--e 70 0

4-- : 200; - T ; A- ' 300.

However, at transonic and subsonic speeds, as shown in Fig.l17.36,

values of static pressure, total pressure and reversed flow total

pressure increase smoothly, although in the region of x/d = 1-2, they

decrease slightly and then finally approach the magnitudes of static

prossure of free stream at the reattacnment.

. 3 b), 1t s showi that variation of angle , which

c ,fjird Is the angle between the base section and tangent to the

.u ;,r i,cl:nda of viscous layer at a distance of 0.2f) d from the base

On the windward side /7 riecreases, approximately linearly,

with increasing n< , whereas on the leeward side, up to C = 300,

increases linearly with increase of o

It was found also that the shape of models has little effect on 73

2 56



(-,d,, i'IL_( fler:I e h . O fl Ite ~ gon

X _:I: -w, Ihe -tatIo presouc I> tice

,i' :-... t ¢: _ : 'c . :, ; ,;, :,,,,riat L; s I. :ant as seer' in

7 S;, C, eao tYsr 'e la . ', e

":IxlP pessu, e zo:e close to the

p /c ~ 4 p 2

0-1 ~ 425 1.,i5 x Id

f 2 3 Xi4

Fig.TII.36. Pressures on the axis Fig.ITT.-37. A near wake behind a blunt

of a wake with subsonic and tran- cone (e = 600, r/R = 0.25) [Shvets and

sonic flow (cone 8 = 600, r/P = Shvets (1976) ]:

.2 ) [LSvets and Shvets (1976) 1: 1--M = 2; 2--M = 3; 3,4--Boundaries of

1-- --Static pressure; expansion waves and a viscous layer when

- 0 -- [Arecti fow; M = 2 and M = 3; 5,6--Distribution of the

-eesed flow. Mach number on the axis of a wake when

M 2andM=3.
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[N

Sr IIe c
. ... } m - ... - $ J .. ' )e .--' e-.

U,

e Lhtoe-ra- o c Fit- .o 71 - show s clear* e the urved expansio n

wave, viscous la-;er and trailing shoc, . Flow separated, at the -or-

rer, at all velocities tested. At subsonic speed, free vortices

:,:v~seu- separation are transferred downstream in a turlulont vor-

-e.X -CVel-. At transonic speed, flow velocity reached lccallv to su-

e'son'"velitv at the external boundary of the mixin ayerL arc

ceo zocs F .:cosed bhy the shock wave. At supersonic speeds, thbe se-

a:. zcce ,rnmension is reduced significantly.

s-a>iev ".ra Shvets k19T0), Panov and Shvets (19bb) and Shvets

-mjc i rrve. cut oxperimertal tests for twCo ser-Ies Cf bo-

s a -d tunei.

nre series of models consists of a basic cylindrical section and

eadinp se tiot of various shapes such as conical, elliptical, flat

faced wi .h rounded leading lateral edces, in a range of r/R = 0-1,

where r is the radius of the rounding of the leading edge and R is

11

- I
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N o ,,,ra on a o&; 'i--s

ri' '~MTj'T D.Lependence c~f the M nurb e,

cn the pariunetet of onngr: Svt

- ~ and Shvets (96
J-0OJ4 P; 2-0.24+ 1q; 3-O.i,

C, 0' 04 ,/R

leadir&. sectior, (dashed line--,xpeK-

trnt sdinhe--calciulatiorn Lmuhishk Ln

an~d '_;hui' shnina ('l)Jt--rat;cD of

.semri-axes of an ellipsoid,,.
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0 - !o olen of, t low 'between Ihen a of' two bodieos 1i 70'.1 lnr

c-0% 10 t Knd -l eatt n L5 I l ; r s ieo e , ?re,,t to ai rc raft

I,:- n- th, fS tell c, haLn beon, paid aC th -e

4 wee! d. t cK F, t 1 irig uja pnenl n .

J -,Lld ! ' iFlow M 011>l J sk

v- -g TI'e . 1 .4" Dnc e-m uoe:.noj ast

/two closel; ositioned cob Ie s

a rL~hiov ( I 9)J: ( f -Dista-ncp e-
i~cf /-'tween bodies.)

1 :; tant e w we thle fcc;T t odyv base and d i skis small,

ni Is tc ruily su bmerged into the seixrtin-c a niae t

... ... ... athe: lowns trea- K-r tht, is k , the flow behavi o- is con-

I-chutof tho Ord )nar bsflw inoivir; flow from

the c-: t to. :-hnen!t. 1- wel I asupstream flow effec ted by the flow through

3



tu7rtin of the externaL supersonic I1,w at the tral Ling ed ge o

nt. Lcd;', and p'esnre or, -. , the , -., ,re determi ned
'-,.Oen',,'.0 Lo t eqi li rl'n ponilon of e, ' ee-oruda ,er na-

the flow -ate --i ef separ'ation z2.,i I .e i sra'. . is

-,, A .d Tf T <w rnte throuO, the gn;Ir is U:,ul, :heru external filo

nrc- i"t~ -anoen .; he ulpstream area cf the ,i sk :-nd flow rea tta :-''es

.ec.o nn Fn.A: T 
.- 0 i . ?-ow I , .:t e ;, U e ,is.

:onsideri As ordiaary rse f Iow, : lthough the niitial bour-

lnor" laer thicknss is thicher. The force anting cn the disk increases,

to the oharfie of flow mcrent.ra in the boundary layer entering the

:ieparation zone :in front of the disk. But at a. cetcit. iength i, the

flow rate reaches its maximum due to the reverse flow, If this flow

rate is smaller than that required to maintain the flow rate in the

separation zone, then flow behavior suddenly changes and flow down-

stream of the front body becomes that of ordinariy base flow and the

disk is exposed to a non-uniform sunersonic flow. Based upon such a

model, the dratg oeffictent of the lisk is computed in a function of

-Lcd ;'€pared wi th exper en tat ,ita as seen rn. Fig. III.46.

,.rTLI .6. Drag coefficient of a disk

with varying distance from a ?,ody (cur-

S- .... .es--calculations, [Shilov (1969)] t

- l~ -M 2, 2--M 2.5; 3--M 3.6.
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Icy ( ,"the si dy of superscnir t'Low between

C": ,. , at xe o' cu11 I L 3c_,I f I ow sejarati.n- frm

:,a i - edy , , e cr. t bod. 7yxe s e he lu id existi i

" wo e, :d -a C- ,. "u darv a., e'.

-?. t 't ier-, .,oin c'i he rear t,, the ,oundary avo,

- 4W 'S-o'i parl fic'w i,at - a,- exterria ] fcw

d '4 '." a ,1 11, p in i ar hOd', 3.3040; a..: ":crc

-,w ,n ts VeiC -itv epends or the "ody he-rots.

r, ,r to oause such bi re'se flow, tne reversed flow -at,e mus.

re eial to the entrained flow rate along the internal boundary cf

the boundary layer.

rpov et al (1968) and Cherkez et al (1970) computed the flow

characteristics in the separation zone between two closely positioned

coaxial bodies and found an equilibrium position of a free boundary

layer.

The spread of this free boundary layer passing the rear body

rr:',ides a flow rate In the separation zone equal to that entrained

-lon : the internal boundary of the boundary laver. Based upon this

., tre the anie (f flow turnjr., at the separation and a charge

Sressure -Le evaluated. For this analysis, flow parameters up-

ean of the separation are assumed to be known as evaluated by

,Xternli flow calmulation cver the front body. In order to des-

'ie the ,(ntiuitv, it. is necessary to find the flow rate along

the irterncriL boundary according to boundary layer characteristics,

tc, dcterm ,n relationship between the position of the boundary

265
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Layer relative to rear body, and to evaluate the flow rate enTrainco

tiseparation zone.

10-:11 .47, snows the Lsasu T-rssure et. sre,

ca , In ;i: jui( ion of ui ,' ~ Z,-: O r, 9[jo: L

nor rot te 011k a cilarnelers of we t . 'ro-._ n('d..efr s

-It 1 'er ~ :r front L-O ooro 01 'Eeoe re.:c

I tnel: wci IlO0ne aso a: t d te f -cw tLur-

Le tKe epaation ana nase pesr erae

'e; r T7 *47. 'ependence of the coe-
Id " n1-/d fficient of hase rr-essure on the dis-

tanc read fro

IK taceetween bodies 'd /d, --

relationship of the diameters of two

o,,!i e s LiKaripo\, Semerkevich and Che ke7.

or con front

e S I-gle sep-r--l.aion zon)E' is d]. ided into two (because of the rea-

'c I: ent and -e)ILS(uent resepara'ULIOT on the floor surface or, sUe

'''IS)is Shown in Fi.i. 4~ in a function of M and in a para-

* C~r A'~ ~byljKarpov et al (9b8)].

1o,



,_ PFig.ITi. 4 8. Value of the critical

0 ea =0, jistance -,twoen bodies at nich

cc2 . irestructuring of flow occurs LI(arpov,

,eimenKevich a-d Che-kez (1968)

id.,?avtsev e. ai <196o',, seigrted the cupsa-steady supers<:-

: -cw over ciosely positined coaxial bodies. The flow parame-ers

- :le -cparatea ::one between twc oodlies depend on the veloc ty of

et, ever ii its jeioity I c ary: snal comared Lo that c-'

'ona ..... Ic e.xve'.enta_ resn to hidiates that the

o- -r, u~g process oavtv flow, frcm, a single separated zcne

- : ,'-ed zcnes, '.s c'vadral, and .or 5 - 6 d.. , 'ile

or !r, tc: aI :.- ;,odel exposed to high sveed flow, 4 2 -

. tb: tCtcIcte,, vi,,.-e sugested by Kar Pov et al (1968).

"' k I 1T" , cs bh ,J ed the crngineering method to

- - p'-sre dowrpst .ear of 'ne body, and in the neighborhood

t v aosuMine, _hat the inclination angle of the dividing

st-eum line does not differ significantly from the inclination of tan-

7entlal to the edges of two bodies.

Shvets (1971) obtained experimental data on flow in the space

* 2(7

~I .



t*: 'W.- a ,011e ",,Ilicilinder whose , , ia e er's and &-t:s were salrne,

O.l:<~ctt.i tw , ]ren;re dis~tI"at om r, the swf,crt which hod.,

indl ,.r e cylinder, as ,-nowr In Pij.1:1 ,4

/f7

05

0-75
I2

Fig.TTI.L49. Pressure on the holder between a cone

(6 = 100) and a cylinder (solid lines correspond to

M = 3, dashed lines correspond to - L/d 0.75)

[Shvets and Shvets (1976)] :

1- = 0.2; 2-- = 0.-5; 3-- 0. 7; 4-- = 1.0

--M = 0.4; 6-m 0.7; 7-M 0.8; 8--M = 0.9.

With approximately same /d, at supersonic speed, the pressure

varcLr ion i3 more pronounced, corlnared to subsonic speed. For exam-

,,ti, w t 4'id 0 0, at M :, p,/'p,, reaches its minimum value of

0, LV at x<'d 2.2 ard increases p/p , to 0 62 at 2,/d .25,

w vercin- wli I /d - 0.7j5, at M N 0,7, the minimum, va.l ue of P/p -

.is reached iw x/d 2.25 and p/p 1 .0 is nt x/d 2.79.
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* ,- - -, -Cc ~ <~~'- * - co wakes in the

-7 A'LI -vi ow of the 't-',tral!AnH~ ywi -nEnt.Itute" (Tsentral'ry

ot s "n" *She ' (9-' desze" rt~l the hypersonic separated f'lcw

n thlei hck . svnar'dc of Near Wake , frequently ,eferring to recent

ar icles 'fle Ak ' c-anial.

~~ fthet stric~ture ofl a. laminar near wakE

"I l, t:s o t,- sall num~ibers t.0 M 7

I'f '.~ ,t "tP.:.. i (c ,i n e

....................................... L! I m~ -.. ~o d Io t it ns c oIhcek

:>ci~r. , a ..-'er cone, at M -. n at varic-us argles

atI



An t. tum,,-pt w il b Ie btriefly made to des cribe the various features

c~hvernnlcwake uc as laminar, tr'Intshape. td. beat tirans-

it: ~ uil f attack,

'"~~~'i'a 'ted L 40~mrTc

-.:iQ ex-cseu to Y ~ ' 'us cow a Ca y

T-m'.aci of the :ivs tition has sent fui.Lnidamental under-

stanairg o' the initial phases of uevelortet a: thep wake anid to pro-

vide theP Informar icr" needed t-o cntut __"on ialmodels.

me measure'td ats of "elocits. .Xach , temlerature andi
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Impact pressure comparison between experimental and rotational cha-

racteristics computations show that the majority of the separated

flow field is primarily an inviscid phenomena and the viscous domi-

nated region is rather limited, but the separated flow region exerts

an influence over the entire flow field. Although the rotational cha-

racteristics can be applied successfully for inviscid flow, the com-

plete flow field must be determined by a numerical matching scheme

between the imbedded viscous flow, evaluated by the Navier-Stokes'

equations.

It was noticed that in the separated region, except for the lead-

ing-edge shock, no obvious shock waves were detected. A single rea-

ttachment shock wave was barely detectable and its strength increased

as it propagated downstream. The expansion fan emerging from the cor-

ner eventually reaches the leading edge shock, and the gradient of the

impact pressure in the plane perpendicular to the testing surface de-

creased considerably. No uniform flow field existed between the lead-

ing shock and reattachment shock.

Shang and Korkegi (1968) measured the pressure distribution down-

stream of a rearward facing step at angles of attack. The model con-

sisted of a wedge of 120 half-angle, followed by a flat plate, recessed

to form a step with respect to the wedge base.
* . Fig.III.53, shows P/P , in a function of x/H for 5< M < 7.5

FgII5,w w

at various angles of attack. The subscipt w, refers to wedge and sym-

bols x and H refer to distance from the base and height of the base,

respectively.
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The following significant facts may be noted. The distribu-

tions of the non-dimensionalized pressure, with respect to wedge pre-

ssure, are essentially coincident up to a point, beyond the peak value.

Furthermore, the reattachment point appears insensitive to the va-

-lation in the Mach number after the initial decrease following the

-'eak pressure, the levels of the various curves tend to approach

dKfferent asymptotes. For purposes of comparison, the isentropic asym-

itotes for the various configurations are indicated in Fig.III.5'.

0.5[..

010 0

: .4

oo . 4 -- % ,,; V,; -;,,-&

Fi .I.3. Pressure distribution downstream

ofterear-facing step at various incidences
a and Korkegi (1968)

£-.. Dewey (1965) measured, at hypersonic speeds, the surface pressure

distribution on a circular cylinder as a function of Reod (based on

stagnation conditions and diameter) as shown Fig.III.54.

The most striking feature is the diminishing extent and finally, the

I disappearance of the region of constant pressure as the Reynolds mum-

I ber decreases. The assumption of constant pressure mixing implies that

I ,q the surface pressure downstream of separation is constant and equal to
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the value at the outer edge of the shear layer. As seen in Fig.III.5,

this assumption is not valid at the lowest Reynolds number tested,

4but a large region of constant pressure is anticipated for Red:,5 x 10

A second important result is that the separation point, which is lo-

cated very close to the surface pressure minimum, moves aft with a de-

creasing Reynolds number. The pressure rise required to separate the

boundary laver increases with a decreasing Reynolds number, allowing

the boundary layer to penetrate more and more deeply into the base re-

gion. The third significant finding is that there is a small pressure

rise downstream of the cylinder. This region of increasad pressure ex-

tends about + 15 on either side of the axis, indicating that the re-

verse flow stagnates in the base region.

2.4. Effects of the Angle of Attack

Wu and Behrens (1972) measured mean flow properties of hypersonic

wakes downstream of a 200 total angle wedge at M = 6, Reynolds num-

bers 7000 - 55000 based upon wedge base height and at various angles

0of attack up to 25

The near and far wake structures, as well as streamlines and ve-

locity profiles over a downstream distance of 60 base heights, were

* "$- - determined. Separation on the leeward surface occurs at 1 7 170,

* and the near wake flow field changes accordingly. In the laminar wake

flows, the wake width, minimum, velocities and maximum temperature

change little with the angle of attack. In the transitional wake, a
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"breakaway" phenomena is observed and the transition moves flow

upstream as the angle of attack increases. At the angle of attack,

the flow phenomena over a two-dimensional surface and axisymmetric

body are quantitatively different. Flow over the cones causes a

very thick boundary layer on the leeward side even at a relatively

small angle of attack, Thus, in the near wake, steeper gradients

in velocity and temperature occur on the windward side, but not on

the leeward side when they occur in the wake flow of a wedge at angle

of attack. Tje inviscid wake flow parameters: wake static pressure,

velocities, Mach number, and temperature at the edge as well as the

flow inclination in real flow compare favorably with the simple in-

0viscid shock expansion model for M = 6 and o. .- 25

The close correspondence between the simple inviscid shock-expan-

sion model and the real wake outside the viscous wake for M = 6,

O( 250, indicates that the inviscid far wake is determined

mainly by the relative strengths of the leading edge shocks. The lo-

cations of wake edges are determined by the intersection of the tan-

gent of the maximum transverse gradients and the wake edge levels of

the pitot pressure traces. The wake thickness is obtained as the

width between these intersections on the leeward and windward sides.

The transition moves upstream as the angle of attack is increased for

the same Reynolds number. At a small angle of attack, the near wake

structure is very similar to that of a symmetric wake. The boundary
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layers separate at both trailing edges of the wedges and coalesce

at about three-quarters of the base height downstream, and as the

angle of attack increases, the recirculation region moves toward

0the leeward side. When a > 17.5 , flow separates on the leeward

surface and the recirculation region extends from base to leeward

side. Separation moves upstream with an increase of the Reynolds

number.

The structure of a typical near-wake flow field at or 250

is shown in Fig.ITI.55.

14 LIE
2.0 , 'If .7.

SC/A ATIONSHOCK

0A U-0 7 M : I

-0. -3.0 -.2.0 -1.0 00L 2" & 4o S.o

Fig.III.55. Flow in a wake behind a wedge with an angle of attack

TI ... 250 (0 = 100, M = 6, Re H = 55,000) Wu and Behrens (1972) z

1--shock in a wake; 2--boundary of the field of viscous flow; 3--
$! shock caused by separation.
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Some important features of the wake geometry, such as the shock

wave location, the shear layer edges, the sonic line contour of zero-

velocity and the stream lines are seen in Fig.III.55. The stream line

curvature rear the windward trailing corner clearly indicates the strong

pressure gradients in this region. At four or five base heights down-

stream of the base, the flow in the viscous wake is nearly parallel to

the free stream direction. In the far wake flow field, the overshoot

of a wake static pressure exists which depends strongly on the angle of

attack; the higher the angle of attack, the larger the overshoot. The

viscous wake edge values of the velocity, the Mach number and the tem-

perature are very close to the upstream conditions for all angles of

attack on the leeward side, and change considerably on the windward

side with the angle of attack.

2.5. Shape of Wake

Waldbusser (1966) investigated the geometry of the laminar wakes

downstream of three cones: one pointed cone and two blunted cones

with a nose-to-base radius ratios of 0.035 and 0.3.

The diameter and location of the neck in showngraph photographs

were determined at the intersection of the trailing wake shock and edge

of the viscous core. Measured neck data indicate that neck diameter is

strongly effected by M." , the ambient pressure and the model size but

neck diameter normalized by the base diameter 4-/d is a function only

of M , and Hedam as shown in Fig.III.56. An increase of Redae at

.4
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constant Red  results in a decreased &/d. No effect of the

cone angle, the bluntness ratio, the nose shape or the body size was

discernible within the limits of tests available. Distance to the

neck increases linearly with increasing M . , not effected by Red ,

nose bluntness, body size, cone angle or nose shape in the range of

6.5 x 104 , Red 1.2 x iO6  The shock origin is located at the

9' *G*****-******-0.-**d I I I

Ra

+ 150 CONE d-0. W (R. O. 2) 8' d * 5

R)%, %a
x 3.~ .. 03 4. .2 5 .3

6.3* APOL 0 CONE -0

00 ~ ~ ~ ~ 53 -O InS ~ CONE b ,'~~~*

6 0

4 -W

P O.0 O.f 0.0 2. _.2

M2AIo4~ w~rv(d-,neck/dD

Fig.III.56. Diameter of the wake neck behind cones (8 6-90,
r/R =0.15-0.3) [Waldbusser(1966)j t --M 4+; 2--M =7;
3--M 9; 4-M 11; 5--M 15.
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point where the continually coalescing compression waves (was not vi-

sible on a shadowgraph) produce a density gradient large enough to be-

come observable on the photograph. Distance to the shock origin in-

creases with increasing M . The shock origin with respect to the

circumference of the model is located by the angle, which is defined

as an angle in a meridional plane between the straight line from the

aft end of the conical surface parallel to the body axis, and the line

from this same point to the origin of the wake shock.

With an increase of M , decreases. The shear layer is approxi-

mated by the flow region which is bounded by a line between the edge

of the boundary layer and the edge of the neck and a line between the

cone shoulder and a point somewhat upstream of the measured shock ori-

gin.

Levensteins and Krumins (1967) studied the base flow geometry by
optical obser-vation using titanitum cones of a 9 0 half-angle with va-

rious bluntnesses in the range of 6c- M - 15 and 2 x 10 4 Re d <- 1.3

x 10 6. The origin of recompression shock and location of neck are gi-

ven by

x --- axial distance from the base to origin of the recompression

shock, which is considered to oe indicative of the location

of the rear stagnation point.

x --- axial distance from the base to the wake neck.

The widths of wake flow at x and xn are denoted by is and c(n res-

pectivelys

Then, Xs/d and mdan/d are plotted in a function of
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Re for cone of 6.30 half-angle at M 9, for laminar and turbulent

flow as shown Fig.III.57.

S

/ =

2,. O / 1 . j

0

- .
.

jR

10 10,107

.d (a)

Fig.III.57. The effect of the Re number calculated according to the
diameter of the basic of a cone on the geometry of flow in the base
region (0 = 6018', r/R = 0.05, M = 9) ILevensteins and Krumins (1967)3
1--laminar flow, xs/d, cs/d; 2--laminar flow, Xn/d, d/d; 3--boun-

dary layer on the cone is turbulent.

As long as flow is laminar, the whole base region decreases in size

with the increasing body Reynolds number, but the size of the base

region increases when the boundary layer on the cone is turbulent.

The distance between the recompression shocks at their origins S /d

decreases with increasing Red, even in the turbulent base flow where

• other three distances xn/'d, x/d and d/d increase with Red.

Koch (1967), using schliern photographs, studied the wake neck

7 geometry downstream of 100 half-angle cone of 1.75 in a base diameter

with a 0.005 in. nose radius at the average free stream Mach number

of 5.2, 3.8 x 104 < Red < 4.65 x 10 , and at average angle of attack

less than 20. The velocity was selected so as to attain hypersonic con-
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ditions without causing the bow shock to lie so near the model sur-

face that boundary layer details would be difficult to see in ochlieren

picture.

~ch (1967) found that wake-neck geomet2.- was effected by the

R1eyn numbers, as shown in Pig.Ii! .8.,
:01 Rr WD-ANCI0 cr~0D

SOLUD S' 5A0 S 5PCJ(X

0 "ALDNA DDA V AUst D 5 c AND

REFSA IAOD

I Ac>>:- R EFS I AR A1

('O 7
,'I'+' /°

*16

I .... 1, ,, A )

jRC 1A 2 1 ,IGO
'A , ' )•TICI,*-t1

I KAAZED NEC: E)O EIA R 5,d iA 1 CLOSE A%'DA[. Q YA

(a) (b) (c)

Fig.III.58. Configuration of a wake behind a cone as a function of
the Re number of an unperturbed flow (cone with half-angle l0 , M=5.2,
0--angle of contraction [Koch (1967j. Ref 1 -'aldbusser, E(1964A
"Geometrv of the Near Wake of Pointed and Blunt Cones" General Electic
Fluid Mechanics Component Data Memo 1:19. Ref 2 - Waldbusser (1966.2

As seen in Fig.TII.58a the neck location is considerably moved rear-

ward as Reynolds number decreases, but Waldbusser (1966) did not in-

dicate such a movement. The normalized neck diameter tends to remain

:onst1nt ;c about 0.3 above a free stream Reynolds number of one mil-

'ion, as Fig.IT 58 indicates. The wake-closure angle, measured at

the midpoint. of the distance between the body base and the neck, is

shown in Fis.TIT.58c. If the free shear layer is assumed to be straight,

28c
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then this angle can be calculated from the measured neck diameter,

and its location using the following equation:

n /d

A comparison of the measured and calculated values indicates that

the assumption of a straight shear iayer is a reasonable simplica-

tion for the tested flight conditions.

13. Oscillation in a Near Wake Boundary Layer

In the separation zone, and base downstream of a body, oscilla-

tion of pressure and dynamic pressure occur, causing significant dy-

namic load, and effecting the aerodynamic characteristics. For a roc-

ket, the thrust. force is affected by base pressure change, which de-

pends on many factors, such as, boundary layer separation from the

body, the downstream stagnation zone, the jet engine exhaust gas and

their interaction with external flow, etc.

V.W.Kuptsov, Yu D.Vinogradov and A.F.Kulyabin, et al, studied

base pressure, analyzing the possible causes and characteristics of

oscillations.

ince the problem of near wake flow oscillation is complex, it is

.-dv~sa,,Le to investigate separately the effects of different factors

n the base pressure.

The free viscous layer in near wake is formed by the boundary

layer flow on the upstream body surface.

Associated with the irregular turbulent motion is not only an aero-

1
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dynamic noise, but also a fluctuating pressure field, and the pressure

on the material surface cAn produce a significant effect if flight ve-

hicles operate in the regimes of large dynamic pressure. Random forces

may cause fatigue failure in a structure as well as undesirable levels

of structural vibrations.

Hence, the following Investigations of Willmarth and Wooldridge

(1962) and Kistler and Chen (1963) are of interest. Willmarth and Woo-

idridge (1962) measured mean square pressurE, the power spectrum of pre-

ssure, the space-time correlation of the pressure para]lel to the stream

and the spatial correlation of pressure traverse to the stream, etc. of

the turbulent pressure field at a wall, beneath a five-inche thick tur-

bulent boundary layer, produced by natural transition on a smooth sur-

face. The root-mean-square ( rms) wall pressure was 2.19 times the wall

shear stress and the power spectra of the pressure were to scale with

the free stream speed and the boundary layer displacement thickness.

The space-time correlation measurements parallel to the stream di-

rection exhibit maxima, at certain time delays, corresponding to the

convecticn of the pressure-producing eddies at speeds varying from 0.56

to 0.83 times the stream speed. The convection speed uc may be defined

as the quatient of the transducer separation A x and the time delay at

the maximum of the correlation. The lower convection speeds are mea-

sured at small spatial separation of the pressure transducers, or when

only the pressure fluctuations at high frequencies are correlated and

higher convection speeds at large spatial separation of the pressure

transducers, and/or, when only low frequencies are correlated. A pre-
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ssure-producing eddy of large or small wave length A. decays and dis-

appears after travelling a distnce of about 6X

.oth the transverse and the longitudinal scale of the pressure

ftuc t ct ions were of the order of the boundary layer displacement thick--

e-es, and tbe transve-se and longitudinal scales of eoth large-and

n~tll-n.caie w~ll pressure fluctuations were approximately the same.

he "cc ; of Kis tler and Chen's (1963) measurements of the pressure

-tuafions y a turrulent boundary,, layer on a solid in a range of

- <"-3 - 5.0 are as follows.

- e major effect of increasing the Mach number is to decrease

,he length scale of the pressure field, and the integral scale of the

i.e-fssure field and the integral scale of the wall-pressure fluctuations

change, from 16. of the boundary layer thickness at M = 1.33, to 0.06%

at M = 4.54. The root-mean square ( rms.) values of the pressure

are proportional to the local mean shear for all Mach numbers, and the

p (,pcr'tienal ,. constant changes from about 3 for subsonic boundary

11yer to about 5 for Mach numbers greater than 2. The space-time co-

elation with space separation in the direction of the mean flow are

S:.ir-icterized by a convection speed, and this speed falls from 0.8, if

.tream velocity at M = 1.33, to 0.6 at M = 5. The peak value

S'n orrelation coefficient falls to one-half for a spatial separa-

;,n ot .he measuring points of two-tenth of boundary layer thickness.

'e intensity of' fluctuation increases in the transition region

.r,,i 'ows significantly in the flow passing over protuberance on the

e and forming the local separation zone. For supersonic flow,

*A
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strong pressure fluctuation occurs if shock wave interacts with boun-

dary layer. Because the pressure fluctuation in the boundary layer

effects the base pressure fluctuation, it is necessary to Investigate

tho fLuctuation phenomena on the bcd., surface to analyze the bare pre-

Sch'oemet' ( o7] Tnvestigated the effects of pressure-gradlent

on ent boundary layer all-yressure fluctuations in a low-tur-

bubence subsonic wind tunnel,

Hy examining the effects of mild pressure-gradients, both adverse

and favorable, on the turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations

and comparing with zero pressure-gradient, it was found that:

1) The most stricking differences are the change in convection velo-

cities due to a distortion of the mean velocity profiles which are

caused by the imposed pressure-gradients. Convection velocity ra-

tios un/u were higher in the favorable pressure-gradient and

lower in the adverse pressure-gradient, when compared to zero pre-

ssure-gradient.

2) JIonvection !elocity "ncreases wit!, longitudinal separation, and

decreases with the increasing frequency for adverse and favorable

pressure-gradients as well as the zero pressure-gradient.

3) .oss of coherence, or decay of a particular frequency component

along the longitudinal direction, was faster in the adverse case

compared to zero pressure-gradient. The decay rate is slower in

the favorable pressure-gradient.
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4) Lateral decay of a particular frequency component is not affected

by pressure-gradient.

5) Ooot-mean-square pressure-fluctuation levels for broad frequency

bands are larger in the adverse pressure-gradient and less in fa-

vorable compared to zero pressure-gradient.

6) The spectral density is altered reflecting the changes in longi-

tudinal turbulent intensity with distance from the wall affected

by the pressure distribution. When non-dimensionalized by 4 *

the adverse pressure-gradient spectrum is higher at lower non-

diminsional frequencies than the zero pressure-gradient spectrum.

Blyndze and Dokuchayev (1969) measured the spectra of pressure

fluctuation in non-self-similar boundary layer of negative mean

pressure-gradient shnwing that a non-dimensional spectral density

is smaller the larger is the absolute value of the mean pressure-

gradient, and this tendency prevails mainly at high frequencies.

Downstream of fully developed turbulent boundary layer of zero

pressure-gradient, redistribution of the energy of the pulsation

motion occurs between the small-scale and large-scale components.

Smolyakov and Tkachenko (1969) studied the streamwise, transverse

and diagonal spectra and phase velocities of turbulent pressure pulsa-

tions at zero mean pressure-gradient on the wall at Re = 0.35-1.1.

The fluctuations in a thick boundary layer of natural transition

from laminar to turbulent flow investigated by Kistler and Chen (1963)

4
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are shown in Fig.III.59 , and space-time correlation in Fig.III.60.

W- 0- In Fig.III.59 it ia seen

0,6 A-46 that W 2 (f)u/6 is pro-

portional to the distribu-

0 ton of oscillation energy

a 2 + i:. a function of the fre-

Fig.III.59. Fluctuation in a thick qiency, f 4/um where W
bcundary layer:[ Kistler and Chen
(1963)] 4 271x frequency, J- is geome-

1-M= 2.6, Re = 1.51-1l4C
2--M = 3.5, Re = 1.55-10 ; trical boundary layer thick-

3--m = 3.99, Re = 1.65.104;

4--M = 4.54, Re = 1.47.104; ness, and f is measured fre-

5--M = 1, Re = 0.045 X 104. quency and in Fig.III.60,t

______ is time and R(t) is the cor-R~t)

relation.

Fiszdon and Mello-Christensen

(1960) and Trilling (1958)

o j studied the oscillation in

5 f5 tA the interaction zone of shock

wave with boundary layer.
Fig.III.60. Graph of space-time cor-

relation.
[Kistler and Chen (1963)]

Oscillations of a shock wave were forced and induced by a special

device with a prescribed f'equency. Such an experiment made it posible

-', to model and study more precisely the oscillation parameters in the se-

paration zone caused by oscillation of the incident shock.

Kistler (1964) measured the pressure fluctuations under a turbu-
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lent, separated region upstream of a forward-facing step at Mach

numbers of 3.01 and 4.54, finding that these pressures are consider-

abtv larger than the pressures produced by an attached boundary layer.

cf) -| 1 t was shown that pressure flue-

tuations originate from two dis-

tinct causes; fluctuations due

tur-uleni free shear layer.

vKYstler (1964) measured the

spectra in the M = 3.01 separated

o-low at x 1.55 and 6.06 in. and0-2 I a .

aua nI
- I also upstream of the separation

as shown in Fig.III.61 . In this0 2 4 Sh -I JI

Fig. TI1.61. Fluctuation of pressure order to make the rela-

in front -f a step (M = 3.01, u/d = tive shapes more apparent, the or-
16,000 i/s,w2(f) -- is a qualitative

ealuation of distribution of energy dinate is constructed so that the

of fluctuation according to Irequaency)
'LKistler (1964)] areas under the spectra are equal.

1--Boundary layer;
2--x/H 0.8; The actual power spectra of the
3--x/H - 3.

pressure can be obtained through

normalization and mul4 iplication

'N' the value of p , where p' is rms pressure level corresponding to the

part! cular locat ion.

It is ,pparent from these spectral shapes that there is more en-

" ,'t>'it, the low frequencies in the separated region than in the attached

).indarv laver. The various spectra are not similar (affinely related).

No spectra were obtained near the separation point because due to the

f
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large fluctuations in the spectra at these low frequencies etc. and

thus, it was difficult to obtain the quantitative measurements.

Kistler and Chen (1963) found that at M = 5 the convection velo-

city of the attached boundary layer is 0.6 of the free stream velocity.

The remarkable result rioted by Kistlec (1964) is that the convection

speed for the separated flow, which can be roughly described as the

sceed of :L!e turbulent eddies nost efficacious in producing the wall

-ressure, is in the direction of the externa. stream.

Vehicles involving flow separation at supersonic speed are effected

by the large, time-dependent forces, and these forces are resolved into

two components, a low frequency buffeting caused by changes in the geo-

metry of the separated region, and wide-band fluctuations orginating

in the free shear layer of the separated region. The magnitude of lo-

ading preduced by each component can be estimated by Kistler's (1964)

analysis. The magnitide of the component of these forces may be mini-

mized if the location of the separation line is fixed by tripping the

small ramp so that the high pressure region has a fixed area and does

not contribute an additional fluctuating force.

The fluctuating pressure occurring within the separated region are due

to the combined action of the turbulent shear-layer and the recircula-

ting flow, and therefore it appears that no method exists to drasti-

cally modify the fluctuation levels other than by avoiding the sepa-

ration itself.

A high f-equency of oscillation is recorded in the stagnation zone

where probably the main sou-ce of oscillation is turbulent pulsation

I
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in the stagnation zone boundary. The volume of fluid in the stagna

tion zone acts as "buffer" cushion, convecting and partially damping

the oscillation parameters.

Measured data of pressure fluctuation of the turbulent flow on the

wall by flight tests carried out by Speaker and Ailman (1966), Will-

ma-th and Roos (1965), and by Bull (1963) and Kistler (1964) are shown

in Fig.III.62.

4002 0-4

2 4 M 2 4 14

a

Fig.III.62. Data measurement of fluctuation of pressure
on the wall with a turbulent boundary layer: [ Shvets and
Shvets (1976)]
1--[Kistler (1964)] ; 2--[Speaker and Ailman (1966)]
3--[Willmarth and Ross (1965)) ; 4--[Bull (1963)j.

As the Mach number increases, ' /o -value decreases, and this re-

lationship can be approximated by

LA, /q0 0  3.25.-10- + 5+(M- )].

Speaker and Ailman (1966) investigated the pressure fluctuation on

the wall downstream of protuberances at conditions of H/d = 0.92-2.2

* (where H is height of the protuberance and cF is boundary layer

* thickness) and M = 1.4 and 3.5. The mean quadratic value of fluctua-

tion, directly downstream of the protuberance, was close to the value

of turbulent boundary layer upstream of the protuberance.Fig.III. 63
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*1

shows fluctuations downstream of projection of H/t = 0.2-0.5,

exposed to an incompressible flow and downstream of protuberances.

With the increase of the downstream distance from the protuberance,

fluctuations increase, reaching a maximum value close to the reatta-

chment point and then slowly decrease. The ratio of fluctuations at

the reattachment point, to that upstream of the protuberance, can be

evaluated by the following equation,

2.35
LC mX = 1.356 H/ J -*i

4boundary
layer

Fricke and Stevenson (1968) experimentally investigated the pressure

fluctuations in a separated flow behind a thin fence, identifying

the noise source with the flow. The similar relations of sound le-

vels to frequencies and free stream velocities set up in the near

field of a jet, or a conventional boundary layer, give reasonably ac-

curate predictions of sound levels behind the fences. It was fur-

ther found that the frequency spectra alter considerably with dis-

tance behind the fence, and that the maximum sound level behind a

fence is about eight times that in a turbulent boun4ary layer with

the same free stream dynamic head.

Yefimtsov and Karaushev (1970) and Yefimtsov and Shubin (1974) mea-

sured non-dimensional spectral density pulsation on the fuselage sur-

face in a range of 0.5G M 4-1.6.

49
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F[i.TTT.63. Distribution of fluctuations Fig.IT.64. Dimensionless
benind projectioi.- and protuberances : spectra of fluctuations of

1-M=.14 (Speaker and Ailman (19661 pressure near the walls in
a turbulent boundary layer

2--M = 0 (creshilov et al (1969)) ;

3--Unperturbed boundary area, N = 1.4 (c = 10 log 2 * Shq

Speaker and Ailman (1966)J ; fi*/u [Yefimtosov and Ka-

o--m = 0 (Fricke and Stevenson (1968)) . raushev (1970))

From Fig.III.64, it is apparent that a universal curve of C = 10 log

with respect to Sh = f S*/u0, may be drawn in the range of

Sh > 0.3.10- 2 , which corresponds to the range of 0.9:- M :C- 2 of flight

measurement by Belcher (1965).

In the range of Sh -' 0.3"10- 2 of supersonic flight regime, the scat-

tering of the experimental data due to low-frequency pressure fluctua-

tion increases, but it appears that the following equation may approxi-

mate the experimenta data.

w2 (f) u/q 2 ; A [I + (f/fo)2 ] -

where fo is the frequency at which spectral density drops by 3 db,

fo t 0.2 u ,/* and A 1O
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CIiAPTI IV

SYMBOLS

bo wake width

ie enthalpy on the wake axis

k coefficient of proportionality

S area of aperture in the perforation

S penetrability of perforation

Vo volume

ut fluctuating velocity component in x-direction

v' fluctuating velocity component in y-direction

f angle measured from the forward stagnation point

6 momentum thickness or wedge angle

a width of mixing layer

subscript

cp mean for laminar flow in the body surface and in
the near wake
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CHAPTER IV

Base Flow and Wake

Much attention has been paid in the USSR to the problems of steady

and unsteady base flow, downstream of two-dimensional, axisymmetric con-

figurations at various ranges of speed.

At first, the problems of steady base pressure are presented refer-

ring to Shvets' book, Cas Dynamics of Near Wake. Then, the unsteady base

pressure investigations are described with reference to Shvets' article,

"Base Flow" , Prog. Aerospace Sci., vol. 18, Pergamon Press, 1978.

1. Steady Base Flow

The positions of flow separation on smoothly curved configurations

at various Mach numbers are not known._ priori. Thus, Shvets (1970) set

up a simplified computational method, to determine the position of flow

separation.

Assuming a certain point where the tangent to a smooth configura-

tion surface becomes parallel to the free-stream direction, pressure at

the position is equal to the pressure of the undisturbed free stream.

Then, determine the pressure distribution on the trailing section of

the surface by the expansion wave equation. The point of the separa-

tion is determined at a point where the computed pressure becomes equal

to the base pressure, considering that pressure downstream of the sepa-

ration is equal to the base pressure. For example, on a cylinder with

surface pressure at = 900, measured from the forward stagnation point,
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is approximate to that of an undisturbed free-stream. Then, by using

the method of Panov and Shvets (1966) for evaluatior of' f(X , the
p

point of separation is determined at = in a rood a;reer,t

with experimental data.

. -ase Pressure at Cupersonic "Deeds

'hvets (10-.?) conducted experimental invest -ations of base low,

_o-mstream of' a c-'linder and a wed re o" rious nalf anr3ies, and dif-

:rentiated the ,ase flow phenomena of a cyliinder 'rom those of a wed;ye.

7C a cylinder is placed in a supersonic flow stream and the Mach

number is increased, then the base pressure decreases, and at M =-0.5,

a local supersonic zo.ie is formed on the cylinder surface. At a point

located at = 80 , the pressure first decreases, and then increases

to equal the value of the base section of the cylinder.

If a cylinder is placed in a supersonic free-stream, the base pres-

sure becomes small, as evidenced in Fig.IV,lb for M = 3. Flow over

the surface expands; thus, pressure becomes low, as shown in the first

oressure minimum in Fig.T'I.1h. The subsequent o'essure increase, P-om

over-expansion to base pressure, causing the boundary layer seperation,

located at 7 = 115 ° . By T'pler photograph, the pressure minimum

point is determined at r = 115 ° . A second minimum of pressure at

S.= 15 - 1550 is due to the circulatory flow directed to this zone

along the surface of a cylinder, originating at 1800.

0
For the wedge of e = 15 , the measured pressure distribution

along the base section at M = 3 shows that pressure is maintained al-

most constant, equaling p/pt 0.027. But with increase of Re, the
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,is t r i tu t orn o f r e s s r e o n t '-.P s .:r fa c e o f a 'I ': tr

oashed line corresponds to calculations of the separation poit

[Shvets and Shvets (1976)].
!--I: = 0.32; 2--1,: = 0.L4; 3--M O. 54; 4-- r = C . ; -, .

-- N = 0 ); 7--r: =  2.0; 8--M = 3.0; 9--calc ati n, -
10--calculation, M = [ Vas, Nurman, and Bogdonoff (196)]

- ., R e = . 0 [ D e w e y ( 1 9 6 ) ] ; 1 2 - -p ' , R e .

C Dewey (1965) .

laminar hase pressure decreases, whereas the base pressure downstream

of a cylinder increases slightl., if He increases. Tf it is assumed

tat the pressure on tne body surfare exposed to trie separation region

is constant and equal to the pressure of' the external boundary, of the

mixing layer, then it be('omes apparent that as the Reynolds number de-

creases, the dimension of .,he separation zone decreases, shifting the

separation point toward the trailing edge of the configuration.

The measured total pressure, downstream of the wedge and the cylin-

der, indicating the position of separation shock, the external boundary

of a tree, viscous layer and trailing edge shock, are shown in Fig.IV.2.
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.Fig.!V.2. The fields of total pres-
:sures behind a wedge (a) and a cylin-
der (b) (14 = 3): tShvets (1978)"]

_ -1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10--optical measure-
ments; 3, 8--visualization on a plate;

---- T 4, 9--measurements of pressure, ux = 0;

em p 1, 6 -- boundary discontinuity; 2, 3, 7,
8--boundary of a free viscous laver, 5,

, 0 8--trailing-edge discontinuity.

5 3.0

4X/d, X/H

For the vedte, the larg' est pressure--radient occurs close to its edre,

and the maximum pressilre area corresponding to Prandtl-Meyer expansion,

is located further anart from the wake axis. Starting from the neck

on the external section of boundary-layer pressure increases, due to

compression in the trailin shock and after compression the boundary

layer thickens considerably, forms the vortex layer, and makes up the

basic part of the near wake.

Downstream of the cylinder, the area between the separation shock

and mixing layer, is an inviscid flow-field extending to the trailing-

edge shock. The location of this area corresponds to constant pt/ptow

on the pressure curve. Ahead of separation-shock in the non-viscous

Clow, the most important pressure-gradient can be found not far from

the cylinder, where due to the curvature of the bow shock wave, the

flow is highly rotational.

Shvets (1972) differentiated the base flow of a cylinder frog that

of a wedge, using Fig,IV.3 and Fig,IV.4 . Fig,IV.3 to show an expansion

wave, mixing layer and wake neck. It is clearly seen that the separa-

tion point is located on the rear surface of the wedge, downward about
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.. 0.1 H/2 from the corner tip, where

S .2 the strong pressure-gradient from

the base to wedge pressure prevails,

indicated by the large density-gra-

Fig.TV,3: A photograph of flow
behind a wedge (9 = 150, M = 3): dient in the photograph. Wake neck[ Shvets and Shvets (1.976)])C -vex ando wves; 2--mixig is located at a distance - 1 .7H from'--expansion waves; 2--mixing

la~er; 3--wake neck. the base section and ts width is 0.4H

and the angle between the trailing-
J0

edge shock and symmetry-axis is 140.

Shvets (1971) found that, compared to

the cone wake, the wedge wake boundary,

downstream of the neck, expands more
• slowly.

For the cylinder. as shown in

Fig.Ir,3 the width of wake neck is

Fig.IV,4 : Photograph of flow
behind a cylinder (M = 3): 0.25d, located at a distance ~ 0.9d
I Shvets and Shvets (1976) 3
1--boundary discontinuity; from the base section. The trailing-
---mixing layer; 3--neck
of the wake. edge shock originates in the proximity

of the neck, and the angle between

this shock and symmetry axis is 
19 ° .

-1) comparing Fig.IV,3 and Fig.IV,4 the following significant dif-

ferences between the wakes of a cylinder and a wedge are noted. For a

cylinder, the neck is narrower and located closer to the base, as com-

pared to a wedge, and the separation shock is straight and the trailing-

eds'e shock is strong and much more inclined, as compared to wedge. For

a cylinder, the stream lines downstream of expansion are approximately
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parallel, and a free viscous layer conserves the boundary layer struc-

ture. On the other hand, a wedge involves expansion, and so divergent

rotational flow is formed, and leads to the destruction of the boun-

dary-layer strucure inside the free, viscous layer.

:ase flow downstream of cones has been investigated experimentally.

7Xg.T., ., shows the measured, base pressure data of cone models with

turbulent 'lows at their trailing edges at _. :, with a slight blun-

ting of the iose, p, p.. decroases siightly, whereas, with a strong

blunting, base pressure increases.

The value of pp decreases with

the increase of the '.Mach number ap-

p/p -1 - proaching a certain value. But with
be

0-3

0an increase of velocity at hypersonicplp--- , 2 \ -

0 -  7 speed range, the base pressure in-

0 creases as Bondarev and 'Yudelovich

S "(1960) and Cassanto, et.al. (1969)

0 2 M indicated in their wind tunnel and

Dependence of a base flight tests. Stepanov and Gogish
7ressure for models of cones:
[flhvets and Shvets (1976)I1-"one on lateral pylong, 8 (1973) predicted the lower value of
00, !/d 0.07 (H-thickness of the base pressure compared to that
.ne pylon); 7-Cone on stranded

= res, e ?0° , d'/d = 0.02 (d'- in Fig.TV.5, but if the thickness of
v[aneter of the stranded wire);
°-:one on a base holder, 8 100,
C .id :0.c' (d'- diameter of the the initial boundary layer is taken

;older); 4-Calculation tTsayev &
hvets (1970)] , cone 8 = 0o; into account in the calculations,

C-Calculation, wedge 9 = 100; 6-
['"assanto, Rasmussen 4: Coats then the value of the base pressure

: e 2 Leantoan (ogsee becomes larger and better, correla-,apter 2 LStepanov and Gor!Ish

(1973)] ting with the experimental data.
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Grodzovskiy, et.al. (1972) investigated experimentally the base drag

of an axisymmetric-perforated nozzle in the range of 1.754 M < 4.9.

The flow characteristics depend on the penetrability of perforation S

,efined as S = S/( d 2 /4), where S is the area of aperture in the perfo-

cation ar..i d is the diameter of the midsection of the nozzle. If S << 1,

n o~r:' -: txpe o: :.ear wake occurs orn the trailing edge of the nozzle,

'jut with un incre.se o: , +.he bast u>±<issure increases, if S " 1, then

'rLo', )assine through the pertoraLlion remains supersonic within the

nozzie and with the decrease of 9, the total pressure loss as well as

the base pressure increases. A maximum decrease in the base drag is

achieved with S opt - 0.0_5 and the best effect of perforation is expected

in the range of 1.75 M 4 3.0.

A flow control technique for a body of revolution with a

blunt after section, utilizes the interaction of the stream normal

to lateral surface of the body with base flow.

If the external flow Mach number exceeds 1 .9, then

such lateral flow decreases the base pressure with the increase of the

Mach number as Zhdanov and Born (1974) found. The extent of this low pres-

sure zone reaches 3-4 radii of the body and the maximum base pressure de-

creases in an amount of 25-301- of the value with no lateral flow at M- 2.9.

B ase Pressure at Hypersonic Speeds

"hvets and Shvets (1976) in their book, presented hypersonic wake

problems, mostly referring to the Western references.

The flight test of a wake downstream of blunt cones at hypersonic

speed by Wilson (1972) indicated that two distinct wakes develop, as
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seen in Fig.IV.6. One is a viscous
3

Iwake which forms as a result of heating

the air caused by viscous friction on

2 the body surface, and the other, is an

FiE.TV.(: Diag-ram of flow past inviscid wake which forms as a result
a blunt cone miving at hyper-
sonic velocity ['Wilson (1967)] of heating the air during the passa<e
1--.'iscous wake; ?--Houndar',ofhe inoisn wake; -Vield- of the bar shock wave. The viscous wakeo' the inviscidl wake; 3--Field

earation of the inviscid develons only from ore part of the toon-
,cake.

da-, laver located ,-lose to the bod'

surface and an inviscId wake forms the

other oart or thte boundarn la'.er.

<'ie fri,-tion between the reciculat-on area and the separation

strea line .;auses the recirculatov nlow. The Flow model may be con-

-eived as "ollows. The external flow is such that the boundary layier

on the bod; develops as inviscid up to the pressure level equal to the

.!ie pressure and rotational flow develops alont- the separation stream

lin,-. Then, in this vortex flow a new viscous layer of thicknessd

1evelops 'hose maf-nitude car be approximated using. the formula 'o- the

:oTlca r'v layer on L plate.

'" vpe sonic wake has basic peculiar characteristics effecting

b.ne pressure compared to that of the supersonic one.

3 . evnolds Numbpr Effect

our regimes of the base pressure may be classified in a function

of a Rerinolds number as Lees (1964) found and is shown in Fig.TV.7 and

'. . A' small HeL based on the length of the model, the boundary layer

i
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on the body is laminar and with an increase of ReLO the intensity of

laminar mixing decreases and the base pressure increases slowly. With

the increase of ReL , the transition point moves toward the edge in-

creasing the local mixing significantly. Having reached a maximum value,

the base pressure decreases sharply. If ReL grows fairly large, then

the transition point shifts toward the trailing edge of the body and with

_ 2 a further increase in Re, the mixing

5 1intensity changes insignificantly, but
476 -

the thickness of the boundary layer in-

creases. Therefore, the base pressure

RE-10- increases at first, reaching a certain

Fig.IV.7: Dependence of the maximum. Then, it begins to decrease.

base pressure on the Re num-
ber C Crocco and Lees (1952)]. If Re1 is very large, the transition
1--Laminar wake; 2--Point of
transition shifts along the point is practically stable; and, with
wake. a subsequent increase of Re , the base

pressure decreases because of a de-

crease of the bourdary layer thickness

aS \ion the trailing edge.

T -- The base pressure at hypersonic

( 1 Re ic' speed for various bluntness of the body

Fig.TV.8: Dependence of base
pressure on the Re number is given in a good correlation with one
[Crocco and Lees (1952)] of the important parameters, the Mach
1--Boundary layer on a lami-
nar body, transition point
in the wake; 2--Turbulent wake, number, on the trailing edge as shown
transition point in the bound-aryayer;io 3--ntrun teregime.in Fig.IV.9 by Cassanto, et.al. (1969)ary layer; 3--Turbulent regime.

and Cassanto (1965). The test results
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for a series of cones (a = 10-900)

F _-2 in a helium tube at M = 10-26, Re
q4 0.16 - 4-106 are given by Artonkin

S1 L L(197-) as a linear equation:

Fig.TV.9: Base pressure in a (Pb)cp/p. = -0.09 + 2 N vile
tuirbulent flow C Cass.anto,
Ra-smussen, and Coats (1969)] where subscript cp ro'ers to mean
( curve--dependence [Cassanto,
196" ) Co- tie laminar "low in the body sur-
!--r/f = 0; ?--r/R = 0.3;
3-~r/R = 0.6 la', .ce an- ,n ti e. ar wake.

1.4 Effect of Body Shape

Lockman (1967) measured the base pressure downstream of sharp and

bltmt cones in a shock tube at M = 14. As seen in Fig.TV.10, the base

pressure of a cone of a half-angle i 0° is higher than that of 100 and

the base pressure increases with the 4ncrease of blunting.

PIP to The measured base pressure magnitude

PJP:
was almost eaual to the static pres-

o-3 sure of an undisturbed 'low p. , but

it is larger than the base pressure

computed 'or a sharp cone, based upon

2 0,4 rR the thin boundary layer. The effect

F!; .TI10: Tlie C'ect of half of a base surface shape on the base

anple and the degree of pressure is measured by Cassanto,
bluntian, of the cone on base
pr-ssure (with cone with Schiff and 3oftley (19,9) as seen in
radius a o' lvtse 1.9 cm, r/Rco
0--0,cu, n N =  ° (16) Fig.fV.l1. With the dome shaped base

1--caIlculation, 9 1) 0 (see
chapter II C Van, Nurman and
iordonoit (196)] ; 2--calcu- surface, the base pressure is decreased

lation, 0 = 100 (see chapter about 2%Y compared to the plane base
IT [Vas, Murman, and Bordonoff

(19()3 ; 3--@ 150; 4--8 =100 31.6

yin..



a;'ected by the flow separation

b 'pheromenon. With the flat base,

-4 the "low sepa'ates in the neighbor-

a? hoed o' the- tip where the body su.r-
0 0.4 (6 8rR

"ac aud tise su,-face a-e joined,

. . ... 't 'or the rv .'he ,. t o' eC'.

tile 1,o! :t no seperation is sh.ifted

c~r ~d,:, : .:'ean -eeause the low re::-.ins

02.. 9) J att.o ehed up to i certain distnce,

doinstream o, the joint of ,eth sur-

aes. 'he local ".c ruser :increases rith the increase of a low

ole of ferding at the separation point. Thus, on the models with a

rounded b-ase, the pressure becomes lower compared to a flat base.

R Radial Gradient o" Base Pressure

Sassanto (19(7), measured by a "livht test, the laminar oase pres-

sure downstream o" 100 cone at M = 20 along the axisymmetric line and

at points of O.,J , :rom this center, so that the radial gradient of'

the base pressLre may be assessed.
i 06'

:.'-om TV.11, it is seen that at ReL < 10 and the base pressure

alon( th- center line is twice the base pressure at 0.66 I,, but "ith

the increase, the magnitudes of the base pressure as well as the dif-

ference o; the two base pressures decrease.

Artonkin (1972) found that the pressure distribution along the

lase surface donstream of cones at M = 10-26, Re = 0.16 - 4 xIO6 is

;pproxinately parabolic and its value at the center line is about three
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times larger than it is at the edge. The empirical formula for this

base pressure distribution is

pbr(Pb)cp = 1.34 - 0.88 (r/R)
3

where cp refers to mean.

1.6 Effect of the Anle of Attack

DehrvWi
Wu and (1972) measured the base pressure downstream of a wedge

at M = 6 and at various angles of attack. At

,,mall angles of attack, the 'ase pressure decrease. sliiht]r ,:ith an

increase of an angle of attack and Be. However, at la- e:" a:.,ces of

,,tLtack, the base pressure increases sir-nificartly except or the small-

ret F1e H = 7000. .,hen oc , 17. o flow separates, and the pressui e

•n 'the surface in the area of separated 'low becomes approximately equal

, base pressure. The -e-son "or tUns Iase Dressure -ehavior o'

Qe anire of attack :nd e ic aut clear.

LTisteadv !3asc .'low

s r;:-.arn tto mderrta:.d the unsteady forces in the oase ard

-- c ,ir ost vehicles have separated flowa.3

,.noi mvesti-ations on i near waae, the low

-~ .~v-rL 'ar~~the .ae riot the,,n suedin

: , , r.- .3', ,. -i ctuat ors 1o.-c:strein o: -xi-

L' 5 a.C p -'"e tf:' I'he exp''uloitc

li,

4 t _ ..- ' '"' " *; ~



o' ursteady process in "he base regiur,

If the body is exposed to fluid flow, in general, the amplitudes of

fluctuation are the largest at transonic and low supersonic velocities.

A combination of intense fluctuation of pressure and comparatively large

dynamic pressure in this range of velocities may result in a significant

dynamic load and due to abrupt restructuring of flow aerodynamic charac-

teristics may change.

Distribution of the pressure fluctuation on the cylinder surface given by

B =(p )O.5/(p2)0.5 in a function of angle ) measured from the forwardP st

stagnation point is already shown in Fig.II.27a. The symbol (p2 )0" refers

to the root-mean-square (rms) of pressure fluctuation. Kistler (1964) studied

the fluctuation increase in the region of the separation point aue to the

oscillation of this point and for the separation zone upstream of the for-

ward facing step. The fluctuation increase in the regiorn of the :ear son i

point depends on the effect of the reversed flow.

!t may be noted from the Fif.lI . 27a that at ' = 900, y approadhing to son-,

speed, 3 vaide increases and a, supersonic speed the 11 .. " th e-

~ir ?Jndr spf'ceinchdin, t,(- base re;:f or dQreases I, the -fluid ,'elo-

cit- 'r prom M = T to 3. The distribution of the Strouhal number on

e ,i -? r surface which characterizes that of freouencv shown in Fi.iI.?27b.

-[ ncrnase in the surface from the forward st ;r.nation point is ac-

.- -I decrease fluctuatior frcouency. the range, of subsonic speed,

'pikes of the Streuhal number ire o:r'_rved at 4 - 60' and a t

s:.--: nr:- ~e-, the minimum value is reached in thee-on of = 90.

,r f -> p -,- !- x: :rc : u]: . en. -dcchr@e and rr<uctior

, . .m. ,



sensors. The oscillations of the wake boundary are studied by the high-

speed multiple photography of flow.

In order to measure the pressure fluctuation a special gas-discharge sensor

is developed based on the relationship of parameters of corona discharge

in a gas to pressure. This sensor has the following characteristics : rear-

r-angement of space charge which determines the reaction of the charge to

chanve in pressure is the -esult uo" restructu' nn the rerim(- of the electron

aia].anrho and the time for this Drocess is 1es than 10 sec. Therma velo-

cities of the mo]-,cules a'e small, thus prm till.' r ir-or-ed. The sensor is

placed in an aluminum chambpr and I platinum spike is mountEd in its center

insulated by a porcelain tube. The output signal with the gas-discharge

sensor, through the cathode repeater, is fed to the input of parallel three-

octave spectrometers and to the input of the sequential analyzer. The mean

quadratic value and the maximum amplitude of fluctuation are simultaenously

measured. Since the sensor is not designed to measure the mean pressures

but only to measure the fluctuation the effect of temperature can be ignored.

Shvets et al (1968) notes that the most intensive pressure fluctuations of

flow rate originates in the wake throat region are transmitted to the )od"

by the reverse flow. Fig.VI.12 shows the effect of body elongation (aspect

ratio) on the base pressure 'luctuations. At subsonic speeds and low super-

sonic speed downst-eam of small elonration the fluctuations are considerably

larger than those of larger elongation. But, at M 2 and 3 the fluctuations

are almost independent of body elongation.

2.1 Fluctuation Spectra

The base pressure fluctuation of rockets depend on a number of factors. Ex-

pecially the following factors are influential: quasi-steady restructuring

of flow in multi-nozzle units or annual flow, acoustical radiations of flow
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I 4--

a 2 4

Fig.IV.1?. Effect of body elongation(aspect ratio)
on base pressure fluctuations. [Shvets and Shvets
(1976)J.
t: M = 0.6, 2: M = 0.9, 3: N = 1.2, 4: M = 2,
5: M = 3, 6:Eldred (1961) 7: Kistler and Chen (1963)

and flow unsteadiness in the region.

Fig.VI.13 shows the non-dimensional spectral density of the base

pressure fluctuations defined by

()u and S W?(f) U
S,1 2 S2

q d p d

in a function of Strouhal number defined by Sh =
u

The basic energy of base pressure fluctuation is concentrated in

the region of low frequencies. The model tests at low subsonic speed

indicate that the spectral density at lower frequencies is higher in

the vicinity of base surface, whereas at supersonic speed it is higher

in the center of the surface.
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00 0

Fig.[V.13. Spectral density of pressure fluctuations
for base point 0.5 R of the blunt body (@ = 300)
[Shvets and Shvets (1976) ]i
1; S1. M 0.4, 2; SI , M = 2 3; S2 , M = 0.4

4; $2= M 2.

Mabey (1972) divided the intensity of base pressure fluctuation

into three groups by values of VSh. F(Sh) , where the function

of F(Sh) is determined by

(a p )2/ 2  Sh'F(Sh) d(lnSh).

and A p is base pressure difference from A f band with frequency f.

weak oscillation : VSh F(Sh) 0.004

average oscillation : VSh F(Sh) 0.008

strong oscillation I VSh F(Sh) 0.016.

Hossiter and Kurn (1967) noted that the intensity of the fluctuation

1
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decreased approximately by a factor of 2 when subsonic flow becomes

supersonic, (M = 2). The experimental data indicates that the turbu-

lent boundary lay:er fluctuation amplitude increase with an increase

of Re.

.- :o,- anu o. Ar tonov -reseuted the )ressure 'uctwtton i;

. -a~e' ,:nssi ean se-a, .tion -egin ana the aownstream of

protuberance and base in Fig.TV.!4.

NMI8 ...e value o' . , the total

16 r evel o ' 'luctuation ,edu-

ced to p-essure p = I atm.

is deterr.ined Ly these au-

es Athors based upon the value
2 - ar"

Of ( _ 2..-2, 'or tur-
Fig.TV .14. luctuation of pressure in
separation zones (B--total level of bulent boundary laer. Tt

:'luctuations reduced to pressure p. =1
at): is shown that 'w5 th increase
1--separation in front of a protuberance;
2--maximum pulsation uehind a projection; of M, values of slso in-
3--boundary layer; 4, 5--base pressure
[Rossiter and Kurn (1967); 5-- [Eldred crease. (igir-e .'.iL )(1961)].

Speaker and Ailman (1966) presented the following empirical equation

'or maximum "luctuation in the range o " M ! 1.4 and 3.5 as well as

H/f o5 - 1.3.

Osf _ _____________

mW b.1 = 1.2 (M - 1) (H/* +)max "b.

indicating that the maximum values of fluctuation in the reparation
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', muc:h lart';ez Lilan 0 u: the ooudIary layer.

2orputation o1 the raximum luctuation at the reattachment point

,wrst-'eam o: , p"ojection -evea h-, that at small Vacr: .ur.:,e:'s, the

. 1: o' S iS a ; j e ,! 7 cv "tude ot nepa.at'or vts r'-.r t.e 'ro-

:, .. :-t .?.. -' - l, tI "nl:ta~ rJ u st-e{ o LL,?r~u e

Le t* s hI;e: .*.ce( tht: ra fnc" rrotu ( -ince ,n

A i ran,-e (-...? ' 1 ov, Y ,v7ts..enko ;,d 2Ly .-

-'ev k!969), FriCkt.9> rike und Stevenson (29n'' iJi ;ipe:iker

and AiLman (196o) -ound.

A comparison of B data in the base region with those of a separated

turbulent boundary layer upstream and downstream of protuberance, in-

dicates that at M = 1, the level o! these base fluctuations is compa-

rable to the level of fluctuations of the boundary layer separation

upstream and downstream of protuberance, but at M -7 2.5 the fluctua-

tions in the base region are smaller.

The volume of the stagnation zone in the base region may be used to

characterize the unsteady process as shown in Fig.IV.lr which presents

k E / q' , where k is a coef'icient of proportionality amounting

k = 0.006 in a function of stagnation volume V with respect to a 'ixed

volume Vo = -n d 3 "

6
The volume of the stagnation zone is approximately equal to the volune

of a circular section of a cone with a diameter of a base equal to the

Vwake neck diameter d with height H equal to the distance from the neck
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to the cone base. The values of

.. d and H are determined by the op-

I /-2 tical flow visualization. The
4

f'luctuation may be reduced by pro-

- viding a damping cavity in the

trailine te1Ve section as shown i!.

4 72 V/k Fi. IV',. BY placing a "Passive"

Th efctovolume o! yidr:a cavities in0:e o t~e stoi47nat zone on Dres-
sur-e :]uctuations (cone, E) = 100.

M=3): [ hvets and Shvets (1976)3 the cone base, fluctuation is re-

1--Active volume"; 2--Passive duced while the "active" volume o!
volume."

the staguation zone increases fluc-

tuation. In the region of a large

pressure gradient where the viscos-

ity effect is significant (for example, close to trailing edge shock)

an intense fluctuation occurs.

2.2 Strouhal number

The Strouhal number, defined by frequency corresponding to the maximum

amplitude, is an important parameter for the study of unsteady wake

flow. The velocity of potential flow ue is used as a characteristic

velocity because the flow in the base region depends on the flow para-

meters on the rear section of the body and the flow process on the base

region has a large effect on fluctuation. As a characteristic dimension

oC the Strouhal number, the diameter of the body is usually used, but as

ue increases a near wake diameter does not vary monotonically and wake

Ie
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diameters differ dependint upon the different shapes of bodies.

There.fore, 'or t-he supersonic <low, the Strouhal number is to be for-

mulatei, not :sed up on nod, diameter but by wake diameter, the neck

diameter d How.er, "or i low velo itv less than 50 m/sec. :re cha-

m ter~st ic d ienion o t: ne .wak e s also :he ake diameter as

o- *.xr ,"cr:,.,t . ' ' ts o" <t, rounal r : < r S h = d,'u , , in a ur:c-

t v o -. it , :od) . i ;t - -!ont and c i nder and other

slia'es'--e shown ir.-." r t.e Sh, the <requency o' oscillation

: - taekn a-Pproximatel. by the re,euen;' corresponding, to the maximum

amplitude o" the spectrum, diameter d of body and velocity o " undisturbed

<low so -s the -haracteristics. For all bodies tested, Sh decreases

as the undisturbed flow velocity

C' increases. For the smallest su-

personic velocities, the Strouhal

7K _numbers are maximum. The Strouhal

I numbers measured in the base for

M - 3 by Shvets et al (1968) and

epndi" of tr, .'h Ildred (1961) agree with those down-

or the Y r~r'r'e*. stream of propuberance measured by

-- ,- rude, 'turt 'one and Speaker and Ailng (1966).
• 7,''; . -- 'Td' " r" inection

.. :' , . , o t t ,ilre tion ot

I :. c,., 0'.f'! v,d that an intent,' vibration accompanies the exten-

. .-, :ak n, other h r-dr. devices on aircraft and missiles.

,6



Also, a considerable vibration at the fundamental longitudinal mode and

at the internal resonance frequencies of a vehicle which had a blunt

'ase was noted during the maximum dynamic pressure phase of flight.

Zldred (19(1) in order to study this phenomena measured the base pres-

sure flu-tuations at two base positions on a small body of revolution

_t eleven Doints in the velocit, range of' (8-3 2 ft/sec.

sh results snow that Ka) the ratio of [ varies between

3.00' at le center o-. 'te base to O.01 . at 65< radius (b) the spectrum

of the pressure fluctuations depends on body Strouhal number (c) varia-

tion of observed vibration response witn flight parameters can be pre-

dicted from the base pressure 'luctuation data.

Lien and Eckerman (1966) studied the fluctuations in the turbulent wakes

o' slender cones and spheres in the ballistic field, employing the

Mach-Zehnder interferometer, finding the existence of some periodicities

in the turbulent wake at nypersonic speeds. The most distinct difference

between cone wakes and sphere wakes is the existence of the large ampli-

tude regular periodic structure in the former. The periodic structure

persists up to several hundred diameters length downstream in cone wakes

and the sphere wake periodicity having a much smaller amplitude is found

to disappear at an earlier stage. The periodicity in terms of he Strou-

hal number (Sh defined by taking the ratio of the cone base to the wave

length instead of counting the periodicity of the regular fluctuations)

increases with the increase of Red, described by the Rayleigh Strouhal

formula with an asymptotic limit estimated to be 0.95-0.6. It is indi-

cated that the correlation length 1 of the turbulent density fluctuation

17
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(with respect to axial separation distance) decreases with increas-

ing Redo and indicated also for hypersonic cone wake the tendency

exists to approach self-preservation at high Red although in the range

of 8 x 105, Red - 2 x 106 no state of self-preservation was observed.

In this range of Red, the 'rms density fluctuation scatters in between

4 and 11°.

S.3. Types of Oscillations

",he sketch of the ba.se f low structure, presented in Fir. 'U. 7, ma' serve

to clarifv the factors to cause the supersonic base pressure fluctuation.

On the boundary of sta nation zone, the external 'low interacts with re-

circulating supersonic flow. The flow in the wake neck region, where

additionaly the mixing of external flow with gas ejected from the stag-

nation zone occurs, affects the flow in the stagnation zone.

Fluctuation of the base pressure is caused by a number of interconnected

factors. In particular, quasi-steady regimes with relaxation fluctu-

ation, flow-rate variation in the stagnation zone, instability of reverse

flow, shifting of' separation and reattachment points, acoustic oscilla-

tions in resonance, and large eddy and turbulence.

The Flow of' the mass of the external region and the mass of gas, ejected

"rom the stagnation zone, is slowed down in the neck region and scattered

in two directions. Part of the gas with total pressure larger than the

pressure in the compression region passes downstream, while other parts

of gas with a total pressure less than the pressure in this region is

turned into the stagnation zone. Due to a pressure drop between the com--

• 8



pression region and stagnation zone

gas is accelerated to a higher velo-

L -,,/.- 7 city and approaches to base as an
3

9
axisvmmetric flow.

- All perturbations of flow parameters

occur in the wake neck, causing os-

I .ac-am c" flow in cillation of trailing edge shock,

ase region: and fluctuations of pressure in the

,--Flow close to the trailing
edges; 2--: arefaction wave; compression zone and amount of gas
3--Inviscid flow. after expan-
sion; 4--Lixing layer; 5--Toroi- if the reversed flow occurs. They
dal Flow; 6--Reversed stream;
7--Trailing, edge discontinuity; also cause the turbulent fluctuation
8--Deceleration point; 9--Invis-
cid wake; 10--Viscous wake. in the flow boundary of stagnation
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

zone and deceleration and mixing in

the wake neck region. It may be as-

sumed that mean-quadratic value of the base pressure fluctuation is

proportional to the dynamic pressure of the reversed flow toward the

base.

The occurance of flow-rate variation may be explained as follows: Al-

though the oscillations of the body due to dynamics of flight or by ex-

ternal perturbation are insignificant, neverthless a bow shock wave os-

cillation causes a variation of flow parameters such as Mach number,

flow direction behind the wave. Because of variation of a trailing edge

shock, pressure on the dividing stream line affects on the variation of

base pressure.
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It is to be noted that, the initial perturbation may produce ampli-

tude and frequency. However, if flow rate variation occurs, it is due

to volume and flow parameters in the stagnation zone. These factors

cause an unsteady process.

' luctuations ot statnation boundaries, dimension o ner'k and position

of trailing ede -ohoQk affect the flow th ough the neck. (]. 1. Petrov

indic tes that II the 'luctuation o" the flow --ate occurs downstream of

a neck at supersonic: speed, then a large scale vortex is formed in the

wake.

Fluctuations of the base pressure, with a frequency of several kilohertz

(M=-3, Sh . 0.1 - 0.6), cause flow instability at the separation and re-

attachment regions due to the fluctuation of reversed flow and oscilla-

tions in the stagnant zone. In general, the zones of separation in-

volving local shock wave are the locations to cause flow parameter pul-

sations. Kistler (1964) observed the stronger pressure fluctuation

close to the separation point up stream of a step compared to those in

the stagnation zone.

The high-frequency fluctuations of the base pressure are caused by a

large scale eddy and a turbulence in the viscous layer of external flow.

in pictures taken at short time exposure (t _. 52As), the eddy is visi-,

ble in the external viscous layer and in the wake neck.

V. M. Kuptsov (see Theory of Turbulent Streams G. M. Abramovich, Fizmat-
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giz Press. Moscow 1960) evaluated theoretically the maximum value of

turbulent fluctuation of the transverse velocity component as v'=0.2u',

the mean length as t0.1 A , where A is width of mixing layer and

mean frequency of fluctuation by f_. v'/i.

A stagnation zone with a large fluid volume of relatively low fluid

velocities probably causes lower frequencies. By adding a passive vol-

,ume of a cylindrical groove in the base, the level of fluctuation may

be lowered resulting in a shift toward the reduced frequency. However

by increasing active volume (increase in the area of high total pres-

sure) not only the level of frequency of fluctuation is increased but

also the frequency range is expanded. The part of the energy required

for low-frequency fluctuation decreases with an increase of active vol-

ume.

The base pressure fluctuation is caused also by an oscillation of shock

wave incident on the circulating flow. For the clarification in physi'al

sense about the instability, particular, the principles of flow-r-ate

fluctuation, it is necessary to study the space-time correlation of fluc-

tuation.

3. Wake

In this section only some results of pressure fluctuation, and fluctuat-

ing velocity components are given separately for subsonicsupersonic and

hypersonic speeds relating them to downstream wake distance x.
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3.1 Subsonic Wake .Flow

As pointed out by Birkhoff and Zarantonello (1959), the fluctuation

in a wake is accompanied by the fluctuation shift of the separation

point on the body. Thus, if the trailing edge of the body is sharp,

then fluctuations are absent.

Sekundov and Yakovlevskiy (1972) analyzed the wake flow fluctuation

and compiled the experimental data, analysis of turbulent transition,

and fluctuation intensity.

The fluctuating velocity components u' and v' behind a thin plate are

shown in Fig.IV.18 by Chevray and Kovasznay (1969).

.5 A5a b

Fig.IV.18. intensity of fluctuation a longitudinal
(a) and lateral (b) component of velocity: [Chevray
and Kovasznay (1969)3

I--x/ ( = 0; 2--x/ O = 8.6; 3--x/& =86;
4--x/ U6 = 414.

The maximum values of these two components prevail at locations far

from the symmetry axis, close to the zone of maximum shear.

Close to the trailing edge value of u' is approximately two times that

of v' and this difference becomes smaller downstream approaching zero.
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3.2 Supersonic Wake Flow

Lewis and Behrens (1969) indicate that the structure of the wake flow

downstream of a wedge is characterized by an internal shear in the cir-

culating flow zone. In this region, no noticeable unsteady signals

from the hot wire anemometer were observed. Therefore, it was concluded

that the reversed flow area is laminar, flow in it is stable, and the

turbulent boundary layer does not affect it. Basically at Re. 
= 2.7104

where H is base height, wake flow downstream of the wedge is two-dimen-

sional up to x/H < 8. This flow is unsteady and the small perturbation

increase is predicted by the linear theory of instability. An increase

in ReH to 8.7.10 results in a transition from the laminar to the turbu-

lent flow close to the wake neck located at x/H = 3.5. At x/H, where

the turbulence is fairly well developed, frequencies were also high as

shown in Fig.IV.19.

The spectrum is not uniform compared to

72 the turbulent boundary layer and the tur-

6 - bulence in the various positions of the

4wake is not yet self-similar. Apparently

0 40 BV 120 ,411 the shear layers are formed only from the
Fig.IV.19. Distribution offrequencrl Diesrbuy l r internal part of the boundary layer. Theyfrequencies (boundary layer•

with5 enerated vortices, Re are unstable as the small but increasing

1--x/H = 8; 2-x/H = 1.1; flow fluctuation shows. The maximum value
3--x/H = 2.5; 4--x/H = 0.8;
5-x/H = 0.2 (external flow of fluctuation measured by the hotwire ane-
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)

mometer increased rapidly between x/H = 1-4.
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Pirri (1972) presented a theoretical study of the decay of the fluc-

tuating velocities in the supersonic near wake expansion of a bound-

ary layer turbulence.

Since the expansion is very rapid, the applicable linearized analysis

is used to the boundary layer mean flow stream lines as the boundary

expands into the near wake to predict a change of the fluctuation lev-

els and turbulent scale sizes. The vortex is assumed to be initially

-irculai & lencth scale A , and large values of A would correspond

to turbulence scales at a low wave number end of the spectrum.

The turbulence is generated primarily in the high shear region of the

viscous sublayer and wall-dominated turbulence layer and diffuses into

the outer region whe2e turbulence is nearly balanced by dissipation

creating nearly homogenous field.

Tncluding the efl'ect of compressibility of the mean flow, mean properties

are calculated by the characteristic method. The results indicate that

the decay rate is strongly dependent on proper specification of the ani-

stropic boundary layer turbulence and the decay is not caused by dissi-

pation but by contraction of a distribution of vorticity filament by mean

low.

A comparison o' analytical results with the only existing measured data

r) h h. boundar laver turbulence decay in the near wake expansion region

-3, 2lender todv o" Lewis and Behrens (1969) may result in a good agree-

-' ont when a realistic choice of boundary layer turbulent energy spectrum

ir.-d velocitv .luctuation levels is made.
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Demetriades (1964) investigated experimentally the viscous wake of

seven right-angle two-dimensional wedges by using the hot-wire anemo-

meter at M. = 6, emphasizing the transition to turbulent and lateral

spreadin , of the turbulent wake. The laminar near wake thickness was

constant or veir slender wedges (50 included angle), but upon transi-

'.ion the wake spreads laterally rapidly and almost linearly within the

:irst 00 effective base height. Transition to turbulence moves rapidly

upst-eam as trhe pressure increases but eventually gets "stuck" at some

,oharacteristic distance behind the body. This sticking distance in-

creases with an increasing slenderness and / or an increasing flight

llach number. The near wake of the wedge is strongly stabilized by the

large lateral Mach number gradient and the transition Reynolds number

was independent of the body size but dependent on the wedge angle. The

minimum Reynolds number for transition based on an effective body size

was about 10,000. The wake seems to be free of fluctuations at the be-

ginning but further downstream a signal appreciable magnitude develops.

Although the signals could be partly due to the changing sensitivity of

the instrument as it traverses the wake, they also indicate the pressure

of actual 'low fluctuations. In the light of a small disturbance sta-

bilitv theory, a spectral analysis of these signals would be of interest,

particularly in the wake region immediately preceding transition.

Zubkov and Shvets et al (1972) studied base pressure fluctuations and

measured dynamic pressure in the reversed flow of cone. In a range of

subsonic velocities, fluctuations of large amplitude were observed in a

broad range of frequencies (Sh 0.05-0.1) and as the speed of sound was
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approached, fluctuations of dynamic pressure increase. At supersonic

speeds, the first maximum of the spectrum of dynamic pressure fluctua-

tions is found at the same frequencies as the frequencies of pressure

fluctuation. (M = 3, Sh- 0.4, M = 4, Sh= 0.0?)

Similar to pressure fluctuation, by going over from M=3 to M=4, the

dynamic pressure fluctuations de(rease at the first maximum. But, tYere

Is a distinct difference of spectra of dynamic pressure fluctuation o r-

curing only one maximum at Sh = 0,?-0.+ fom that of pressuie spectra.

For the purpose of clarification of flow dynamics in the base region,

optical flow visualization is made by taking 3-6 thousand frames of pic-

tures per second. Fluctuation of the free viscous layer was observed

as periodic changes of dimensions of toroidal vortex and fluctuation of

this vortex close to the wake boundary. The region of circulating flow

is surrounded by a flow of large velocity gradient, and the internal vis-

cous layer is unsteady. The fluctuations are caused by a flow rate fluc-

tuation in the stagnation zone and coincide in frequency with fluctua-

ion corresponding to maximum amplitude cf pressure fluctuations as Panov,

Thvets and Khazen (1966) noted.

:hevray and Kovasznay (1969) measured the turbulence in the wake of a

thin aluminum flat plate with constant thickness of 0.160 cm except the

last 60 cm where it was machined down symmetrically on both sides so that

the thickness was tapered linearly down to h = 0.025 cm at the trailing

edt-e. Coil springs were used upstream as turbulence generators which
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produced a thick and stable turbulent boundary layer near the trailing

edge and its Reynolds number Re = Ju./ 1.5 x 104 was in all

tests. No detectable periodic components were found in the wake at

any downstream station. Turbulence intensities given as rms value of

strpamw es and normal componentn or the velocity; fluctuations show that

i maximum intensity moves away from the axis of symmetry and it occurs

nea- the zone of maximum shear.

The low level of <luctuation in the circulation zone downstream of a

wedge is due to reverse transition from the turbulent to the laminar

caused by sudden expansion of flow.

3.3 Hypersonic Wake

The region of a hypersonic wake in an atmosphere is divided into two

areas: viscous internal and inviscid external. The internal region in-

creases its dimension downstream by absorbing the external fluid and

turbulence contributing to the mixing with turbulent core.

The analogies exist between compressible and incompressible flow in

the following characteristics frequency of pulsation; relationship be-

tween Sh and Re number, coincidence of origins of vortex formation and

the occurrence of turbulence in the wake and development of large scale

vortices in small-scale turbulence.

Therefore, for the study of dynamic characteristies of hypersonic wakes,

measured data of incompressible subsonic wakes are often used because

due to the large coefficient of turbulent diffusion of motion, fluid ve-

locity in the wake, rapidly decreases to a subsonic level.
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Behrens and Ko (1971) investigated experimentally at M=6, Re=30.O00 -

230.000/in. and stagnation temperature ?7 °F the stability behavior

of natural flow fluctuations in both linear and nonlinear instability

V0
region in the wake of 100 half angle wedges and a flat plate with sharp

leading and trailing edge. By measuring hot-wire -'luctuation, tf?

growth and decay of flow fluctuations and development o" frequency spec-

+ -a are to be determined. Measured mean "low and !'luc-tuations are di-

vided into linear and nonlinear instability region. Tre inviscid lin-

ear stability theory predicts well the growth of the fluctuation and am-

plitude distribution in the linear region. In the nonlinear region simi-

larities with low-speed wake exist. The fluctuations grow on the wake

axis. As the wake becomes nonlinear, the signal on the axis starts to

grow rapidly. In order to investigate the fluctuation, which causes the

break down of the steady laminar flow field, frequency distributions of

fluctuation were taken at points in the wake where the fluctuation signals

are maximum and on the wake axis. Near the flat plate the fluctuation

intensity monotonically decays with an increasing frequency and as the

:low moves downstream a peak in the spectrum develops. Further downstream

a peak in the spectrum decreases rapidly. The most unstable frequency is

-alled the fundamental frequency, and twice this frequency, the first

narmonic. A further increase of a fundamental freouency component and

-i further tuning about this freauency is observed at the beginning of the

nonlinear region. On the wake axis, a maximum is ob-erved at twice the

"undamental frenuency (first harmonic). On the wake axis, a most dramatic

Sriie in the fluctuating intensity occurs as the wake becomes nonlinear.
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The linear instability region (in which the mean flow is laminar) is

followed by a nonlinear instability and the fluctuation spectrum under-

goes dramatic changes. In none of the Behrens and Ko's (1971) inves-

tigations was it possible to make measurements 'ar enough downstream

to reach "fully developed turbulent flow".

Based upon the measured peak freauencies, a nearly universal Strouhal

Purbe- of f bo/u = 0.3 where b is wake width, was found for both in-o

compressible and hlypersonic flows, The prediction for the development

o' mean flow and flow fluctuation in the nonlinear region by Ko, Kubota

and Lees (1970) for an incompressible wake is applicable for a hyper-

sonic wake. Employing the integral method, this theory was used for

the study of the interaction between a two-dimensional, single frequency

finite amplitude disturbance in a laminar incompressible wake behind a

flat plate at zero incidence. A similar procedure can be applied to flow

of inviscid nature and governed by two-dimensional disturbances.

Assuming the small fluctuation compared to mean values obtained from eoua-

tions of energy and state and ignoring the energy dissipation, the den-

sity fluctuation is given by

where f' is fluctuation of density, a 0.2 is a coustant, i and

e

i are enthalpy on the boundary and on the wake axis respectively.

The maximum fluctuation occurs if ie/98-- 0 i.e. P'I/P)-- aO.5
e max

If it is assumed that fluctuations of density and velocity are self-pre-
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serving, then
/? 2 rL 2-?)/

Fig. , . . tuations cn the
iax s c. :wake: [ ibzch et al

i - ' -; ' .._,, .- _ .
o-; ;

' ~~~~~~~. . . . ............ >'.---....i- i

2060 80 'N S11 /e-0

Fig.IV.21. The Strouhal number for hypersonic
wakes behind a sphere (squares) and cones (tri-
angles) (M = !.4). [ Fox et al (1967) J

Gibson, Chen and Lin (1968) measured the decay of a mean variance and

a gradient variance of temperature and velocity in the initially heated

sphere wake in a water tunnel. It was found that the dissipation rate

of kinetic enerry and the temparature variance both decrease approxi-

-2.4mately as x for the first 60 diameters downstream of the sphere

and small scale temperature and velocity fluctuations were approximate.

homogencous for cross-sections of the wake normal to flow.
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No region of continuous turbulence was found even on the wake axis,

and a velocity spectrum measured on the wake axis normalized using

the measured viscous-dissipation rate was in a good agreement with

spectra from other turbulent systems normalized by the Kolmogoroff

s- aling.

,'or experimental investigation instead of air, water is often used be-

cause much mo "e sensitive temperature sensors may be used in water and

uigh spatial resolution, frequency response and sensitivity to temper-

ature fluctuation _an be a~hieved by using "single-electrode" conduc-

tivity probes in dilute electrolyte solution.

The mean square fluctuation velocity u' in x-direction normalized with

the upstream velocity u ,, and central line velicity u along the x-

distance up to 60 diameters at Re = 65,000 is given by

Pu'lu = 0. 66 (x/d)-0 85e

as whown in Fig.TV.?0.

Fox et al (1967) expressed universal relationship between Sh Re

and Re as well as Sh d*Re and Red for a hypersonic wake downstream

of a sphere and a cone as shown in Fig.IV.21 which were approximately

given by

For line I ; Sh Re'10- 3 = 0.229 1 - (1820/Re j

For line 2; Shd' Re10"3 = 1.72 ( I - 18100/Red) (for cones)

For line 3 Shd Re.10"3 = 0.66 ( I - 3180/Red) (for spheres)
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CHAPTER V

SYMBOLS

i enthalpy

K constant

q heat flux

q thermal flux along cross-section of downwind
convex side of semi-cone

qo heat flux at stagnation point

Rx Reynolds number based upon x

Xo Coefficient of thermal conduction

9 wedge angle

9K semi-cone angle

o Coefficient of viscosity corresponding to
stagnation temperature

3
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CHAPTER V

Thermal Effects on Flow Separation and

Reattachment

Separating and reattaching flows at high speed are a tecteu b , aero-

d v r.am ic hea ti '.

Most of the investigations of these problems a-e experimental. Thus,

presentations made here are for experiments. Although, some analytical

investigations are reported.

For convenience, heat transfers of separated flow and reattached flow

are presented separately.

I. Experimental Investigation of Wake Heat Transfer

The problems of wake heat transfer are divided into heat transfer of

near wake, far wake and transition.

1.1 Near Wake

Muntz and Softley (1966) carried out two sets of experiments on the

near wake downstream of 0.05 nose bluntness ratio, I0 ° half angle

sphere cone at hypersonic speeds. One group involmed the simulta-

enous measurements of density and static temperature and another

group involved base pressure and base heat transfer.

The static temperature and density were measured directly using an

electron beam excitation technique. The results indicated that the

near wake static temperatures are sensitive functions of both Re and
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model surface temperature but not of Mach number as shown -in Fig.V.1.

Static temperatures of the wake

t'low decrease with an increase

of Re, but with a decrease in

j., ;.) temperature of the wall of the

body. The maximum temperature

F.V.1. Temperature at the trail- in the wakes increased with in-

ing critical point of a wake de- creasing the nose bluntness ratio.
pending on temperature of the sur-
face of a model [Muntz and Softley Fig.V.2 shows the distribution
(1966) 3:

5--ccne, 0 = 100, M = 12.8, Re °,L of static pressure along the axis
7.10 ; 2--wedge, Q = 10°, M = 16,

Re L= 2.5-105; 3--cone, e 50, of wake downstream of a cone.

M 8-12 [Lykoudis (1966)] . The critical point is located

close to the point of maximum

wake temperature.

° Fig.V.2. Distribution of static
temperature alon Rthe axis of a
wake (9 = 100, r R = 0.05, M - 12.8,
Re, 7.105, T* = 11000K tMuntz and

*Softley (1966)] , 1--according to
* t deexcitatation of perturbed atoms;
0 - - 2-according to measurement of base

, - -- .. . pressure.
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4 -The measurement of Batt and Kubota (1969)

indicated that in the laminar wake down-

- stream of a wedge, the wake neck width

can be correlated by a single curve irres-

pectively whether the wedge wall is cold

or adiabatic as shown i n ig.'. .
0 "'a 0.2 al,

Fig.V.3. Results of' measurement
of the width of' a wake neck (wedge
0 = 200 , M = 6) LStepanov (1969)]t
!-cold wall, H = 7.6' m; 2--adia-
batic wall, H = 3.81 and 7.62 mm.

1.2 Far Wake

Martin (1969) presented fairly completely in his monograph "Entry

into the Atmosphere" (Vkhod v atmosferu) MKIR Press, Moscow, on the bound-

ary of wake, turbulence, transfer of mass and heat, chemical reaction,

wake and its interaction with electromagnetic waves.

Shvets and Shvets (1976) therefore described the certain aspects of far

wake gasdynamics from the U.S.A., recent references in their monograph

"Gasdynamics of Near Wake" Kiev,

Levensteins and Krumins (1967) measured the laminar and turbulent

wake growth downtream of cones of various half-angle 9" - 400 at M "- 10

as shown Fig.V.4.

The laminar wake, marked by open circle in this Fig.V.4, indicates that

the lami.ar wake does not grow monotonically and there are oscillations

in the wake width. The straight line about which the oscillations occur
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":- 0.1

has a relationship uf o - X

...... ". and the period of these oscilla-

tions is about 50 body diameters.

. , The turbulent wake growth down-

stream of 4 cones of different

FIC .V.4. Increase n the width half-angles are also shown in Fig.
of a turbulent wake behind a cone
when M = 0Levensteins and Kru- V.4. The turbulent wake growth
mins 1967)3 (marks apply to cone, a
9 = 9 , laminar wake). downstream of a 9 half-angle cone

is given by 1/3 power growth and

for far wakes of all 4 cones in

the coordination defined are of

the same size and grow at the same rate. For the larger angle cone, the

near wake width decreases and the growth rate increases with increasing

drag coefficient.

1.3 Transition

Lees (1964) summarized the tentative picture of the transition in

the wake at hypersonic speeds as follows.

Below a certain minimum critical Reynolds number, the wake is lami-

nar. Above this limit the transition first appears at about 40 - 50

diameters downstream of the body if the body is blunt and then moves up-

stream ts the ambient pressure increases maintaining a constant value

of (ReXP)TR 
= 5.6 x 104 where the subscript f refers to turbulent front,

independent of body diameter. When the transition reaches the neck, it

gets "stuck" there until ReL exceeds (ReL)TR for the free shear layer,
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and eventually appears in the boundary layer on the body. For a

sharp-nosed slender body, the transition first appears in the wake

at lower ambient pressure and somewhat further back in terms of body

diameters than a blunt body, especially at lower hypersonic speeds.

Again the transition moves rapidly upstream as the ,mb cent pressure

.n,-reases but thFis forward motion slows dowr w-n.r te location o' tne

transition approaches the neck.

./" .•o " o

1% 0 S

02 02 n , Q 6 0

* ": *
- - Vo.o. Th e -te M numbe

, ICIj offlgh (),th.rti oethlp
of declertio whnM .4 (b and4 3S/.

to he iamterof hebase of the
co'ne when M =10.4, =o.o4

(C)to he e nmbe oftransition
in te wke ~evnstinsand Krumina

...... Fig.V.5. The effect ofi ahM nde

197 ,nehe 1 0. 02;i =  0.02
= 0.04 (Rex, -- dark marks, Rex2

,(c) light marks).
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.he wake flow transition is effected by the Mach number, wall

to stapation enthalpy ratio and the body Reynolds number which as

,evensteins and Krunins (1967) reported is shown in Fig.V.5.

V. --  and 7e are based upon x1 and x and defined

q x-a! d'stanre from the model base to the very first appearance

4 Lri L waves i, fhe visvous iake and to tre first appearance of

tu,: .,bent .w respectively

're wake flow tarnsition dc'.v:t.- , of cc-nes in a function of

tLe ,4av, nber is shown in Fi ,,a. i'he data for nearly the same

wal!-to-stagnation enthalpy ratios are considered as a group.

In the region o 8 < M 4 16 the wake transition Reynolds number in-

creases with increasing the Mach number, due to the decrease of an

amplification rate of small disturbances with increasing the Mach

number as seen in Fig.V.5b "or M = 8.4.

Wake flow transition Beynolds numbers increase with an increase

of the wall-to-stagnation enthalpy; or decreasing heat transfer rates

at the surface of the body. If 4 T (T - T)/T where subscrips

m and e refer to wake center line and at the edge of wake, for a given

Ma:h number, A T increases as the heat-transfer rate on the body sur-

face decreases and with increasing a T, the amplication rates for

smail dlstur,-ances decrease. From Fig.V.5c,it is seen that at low

: eynolds numbers the wake transition Reynolds numbers increase with

decreasing body Reynolds numbers.
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2. Viscosity-Diffusivity Models

Zakkay and Fox (1967) carried out a theoretical and experi-

mental investigation of the turbulent far wake and found that among

the available several viscosity-diffusivity models, the eddy visco-

sity that best correlates the experimental results is based upon the

product of the w~ike half-radius and the mass flix a. the center line

?or the laminar far wake, since the diffusion processes are well

defined, standard techniques are available for the prediction of the

'low field, but for the turbulent flow, the transport properties are

not well defined and some assumptions are to be made to define e.g.

a turbulent viscosity for use in the laminar equation in order to solve

the problem.

Zakkay and Fox (1967) used an approach similar to that applied

for the problems of mixing based upon the basic equations in the mo-

dified von Mises plane for the analysis of far wake flow field. The

investigation was conducted at hypersonic speeds, but at a relatively

low temperature, so that for the understanding of turbulent transport

properties no complications due to dissociation or chemical reaction

arise. The test was conducted using a flat faced cylinderical model

exposed to M = 12 flow of stagnation pressure 450 psi and a stagnation

temperature of 2000 K just high enough to prevent condensation. The

Reynolds number 'ased on a free stream condition was 4.5 x 105/ft and

model wall-to-stagnation temperature ratio was 0.265. The measured

profiles are used as imput data in the solution of the set of boundary

layer equations in an implicit finite difference scheme for an IBM 7094

3354
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computer. kith the measured profiles, a straight forward marching

iownstream of the solution was obtained using the assumed form of the

eddy viscosity of various models. The final profiles obtained from

the nachine are 'ompared to the ones of experiments. Thus, a system-

tic evaluation of various models was made. The results indicate that

he model that best deEcribes the wake is that which also describes co-

xxial mix- nr The :iscositr-diffusivit\ models considered are:

-ode! 1 .t, =K 9CL a CL r /2

mode l 2, /1A Kfu~ u' ufeUe - CL CL r/ 2

model 2A,/ 1A K fe (ue - uCL) r,/ 2
y

model 3,, ~ K f'L uCL r, /2 [ ( -L-) J f udySfy2 0

model 4,/i- KFCL ( ue- u-L )

where r1/2  is defined as that value of y where
I

&uP( eUe + -fCLUCL)

and where A is defined as that value of

2 2iPydy

where (ue - u)/(Ue-UC) = 0.01

In all of these assumptions a value for the constant K is required.

Model 1, is due to Zakkay, Krause and Woo (1964) used for jet-mixing

problem.

Model 2, is due to Ferri, Libby and Zakkay (1962) who used to correlate

a lar te number of hydrogen-air combustion experiments.
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Model 2A, is due to Schlichting (1960) which is <lassical involving,

only velocity difference.

M!odel 7, is due to Tine. and Lib'; (19 - ) who App31 .< ar~ density trans-

Yo-r.<.ticn to noJ. resiltinr node .

.. o 1 "o .wnd tmc. ..

, .. . ~..O -c .nd .ue ge m . t jvii :, 'Cr.! ' ;c.-'. ..'<

" "li i r (L/d -- 0 s sho'n ), . The e," o , dei.n

t transoration is sl[rht as evidenced 'rom the co. c,prison. of the

re;clts o"' models 1 and 3 and of models 2A and 4. Althourh the data

is I; med, it may be noted that any of the models with approximate

cinstant K may fit thp data over some range of x/d.

ikka-: an(d 1'ox (1967) concluded that the phenomena of mixing and

the 'ec 'cri in, equa ions of th- 'low field with their transpot pro-

;,ert en is anal(c,-o'azu, to the ,A.,r. of' the -oaxial mixing. For blunt

.-e,. of, o ts value in a distance of L/d

Y' '/'(, orye v -r i 'fe-ence is not a caood pa,'amete7

l oe> rine 'i a' ;.-tke pruo, . it nathe, " the densit', and Mach num-

, "vodel sic My applied 1or a mixing; prol.r

with . oi-ea on caar Ne <!;o used "'or 1-enic - reactingq wakes

pro e ' t iP 3 the *i ti 7 .oeies [ro 0'-I e - are known 'efo the

shoulder expansion and at the base of the body.
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I -.liur ' j

rn rrOr,,r'' c: !ecults of a theoretical
iio w tn ,:x ,rl-entally measured distribu-

io: o- - . along the axis of a wake (x/d)!(

50 L_ k a a Fox (196-()] A, B, C, ID, HE--Models
0 a ~I ' -- 1= C.Cl; 2-- C 0.02;

3-- 0.04; - 0.06; line 5 corresponds to
lar.inar ' ow.

.. .xperimental Tnvestiration of Aerodynamic Heating at Reattachment

,one at High Speeds with or without Protruding Bodies.

Before describing the experimental investigation of aerodynamic

heating at reattachment a 'heoretical solution of reattachment heat

transfer is presented here

Telionis (1972) proposed a simplified model by a closed form ap-

[roximation solution foT engineering estimates of heat transfer in the

ei.'-hbcrh )o(, oi reattachment for supersonic flow over a rearward-facing

step with a suction slot.

Djue to the Iiffic~lty of a lase flow problem, it was necessary to treat

separately the regions of s eparations, recirculating flow, free shear

layer and outer 'iod and matcl the individual solutions along the rel-

event interfaces. The analysis becomes even more complex if the ratio

AIL
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of the boundary layer thickness cf with respect to base height H,

J/H- I because the whole recirculating flow is within the region

of viscosity influence and inviscid core is eliminated, overlapping

the region of separation and reattachment and the expansion of the

conpressible flow is immediately followed by recompresson.

'or sisplified prediction otf heat :ransfer at the reattachment,

letlicnv!s (1972,, assumed that. the flow tronerties In the neighboroou

. aettachment are sinilar to the properties of stagnation flow and

for ar /H -I the heat transfer along the stagnation stream line is

necligible. Therefore, the heat transfer at the reattachment is ap-

proximately equal to heat transfer at the stagnation point of a free

-stream with properties of those at the stagnation stream line before

the expansion. A comparison of the predicted value with experimental

data indicates that Telionis' method for no mass transfer predicts cor-

rectly the sharp decrease of the heat transcer rate with increasing

J//H for S/H< 0.5 and a mild increase for S /H 7 1. It is ex-

pected that this method predicts also the effect of mass transfer in

the case of suction.

in U.S.S.R., effects of a protruding body in the flow behaviors

involvinv, separation and reattachment, and shock interaction with a

'Trere-dimensional ooundary layer are studied by the visualized limiting

:-tre:an line pattern produced by the oil drop flow. On the other hand,

rate.s of heat trans~er are evaluated by the degree of change of

lor or transparency of the temperature sensitive coating, indepen-

iently to pressure, along the lines of reattachment and separation The

pe tinent control techniques for elimination of the maximum heat flux
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are also described.

The heat transfer rate in the reattachment zone is large exceeding

by an order of magnitude compared to its surrounding area. Therefore,

the parametric study of its heat transfer phenomena in M, , Re, , geo-

o,,trical shape and the angle of attack os well as the proper control tech-

<! e o: -reattacnment zone heatin G are urgently needed. For these expe-

'Tlenai investigations Borovoy (1968, 1968a), -nrovoy and 9yzhkova

,19c,,9 Borovoy et al (1970) and Maykapar (1970) have selected

simply shaped bodies such as a semi-cone with a flat surface, a circular

cone, a wedge and a triangular plate.

The lines of separation and reattachment are determined by obser-

ving the limiting stream line (nearest stream line to the wall surface).

If the limiting stream lines meet along a line tangentially, then such

confluence line is considered the line of separation, and if the limiting

stream lines spread along a line, then such a line is defined as the

reattachment line. Although, these definitions are not an exhaustive

one to obtain the complete understanding of the complex three-dimensional

flow behavior.

3.1 Aerodynamic Heating with no Protuberance on the Surfaces of

Semi-Cone, Cone and Triangular Plate.

3.1,1 Semi-Cone

On the flat surface of the semi-cone place downwind Borovoy

(1969) photographed the change of color and its width in a function

of time Fig.V.7) and limiting stream lines (Fig.V.8). The length

of these stream lines is propotional to the shear stress and spread
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of these stream lines indicating reattachment is clearly shown in

Fig.V.8.

3.1! Flat Side Downwind

From Fig.V. , it is to be noted that if 7e is reduced (c and e)

the thermal flux peaks disappear, Th- measured heat transfer rate

distribution cv r the cross-section c " the fint ride is shown in 7it,.

maximum heat transfer of lamina-, 'low it- rea. hr a funr.tion

7e . - w"i c is the Darar.eter 3" cu n :,]ou

interaction.

Borovoy et al (1968a) measured the co:,anlex heat transfer pheno-

mena at angles of attack. As seen in Fig. V.10, at - = 150, two maxi-

mum heat flux regions originating from the leading edge approach each

other and merge into a single region at far downstream. At 250

a single heat flux peak is formed on the front part while on the down-

stream part two peaks are formed on each side of the center line.

~ Fig.V.7. Semi-cone
0 =P4.30. Coated with

temperature sensitive
• _ _"-___ ___ ___ _li6 paint, angle of attack

downstream), M,, =5, Rero .

a-t = 0.8 S; b-t =3 S;
c-t = 12 S; d-t =48 S.
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Fig.V.9. Thermal flux dis-
oOf6.1 tribution over cross-sectlui,

~i} of flat side of blunt semi-
-. - 5 _ cone. EBorovoy and Ryzhkova,

-. I19691. X x/a; a7= tip radius,
2 ~43o thermal flux q is referred to

the thermal flux to the flat
plate (laminar boundary layer).

3__

q Fig.V.1O. Thermal flux
section of flat side of

- blunt semi-cone as func-
44 tion of angle of attacR

__26' 0__ O'24.30; M.. 5; R~e

2 -r2 J,5 .1-10 6 Borovoy et al,

i~L r - 6'
81-- -. -2

K I 20



3.1.1.2 Flat Side Upwind

As shown in Fig.V.l1 and V.12, regardless of the tip bluntness,

a single line of reattachment is formed in the plane of symmetry.

If Re is reduce, then the lines of flow spreading disappear reducing

the axial heat flux as seen in Fig. V.1?.

C

Tig.V.11. Semi-cone 9k = 15 with flat upwind side.

M 5, Re too [Borovoy and Ryzhkova, 1971J.

(a) Limiting stream lines c< = 30'
(b Model coated w/temp. sens. paint o = 250, t = 50 c
c Limiting stream lines 0= 25

d) Model coated s/temp. sens. paint o = 25'. t = 10 c
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4

2525o

a z62

-5

70Re.x=

14

---95

C0

Fig.V.12. Thermal flux distribution along cross-section
of downwind convex side of poin-ted semi-cone 9,,, 150
Borovoy and Ryzhkova, 19713. 6 -- k

a M 5; Re L 0. 4 -10O1x-0. 2 4

(b) M~ 5; Re L 0* 0 .77 - 10 6 ; 0.46

(c) m..o 6; o4 = 250.
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An interesting behavior of the heat flux peak on the plate

side of the blunt semi-cone placed upwind, compared to that of

the pointed one, is shown in Fig.V.13. The heat flux peak for

the blunt model disappears on the front part of the model but

appears only in the aft part in smaller magnitude than the pointed

semi-cone.

0 0

Fig.V.13, Thermal flux distribution along cross-
section of downwind convex side of semi-cones.
IBorovoy and Ryzhkova, 19713.

4

a k = 15; o>' = 250; M 5; ReL.. 10•

= Blunt semicones; =Point semicones.

3.1.2 Circular Cone

The flow behavior on the downwind side of the circular cone, is

as seen in Fig.V.14, similar to that of the over the downside convex

stream lines it appears that the secondary separation takes place

along the second line of flow confluence.
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3.1.3 Wedge

As seen in Fig.V.15 on the flat side, the heat flux peaks are

observed in the reattachment zone and the blunting of the leading

edge increases the heat transfer on the downwind side.

3.!.4 Prian-u)ar Flat Plate

.a l .970) and Maykapar a using a rounded apex

'antuia- nli.e visualized the imit ing -tre1 lines &nd !rasured

:as heat transJer ate as shown in Fig.V. 6.

6 0

Fi.V.14, Cone k = 13,5
, M 5 ReL, = 106 200

avlet-Kel devev R. ., 19713.

a) Limiting stream lines on the downwind side;
', - t = 2S; c - t z 5S; d - t = 15S

Model with fusible temperature sensitive coating.
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q6

-0

FPig.V.15. Thermal u~x distribution along cross-section of down-
wind side of wedre; M,, , BeL = 9.,,.10 5. Borovoy et al, 1970].

______= Blunt wedge;---------- Pointed wedge.

i/ i,' 
--- t--- 46 -'_

q 7 -

'~W'/~ 9 y/! 462 -

- Y 
-..... ;....- ]-

' ,/ 
I 

,/ .

- I 0 
0

7 16. Ldmiting stream lines on downwind side of triangular flat
plate with ylindrical edges and thermal flux distribution along its
cross-ietion 1-1; 200 ; M [Borovoy et al, 19701.
A Limiting stream lines
bThermal flux distribution.
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The beat flux peak was observed on the downstream part along

the single line of flow spreading similar to the case of a plate of

blunt semi-cone plaed upwind. It is also noticed, that the magni-

tude of this peak increases with the increase of Re. However, White-

head and Bertram (1971) obtained different results. They found a line

of flow spreading in the forward part which becomes two closely spaced

lines of flow spreading wit a narrow region of separation frse flow

between them and two heat flux peaks symmetric with respect to the

plane of symmetry.

For the triangular flat plate or delta wing with rounded apex, no

overall information on the flow phenomena in leeward region was avail-

able. Therefore, Maykapar (Chang 1973) attempted to explain these two

different experimental results of Borovoy et al (1970) and Maykapar

(1970) compared to Whitehead and Bertram (1971), referring to the most

complete investigations for sharp apex triangular plate of Witehead

(1970) and Whitehead and Bertram (1971). Whitehead and Bertram (1971)

visualized the viscous boundary over the leeward plate cross-section

using a vapor screen technique showing the thin layer in the center

area of' the symmetry plane section extending sharply to thicker layer

toward the plate edge. They conjecture that the paired vortices are

formed within the thick viscous layer close to the symmetry plane with

axis located near the maximum thickness of the viscous layer. ThS

vortical motion induces a downwind flow toward the cent rline which

then turns outward, drawing a low energy fluid from the center ar3a.

The stagnatin,, flow and the thinned fiscous layer due to the 4,ci'r;-e
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of the fluid cause the increased heating to the centerline. On the

other hand Rao (1971) considered the formation of the embedded vor-

tices within the boundary differing from the concept of flow impinge-

ment induced by free vortices following from the sharp leading edge

causing the heat flux peak.

Maykapar (Chang 1973) realizes that the flow phenomena on the

leeward side plate is af'ected by two vortices causing a heat flux

peak. Nevertheless, he considers that the effect of the inner shock

is important because this shock induces the flow toward the plate cen-

ter line and removes the low energy gas from the middle of the plate

causing thickening of the viscous layer and also the heat flux peak.

Thus, together with the bow wave, the inner shocks determine separa-

tion and entire flow in the leeward region. Hence, the effect of vor-

tices is regarded as a secondary phenomenon. The vapor screen visuali-

zation showing the thin viscous layer in the central part of the plate,

is due to a transverse flow effected by the shocks and density increase.

The two lines, instead of one, of reattachoment and heat flux peak ap-

peared in Borovo\ et al's experiment (1970) and explaned by the change

o I c i, pattern because of the increased distance between the shocks.

2 A-rodvnami,- Heating Involving Protuberance

cecentlv, in the USSR, by mounting the simply shaped bodies such as

a strai;7ht and tilted cylinder, a triangular wing to flat plate, or by

discharging the transverse jet into the supersonic flow from the hole in

the plate or cone, the experimental program of aerodynamic heating in

three-diTensional flow regions involving shock wave interaction with lami-
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nar boundary layer has beer. carried oit.

3. 2. Cylinder Interference with i 51lt -iste

ir order '.o assess the upstream flow ard b.eaten'> e

a-Y'h'ale cu-atelv, the c, tel . ndr ,F E

r1-:e a! ,] -tn s 1-- lo

' ree-_teractioi. la -. e-xarp f- ,he :e 'an-i o

_epa: it or. propot onal tc Wh e e s re-I S

eirs to distance me sured .romt the separation point and edpe o' the

Ldate, tte separated reegion r, r. e,, ' and the dividinCg stream

lieslope a- :iex where x, - -efers to di-tance to cylinder axis

f'rom plate ed(-e as reported nv orovoy and ?.zhko'a ( 197P).

Tetervin's (19t1?) inve!n, I-= sh-ows that due to the interaction

c,,ock eraral 'zif <rem th sep' 'Pd re -on with t e shock wave, th E

luxari irn:.' -. ~sonrh 'y' .ntder .-nd iLn the region o-- se-

red ~ ~ ~ Ls Too ..- r ' m t ot irstream ~ '

nr:. ': . i ' ' -. 'el-c Tr -Pte and e,.

C' ,j 'ratn re s -r mdf'tj

o~~~~~ n aprahirlen:idr, set or e' and for

yearnpressre d In ,uio e:,e-,,en those of!' 7

er brd *n~ e>In- .This wrIl- not ices that the o
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vestigations of Vogler (1963) and Werle et al (1970) are also useful

to understand the upstream pressure distribution of protuberance.

Vogler (1963) measured the pressure distribution on the surface

of a flat plate up- and downstream of a cylinder mounted on the plate

S20C Fig.V.17. a) Limiting
stream line pattern on
plate with cylinder per-

3c pendicular to the plate
surface (M.=5); b) Tem-
perature-sinsitive paint
melting boundary(lines of
constant surface tempera-

* ture, and thermal flux)
for different times.

zz EBorovoy and Ryzhkova.19727.
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i Fig.V.18. Pressure distribution over
7 plate in the plan of symmetry ahead

I of forward-facing step, cylinder and
6 . jet, M 3; . Step; 0 = Jet; P ./I

= 40, A = Cylinder. Glagolev, Zubkov
and Panov, 1967 3.

5

-- 3

-1.0o -~ 0.

Fig.V.19. Regions of fused
temperature-sensitive coating.

M , = 6 [Borovoy and Ryzhkova,
1972 J. a - t = 0.24 S; b - t

I 1 S; c - t = 2 S; d - t 4 S

b,.

C

If d, 372
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and around a jet discharged vertically from a hole in the plate.

The free stream velocity was subsonic corresoponding to transition

flight speeds of VTOL aircraft. Werle et al (1970) obtained the pres-

sure distribution with a supersonic turbulent free stream upstream

of a forward facing step and jet issued vertically from a hole in the

plate. in the three-dimensional separated flow zone, regions of su-

personic flow, imbedded shock and secondary separation are formed, as

well as the heat flux peak region as seen in Fig.V.19. This maximum

heat transfer rate region is also determined by observing the limiting

stream line spreading as sketched in Fig.V.20. The maximum heat trans-

fer rate on the flat plate occurs in the narrow upstream of the cylin-

der and its magnitudeis comparable to that on the cylinder stagnation

line. The fact that the interference of a protuberance increases the

heat transfer rate on the plate up- and downstream of the protuberance

compared to the plate alone is demonstrated in Fig.V.21 for a cylinder

as a protuberance. Furthermore, on line 2 of Fig.V.17 and on Fig.V.18,

a second small heat flux peak is observed upstream of the cylinder along

which the pressure is highest. The coordination of these lines of the

second maximum heat flux and the lines of minimum heat flux are plotted

in Fig.V.22. The heat transfer rate distribution in the plane of sym-

metry upstream of a cylinder and along the line of the limiting stream

line spreading are plotted by Borovoy and Ryzhkova (1972) in Fig.V.23.

3.2.2 Cylinder Interference with Cylinder and Cone

Flow and heat transfer phenomena over a cylinder mounted on a cone
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and over a first cylinder mounted on a second cylinder are similar

to those of a cylinder mounted on a flat plate as seen in Fig.V.24.

Although, the latter case holds for d/D< 0.1 (where d and D refer

to diameter of first and second cylinder respectively) and the se-

cond cylinder whose nose is hemisphere. Therefore, experimental re-

sults of aerodynamic eating due to interference of a cylinder mounted

on a cone are presented with +'1se of a plate in a good correlation as

shown in Fig.V.25 and V.26. If the ratio of d/6-* (where d is cylin-

der diameter and S- is displacement thickn .ss of boundary layer) is

reduced to I - 2. then the separation characteristics described thus

far hold still, but if d/ c 1, then the separation region extends

further upstream and the number of characteristic lines in the limit-

ing stream lines decreases leaving only a single maximum heat flux

3F

00

. V.?, '!ayAnai heat flux ahead of cylinder.

LA ?i-orovoy and Rizhkova, I0,".

t- -oe ilents of thermal conduction and viscosity cor.-
zesDondirg 5o s .anation temperature; e'= air density downst ream
c." shock; 0 plate; x cone.
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0 * 4 £ 8 10 12 4 16 18
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Fig.V.26. Maximal heat flux ahead of cylinder.
0 = plate; x = cone
[Borovoy, Ryzhkova and Sevast yanova, 1972J

line (Fig.V.26) and the magnitude of maximum heat transfer rate

upstream of the cylinder decreases sharply as indicated in Fig.V.26.

3.2.3 Interference of Tilted Cylinder

By tilting a protruding cylinder upstream, no fundamental dif-

ferences of flow and heat transfer behaviors are noted compared to

those of a straight cylinder. Although by tilting downstream, the

separated flow region is reduced in the symmetry plane. The maxi-

mum heat flux upstream of a cylinder to a plate varies with the tilt

* angle similar to the heat transfer behavior to a yawed cylinder as

reported by Borovoy and Ryzhkova (1972). The heat transfer rate

on the downwind surface of the cone but upstream of the cylinder at

an angle of attack b Ok  is considerably less compared to the case

of o = 00 but even in this case the pressure of the protruding

I3
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cylinder increases the maximum heat transfer rate [ Borovoy, Ryzhkova

and Sevast'yanova (1972)3

3.2.4 Jet Interference

Borovoy and Ryzhkova (1972) presented Fig.V.27, V.28, and V.29

which indicate the similar upstream behavior of the flow separation

compared to that of the protruding cylinder.

3.2.5 Interference of Sharp Edged Triangular Half-Wing

The flow behaviors of the separation and reattachment due to in-

terference of a sharp edged triangular half-wing mounted on a plate

at angle of attack are shown by the limiting stream line pattern.

(Fi'g.V.30). These limiting stream lines indicate that the reattach-

ment occurs at line 1, separation at line 2 and reattachment at line

3. The maximum heat transfer rate occurs on the reattachment line 3.

Fig.V.27. Pattern of limiting stream lines on
7 cone with jet discharge. ek = 50; M _ 5;

C 0" Poj/P . I [ Chang (1973)A
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Fig.V.28. Pattern of limiting stream lines on
downwind side of cone with jet discharge.
6k = 50 , Moo = 5, 1 00 , Poj/p 

= 1.

[Chang (1973)3

bt

Fig.V.29. Boundaries of temperature-sensitive
coating change. Gk = 50, M. 5.

a - t = 05 S, b - t = I S, c - t 4 S, d- t = 16 S
[.Chang (1973)1
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Fig.V.30. Pattern of limiting stream lines on flat
plate with half-winp mounted on the plate, M- = 5.
[Borovoy and Sevast'yanova, 1972
[Borovoy, R, zhkova and Sevast'yanova, 1972].

The maximum heat transfer rate occurs on the reattachment, line I

and its magnitude increases linearly with increase of pB/pH (where

PB is pressure downstream of shock wave emanating from the half-wing

leading ed(e and pH is pressure on the plate outside the region of

disturbance from half-wing) showing that for this case of shock in-

teraction with the boundary layer this pressure ratio is the most

important governing factor.

The writer notices that the experimental investigations for aero-

dynamic heating in the USSR described by a' "apar (Chang 1973) is for
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CHAPTER VI

SYMBOLS

mixing coefficient

d diameter of exhaust nozzle section
a

M diameter of circle with center on the axis of

nozzle passing throu;h the joint point of flows

cross-sectional area of base between the nozzle

r+I R

CR  mass flow rate through all nozzle

g coefficient of flow rate

H H H*/H

H H

H H ( )j+1

Je & Ji integral proportional to mass flow rate in the
mixing zone between separation line and internal
boundary respectively

k coefficient of vortex convection at the boundary
of the supersonic boundary layer and arbitrary
constant

distance from the base nozzle to effective radiation
source of discrete tone

n n = p a/pe

n 0critical value of off-design ratio at which the
instantaenous change from a decrease to an in-
crease of pressure in a change of regime as n in-
creases

Pa pressure at nozzle exit
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Pb base pressure

B radius

R. nozzle radius
J

Sa area of exhaust nozzle section

S area of critical nozzle section

T total mean temperature

x length of stream line along the boundary of
the stream at the joint point of t'low

x', y position of vortex

Yd coordinate of stream line of a constant flow
rate

y. coordinate of separation line at the nozzle exit
section

interaction angle of stream line in a compressed
layer inclined toward symmetTy axis of fo-m nozzle
unit

nozzle inclination or momentum thickness

c- ratio of all clustered nozzle exit area to total
area of throat

N ratio of all clustered nozzle exit area to throat
area of single nozzle

performance parameter

(42 spectral density of noise

subscript

a exit section or boundary of nozzle section

e mixing zone

I:I
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CHAPTER VI.

Separated Flow Affected by Annular Outflow

'or rocket technology, the problem of a rocket base flow is a

particula iv important one to be solved. The behavior of an exhaust

zas 'low rcm a number of nozzles closely located on the base surface

is similar to that of an annular flow, but compared to the Laval noz-

zle :low less loss of thrust may be achieved and nozzles can be more

conveniently laid out in the base of the body. In practice, it is ad-

vantageous to shorten the nozzle length. Therefore, an attention is

given to study the thrust of such short nozzles involving the downstream

flow separation parallel with an annular flow affected by pressure

change in the external medium.

Recently, in the USSR, problems of the ring nozzle flow have been

investigated. Numerical calculations of ring nozzle flows are presented

by 0. N. Katskova, V. A. Rubtsov, A. M. Ovsyannikov and Migdlal et al.

The flow in an annular nozzle with a central body was calculated by Iva-

nov and Kraiko (1972) using a finite difference scheme and by Vilensky

et al (1972) using the method of characteristics. A review on the anal-

ysis of nozzles directed by G. I. Petrov is presented in the collection

of papers of VTs MGU Computation Center, Moscow State University is. M. V.

Lomonosov.

Approximate computational methods for an annular flow were developed

by G. L. Grodzovisky, Yu Ye Kuznetsov and M. V. Tokarev et al.

Koshevoy and Kozlov (1971) introduced a model of flow interaction.
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Por incompressible annular flow, I.. A. Cruzkov, L. A. Korobkov, Ye M.

Levin, I. L. Povkh et al, presented an analysis and experiment of base

pressure. V. I. Khanzhonkov, Kuzov, Moller and Elliott studied the

thick annular flow of velocity suitable to an air cushion vehicle.

Bondarev and Gushchin (1972) carried out the numerical calculations of

outflow from a four nozzle block into a supersonic wake. Ginzburg,

Prikhod'ko and Sizov (1970) evaluated test results o' the flow effect

to the base drag.

in western countries a number of investigations were made on the nozzle

and annular flows. Robert (196-,) computed a separated flow and a ring

nozzle flow using quasi-uniform models and Lee (1966) studied the struc-

ture of jets from plug nozzles and the parameters of supersonic flow

were determined by the method of characteristics and one-dimensional

theory.

For multinozzle flows, the effect of the nozzle number and position of

the nozzle on the base pressure and thrust characteristics are subjects

to be investigated relating to flow parameters in separation zone, and

shock wave interaction.

I. Calculation of Base Pressure

For convenience, analysis of the base flow is presented separately for

subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows.

!.I Subsonic Axisynmetric Flow

With an increase of an injected flow intensity, the dimensions of the
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toroidal vortex located in the base region, first decreases due to

boundary layer control by part of gas flow and the base drag coeffi-

cient increases as seen in Fig.VT.la and Fig.VI.lb.

1* 7

b A2 e

c '2 -----"-

Fig.V1.1. Diagram of flow in the base region:
[Craven (1960)}

a--Jet stream is absent; b-Velocity of the stream
is subsonic; c--Velocity of the stream is sonic or
calculated; d--Velocity of the stream somewhat ex-
ceeds the calculated; e--Stream strongly under-ex-
panded; f-Compression due to strongly under-expanded
stream (1--External boundary of the mixing region;
2--Boundary of a potential nucleus; 3--Pseudo-laminar
field of mixing).

I

* 'If the flow conditions are such that circulatory flow occurs, then

the dimensions of the vortex become minimal (Fig.VT.c) and the base

drag coefficient reaches its maximum. A subsequent increase of inten-

sitv dimensions of the vortex increase (Fig.VI.d) and the base drag
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coefficient decreases. However, further broadening of the flow bound-

ary results again in a decrease of the vortex dimension (Fig.VI.e and

Fig.VI.f) and in a monotonic increase of the base drag coefficient

involving the alteration of stream line direction of expanding flow.

An approximate analytical medel for the determination of pressure dis-

tribution in the base region of subsonic inviscid external flow with

a small amount of injected fluid is shown in Fig.VI.2. External flow

is givin by a continuously distributed source system of strength per

unit length amounting j u yde along the radius, in a plane passing

through the base region (outside the area of base region). It is pos-

tulated that no fluid flows in the radial direction from these sources.

The entrained gas under the flow boundary is considered by a flow sys-

tem of constant of per unit length continuously distributed along the

x-axis. The flow circulation in the base region is presented by a

vortex of intensity ' , its center located at x' and y'. Its strength

and center are determined from

the boundary conditions. It is

assumed that y'/R = 0.7 based

1 upon the experimental data in-

2- P dicating that the minimum pres-

r sure location in the base at

y/R - 0.7.

* Fig.VI.2. Model of potential flow The comparison of analytical
in a base region: [Craven (1960)]
1--Tmage system; 2--Intensity of results with experimental data

f1ow; 3--Intensity of the source. of pressure distribution along
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y show that although both cases, the trend is similarly predicted

absolute values are higher than that of experimental ones.

1.2 Transonic Axisymmetric Flow

For the solution of the problem of jet flow exhaused from thi jet en-

gine nozzle with the central body, existing analysis are usually based

on the small perturbation method simulating a flow boundary by a cylin-

drical surface. However, such an approach may be considered as the

first approximation because exhaust flow changes its shape during the

flight of an aircraft.

Tagirov (1974) attempted to solve the ejection effect of the supersonic

flow to the external transonic flow, by an iteration procedure assuming

that the static pressure along the flow boundary is constant. At first,

the external flow pressure distribution is assumed and computations are

carried out for the flow field. Then, for a given flow boundary the ex-

ternal flow pressure distribution is computed precisely considering ejec-

tion flow effect, a boundary layer on the body, and the body shape etc.

The results show that at external transonic flow speeds, the ejection

effect is weak.

Kurn (1968) found that predicted pressure distribution on the circular

arc shaped trailing section agrees with the experimental data. A satis-

factory agreement on pressure distribution on the thin parabolic body

with experimental data is reported by Spreiter and Stahara (1971).

1.3 Supersonic Axisymmetric Flow

Yurchenok (1974), using Korst theory, computed the base pressure and

I
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the base temperature behind an axisymmetric body at supersonic speed

affected by a single jet flow In the base region.

Numerous studies indicate that the base pressure affected by the jet

flow depends on various parameters whose effects may not be ignored

even in approximation computations. Therefore, it is desirable to

establish the generalized criteria relating them so that it may be

possible by simple formulas to compute the base pressure in a broad

range of parameteric variations of trailing edge sections and jet noz-

zles.

Shvets and Isayev (1969) developed an approximate computational me-

thod of the base pressure affected by the jet flow involving two gen-

eralized parameters for axisymmetric trailing sections with a central

jet flow. Statistical study of experimental data indicates that para-

meters to be used for analysis are the angle between the mean flow

direction at the trailing section and the straight line joining the

trailing section and the point of maximum expansion (or point of mi-

nimum contraction for an over expanded nozzle) of jet 'low.

2. Flow System

2.1 Separation Stream Line Method

The flow characteristics in the interal and peripheral (with an external

* flow) zone of base involving the outflow system depend to a significant

degree on the mixing process at the external flow boundaries and on the

interaction of separated flow.
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For the approximate computation of the mean base pressure and base

region configuration involving the closed base area, one usually uses

the modified separation line method of Goethert (1961). Instead of

the actual space interaction of supersonic streams discharged from

the neighooring nozzles, one considers a hypothetical two-dimensional

plow in a certain plane of interaction where the inviscid external flow

is determined for a given base pressure by the contour of an axisym-

metric supersonic flow.

Since the flow mixing phenomena is three-dimensional, it is proposed

that there is a certain characteristic point on the line of flow in-

teraction in the center which determines all interactions if one starts

from the simple mixing principle given by u/ue = (1 + erf )/2 and by

Korst flow distribution; total pressure on the separation stream line

(when M. -si) or total pressure behind a normal shock on this stream3

line (when M. • I) must be balanced by static pressure downstream of

an oblique shock at the joining point of the streams. For such a point,

one may select the point where the boundaries of the neighboring flow

First touch each other (joint angle at this point is maximum). In order

to approximately compute the formation of a boundary layer on the in-

teral surface of the nozzle, the mixing length is increased by A x/d =

. ( - / sa//s-* ) where d and s are diameter and area of the
aa a

exhaust nozzle section, s* is the area of the critical nozzle cross-

section. The mass flow rate returned to the base region by a four-noz-

zle unit is given by
2 3U d

___ (j ~ . ) e m(x+

e u d dfa a a a
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where CR  is the mass flow rate through all nozzles, Je and Ji are in-

tegrals proportional to the mass flow rate in the mixing zone between

the separation line and internal boundary respectively, d is diameter

of circle with the center on the axis of the nozzle passing through

the joint point of flows, x is the length of the stream line along the

boundary of the stream at the joint point of flows, subscript e and a

refer to boundary of the mixing zone and the nozzle section respectively.

All gases returning to the base region flowing between the nozzles to

the ambient atmosphere are considered to take place at the the speed of

sound. The total pressure of the exhaust flow is equal to the base pres-

sure. Total mean temperature of any section of the boundary layer in

the exit section of nozzle formed in the near wake is given by

Yo yj

T* I f uT*dy/ f f udy

0 0

where yj is the coordinate of the separation line at the nozzle exit

section used only for the denominator.

For a closed base area, the flow rate going into the external gas me-

dium is y

J Y u d y = g GPF/fT-b
Yd 

T T

where G2 1

Y is the coordinate of the stream line of a constant flow rate, F is

the crossectional area of the base between the nozzles and g is a co-

efficient of the flow rate. For a four-nozzle unit by taking g 0.5,
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an agreement between the analysis and experiment may be obtained.

If the external flow effect is ignored, the flight attitude at which

the regime of the internal zone flow chocking begins can be deter-

mined. Fig.VI.3 indicates the computed data by, the modified sepa-

ration line method, characterizing the effect of parameter of s/s*

on the base pressure in chocking conditions. In Bn TI IsAGI (1969)

"Research on Flows with Gas Streams (foreign references 1953 - 1968)

290, Moscow, z&n analysis is reported which employs the separation

stream line method to compute approximately the pressure in the base

region and the heat flow at the critical point for different nozzle

units and variable external conditions.

If the base region condition is such that the gas outflow from the

internal zone to periphery is impossible for example for a ring nozzle,

the computation system is almost identical with that of a closed base

region. The predicted external flow pressure is not equal to the free

stream static pressure in the peripheral annular zone of base region.

Thus, the analysis is to be improved.

Fig.VL.3. Dependence of base pressure
on the ratio of the area of the nozzles

-. I 'and the distance between the nozzles for

I ..... - t- -- - a four-nozzle unit in chocking condi-
I tions 'or the base region [Goethert(1961)]

I (dasb d line corresponds to contact of
'0. th( nozzle walls; RH/R--is the ratio of

is the ratio of base pressure

2 % Rjlr,  of the stream; S!*/-- is the ratio of the
exit section of the nozzle to the critical
section).
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'or tuis purpose, a closed nozzle unit is considered as an quivalent

single ring nozzle ,hose internal diameter is equal to the diameter of

a circle passing through the nozzle axis and the external diameter is

determined assuming hat the exit section of the ring nozzle equals

nalf the total of the exit sections of all nozzles in the actual unit.

".h r 7ameters in the peripheral annular zone of the rase refjion ma'y

.-e computed sim.ilarly by taking into account a certain additional Pas

,,uarc.ity coming into the internal zone compared to the case of single

nozzie. For the completion of the solution, mass balance of both zones

in the base region must be considered (steady flow). After achieving

flight conditions at which the gas

flow rate between the regimes cor-

'P 0 N I responds to the speed of sound, the

0t76 . pressure change in the internal zone

? P, - may not occur by further increasing

0 40 80 4.5 the altitude and in the peripheral

Fig.vl.4. A comparison of cal-culated vAuespari of c press zone after this, the pressure decreasesculated values of base pressure

f'or the SA-I Saturn first-stage continuously. Dixon and Page (1966)
rocket and the results of flight
tests of the rocket [ Dixon and compared some of the predicted base

Fai e(1946)] (dashed lines--re-
sults of flipht testing, solid pressure for SA - I rocket with data

line--calculation, dashed-dotted
line--external pressure). of the flight and model testing in two

zones of a first stage as shown in Fig.

I. L .

When the flows join a shock wave occurs and causes pressure rise of

cold gas in the boundary layer and its reverse flow. Sizov (1970) pre-

dicted the base pressure not only in the chocking regime of the bse

4t
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region but also for the weak reversed flow considering the constancy

of mass circulatin, in the region G G_ where G+ is mass inflow rate

in the base region due to interacting stream and G is outflow rate

ro, tre base region.

} na a& .. 1U9: by using a model of a near wake behind a body

studieci t, IrrPc-ularlty o" the flow ;i.nd effect of the oase injection

on the base pressure and tbrust for separated annular flow. Analyti-

calU and experimentally the flow rate 'or nozzles with different cent-

ral bodies and the effect of parameters of external medium were deter-

mined.

2.2 Integral Method

Gogish and Stepanov (1971) analyzed the problem of flow interaction of

two-dimensional (j = 0) and axisymmetric (j = 1) quasi-uniform stream

and uniparameter wake by the following system of six inviscid flow equ-

ations.

dyo/dx = Vo/u ; (i)

dyl/dx = ,/u ; (2)

) -L(M y-2oY _ ) Yo

AAT

dx-ZM2-1)( ,+- YoJ+I)3

'.~2_, 10)- yj 2~

- ( I)
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dv0  1 a i.4tyo

-x = _(j+1 ) a (5)aorM(yI 1YO 1

dv1  a (-)yl

dx (+1) a M(y+I- +1)

and two equations for a wake

DinH dn + FrianH (2 + H - w2)l dlnC j dln (7)
2' mdax LClnC "- dx dx

+_ m(2-m) dlnC - 2 (Hk)(8)
dx <-m)(J-C2 ) dx 1 -r *)

where

H = H*/H** , H* = ( 7- ) =.(j + 1) (1 - Z dZ
o

is ratio of thickness of displacement,

j+1 u ,,Jd

is ratio of momentum thickness

m= (us-uo) /uj,

' .: u and v are longitudinal and lateral components of velocity; indices

o and I apply to the parameter on the axis and on the boundary of the

stream. n equation(7) and (8) one must assume J = Yo and di._ =• dx

= 0;o  
-1/2

dy 0  C U/u M ( + M2) is the ratio of velocity

dx u max

of the external flow on the boundary layer of the wake;

q
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I2

71 (I - C'-) = + M (T-1)/2 " = '(1 Vf M'2 v2 ;

for an annular stream 0 = (Y+2yo)3(y1+y) = 1/3-1/2; (2y 1+yo)

3(y+y o)  2/3 - 1/2; for a two-dimensional stream K,= = = 1/2.

The initial conditions are known in the x = o cross section.

One must add additional equations to tne system of equations

'or an inviscid stream in order to oeterr-in. len~th isurf'ace) of ex-

ternal and internal boundaries of an inviscid stream:

dSi f v°0
dx -(j~l) 1 I ( -) " _ (j+1) "1 ,i '1 9

necessary for calculating the thickness of a stream of a turbulent

mixing layer.

The initial conditions of a near wake are defined from condi-

tions of attachment of an isobaric flow of mixing in the base region

with the flow of interaction in the wa.'e. When calculating a turbu-

lent layer of mixing behind an axisymmetric face, one must begin from

these same approximate relationships which in a two-dimensional flow,

are: profile of velocity in the mixing layer is universals =

where f (, + I)yjc -- is the area (thickness) o" the cross section

• the mixin, zone; b -- is the mixing coefficient.

Conditions of continuitY S and J in the attachment section

and conservation of mass in the stagnant area are described in the

'orm
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yj 41 (x) + b!oS,(X) L I - -(ICo)]- d j+J (10)

yj+1(x) = Jj1+1H* (mCj) (11)

If j+J (m,C,j) = (1-B)bO°H**(1,C°,0)So(X) (12)

where

B (pu)i/( u)°b°** (1,CO,0)So(X)

(M,"j -01)U 'd , f % -M-'

S ) J' y +( ° ) dcX (j+1) f dy x" ~So(j+') Yo. Y

is the area (length) of the ejected surface of the stream..

Relative integral thicknesses are expressed as a function of

three arguments: form-parameter m derived, velocity C and parameter j.

From equations (10)--(12), it follows that the initial value of

the form parameter m0 is defined depending on the magnitude of C° from

equation.
1 - H*,(m.C°,1) -. I - H* (1.00,0)

(re'co00 ) H**(I,c°,0)(1-B)

and coordinate x =  of the cross section of adhesion from equation
• • .j+1o b(C° ) H* (m,C°,l) t - H*(,C,0) 0 (13)

So 1- H*(m,C°,O)

Calculation of flows of interaction is carried out in two parts.

First, for a given magnitude of base pressure Pb' integrating of the

I
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equation (1) - (6) for inviscid flow, the flow on the isobaric section

downstream of the body up to the attachment section is determined by

eq.(13). Then, by integration of the sane equations, the flow in the

interaction region is computed. The actual value of the base pressure

Pb and the actual flow in the interaction region are determined by the

condition ol passage of integral curve through a particular point (wake

neck).

T is well-known that the numerical particular solution of equations

or the neighborhood of the saddle of a particular point whose position

is to be fixed during the calculation is difficult. However, in prac-

tice it is adequate to set up two non-specific solutions relating to

different families; the difference of their base pressure values is

smaller than the prescribed value of / ) = (PWP-) 2 < 10 - 2 .

Fig.VI.5 shows integration using the Runge - Kutta method for two di-

mensional flow of M = 3, Yo = 1, yj - 2, go - 0.1., 0.1, a". =0.6

(pa is pressure at nozzle exit) for various Pb values.

Commas in Figure VI.5 are equivalent to decimal points

5. 5 6o .&.. .,~.!

O 0,575 0.36s qo

jo 7 0.82 C 0 2 4 6 8 1/J
a b

Fig.VI.5. Change in the parameters of a viscous
layer (a) and contours of inviscid streams (b).
[Shvets and Shvets (1976)]

q
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The lower flow boundary yo(X) in the interaction region corresponds

to the displacement thickness J W.

Non - specific integral curves in Fig.VI.a do not correspond to any

kind of actual flow and all curves begin on a line of initial data.

(with absence of injection B=O). The right branches end on a maximum

- line determined by condition of A(m,C) 0 0; the left branches are

limited conditionally and adequately by elorgated section x = 10 ; for

this the solution has physically unrealistic peculiarities. From

Fig.VI.5, it is seen that there are two prescribed initial conditions

for particular curves. These two special curves are drawn as the aver-

age between the non specific relating to two different "amilies and

these non specific curves have been close to each other. Correspon-

ding to them two specific flows of interaction are sketched in Fig.VI.6.

yIL

2 .

O 1 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 x/1

a b

4ig.Vr.6. Two steady ,*ows of interaction:
[Stepanov and Gogish (1973)J

a--pgP. = 0.375; b--pJp, = 0.55.

The existence of two values in the interaction flow in a given case

indicates the possibility of quasi-steady oscillation with amplitude

2 (pb/p- ~2 - P P 1/ [(pb/p, ~2 + (p/- I~ o .4.
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2.3 Computation of Flowfield with Mass Addition

Numerical evaluations of performance characteristics of a plug nozzle

jet flow with an additional secondary Jet injection in the base were

intensively investigated recently, but this complex flow phenomena is

not well understood.

It is known that the viscous effects play a major role in these plug

nozzle jet flowfields interacted by the secondary injected jet.

However, if the mixing effect does not modify the inviscid flowfield

extensively, the dissipative region can be simply superimposed on

the inviscid flow pattern. Lee (1966) analyzed, using the aerodynamic

plug nozzle flow schematic shown in Fig.VI.7, the gas dynamic struc-

ture of jets from plug nozzles.

The aerodynamic plug noz-

zle flowfield is charac-

SShd terized by two sets of a

S WO boundary, external and in-

ternal and shocks, upper

and lower downstream of

____the nozzle. Behind the

Fig.VI.7. Aerodynamic plug nozzle intersection of upper and
flow schematic. [ Lee (1966)]

lower shocks, two reflected

shocks and a slip stream

occur. A numerical scheme for solving this part of the flow field has

been presented by Der et al (1963).

4 As a first approach iLee (1966)] an inviscid solution for the primary

V and secondary flow is obtained. The computer program starts at the

'403
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nozsle throat, where that flow is assumed to be uniform, using Prandtl

Meyer equations at slightly supersonic M = 1.05. The primary super-

sonic properties are determined by using the characteristic method.

The gas properties at the lip o! the shroud and at "i:e r:orner of the

plug are evaluated by the Frandtl-Meve! .efatiorib rind tne secondar,

!ow -pro pe rt iecF are dotermined tv o--u.ec .. I rtp' eq at on

The !lowf ield points are colipled a -on ig ht 'unn i.w -aracteristics

until the last one originating rom thle nozzle I .T is completec or the

flow behind the lower shork hecomes sunsonv . Then, the upper field

points are computed along the left r-unning cnara'te:istics until the

upper shock meets the lower one.

If a secondary flow is injected in the plug base, the solution for

boundary points between the primary and the secondary flow must be

iterated in order to determine a common static pressure. The proce-

dure starts by computing the secondary sonic area A* based on the given

total pressure, total temperature, ratio of specific heats and the mass

flow rate of the secondary flow. Bv knowing the initial value for the

boundary coordinate at point B (Fig.VI.7), the cross-sectional area

can be determined by the characteristic method. The Mach number of

the secondary flow can be evaluated by successive approximation using

the following equation ;
i /  ~ ~ 2I 1( + '-1I M2  ](+)2 I

A/A = T -1( ) (+ )

The static pressure of tIre secondary flow is determined by isentropic

relations and the flow properties of the primary flow at the boundary

are computed based on the given boundary static pressure. All these
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flow properties are considered as the second approximations for the

computations.

7ee (:6)used for simplicity, a nozzle of arbitrary design with ex-

pa'sior.rai P2/n of _,weeREadA a-re the radius of a

lczz.F- snroud and a nozzle throat area respectively. The throat in-

00
1 n!Or xInfle 04 4c- , and the nozzle wall is iade up of a 45" straight

.i- es:-, ate tevariation of a lume shape afflected by an anm-

-iew.ress.i e arid a iecorndarv total. tssure its showr in FigVT B3a and

1,-
~~~~-- 4___________

+

* -*~-~. ... ~ri~tinc fA

-O_ 1& 6-.:c PSIvr~

ma %

aa

4aiai05o
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sure has very little effect on the secondary flow as long as the noz-

zle is an overexpanded one. As shown in Fig.VI.8b, if the secondary

flow total pressure increases the jet flow is pushed outward, the wave

length of the jet decreases, but the jet external boundary remains

the same. When the total pressure of the secondary flow is about dou-

bled, the length from the nozzle tip to the shock intersection is about

half, indicating that the total pressure is a dominant parameter in the

Jet feature.

3. Experimental Study of Annular Jet

If a set of jet nozzles is closely arranged round the circumference of

body base, then at certain operating modes the flow behavior is similar

to an annular jet. Annular nozzles have advantages compared to Laval noz-

zles. For example, thrust loss is smaller at over expansion operating

modes and it is more convenient to lay out in the body base. Greatly

shortened annular nozzles are very- useful in various practical applica-

tions and for the determination of the thrust of such nozzles, it is ne-

cessary to study the separated flow at the base of the centerbody. A

number of experimental investirations of an annular flow involving se-

parnt~or, a shock interactlrr a elA :iz mass acddition etc. are available.

'r iix',,yrefri nozzler, at. the ".', num-

.4,. ~ ~1< 1, ',-d. The r-it c. o ' trn o rnu

.," .l F ',- d i;t: Luto;. over the ertral part of the nozzle

' 1
"4' . . o . . . ..

: , " " ' ' ': ""(9;



was nearly constant. The relative base pressure p'p- measured at

the central point of the nozzle base, in a function of the jet off-

design flow ratio n p a/p., (Pa is static pressure at the nozzle

. 2 01 -9

0-3 c) 1
t.-4

n

M.tO M. <I M,> I
Open Closed

Fi. 'T9. Base pressure and flow paameters on the wake axis.
(1) MI =*135, (2) 2, (3) 2.5, (4) 3.1, (5) 3.6, (6) calculated,
M, = , [Stepanov and Gogish (1973)] . (7) M1 

= 3, LStepa/nov and

Gogish (1973)] , (8) positions of the point p min, M I = 2, (9)

;ositions of the point pe max' MI=2" (10) position of the stagna-
.tion point, (11) MI = 2, M 

= 2, (12) MI = 2, M 
= 3.

[Shvets (1978)].

i exit), is shown in Fig.VI.9. With the increase of' an off design, ratio,

b '?ie base pressure decreases initially Lnd at larer M. he pressure

, ~~~ : V e : Q m uos. e l o w e r . [ 'o t e c il Y , t i e e e x i s t 6 a c r i i a v a l u e o f ..n

I- t,, o- ,,e i[ t .tio ,at wh,- -h the i ni ttantane , us chan get - ore a de-

:ta,e to t,a u:.' :; l t,-es-sure in a change G - retiime as n increases

-- 1 . . .. 3 .1 . 3 .(,, ni = 3 . 1 .8 , 3 .5, 1., 0 .9 re sp e c t ive ly ) .
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The reduction of the pressure corresponds to an "open" base region

while the increase to a "closed" one.

The base pressure reaches its minimum value just after closing which

takes place if the supersonic jet regions mutually interact. After

closing, the base region is entirely surrounded by the supersonic flow,

and the jet pressure is proportional to the pressure in the injection

settling chamber and does not depend on the surrounding pressure.

. .9 shows the base pressure in a function of an off-design ratio

and the Mach number at the nczzle exit (where 'low is assumed uniform

i_,nd parallel to the center line) computed by Stepanov and Gogish (1973)

compared with experimental data. For the nozzle M. = 2 in the open

base, the computed values are larger than experimental data whereas

in the closed base smaller.

Intense oscillations of the jet structure were observed from the pho-

tographs taken by a high speed camera as the mass flow rate was changed.

The values of pressure and n vary by 10 - 20, when approaching n from

above or from below the critical value. The hysteresis is related to

the history of the flow state change when passing from one stable state

to other. The possible existence of quasi-stationary oscillations and

an approximation of the hysteresis region was indicated by Stepanov aud

'"orish (1973). intense pressure pulsations during the changes of the

:low regime were also observed on multinozzle arrangements and with a

disk-shaped nozzle by Gogish (1969).

The measurements of the static and the pitot pressure of the reverse

:low indicate that the stagnation point approaches the nozzle base as

~408
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the off-design ratio is increased.

The dimensions of the jet and separated zone were determined by an

optical flow visualization and shown in Fig.VI.10. In the zone of

an annular jet, a toroidal

circulatory flow is formed which
4I - -7

Q-2 --5 o-8 ends with a contraction recall-

' __-°iit ing the wake neck. The contrac-

tion or necking formed by the

* first cell (d2 ', .2 ) at small

C f; 2'1 2
deviations from the design flow

ratio has a diameter close to

that of the centerbody. By in-
04 08

creasing the off-design ratio
Fig.VT.1O. Relative dimensions of
the jet and the separation zone, about n = 0.4, the first con-
=3.6 (.'=.e/D, dd/D). () d, 1 traction and its downstream dis-

3.6, (2), M,=3.6. (3) di, M:I=3.6,

(4) Ji' M1=3.6, (5)d4, M1=3.6, (6) tance decrease and this process

4' M1=3.6, (7)V,=M1=2, (8)J , MI= is very intense close to n°.

3.1. (9) iU, M1 3.6. The effect of the off-design

[Shvets (1978)]

ratio on the second contraction

' , 23) is similar, although at n 0.8 fiowfield changes and the

second contraction cell disappears. As the off-sign ratio increases,

tne throat of the complete jet (d4 ' , 4 ) becomes large and moves away

from the base. Therefore, it may be said that the behavior of the inner

and onter boundaries of the annular jet with an uff-design ratio change

is different. If for the inner boundary the state of flow, in particular

409



whether the base is open or closed, is the determining factor, the

outer boundary varies like a jet exhausting from a Laval nozzle

as the cuter pressure decreases the boundary moves from the axis and

increases the cell length.

3.~~Shock-Wave Interactions

The main d; feerence between the superson!.-: annular jet and the ccnti-

c~u3 ; -Cu~a7 is found in the existence of two states of flow, with.

open and clone,4 regions. The distinct feature of tre annular .et is

the existence of different pressures on its inner and outer boundaries.

Due to these f" ctors, the field is considered with a system of com-

pression and rarefaction waves, differing for the inner and the outer

part oi the jet flow. From the relationship of off-design ratio and

outer pressure, it is seen that the flow states for which the jet will

be expanded relative to the outer flow and underexpanded relative to

the inner flow are possible.

The geometrical configuration of the jct and shock changes abruptly

when the regimes change and outer barrel shocks "orm the Mach wave con-

figuration. With increase of ofW-design ratio, the Mach disk so formed

mo.es away froF the nozzle and for M. = and n ?.f the outer and

inner shooks intersect regularly at first while at higher values a

Mach interaction of reflected outer shock waves occurs. For jet flows

of M. 3.1 and 3.6 at n = 1.0 and 0.0, the outer and inner barel

shocks interact reFularly after the change oF the regime. Approaching

to n the expansion wave leads to a sharp decrease of the :-ecircula-

ting zone pressure. For all nozzles tested, in the over c.itical flow
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, -- waKe it auv:-oanuea c: l x'y ne i :-sL jet cell.

3.3 Ir.jection into .Base Region of an Annular Nozzle

.he tli-ust loss reduction of an annular nozzle flow can be achieved

;n injecting 7as into the stagnation zon- surrounded by the jet.

:xTreriimental results indicate that as in the case of the distributed

e ction witi anr outer 'ow, the maximun value of pp may

,e -._r'eved at a denite value of tlhe injection parameter. If the

,as alaiied at h-. ce_tr-J pa, n" c," the annular nozzle, tne total pres-

:s;ie of the injected gas has ,a domir-ait influence on the jet shape as

Lee 196C) shows.

3.4 Outflow into a Parallel Co-Current Stream

Shvets, Kravets and Kazakov (1974) studied the base pressure on the

external Mach -umber by mounting annulax nozzles of M. = 2, 3.1 and

3.6 inside the rear part of the nozzle ; indicating the general regu-

larities in the base pressure variation and the way in which the flow

regime changes as shown in Fig.VI.a.

The three types of flow may be classified by the wake flow Mach number.

The first type of flow corresponds to small off-design ratios (n <0.5).

A\, Fig.VI.11. Base pressure (a) and

------ flow rerimes (b) for an annular jet
- (M 1=3.6). (1) n=O, (-) n=0.2, (3)

-,0.3o , (4) n=o.4, (5) 1=0_5, (t)
O.C, (7) n=-7, (8) n.6, (9) n=

O.C9, (10) n=1.0, (11, 12) open and
closed base regions, optical mea-

. . surements, (13) closed base region,
C.- -A ""pressure measurements.-I Shvets (1978)]
. -I v-9
:-4 40 1I
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An increase of the Mach number up to 0.9 is accompanied by a pres-

sure drop while by further increasing velocity, the pressure is also

increased.

The base pressure within the nozzle varies similar to the case of no

bleed (n = 0), an increase of the off-design ratio, producing a gen-

eral pressure reduction. For this type of flow, no change of the

flowfield is noticed. The second type of flow corresponds to an over

expanded jet with a pressure recovery by means of a system of Mach

waves or regular waves (n = 0.6 - 0.8). A change of the external flow

velocity from M = 0.8 - 0.9 caused a sharp drop of the base pressure

accompanying a change from an open to a closed t.ype of base flowf'ield.

-The base 'low remains closed up to V = 1.1 and a further velocity in-

-rease leads to a second change of the jet flowfield, from the closed

base pattern to the open one, 4ith a rapid increase ol the base pres-

sure. The third type of -low dlose to the design condition (n = 0.9 -

i.0) is characterized by small base pressure changes for the whole

range of external dlow velocities investigated. This can be explained

by the closing of the base flow at n > 0.9 for an M 3 3.6 nozzles,

as -a result of which the base pressure is completely determined by the

parameters of the out flowing et.

-he limiting conditions between the open and closed base flow rerimes

were determined from the optical study and pressure measurements shown

in Fig.VI.b.

The closure of the base flow region in the transonic flow range of" off-

deuign ratios close to the critical value may he reasoned as follows
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At transonic external flow velocities a local supersonic zone, limited

at the jet neck by a compression shock, appears close to the nozzle

exit. The pressure in this region is lower compared to that of sur-

rounding flow. Therefore, a local oftf-design ratio larger than the

0specified one is induced and so reaches n , which in turn leads to the

closure of the base region at lower values of n than for outflow into

an open space. An increase of the outflow velocity is accompanied by

a transition to a 'ullV supersonic flow pattern with a supersonic velo-

city behind the closing shock. A compression shock occurs upstream of

the first jet cell and the pressure on the separation surface increases.

Therefore, for a given off-design condition the actual local value on

n will be smaller than n and the base flow opens up.

Let up consider now the flow in a jet discharged into a supersonic flov.

Similar to the case of the outflow into the infinite space the pressure

distribution over the nozzle base is nearly constant as shown in Fig.VI.9.

The relation pb/pa = f (Pm/Pa) where Pa is static pressure at the nozzle

exit from experiments and Stepanov and Gogish's (1973) predictions for

outflow into an infinite space and a parallel flow are given in Fig.VI.12.

In the open base flow region pjp is nearly linearly dependent to p/p.

Approaching to the regime change, the slope of curves increases sharply

and in the case of closed !'low regimes the ratio of p /pa remains cons-

tant. Pitot pressures and flow patterns determined from the schlieren

photographs are shown in Fig.VI.13.
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0-1 ,-6 The region of constant pres-
0-2 Q-7
0-3 V-8
6-4 V-9 sure in the jet center corres-
0-5 so /

~ ponds to the reversed flow zone.

'With increase of the off-design

- ratio, the maximum pressure re-

pTion in the jet appraches the

axis. The rearrangement of the

flow is accomplished by a sub-

P.,' P.
stantial decrease of the reverse

Pig. 'JT. 12. The relation p~pa~f(p /p a)
(i) M.=2., The relation p b O. r(P/a) flow region and in the closed
(1) M 1 35, M=0. (2) MI=2, r__O. (3)
MI=2.5,M=O, (4) MI=3.1, M=O, (5) MI=3.6 base flow regime, the pitot pres-

M=O, (6) M1=3.6, M=O.5, (7) M1=3.6, sure in the flow near the axis
M=-0.7, (8) MI=2, W-2, (9) M1=2, M--3,
(i0) calculated values, MI2 [Stepanov increases and the jet boundaries

and Gogish,(1973)] . (11) Mi=3 [Stepa- expand.

nov and Gogish,(0973) [Shvets (1978)]

-.1 04 Fig.VI.13. Pitot pressure

- ej * measured in the base region

* ._y' / ... ' ~behind an annular jet (MI
"-- / 2, M3) .... flow features

TM 
--

~- 
-- - -From Schlieren photographs.

PI -Pitot pressure in free
- , jet for n=1 (calculated).

, ,- - [Shvets (1978)]

N_ N_'.. .. -- -
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4. Fluctuations in the Separation Zone

Base pressure fluctuations depend on a number of factors such as

quasi-steady changes of the flow regime in multinozzle arrangements

or annular jets, the a-onstic jet radiation and non-stationary flow

in the base region etc. In this section only the base pressure os-

cillations affected by non-stationary base flow are described.

4.1 Plug Nozzle

A comprehensive presentation for

o-/ a plug-nozzle is given by John(1973)

; __ Ias follows:

,6' 122 18,3 8, KN The plug nozzle, a relatively new

-~ development in jet propulsion sys-

tem which essentially replaces the

490 -diverging portion of a conventional

0,2 0,4 96 L supersonic nozzle with a Prandtl-

Fig.VI.1 4 . Dependence of the Meyer expansion so as to increase

coefficient of thrust of a 24-
nozzle model on its height (a) the off-design performance of the
and relative thrust on the de-
gree of shortening of the cen- nozzle. The plug nozzle is a device
tral body L f/d (b)[Nigdal
et a! (1964)] : which is intended to allow the flow
i--ring nozzle, L = 0.3; 2--
annular binding L = 0.55; 3-- to be directed or controlled by the
Laval nozzle; 4--P b = 0.

ambient pressure rather than by the

nozzle walls, and in this nozzle

supersonic flow is not confined within solid walls but is exposed to

the ambient pressure. Thus, the expansion along the plug is controlled

by the back pressure whereas the converging-diverging nozzle expansion
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is controlled by nozzle geometr.

The design condition of a plug nozzle is to ensure the final expan-

sion wave intersects the plug axis at the design pressure ratio.

Therefore, under this operating condition, the pressure at the plug

wall decreases continuously from the throat pressure to ambient pres-

sure just as with the converging-diverging perfectly expanded nozzle.

For the under expanded case, the operation of the plug nozzle is simi-

lar to that of the converging-diverging nozzle.

The major advantage of the plug-nozzle is expected for the over ex-

panded operation. This fact is significant because for a rocket noz-

zle, for example, accelerating from a sea level up to design speed and

altitude must pass through the over expanded regime.

The pressure along the plug surface does not decrease below ambient,

so there is no negative thrust due to pressure difference. Thus, the

plug nozzle provides an improved thrust over the converging-diverging

nozzle for the over expanded case. A simple cone of up to 400 half

angle can be used without undue loss in thrust performance. Thus, the

plug nozzle has the further advantage of being short and compact.

However, one major problem with the plug nozzle is that of design to

withstand the high temperature. For example, in the exhaust gases of

*i ' rocket engine.

The plug cluster nozzle designed with closely spaced units has perfor-

mance levels and characteristics identical to the annular plug nozzle.

Severe truncation of the plug causes little or no less in performance.

The cluster arrangement is more than 12 units. Migdal, Horgan and Cha-

may (1964) found that a simple geometric relationship combined with a
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well-known isentropic relationship connecting the Prandtl-Meyer angle

to increase in the area ratio from C to C, is quite useful to in-

dicate the practical range for a cluster arrangement. The symbol E,

refers ratio of all clustered nozzle exit areas to total area of throat

and &N refers to throat area of a single nozzle. Then, in general,

it may be assumed that
+ cose) 2 /N

where N is the number of the unit and 9 is the unit nozzle inclination.

For example, a typical rocket motor with , 40 and E = 75 re-

quires 44 units and a 270 inclination angle if axial flow at 6-. is

desired. If the number of units is smaller, the difference between -N

and E. is small and the individual nozzles are directed almost axially

resulting the total thrust essentially as the sum of the individual noz-

zle thrust. Migdal et al (1964) experimental data was obtained with

high-pressure cold dry air. The contours of the plug were designed by

the axisymmetric method of characteristics assuming the annular flow and

the individual units were truncated perfect nozzles.

Axial and lateral forces were measured directly and the weight flow com-

puted with a calibrated bell-month.

A comparison of the off-design characteristics of the cluster and annu-

lar plug nozzle is shown in Fig.VI.14, demonstrating the ability of the

plug nozzle to adjust to the back piessure and similar performance of

an annular-and clustered plug nozzle.

The performance parameter f (Migdal et al denotes by Cv) is the ratio

of measured to an ideal thrust calculated from the measured weight flow

and isentropic expansion to ambient pressure. The nozzle were tested
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with several plug lengths obtained by truncating the full-length de-

sign contour. The drastic reductions in the plug length have little

or no effect on performance as shown in Fig.VI.14b.

The effect of spacing between the units of the cluster were evaluated

by blocking the flow through several nozzles but providing symmetric

conEigurations of 12 and F operating units. The results indicate that

a large gap between nozzles causes an appreciable performance loss and

this loss is due to the depressurization o' the 'ase a'ea between units.

A change in plug contour eliminated this loss.

Test results of' vectoring by throttling units show that b. increasing

the plug length the effectiveness of vectoring decreases. Thus, the

longer the plug acts as a flow diverter rearranging the initial asym-

metric flow back to an almost uniform "low in the axial direction. The

test of gimballing indicates that large angular movements are required

to obtain the significant side forces but gimballing a portion of the

plug appears to be relatively inefficient. Particularly since that por-

tion oP the plug which is gimballed can be removed with no loss in per-

,ormance.

2hock vector control via secondary injection through the plug wall yields

results enuivalent to the same technioue in a conventional nozzle.

The most promising methods of vectoring appear to be throttling or gim-

balling the individual nozzles with the shortest plug length consistent

with satisfactory unvectored performance.

Experimental studies for thrust performance, distribution of pressure

4
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Sand heat transfer on the centerbody

using a momentum method for cold air
I0

injection and hot gaseous hydrogen

and oxygen are reported by Hender-

shot et al (1967). The measured base

In,, 9 c Pg pressure i.- shown in Fig.V.15.

} F [, : [a.e :re%sdr,. 'or * ~ wT: re Sr: ow the me wth a closed base

.erecion, the pressure affectec. 0- a

short centerbody is almost the same

compared to the pressure with the zero

length of the centerbody.

If the base region is open, the base pressure appears to be almost equal

to the pressure on the external flow. If the initial expansion of the

individual nozzle is decreased while the inclination angle is appropri-

ately increased, the base pressure with a closed base region may become

larger than the external pressure. In the opposite case, a significant

low pressure may occur in the base region. In order to evaluate the heat

transfer to the base of the rocket, it is necessary to understand the

base flow structure thoroughly accompanied by analysis of the reverse

:low occurring in the near wake.

.eytes (1974) studied the interaction of two and four underexpanded

st-eains. At first, the neighboring streams interact and part of the

gas flows toward the svmmetry axis of the system.

Because of the flow turning compression occuring in the neighborhood of

the symmetry axis and the pressure increase is given approximately by
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Newton's formula

P4 v sin'f

where P4 is the catic pressure in the area of interaction c four

streams, p and are density and velocity during the interaction

o* the two streams and /3 is an interaction angle of' the stream line

in c -ompressed layer inclined toward the s,,mmetry axis of a !our noz-

zle unit. Approximate calculations show that the static pressure in

th :cu" streams interaction region is invesely proportional to the

square of the distance between nozzles. 'he _ormula 'or pressure changes

along the axis of stream from the four nozzles has the same t'orm as for

a two nozzle unit and the distance between its axes is equal to the dis-

tance between the axes of an opposite nozzle in a four nozzle unit.

Therefore, the position of the maximum static pressure in this unit sys-

tem coincides. The Mach number in the four strearnsinteraction region

is approximately V- times smaller than in a field of two streams in-

teraction. The tests show that in the interaction zone the viscous ef-

"ect is small for static pressure, and it can significantly influence

the dynamic pressure.

Ooethert (1961) formulated the similarity of base pressure of test model

and prototype by

pa pa

M Poo P p dl' p dl' P

where V) is turning angle of Prandtl-Meyer flow.
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r'. or.ue: Ic sat is' s srimla'it, the turning" angle Of the stream

at :he exit c< tue model ,id the actual motor m+sct te ths. saie and

r.- "u"Iowinc approximAt,.nr ecuation holds, relatnp to Macr- number

!,"a -I ' h, exit C : "1:1 -,Ozz e.

• s.:! ',: :i:.i;'- .." : :a : : cc: .,o:, - .cr.T "'.t :rar .cer is n . Ma

je aI he >t d t e cm *: s .oruustior

p r .....s r :ce - ' ' , r - .'5s Ite to deter-

nine the nh ni ,:e: o the ;.40 .C I. -.

Fi .. c. shows the base pressure at

b the center ol the base shield of a

--our nozzle unit obtained for ecui-

2) / ,valent medels referring to the working

0 _medium involving cold air and combus-

il ;' P)' : z3 tion products of jet fuel,

Fig', !O.:Jereticence , maxi- During the flight, if the nozzle units

mum .elative base pressure on
ela Tress uce in the ambient are closed, then an existence flow re-

,AtmosTne-e "or models with hot
re.ms [oe, e shouad -cnsci(r-d within which

-- ot e streams; part of the hot gases of jet str-eams

-~ Te--cltical retrns. Therefore, it is necessary

to proxide a thermal shield in the base

reg on in orler to protect the base

the !--;lja.t heat from the reactive streams but, also from the con-
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vective heat from the returning hot gas.

Tuits and 3moot (1971) computed and compared with the experimental

data of mixing coaxial treams, 'ee and bounded, o re-Tulated and

r:on-reeatea, d aises pi th presence o" sclid ,axti i <.-d seconda:-.

• ~ re : :tto C.,; • o - anr' c'c,,, Ant :s along the

st:--an ax;,-_ Fh - ioet i ents )f' roeia or retween the -ei enf-th

o the0 sted:, * v, it:, the r on,:mt'at~irs, te coe:'ic ents of

mixing aud the vorte< d f usicn were also investigated.

; -Oscilation o" the 5ase }ressure Arfected b- knnular Jet Out'low

The rressure os illations -r the base region del-id on many 'actors,

such as, quasi-steady changes o: the "low field in annular jets, acous-

tic radiation of jets and non-steady 'low behavior etc. For multinoz-

zle lay out, non-stationary; influence on the base flow caused by re-

laxation oscillation and discrete a,'oustic radiation is of the greatest

importance.

some investigations on the a-oustic jet radiation are described here.

Lirhthil] (1963) investigated subsonic jet noise by relating the acous-

tic 7ressure eenerated by turbulerce to a system of quadrapolar sources

ixed in a ,ues.'ent medium. <orcos (1Qc9) studied the structure and

ncr se of a low velocity .,et and Gireynki; (1 9 69) studied the Influence

c the a-ousti interference on the initial part o the turbulent jet.

The results o theoretical and experimental investigatIons of aerody-

namic noise are all described in the book Aerodynamic Acoustics

(Ed. Munina and Kvitki 1973)
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Rimsk-.-Korsakov and Munin (1974) report a large number of papers on

noise in supersonic jets. One of the research trends is concerned

with investigations of the discrete components of the noise spectrum.

.Poell ( 09) proposed a self-exited oscillation cycle to ir_,esrigate

t ,'et whistle anK Hanmit (1961) rid Merle (l96r) proposed the posi-

t ios r Iiscrete tone scuree e pacers indicate that this radia--

Irio. is rearl: isentroli - u- 7) ,nd Rinsky-Kevsakov (970),

rhc'e -q a or te's:¢ and,0 is harmonir requencies, there exist

nrete-red directions.

Sedelnikov k1 971) developed an instability theory applicable to free

jets and ejectors and Lebedev and Telenin (1970, 1974) solved the pro-

blem of the jet interaction with an external acoustic field case and

in non-linear approximation for a plane case.

The high frequency portion of the noise generating jet spectrum is

studied by Krasilnikov and Shihlinskaya (1964). The acoustic interac-

tion of a supersonic jet in the nozzle base by Belenkov (1970).

Poldervaart et al (1968) investigated the discrete tone for the super-

sonic jet outflow from a slotted nozzle and Hay and Rose (1970) the

noise spectrum of a jet engine of an airplane in flight.

'or a lar:e -lass of supersonic jets, Anufriev et al (1969) ebtablished

general laws 'or the 'requency characteristics of the discrete compo-

re ts of noisp spectra. Data on the influence of an ejector on the

noise radiation spectrum of a jet is available in the publications of

Middleton (1956) and Pychov (1968).

4
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4,) The Level of Fluctuations.

Since the structures of annular jets differ from those o: c: TIinner

jets :nvolw'Lng, open and base flow regiLmes, it ma:-, oe contetc'ured

that pressure lutua Lions due to acoustic rad'atio". D-he arnria

Jist would be a istinct phenomena. The :reue .ca t: I at te

craze or thf- annul'ar nozzle depend inch-a or: ici

iC n(4 suo~startial. d. f -~ce .ct I c.-r -,e, comrrrw

'a-;.spert'tri~ ;re found -

'6Slar'e!rSan 66-- S3 tU'; a Cuu thee t-rLes c tr:te rdain

nunarrp ':-whaicn, r~r rintnc~e an rarree one6s. One c'

r e~cSac tins atsrrcr tet noise is t'inc roundar: r.ertuTrnatt.on

-all a!d " 5k 9 indicaIte. Tne inst-abilit- of the jet bound-

xerurnt~o~sstartinC> at 'the Iet exit is

The relation between the Inter-

'etc levei of pressure 4rluctu-

~ \- -,< ono -at trhe central point

C .- 7Z rE cite Cf

2 .upt on -- ' is rrmpai ed c

a n incea' e o' fluctual i - A

further increase oF the o'r desin



ratio for the last two nozzles produced a decrease of fluctuation

level but for M. = 2 nozzle the transition to the underexpanded noz-
o

zle flow case is accompanied by an increase of L

A characteristic feature of the annular jet is the sharp reduction

.r the iressure fluctuation Ievel when the flow regime changes.

At t'.e same time a'so an appreciable reduction of an acoustic pres-

sure leve7 ir the far field occurs Therefore, this feature -an be

cnd t, termine the transition --on the open 4o the closed base flow

regime usinF acoustic measurements only. The value of the pressure

'luctuation characterized the additional pressure variation because

of the passage of a shock wave.

The pressure in the separated zone inside the jet differs greatly from

the pressure in the surrounding space. Therefore, the flow parameters

in this zone affect the displacement of shocks toward the base. The

-value of K =  ( p?/ fb ab )(where K is an arbitrary coefficient) was

used for a qualitative analysis of the intensity of fluctration source.

The magnitude of is similar to the mean flow of acoustic energy

passing through a unit area of a plane acoustic wave under the assump-

tion of uniform distribution of fluctuation at the base (Fig.VI.17).

Thus, it may be noted 4hat the behavior of the curve = f(n) is simi-

la- to the ones of L = f(n). Rimsky and Korsakov (1970) indicate

teat in the rear of the hemisphere a broad maximum of noise spectrum

exits The formation of a broad maximum in the pressure fluctuation

spectrum is in some cases more pronounced and appears over a wide range

of off-design ratios and in other case less pronounced. No clear re-
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lations between the flow regime and the positioning of the broad maxi-

mum was found.

The acoustic noise resulting from turbulent fluctuations in the jet

and the boundary perturbations at supersonic speed io a stationar'

stochasti process and the char'acte-istic parameters of such a pro-

'ess zare; the mean value and the second ornier statistics which can be

riven either 1y the correlation "unction or the spectral densit-,, fun-,.-

t.iO 

The crene-alized spectral densIr', of' the annular jet noise is compared

with experimental results of model rocket engines ty Humphrey (1957)

as shown in Fig.VI.18. The Strouhal number is defined by Sh = f da/a.0 3

Khere da is diameter of the nozzle exit (for annular jets the equiva-

lent diameter of a circular jet based on exit section area) and a. is93

the velocity of the sound in the jet. The ordinate shows the value

of the generalized spectral density

S1 
10

oL °
- C- - ~dJ'Jf)d

where L.?(f) is the spectral

~0U L .- ,. density of noise.

SIt is apparent that the distribu-

Fi<.VK., Jomparison of gene- tions of generalized spectral

ralized spectral densities of jet
noise. (1) Rocket engine o,' 40- densities of the noise of the an-
50 tons thrust, (2) 1-15 t, (3)
0.Q t [Humphrev (1957)] (4) annu- nular nozzle models are similar to

lar jet of 0.15-0.3 t thrust.
Shvets (1978)] the experimental results from the

full-scale rockets and turbojet

engines. 
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let us conrsider" briefilv the influence of the jet shape on the radiated

noise. There are three methods to reduce the noise of supersonic jets.

, i Frst one is ' sed on the reduction o!' the effective outflow velo-

% 2, seconi or, increasiny the width of the frequency range and

e o r tAc 1 t t t Ie s oaxflcc: .o 1 " a nozzle system is lower

,;c:' e et:e ,epa:ratelI'. 'he ],ast

* :c I:0 Al:~r-enC i:: rt cOt*-Ts Kthe Oaiu isc

or........... c. th i'i-t t.c ,)rlx mation the length of the acoustic

,,.* -: lLerr iued hv the wjdt; o: .i.e displacement regi o iii an\ jet

SccK r.o, ,A the value o! the average velocit, in this region. As, for

Vhe saLme mass output and neck diameter, the perimeter of an annular

4et is larger than that of a circular one, the distance along- the axis

required for entrainment of a given quantity of air is diminished, i.e.

the linear scales of the mixing process change. If the exit area shape

o " the nozzle is changed without increasing its area in such a way that

the jet flows out in the thin annular jet shape, then the radiated noise

'requen * increases approximately proportionally to the ratio of the

initial diameter over the slot width. The reduction of the intensity

o: hIe low :requencv,; noise when the nozzle shape is changed, is not

] comparied h, an increase of the hich : requency noise. This is another

A rnte,sir feure noted in the experiments of an underexpanded annular

ot 1 . - -. ,y b 'Richard (19 V .

o.4 )Discrete 0 omponents

For supersonic iet flow, a discrete tone is emitted. Merle (1965) ob-

served the most intensive acoustic radiation in a cylindrical jet from

4-7
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the sixth to eighth cell and Hammit (1961) from the third cell of

a plane jet. Predictions of Lebedev and Telenin (1970), using the

linear approximation of plane jet, agree with these results. The

first discrete tone harmonic is directed upstream at 30° to the jet

axis while the second is propagated perpendicular to the jet. When

the acoustic perturbation reaches the nozzle base, a cvdlic process

of acoustic resonance develops.

From the fluctuation spectra, the discrete tone Dart oC the fluctua-

tion enerpgv observed at the central point of the nozzle base may be

determined. It is estimated that the discrete component contains

about 30% of the total energy spectrum. In the continuous jets ra-

diating into the rear hemisphere, the energy' of the discrete tone is

sometimes comparable to the background noise energy as Rimsky-Korsakov

(1970) noted. In the over expanded regime, an overshoot of the level

AL of the discrete component (tor 7 Hz hand width) over the average
0

level o!' th(e continum spectrum
20
A 4 0 'o- nozzles of' M. 3.1 and 3.6

is observed as shown in FiF..VI.19.

/ - m-2-~ 2 "he d1icvete components of plane

0,6 ,0 jets o. M. =  t ewin at off-design

71g. 11.19. Amplitude and power of ratio in = C.9 nd reach a maximum
the discrete component,
aLo[dPI, --- , , (I) M2, (2) , value at n 1.3. .Hence, exist

3.1, (3) M,=3.6, open symbols - am- also at ni 1, whereas for cylin-

plitude of the fundamental tone;
'illed symbols-amplitude of the drecal jets the acoustic resonance
first harmonic. LShvets (1978)].

disappears at the design flow output.
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The discrete tone of an axisymmetric jet of M. = 2 detected for n = I

by Belenkov (1970) is considered as an exception. The existence of

a discrete radiation in the design flow of an annular jet can be ex-

plained by the determination of the off-design regime on the basis of

the external pressure, whereas at n = I, so determined, the jet will

be in an off-design regime when related to the internal pressure and

this leads to a flow with a system of compression and expansion waves

which will be different inside and outside the jet.

One of the main experimental results to be noted, is the reduction

of the discrete component of the fluctuation spectrum when the flow

regime changes. Measurements in the rear and far acoustic fields also

0
exhibit a disappearing discrete tone at or about n = n

The acoustic radiation of a supersonic annular jet propagates into

the external space as well as into the internal region downstream of

the nozzle central body. A qualitative estimate of the influence of

the off-design ratio on the ratio of the power content of the fluctua-

ting pressure at the nozzle base to the full jet power can be made

assuming that the fluctuation distribution over the base is uniform

(see Fig.VI.19 C = 4 b where k is an arbitrary coef-

ficient, db is a base diameter and N is the full jet power). For a

nozzle of M. = 2 in the underexpanded flow case, when the discrete

component is at a maximum becomes also maximum.

A comparatively large 1f -value in the overexpanded regime may be ex-

plained as the pressure in the separation zone is not much lower than

the pressure in the surrounding space. Therefore, the fluctuation

4'29
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energy is transmitted to the base with no substantial losses. For

jets of M. = 3.1 and 3.6, the variation of C agrees well with that3

of , L , indicating that the discrete tone is one of the most effec-

tive sources generating the pressure fluctuations. The rang 'e in whirh

the discrete components appear were determined by spectrogram and an-

alyzing an expanded frequen:', scale. This enaLles one (using a narrow

band analyser) to evaluate ti-e ')trouhal number corresponding to the

disr-rete component JhO = o d/a (where d is the outside diameter of

the annular nozzle and a is velocity of sound in the surrounding space)

accurately as shown in Fi.VI.2'O.

The discrete component of M. 2 noz-3

zle shows a 'requency discontinuity

3 close to the design "low regime.

__2- hozzles radiatin, a discrete compo-

nent in the overexpanded regime ex-

0 0. 0012
hibit a monotonic decrease of fre-

______ ____ quency if the Mach number or oft-design

ratio increase.
Fic.V .20. f"trouhal number
and htand width of the dis- A similar relation is obtained for the

e te component -- 5h(?) M continuous jets discharged from the

,, ( ) 3 = .. supersonic nozzles by ,imsky-Korsakov

F hes(1978)
(1970) while for the circular sonic

nozzles and ejectors Powell (1953) and

:a,.mmitt (1961) note the relation fo = f(n) has a discontinuity.

it is assumed that the parameter A Sho remains constant when the
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(,h racteristic dime'sion is cp~anged, then the width of the frequency

"and must increase as the nozzle diameter increases. It is possible

that. . sore ;ses tlhe widening of the diserete component frequency

,ari! ,auses the ac'snce of the reasonance process on full scale en-

1ne. -t us ,ompa-e the non-dimensional frequency of the discrete

=iconen:s : 7,ressiire 'u tuacion spectrum with the data on radia-

ion of dic->-ete tone tv ontinuous ,Sets. The Strouhal number Sh

o a ,;here d, ;s the soni- diameter of circular nozzles or the

ecuivalent diameter of circular nozzle with the same area as the sonic

sec-tion or annular jet) is given in a function of relative pressure

in the settling chamber p0/p in Fig.VT.21a. In Fig.VI.21b data

of annular jets and experimental results of continuous jets are shown.

I
The curve I give a relation Shi = 0.5

6 7(p0 /p.. - 1)2 based on the ex-

perimental data of cylindrical jets by Rimsky-Korsakov (1970) in an

agreement with lowell's (1953) formula for circular jets at low values

o:- p /p 7 the 2trouhal number of annular jets ShI were to be

based on the width of the gap ot the sonic section of the nozzle, then

t-na vliue o:* .'i. would be several tioes smaller. At the same time the

v-i'u-, c . o! anni-a.- *ets obtaiind for a wide range of n, coincide

satis:a tori> with cylindrical jet data. Hence, the characteristic

* ec, for the fo-mulation of Sh for the annular jet may be taken as

ti*ianeter ol the circular jet having, an area equal to the sonic

-ection. Ariufriev et al (1969) analysing data of discrete frequency

measurements of cylindrical and rectangular jets found that all data

.all on a single curve if the experimental data are given as a depen-

1431
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- ig.VI.'I. Strouhal number dependences t'or annular (10-1?),
cylindrical, (1-7) and "lat (2,9) jets, calculated according
to the eQuivalent critical sectional area, on the relative pres-
sure in the injection settling chamoer (a) and on the average

Mach number in the jet, assuming isentropic expansion.- [Mamin

and Rimsky-Korsakov (1969)3; T T- Anufriev (1969)]; II ,IV-cal-
culation for flat and cylindrical jets [Lebedev and TeleninL1974.
(i) m t=1 [Powell (1953), (2) Y1= 2 [Belenkov (1970)] (3) M =2

[Merle (196.)] (4) MI=2.17 L amin and Rimsky-Korsakov (1969)].

(5) V,=3 [Merle (196r5)], (6) MI=3 CAnufriev (1969)], (7) F1=3.7

[Anufriev (1969)3, (8) M,,= [Hamitt (1961)], (9) M1=1LPolder-

vaart(1968)](10) MI=2 [Ljutey et al. (1973)3, (IA) ml=3.1 [Ljutey

et al.] (1973) , (12) M1=3.6 CLjutey et al. (1973)].

LShvets (1978)3

dence of" the Strouhal number Sh, on the average N1 ach number in the

Jet M",.

Anu'riev et al (1969) approximated the curve TT in Fig.VI.21 <.'

Sh, = o.a5 - ) a

where d 2 1.78 G is the reduced diameterwhr 2 k.7 q T i

qM 2Po
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" :.: ,u.::.. jet nased on the output, G is the output of air through

the nozzle per second and T and p are the temperature and the pres-

sure in the settling chamber respectively.

From this figure, it can be seen that experimental data of circular

and annular jets form a single curve. Hence, for an annular jet, the

characteristic parameter for Sh2 is jet the Mach number determined

on the assumption ot" isentropic expansion in the nozzle.

Lebedev and Telenin (1970) formulated the following equation of fre-

cuenies of external acoustic waves at which jet perturbations in the

design flo, conditions are most strongly amplified,

Sh f 0d " h(n)a a + M e- I
a ta 7 0

vhere d is cylindrical jet diameter or the width of plane jet.

Phe function h(n) is ; I (M=O, j=0)

n - (re=O, j=O)
h(n) ( X (re=O, j=2)

Al/- (mrel, j=O)

where m = 0 in the plane and m = 1 in the cylindrical case;

j=O for symmetric and j=1 for axisymmetric perturbation of the ex-

ternal wave and o and /&i are n the roots of the Bessel function

i and I I

The first two values of the function h(n) for the cylindrical case

are for j=O, h(n)0.76 and 1.66; for j=1, h(n)=1.22 and 2.23.

e coputed cur'ves for plane !'I and cylindrical (IV) jets in an an-

'JV4
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tisymmetric acoustic field are shown in Fig.VI .21b.

Sedel'nikov's (1971) investigations of the low frequency approxi-

mations of the dispersion equation of a double layered cylindrical

jet have shown that an annular jet tends to oscilliate as a single

unit. Oscillations of plane jets are in the bending mode and this

is essentially true also for circular jets, but the latter, at cer-

tain flow regimes, oscillate with symmetric modes. Lebedev and

Telenin (1970) indicate that by computing the plane jet frequancies,

the jet is more stable in the symmetric external acoustic field than

in the antisymnetric one.

If the base flow region is open, coupling is due to wave radiation

-of a few periodic jet cells. As the flow regime change is approached

but before the jet closes there exists only one, fast growing annular

cell after the jet becomes a continuous Mach or regular wave inter-

actions are realized. In this case the whole jet does not have a de-

finite periodic structure and does not oscillate as a single entity,

therefore there is no resonance process.

4.5 Co-Current Flow

Tests on a jet aligned with free stream in a wind tunnel show that

due to de'lections, the tunnel walls have a great influence on the

jet stability. The tunnel wall influence is particularly important

or discrete components in noise spectrum patterns. Therefore, re-

Eults obtained in a co-current flow in tunnels may not be compared

directly with those of a free jet in an infinite outer space. On

the other hand, there exist common characteristics in both flows
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Subsonic flow data may be used to plot the quantitative curves while

values of transonic flow are applied only for a qualitative presen-

tation. The dependence of level of pressure fluctuation on the Mach

number of the co-current 'low is distinguished by three groups of

curves of diferent values of off-design ratios as shown in Fig.VI.22.

At n < 0.5, the level of pres-

... sure fluctuation up to M-0.8 is

\ -A-_--. -\ . nearly constant and then decreases

slightly. For n - 0.6-0.8 the

..... ----... value of L decreases sharply while

Fig.VT.22. Dependence of the pres- passing from M=0.8 to 0.9 and then
sure fluctuation level on Mach num-
ber of a co-current stream. (1) n= increases sharply when the Mach0. 4, M,1 3.1, (2) n0o. 6 , N1=3.1, (3)
n. , () n0., M number increases from M=1.1 to 1.2.
n=0.7, MI=3.1, (4) n=0.8, M(=3.1

(5) n=0.4 , M1=3.6, (6) n=0.6, M,= At M=0.9-1.1, the base region is

3.6, (7) n=0.7, M,=3.6, (8) n=0.8, closed and surrounded by a super-
M I = 3 .6 , ( 9 ) n = 0 .9 , M = 3 .6 , ( 1 0 ) n =  s n c a n l r j t a d o l h

1.0, M,=3.6. [Shvets (19 78)3 sonic annular jet and only the

radiation from the part of the jet

below the sonic point penetrate up to the base of the nozzle. After

the change o' rerime, the area of the inner surface of the jet which

is the main source of radiation toward the base, decreases sharply.

n this case, as during the outflow into an open space, the pressure

]vutuations in the closed Ivise region are smaller than in the open one.

,lose to th desig(n outflow n.=.O-1.C, the acoustic pressure is rela-

lively small as the base region remains closed for the entirt investi-

gated range of velocity of the external flow.

1
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riieduction oi Jet turbulence is an efective method o; noise ieduc-

~tion. The largest turbulence is attained in the zone of tangential

longitudinal discontinuity of velocity between the jet and the out-

side flow. As the co-current flow velocity increases, the outflow

jet velocity relative to the surrounding flow is reduced, leading to

a reduction of' the intensity of' turbouence in tIoe is' cos na.er :r.d

to a reduction of noise. 1:cos (9'9) reduced tne nclse o a .,w

Locitv Jet in a -o-current lo.

[n experiments ): annular jets, in increase ot the oute: ow

velocity up to the sonic value, s occompanied yv a reduction c: the

broad maximum and also by its displacement towards low frequencies.

One of the main noise sources of supersonic jets are waves radiated

by supersonic boundary vortices as Crandall and Mark (1963) note.

For high frequency jets, it is necessary to take into account the Dop-

pler coefficient (1-Me cos 1) and in the case of the upstream trans-

mission of perturbation (I + .e), where Me is the Mach number of the

boundary perturbations and 0 is the angle between the direction of ra-

diat'on and jet axis. For the subsonic co-current flow, frequencies

change proportionally to (i - X) as this coefficient determines the

change of the wave velocity relative to the nozzles. The experiments

usinr a closed type tunnel, the flow velocity reaching 0.5 M., in the

measuring section due to the e-ector effect of the jet with no forced

-vxternal flow, show that there exist two types of discrete components;

cr,' r: .P t, anr induced acoustic coupling and the other to the resonant

. cr of the eiector. For narrow gap nozzle (M. = 2.5) a discrete

4
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then 'eans nearly constant equal to P5-2"? d2. The frequency f re-.* 0

mains constant and the band width A f is approximately equal to 14
0

Hz for the base component and the harmonics. If the frequency of the

discrete jet tone is close to the resonant frequency of the ejector

where f cesonant frequency of the ejector),

ce,,oa: o. .ato, K :.hresoriary-c -r'-fs. ito 1h)e ejectcr can occur

.can . .ecto ,.odicates.

Phe ux.italton frequenc, tor eje, tors et the scuare cross-section is

= n + 1)a/24 where H is length of square edge. The relation

§ = f(n) for the ejector has a discontinu~ty and a locking in of the0

oscillations to the freauenc fo past the discontinuity is noticed.

The dis-rcte frequency coinorent of a iczzle of M=?.; re-,ains cons tact

despite the variation o' the off-des1n 'low ratio in a wioe range o"

n=O-4) and at a velocity of the ejected stream up to M=0.5. The non-

dimensional hceauencv of the diEcrete component is close to the exci-

tation frecuenc\ of the eje,tor ho = [(2n* ) d/'IH3-0.?7 (Eh° o:

S.e, Tcr excia r rle ( re ')Y ! -racteristic dimensions d and

ij, Udw;dth " f showste

, M .or. '' nI tiis case the excitat c'.

"!s :ette( Experiments w-itn ncz:-Ien

_:_ te or- ticon of the on- ,ca o

- an the var-at 'o-of 'I,, .

a' ", .t" a e o"-desiar ratlc, '-d to a ontlnu-

u?. ":i~ ,<o; ': "-c os' :., d '-e te -omponert . 7hc-ehore, it

a1

4,
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,b o V h tie i,'esti ted processes are not deerrined

it , ttio of the ejector, for wi,'ch a sudden frc-

-om , a " r ane esonarct value to anoter, 1- c!.a:acteristic.

As ' in creases, ',o initial

e--,

t ' , .o . . : s

_', s- .; Lenedev -r:

r '-- A ' Teleni' 0197L) oserved a similar

o -.behavior of the relation Lo=f(M)

VI\ in experiments of cylindrical

, t2 -- 0 1 jets exhausting into a co-current

6Sho F ow with -'ree surfaces. The com-
05 0

putation of Shvets (1978) indi-
Fig.VI.23. Discrete component
when exhausting into a co-current cates that the existence of a co-
stream (1) Cylindrical jet, M I25

s a (current flow exerts a stabilizing
calculation [Lebedev and Telenin
(1974)], (2) experiment,[ Lebedev influence on thp iet for antisym-
and Telenin (1974)- (notation as
in Fig.VT.2?). [ Shvets (1978)]. metric excitations in the external

acoustic field and causes a "sym-

metrization" o: excitation, Further investigation is needed because

the level of the discrete tone of a circular and annular jet with Y.

is initially inr-eased, and not decreased as would be expected consi-

dering the feed-back coupling scheme.

Tn a number o' cases another discrete component of much lower level,

with a frequency of a few tens to a few hundred Hz dif'erent from the

1
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t'-, en. -o: tht ..,in -omporent ts i.otaced Tn the fluctuation sepc-

to -ether wit i the ain discrete component and its harmon's.

_te open -ase :ee-ion flow regime the discrete tone rardiation, pro-

T.at in upst-ear ra-ea with the 'et close to the 'base of the

e x r ;,r6 -,rtc:.7ral -i -,daries of tnre a_ nu ra

e . 7je '' ' e.K 0c - -, a d

er "'"" u 'r . ' .. ', : :be' w s :' '(, 'f irm t, i'. . e oc the octeire and

'hE' inSiie, Ito ' o-oquerci *rec.e.w--th tn e external and interal

Cou;iings can be df'ierer-_V the outflow into a co-current stream occurs, the sound waves pro-

pagated upstream are carried down by the stream. As the velocity of

the co-current flow increases, the upstream propagation velocity of

perturbations decreases, and when the velocity of sound is approached,

the external coupling loop is interrupted. The cyclic process is

disturbed and the jet-acoustic system, acting as a filter and ampli-

fier of the oscillation becomes imperative.

Hence, for annular jets the external coupling loop is of primary im-

portance. The Strouhal numbers are determined from the frequencies

_orresprndirFp to the maximum level of the discrete components.

AF, shown experimentallY, after reaching a determined velocity of co-

rrrer t o'w, the f'requencies remain nearly constant. However, the

'ialue of Sh° increases slightly as the velocity of sound of the co-

-urrent flow diecreases with increase of the Mach number.
The frequency band-width of thp discrete component L% Sh increases

ilmost tw times when the co-current flow velocity changes from M-
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4; ~ 11CIease of :1 a tecl-
0

desizn ratio increases for the out"low into a submerged space, it nay

be noted that in the case of maximum level of the discrete component,

the width of the hand 4.Sh is minimum. Hence +he best performance0

of the oscillation system with an acoustic coupling may be obtained

t Tinimum band width. For the solution of supersonic jet inter-

;;ijth an ersernal ,coustic field c, scbsonic co-cu-rent flow,

. and Telenin \.19 74) determined the requencies ot external aco-

. waves :or antisymmetr e perturbation from the following equation:

Sh h(n"
Fa 'j-1 a F'j+1 2

L a, 1 .i

'he relation between the frequencies and the Mach number of the co-

,urrent flow far a cold cylindrical jet is shown by curve 1 of Fig.VI.2).

On the same figure experimental data for a cold cylindrical jet LLebe-

dev and Telenin (1974)-j where the discrete component was recorded at

two close freuencies are shown in curve 2.

_n these experlments the frequencies f did not change when the ratio
0

oF the h,-it tross-section ta the stream cross-section was below % while

,', j:r'er rcrease in this ratio reduced an increase of f . The ra-
0

of' th;e oss-section areas did not af ect Lo.

'he terod of the resonance system IEc determined by the time necessary

-r cc criroti, to -ross the distance from the iczzle to the ei-

ct :'ie source and the time the sound wave needs to Cet back to the noz-

n the case o outfLlow i.nto an infinite space, Fay and Rose (,970',

0 i

" a"

- ._.



An, Oc VIit • O +

0 u + kku -u) a U

where k is the coef'I'ecipent of vortex convection at the boundary of

*he 7upersonic boundarv laNer, (k = 0.&,5), 1 is the distance from the

a-n se of the nozzle to the ef fective radiation source of discrete tone

Ld . . II u are t ht, velocitves of :he jet and the co-current flow res-

I.,... ato e the disc re ue fecuencj es ,or the outflow

0 reA- .iI Iuf' n tefu cI'c ' fIor the zero co-

o It I',; .... [ a +kl

t kuia La+k(u<-u)j

iowef 's 19'K3) empirical formula, f a 1'9 )

whero k const. and d 1 is the diameter of the sonic section of the noz-

zle,
od 1  - F [M+k(M'-M)J(I-M)(I+kM')

k1  kkM' l+k(W'-M)

pO -1

x ( -- - 1.89 where M' = u./a.

:x',e''r , t; vil ,Ifi , tor ti- two values of n are shown in Fig.VI. ?4.

f d
- t*

a

O 1.89)

"...



Also shown are results from the

free flight test of Hay and Rose

(1970) who measured the second

o__--harmonics. The ShI values given

here are therefore obtained by

I ihalving the orrinal recorded tre-

,uencies. The linear variation

I,,, I:- -2 shown is a rood itif k is ta-ken
/ t 0-3

I as 1.1, which however is markedly
0 O0 2

F
SD n edifferent from that k1 = 3, whichFiFr.Y/.24. Dependence of the

Strouhal number Sh, on the para- fits the data of Powell (1953).

meter F. (1) Flight experiments, The results for the annular jets
[Ha v and Rose (1970), (2) annu-
lar jets Mj=3.6, n=0.4 , (3) annu- lie close to this linear depen-
lar jets M j=3.6, n-0.6.

[Lhvets (1978)] dence only in the range of ?=0.6-

0.9 corresponding to a falling fre-

quency.
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: l.c! >ake

i.,4ect ion parameter

ejected gas flow parameter

injection parameter

mass 'low r-ate

,u injection parameter

4A non-dimensional flow rate

:'atmo o: lase pressure with a mass addition
to bare pressure with no mass addition

I! ],: nonentum costffi to'

-.a~ o,, >wste t onronent of

m ~ass~ tc~a te

1

Is-!



S base area

S. area ratio of perforation to base area

UB  constant

u. velocity of injected ga s

ue  velocity along the axis

boat-tail angle

F dirensionless bleed nur.Ler

initial momentum thickness

constant

initial boundarv lagier thickness

subscripts

B base injection quantity

m mixing region
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CHAPTER VII

Control of Separated Flow

Among rhe availatle various ontrol techniques, the separation con-

re s :' njecTicr .f;lui and energy and h\ combustion are pre-

wa rtec I': this ,capter.

drw ~of a a unl>nt Ir JunFg edt e at supersonic speed

,'an be considc Iceduced "< re ting mass anrd energy (heatj into

t.e downstrear of the trail. edi-e. Because the drag reduction can

be a-hieved with a reiatively low velocity and a small quantity of

mass of the injected "luid, an efre 'tive flow control may be accom-

plished by inje-ting gas from a compressor. The fuel burning in the

near wake is also effective to decrease the base drag. Due to the

addition of mass and ener'; into the complex near wake region, the

problem of the near wake with mass and enerpJ injection becomes more

complex depending on a number of parameters such as the Mach number,

the Reynolds number, the shape of the body thickness of the boundariy

lacer and the characteristics o. the bounda- layer etc.

-r.- cont-ol of the base drag can he more effectively accomplished by

the cunrinK o' hydroren in the base rerion compared to that of an ad-

J~tion of hvdroaen in combustion chamber of an engine. Davis 'j96),

-on'irped this control technique by analysis, using a two-dimensional

fhapman-Korst 'low model with the addition of a reaction region along

the 'ree shear boundar-y and the recirculation of combustion products

4r,
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-ie 1-rlem noOT P'e>:i. i ci a:.d addilnalc:o:mtc

o §CTT:JSt1ion.

-
0t

Q o: as i n +v e -;;edc

-O-veni erc. ob 'tems o' 'riection are presented seprate>-

*, a- . cr5' peeds of exten.a . flow.
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F : Y ie s er , Toa a -o >i, -

rds ne> ;n:d h larpe olu f , the incompressible base is

er.tire!- vIseous. n the zase region, it may be assumed that viscous

forces are dominant over the inertia forces. Conditions for the Stoke's

approximation are applicable at least locally. B- solving the incom-

pressible Stoke's approxir.tion equations at x . 0 with boundar-;' non-

ditions on *he rase plane (Ox O) with a ;ar way uniform, f'low, the

e ff-t of the f hce hleedinF on the near wake may be aral:yzed.

- r: . d4 t2 e, , a t o a: eVL)

•.. a ro-, i : - d ir, '.nec rear eloclt

,-:'. .,- :-" ',o the sol't , of the near wake

S on r . an ie D-,ro.znd by super-

. * '..':r ,4 ii:. it. ;,p,* J a in-ectior.

Nom

P," . . , , E ,. ,t i i, i " m 
'



First with no injection, Zliokes two-dimensionail st!-er. line ioatterns

are determined.

.4ith the injection, since the lae ow stru-lii!e l euI 'or

niri c V W initial. veio Ity pro ile withI tlY' !,)I is river,

flenot(,i Lhe ~Iise iWe Ia uariti * and 'I aatn

7. r.'tie lo thr. e iaia leto t thie IdoL ceter and ze, o

Atf the ede.Testream unction obLtained or this Case is simpll:

'Iddedl to that o a two-dimenisional. btokes 'low. 7he -esulting flow

fields 'or two dif-ferent values o" U 3 are shown in FIr.I WI.1Ia and Figr.

For a small value of U. B 10- , Filg..VTi.1a, shows that the recircu-

latinr 'low reci5on is separated from the wall hr,. the injected fluid

and there are two dividing, str-eam Lines, T = 0 which surround t he

I ra itin, fow nd ( /i ) Uwhich separated injected .'uid

ram the external flow. or at laree value w' 11,, 10, i.'7*h

nii ates that the reicuIat mzone shrinks ai( ad isappears.

ire , lad eon t r [lutes an. at~d en a l ercm to the presEsure and the

:'ru cha-nre Caused bY the base iceed is horin Fi,-. V I 1 . I T:e

rcnl'es in reasod rea- the x-ax is hut de'-eases at some distance

'Ip net,.- ect. is an i-ceaose n the mean hase pressure. llence,

.i'aein the bane r. in aider to be ceetive, 1; should be

Iloat atC orler of' 0. 1.

'V,
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b c.

.T 4 ,tea lines (a, t) and change in
pressure c) duing injection of a L:.,id in the
oase re, D' errer and V Iviand, ( 196 0 J

The dra ,, coefficient "1: depends on the momentum coefficient defined

bv G u.
k. =

J 0. 5_f U2 S

where C u. is the mass flow rate, u. is the isentropic expansion

velocity from the total pressure to the static pressure in the free

stream flow, and S is the base area. This relation is shown in Fig.

,IT.' by Graven (1960) "or a supersonic jet in a parameter of u

7For various free stream velo-

~ o cities CD increases montonically

'- ,--" ' with an increase of the injection,

--- --- '
"-'

' '. - and C is given by a single curve

c 2 0' > 44 C5 45 ki in a function of k.. Although

tbe injection a 'fects not only in
F.i ., . ependence o: the coef-
'ici&nt oC the base pressure on the the wake but also upstream, its
coefficient o the quantity oF mo-
tion of a sti-eam when u, =15.2 m/s effect is damped rapidly and basi-
[Craven (1960)_: a- sonic stream;
b--M. 1 41 cally (about 90%) drag reduction
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'i>ecomTpressible 'low, thc- 'ase ,ressure dep,,ncls aisc or

<Kr.lionparameter

7 C, tedI ana h u

'e.;pe 1 v e n-C is a-'ezl

- r. a ;r, Q-i f on to the balse ' O Q OI

area as seen Fii,.'TT.3 eedneo

the b ase Pressure on the

parameter o" the injection
1--irijectian and porous
base [I Bearman, (1969) J;
.-- injection prom a base
cavit,,: tTown~nd and Reid,
(196 3) j

1.11 Transonic External Flow

5;Vkes (1970), investigated the base pressure and the base drag of

the c" lindrical and boat-tailed ater bodies with a gas ejection

7tpt-arsonic lJow (r = 0. - lie = e 10 6/ 't , at at-

mnospheric ;La ,ation presrure. "he com!.Imed effects o" the gas

*;o -i ~nrd the h)oat-tail werce ievesented at Y 0.9

-nel cron ;ist,d o" a 1 in. dieter, r ali er '~!tro~and

- "~'-~''oAc2 ali'her a te-lodies. The atfterrsodies consisted

',1ne-and six -onical boat-tails with angles o.: 30, 60 and

W'd o< -ngths amounting ~-and I caliber.

0.1A



. . . " U to thai preuiteu

unuijr. a., , e" a ,7 Fcwer law and J /d = ,

7,ai-ed' .ciu a rrpi al ore for a conventional

,. i ; : i i.-tailed dries was measured , t

.- er,-pe.s .. .re ---

i r'e .. .: o :-i ned ,4a ttc ic tne >oaLt-tail

ie pressures on the boat-tail and cylendrical after body were inde-

pendent of ejected mass flow rate and at M 0.95

C p C pb J=o  + Cpb( J )

and

Cpb ) = - 2.4 J + 60 J'

for

= /fu -! 0.03

J is an ejected gas flow parameter, m is mass flow rate, S is a cross-

sectional area of the body, E is a boat-tail angle, £ is a body

length and the subscript b reFers to the base. ( Cpb )J=O has been

evaluated by Sykes (1970) and given in a function of F and a boat-

tall caliber. The after body draF, r. is evaluated by the integration

" tI,e boiv pressure, and then combined with the base pressure, as-

suming that its value is constant over the base and the exit of the

nozzle. The results of C for the boat-tail and the after body are
D
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shown in Fig.VIIJ4, indicating

that J = 0.02 as the optimum rate,

for the drag reduction. Since the

effect of the thrust 'rom the

ejected gas momentum has not been

included, this could amount to

about 0.0? change in C, at J=0.03.

:!.4, Coefficient o tre
'.sc o: various tc-ailin--ede-e
:e, 'lions [3vkes,(1970)] (solid
Yone--l diameter, dashed line
-- 1/? diameter): 1--J=O; ?--=0.0?.

The results also show that the optimum. boat-tail angle (of about 70)

is relatively insensitive to the zas ejection rate or the boat-tail

ienrth. The same optimum condition and behavior are also reported

b,; 'owman and Clayden (1963) at i. = 1,0.

:.'xperiment o owman and .'lavden (1967), 'or cylindrical after bodies

1.= - 30 shows that the peak in the base pressure occurs at

'omna.-ativel:v low rate o --as ejection oi* J = m/, u_.C amounting

ou - 0.01 . Test atir was ejec.ted at the room temperature through

- nozzle. 'he ix-e pressure is independent of the nozzle geometry

or values oC I less than 0.01. Thus, the choice of the nozzle is

r ; at.lvely unimportant 'or the reg.ion of practical interest.

13 . u ,c-suni," ['x ternal Flow

,ie low regfion, where fluid injec'ion takes place, may be cha-

c-i t.rized by two stream line; dividing and critical stream lines as
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shown in Fig.ViT.5.

The critical stream line devides

the flow downstream through the

neck from the flow circulating in

the base region.

If no injection takes place, then

F .low in the base these two lines coincide, and with
region [ aum, King and DIenison
k!9tA')]. 1--Dividing stream an injection, the flow rate of the
line; 2---ritical stream line.

injected fluid is equal to that be-

tween these two lines.

Fuller and Reid (1948), studied the problem of gas injection to the

supersonic external flow and the pressure distribution in the two-

dimensional wake as seen in FigVII.6, VII.7 and VII.8.

Fig.VTT.6. The ef-
. fect of streams on

the flow in the base
region [Fuller and

______ _R___ Reid (1958)] (Dashed-
----- ............ -- dotted lines indicate

4the dividing stream

line, dashed lines in-
dicate the boundaries
of viscous "low, the
arrows indicate stream
line).

A5

3 6
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, the - t -. - *1 -t -C

, uCe o tht, njec ted streL-t. t r,- sta i es re i . tf

e ct,'.eCn TC ehind a odv' II Lf aca.. '

, 3 " o o r'tehts o' t:t: aqe se lion Ic , czz e t4s

, Lt7-,e'.i.a,' num -er was >.

't ; ''" at' :' La.;t.@d ta <a t -- " ,!/ f- _[- [ -: -:

'7

2 4 6 7

I,'g.'T1 7.The e iffect of a stream

or the :ase pressure (N=2.3) g5,

[,Huller and Reid (19 ,8)]

0 2 X I

Fig.VTl.8. Distribution ot
the static pressure alonr a
plate (M='.3)1 Fuller and
Reid (!958)j

,tcverthless, it is possible to differentiate the various flow regimes

in t;:e base ,egion, (between points 1 - 3, 3 - 6, and 6 - 7, in Fig.VIT.7.

ioint ', corresponds to no injection and with a gradual increase of

the total pressure (point 2) a part of the gas sucked into the external

low Crom the base region is supplied from the internal stream. The

ritmension ofl the vortex and tendency of movement of the vortex toward

, f#O

1!
4 . f
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* ce ex:e::, *! ceceases. Inclination o4 the external flow also

:e h.-se ~enses. Static pressure along

.,17) :o ,e point, where with supersonic flow

,a o,, -ate ,proa(hes to the maximum amount

" .en ow, th pressure it, the ce-ne

. )<. ;c .K:el i - : -. -va- a t -i Sta e, a pa '

c -'-velor teween o lows l-ose to >se secticn, but. their

cect- 1 s low having .ractically. no effect on the pressure distri-

tution in the base. With a further increase of the pressure beyond

point 3, the velocity increases and reaches to the speed of sound be-

tween points 4 and 5.

After this, on the nozzle section c (Fig.'VI.6), expansion waves occur

and the velocity downstream of' the base becomes supersonic. Beyond

point 3, the velocitv along the dividing stream line CA increases with

te increase of the pressure, increasing the strength of the pair o

vortices, but the pressure drops between points C and A. Thus, the

.ease 7ressuce pb decreases compared to the pressure at point A. Along

'he . e '-, b,/p, lecreases but beyond point 6, p p increases

monotoni.-all'.. .cor axis,'mmetric flow, this trend is similar to the

two-dimenional 'low.

- .4 Analvsis of Fluid Injection

Sl3vets and -hvets in their book (Chapter II), treated the analysis of

the fluid inje,:tiorn. Thus, here only briefly a presentation is made
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b, combining parameters of the injection and the e,>ect o" supplying

the reacting gases.

Korst et al (1956), were the first who attempted to analhze the mass

inJe tIon into the stagnant zone bv introducing a se~mi-empirical coef-

'iient. Chow (1959), analyzed the base pressure e-'ected b., the

f1! ii. in ection into the stagnant zone involving interaction between

ti,, supersonic external "low with the jet engine stream. It is assumed

tie flow is turbulent and an isoeneretir mixing takes place be-

",e~r the external low a,:d the fluid in the sta,nant zone at a constant

.snure a-hievin. an ag-eement with experimental results.

7orst et al (Ic-9) and Nash (19()"), found that both the inje-tion of

Fas into the base region and the initial boundai-: laver thickness in-

crease the base pressure.

,olik ( 96?) and Tang and Barnes (1967), introduced a combined para-

meter of the base bleed and the initial boundary layer thickness as

E. GXk = F- I +

where e. is the initial momentum thickness, H height of the base
1

and ; the hase bleeding rate per unit width of the base and the pre-

Jicted base pressure in an agreement with the laminar and turbulent

low experiment as shown in FiF.VIT.9.

urrhenok (1971), investigated effe-t of reacting gas injection on

t:e parameters in the base region, by presenting a burning gas dif-

-nicn w0oel and computing base pressure by Korst's method.
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70- f ':' " - .. .. .

1!' _+2; '

a b

- T. . Theoetial and experimental alues of the

case p-esso-e in relation to the -cmbined pa-'ameter
or lamina: (a) and turbulent (P) iows[ Tonr and 3arnes

2, , 3tj ] -- th~e e ect cf thickness of the boundar- , layer
( ,965) --- the effect of the thickness

c" boct : laer [Nash, (1962)] ; 3--the effect of in-
je tior in the base region, M = 2 K Xorst, Chow and Zuin-walit, (19 .)J

The turbulent eddy: viscosity ( is given by Frandtl's hypothesis,

9 X) =K c k ' u

where K and c are constants to be determined empirically and sub-
script m refers to tne mixing zone. if a reacting gas is injected

into the base -egion, under the pertinent conditions, a chemical re-

iction o(curs with the components of the external flow. It may be

onje tui-ed that the rate of chemi al reaction is infinitely large

in com parison with the rate of diffusion. Ooncentration of the oxi-

dizn L,-!its and flames hurning, is reduced to zero and the diffusion

"lows o:' these conpcnents are determined by stoichionetric relation-

ships. Conr.servatio, o' the mass in the base region is given by

4



- where ( is the "I ow ra Le of jected gas per ur._ 'i-

V s the strea:n function et -  h Osit -. r of." divi'dI'c.c Tr~ asc flow rate o' ses! t 'O- cc c T

where .?- s oxidizinr agent, 11 is a produ(%t ol reaction.

Summarizing the mass flow rates of' all componerts, the mass flow rate

of ?7as entering intlo the base -ron,

i ( ] ,- j
i]

t er, assumed t.n tee ra-te of hemical react.on between compoents

A nd R somewhat exc, -ds the rate c' tr ns'er process. In this case,

d e e 1 n upon th,- ratio- m./7 1, al inter-,ction between th, re-

-tc i:; onTorent., takks r lace e - the base ceg:,on or in the mixinr

, one. I /M,> i, where L ' /VX where " is. the nole ular

,elcht, h the ]irlection comnorer t A burns out complet'Lly in the i.ase

region. Burnn-. rr the mixing zone does not take place and Xc the case

reion, oily components R, N, F' are present.

The -esults of the computation of the base pressure,

p pb/Pb(GO) downstream of the axi-symmetric body ef'ected

1 Ph.... := -
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The base drag of axisy'nmetric bodies may be significantly reduced

by the combined effect of gas ejection of a small amount with a low velo-

cit. into the base region immediately downstream of the base and

o' the boat-tailing. 3owman and Clayden (1968), measured the base

pressure at N, = 2, Re = 5 " 106/ ft , stagnation pressure about

1 atm. ejecting air through a nozzle at room temperature. The after-

bodies of the model consisted of a cylinder and 6 boat-tails of

00 0length I and 1 caliber with boat-tail angles of 3 , 60 and 9

The nozzle geometry is comparatively unimportant for the value of

an ejection parameter defined by J = m/f. u S (where m is the rate

of ejection, S is maximum cross-sectional area of the body) suffi-

ciently small to insure that the velocity of ejected gas is too low

to cause entrainment. The boundary layer thickness £ just upstream

of the a'ter end of the cylinder was in close agreement with a theo-

retical flat plate turbulent boundary layer and S/d = 0.07 ( d is

body diameter) was the same order as on a typical projectile. The

measured base pressure for various boat-tail angles J , are shown

in Fig.VII.12 a with data obtained by Reid and Hasting (1961), for

/d = 0.05 in a function of J and in agreement within about 5%.

In Fig.VTI.12a, the parameter J is based on the fuel diameter of the

center body.

From Fig.VII.12b, it is seen that for the ejection parameter J< 0.01,
the base pressure values tend to from a straight line from which the

base pressure may be predicted to within 3 by

P4p, - (p/p.) o 1 16 J )
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The values of (p/pJ, =O may be obtained from Fig.VII.12c in

which pb/Pl is plotted in a function of the boat tail angle F

The symbol p, refers to the pressure on the conical surface of the

boat-tail just upstream of the base evaluated by a characteristic

solution. In this figure, an experimental curve of parabolic and

conical boat-tails and two theoretical curves obtained by semi-empi-

rical methods of carrelation are also shown. The slight differences

among the results are attributable to a boundary layer thickness diL-

Terence. Pressures measured along the conical surfaces of the boat-

tails were found to be independent o' the gas ejection rate over the

whole range of the ejection. For both 60 and 90 boat-tails, the base

pressure may be significantly higher than the pressure on the conical

surface just upstream of the base, with the consequent development of

a shock from the rim of the base. The optimum boat-tail angle is 7'e-

latively insensitive to the gas ejection rate and the drag reduction

produced by a given rate of gas ejection is insensitive to the boat-

tail angle.

1.5 Flow Regimes and Injection Parameter

The injection effect of the pressure in the base section can be clas-

sified in three significantly different regimes, if an emphasis is

made for the greatest effect on the change in the !'low field with res-

pect to the mass flow rate of injected components, intensity of motion

or volumetric flow rate.
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For the negligibly small injection flow rate, Chapman (1956) and

Korst et at (1956), introduced a flow model.

The change in the base pressure, consequently the characteristics

of near wake is considered to depend on the normalized mass flow rate.

This idea is supported by the experimental evidence of injected air.

Lewis and 3ehrens (1969), through the experiment of the base region

behind a wedge of 60 half-angle at M = 4, in the range of Re H = 2.7

x 10 4- 3.0.10c .,here H is the base height, found that the base in-

Jection stabilizes not only the near wake and delays the wake transi-

tion, out also alters it, thus, affecting the base pressure. The in-

stability process becomes like that of a parallel wake flow without a

pressure gradient. The flow field is significantly changed by a helium

injection. The wake neck opens up and a steady laminar region presum-

abl"° coincident with the injectant pas persists for several base heights.

As the injer-tion rate of the gas is increased, the laminar steady region

about the wake axis which is associated with the injectant flow is

widened, but the inner shear layers merge with the turbulent remnant

of the boundary layer and their fluctuations intensities are increased.

Thus, there appears to be an optimum amount of injection to achieve a

, minimum fluctuation level in the near wake. Helium is more stabilizing

, •than nitrogen even when the mass flow rates are adjusted to cause in-

itiall. the same effect on the pressure gradient and the wake thickness.

A small amount of base injection has a profound effect on the near

wake field, however, for x/H = 8.0 the wake turbulence is relatively

unaffected.

I
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The following three injection parameters may be noted.

Korst (1956) and Chapman (1956) proposed a parameter

Jg = ( 2 ) G(M)

where

G(M) =pt 1 (T-.

Golik (1962) and Tang and Barnes (1967), used the combined parameter

taking account of initial boundary layer thickness and fluid injection

in A = i G

Collins, Lees and ,oshko (1970), carried out the experiment of a lami-

nar near wake flow field of a two-dimensional adiabatic circular cylin-

4der with a surface mass transfer at M = 6 and Re d = 0.9 and 3.0 x 10

Results show that the mass addition from the forward stagnation region

has no measurable effect on the near wake pressure field for a moderate

mass transfer rate. But, for mass addition from the base, under the

condition of a non-vanishing recirculating flow in the near wake, the

following injection parameter I correlates the base pressure and the

entire near wake pressure field,

mi )(.ai = o st. Mair
Mi " A Mi

,2mL (Re4d)2

where mBL udy e u e(; *) is a mass flux per unit span

• 'in the cylinder boundary layer upstream of separation, m. is the mass

flux per unit span of injectant, Mair and M are a molecular weight of

air and injected fluid respectively. Thus, this parameter I is based

upon the momentum flux of injected fluid and not based upon the mass

flux proposed by Korst for example. The effect of the molecular weight
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is crucial to distinguish the roles of the mass flux, momentum

flux and volume flux.

This flow model is for the interaction between the injected fluid

and the reverse flow. The mechanism determining the behavior of

the base pressure with the mass addition is the establishment of a

stanation point off the base, formed by the balance of momentum be-

tween the injected fluid and reverse flow and consequent impression

of the injected gas on the free shear layer near the separation.

If the momentum flux of the injected gas is increased, the reverse

flow is reduced as a consequence of a reduction of the flow velocity

along the dividing stream line. Therefore, the base pressure increases

with the increase of the mass addition.

When the total pressure of the injected fluid exceeds the maximum

available total pressure in the reversed flow, the entrainment re-

quired by the shear layer is satisfied by the injected gas and the

reversed flow disappears.

1.6 Fluid Injected Flow Field

The mixing layer angle may be correlated in a good agreement with

Prandtl-Meyer flow angle, expanding from the static pressure on the

body surface close to the trailing edge to the base pressure as shown

by Bowman and Clayden (1967), in Fig.VII.13. The measured angles are

less than would be expected from Love's (1957), empirical method as-

*suming that the effective two-dimensional expanion angle is 0.85 of

the shear layer angle.

Downstream of a body, the position, with and inclination angle of shock

are shown in a function of J in Fig.VII.14.
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0 0.! 4 3

Fig.VII.14. Dependencies of the
relative distance from the base to

7 - discontinuity Z L the width of '.he
3 -central section b and angle of in-
0 402 3 clination of leading discontinuities

with undulating configuration of
waves T on the parameter of injec-

Fig.VII.13. A,,.*e of inclin- tion (M-3) [Shvets and Shvets (1976)]
ation of the mixing layer 2 and ; are normalized with respect
(Bowman and Clayden (1967)] to diameter of base.
(dashed line-Prandtl-Meye.
flow, crossed circles--Porous
bottom).

At a certain value of J (for example J = 0.22) the wave-like shock

configuration transfers to a regular wave interaction and at this

moment all flows in the wake become supersonic.

Bauer (1967), investigated experimentally the variation of the base

pressure with a Re, cone angle and the movement of the rear most stag-

nation with a base injection rate at M = 3 and Re = 113000 - 170000,

using three cone models of 80, 120 and 160 cone half angles. At first,

the pressure map of the flow field behind the cone, with no injection,

was drawn locating the recirculation zone and the wake neck.

Measurements by a hot-wire and pitot show that the boundary layer

on 120 cone was laminar at R = 113.000, transitional at 130.000 and

fully turbulent near 170.000. In the laminar range of Red, pbpoe

decreased like Red "0 "6 while in the turbulent range, p Pa remained
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almost constant with Red.

The effect of nitrogen from the base of a 120 cone was to widen the

wake picture of no injection, for example, the edge of the shear layer

located 1.5 diameters downstream distance moved upward. The rear stag-

nation point of the recirculation zone was located at the point at

which the pressures were equal. In the recirculation zone, the pitot

pressure is smaller than the static pressure in as much as the flow past

the pitot head was reversed from its usual direction and this reverse

flow phenomena persisted as the injection flow rate J = i/j Pu, S where

S is base area was increased from 0 to 0.03. When J was increased to

0.036, the reverse flow region has just disappeared and the flow fluc-

tuated.

Berger and Viviand (1965), predicted such disappearance of the recircu-

lation zone and Zakkay and Fox (1966), found that their recirculation

zone was blown away at J = 0.02. Fig.VII.15, shows the position of rear

stagnation affected by an injection with Herzog's (1964) data obtained

using a circular cylinder placed its axis perpendicular to the free

stream of M = 6 with a laminar boundary layer. His recirculation zone

was blown away at J = 0.015. The position of stagnation is much more

sensitive at a small injection rate than at a large injection rate. It

may also be noted from Fig.VII.15 that the recirculation zone does not

move bodily downstream with an increasing injection rate, but apparently

J~o shrinks until some critically small size is attained, below which it

can not be maintained in its closed stream line form.

The constant Mach lines in the base region of a blunt cone moving at

M = 3.035, Red = 1.13 "10 5 , with a nitrogen injection, are shown by
473
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Bauer (1968), in Fig.VII.16.

2
21r--O *

Ito 0 00 o

4T~o 2
Fig.VII.15. Dependence of dis-
tance from the base of the model
to the rear stagnation point on Fig.VII.16. Lines of coistant
the parameter of injection M numbers with injectir.i of nt*-
(Bauer (1967)) : trogen (M = 3.03, Re-- 1.1-0,

1--Two-dimensional flow, M : 6 JM = 0.012 (Bauer,('968))

(Herzog, (1964)) ; 2--Axis netric
flow, M = 3 (Bauer, (1967)) .

The boundary layer on the model was laminar and its displacement
thickness amounted to 17 of the base diameter.

M.
The nitrogen was discharged at a flow rate of J = uL G 0.012

where M.. is the molecular weight of the free stream and Mi is mole-

cular weight of the nitrogen. The experiment was repeated with a

helium injection of JM = 0.05 and the stagnation zone configuration

vis similar to that in Fig.VII.16. The mass injection rate was always

more than sufficient for the nozzle throat to be sonic. Therefore,

the injected flows were underexpanded at the nozzle exits and the stream

fcame supersonic.

is to be noted that in spite of the fact that the injected gas

r-ached Mach number 3, at a distance of 0.1 d, the gas flow slows down

1,o the zero velocity at a distance of 0.6 d. Such an injection does

not blow away the usual recirculation bubble. Instead, the stream di-

4
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vides and goes around the recirculation bubble which is identified by

the line of a zero Mach number.

The interaction phenomena of an injected gas with the reversed flow

may lead to the understanding of the pressure in a near wake. Namely,

the change of tne pressure in the near wake is caused by the balance

between momentum 'lux of the injected gas and the reversed flow with a

high degree of dissipation at the base point of deceleration.

1.7 injection of Different Gases

Since no theoretical model exists to formulate the similarity of beha-

viors of various different injected gas, parameters such as the Mach

number, flow rate, momentum and velocity proportional to volumetric

flow rate and total enthalpy of flow etc. are to be investigated.

Bauer (1968), measured the

i 25 ratio of pitot pressure to

I l the free stream static pres-

43 sure at 3 diameters behind

~ ~ , ~,-the model base and showed

;0 ? \* 0 0 N \'4 P,/P- the change in the pitot pro-

Fig.VT,.17. Ratio of pressure, mea- file effected by a helium and
sured by a pitot tube, to static pres-
sure of free-stream flow (M = 3, JM nitrogen injection in Fig.VII.17.

0.018) [Bauer (1968) ] (Solid line--
without injection, dashed-dotted line--
injection ot nitrogen, dashed--injection
of helium; the figures designate the
model numbers).
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The location and size of injection ports are

model number of holes ratio of total hole hole locations
area to base area

1 63 0.053 spaced to cover
inner 70% of the
base radius

2 1 0.0088 at base center

3 1 0.052 at base center

4 8 0.0098 on a circle of
radius equal to
62% of the base
radius

5 8 0.054 on a circle of
radius equal to
62% of the base
radius

6 8 0.0156 hole was in the
inner radius of a
tube that extended
a distance of 156%
of the base radius
outward normal to
the base

Fig.VII.17, shows the coordinate y, the distance from the model sym-

metry axis, normalized by base diameter d. Near y/d = 0, the pitot

pressure "bucket" exists which corresponds to a viscous wake. At y/d=

* 0.5 with zero injection the wake recompression shock appears as a sharp

* negative gradient in the pitot pressure. The pitot pressure increase

again beyond the shock where the Mach number is decreasing with increas-

ing v/d.

For model 6, helium on the nitrogen injection of JM = 1.8 %, has little
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effect on the pitot profile, while for model 2 and 3, with a central

injection, a viscous bucket deepens and pushes the wake recompression

shock farther from the axis in opposition to the intuitive idea that

the injection along the axis should fill the wake bucket.

When tl-e injection ports are moved outward toward the base periphery

for the cases of model 4 and, the visoous wake bucket and recompres-

sion shock are afecLed to a larger degree by the injection of im=18%.

The helium is almost as effective as the nitrogen in deepening the

wake bucket despite of the fact that the helium mass flow rate was

seven times smaller than that of the nitrogen, since the number of mol-

ecules injected was same in both cases. The helium injection causes

the large pressure gradient representing the wake recompression shock

to disappear for models 4 and 5, whereas a nitrogen injection does not

do this. A cause of this phenomena may be the much larger sonic speed

in helium which may result in a subsonic type of recompression at the

wake neck. The model I was tested with a nitrogen injection only and

its injection effects were intermediate between those obtained with

models 3 and 5,

, 3oundaries of a Wake

iI esnd Y'hapkis (1969), neasured the wake growth and the wake bound-

an l(Iiabatic two--dimensicnal wedge at Mach 4 with tripped

"-bulcnt boundary layers ;.,i, te mass,; addition.

_t is noted that the injectant velocities are considerably larger

fractions of the free stream velocity than would be the case for the

1177
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flight conditions even though the mass addition rates are comparable.

'IV -0-3

3 4 3 6 7 84H

Fig.VII.18. Growth of the V-6

lateral dimensions of a wake o
Lewis and Chapkis (1969)]

/ Fig.VII.19. Similarity of velocity
uiu =0.47; profiles in a wake without an in-

3--Nitrogen u./u = 0.5. jection and with injection of ni-
trogen [Lewis and Chapkis (1967)Y1:

1--x/H=8, J=O; 2--x/H=6, J=O; 3--
x/H 4, J=0; 4--x/H=8, J=0.03; 5-

x/W6, J=0.03; 6-x/H=4, 3=0.03.

The wake width was altered (thinner for helium injection) but the dif-

ferences are small amounting 15%. The no-injection wake growth is

close to that predicted for a self-similar incompressible wake.

Apparently effects of compressibility and nonsimilanty are negligible.

The range of investigation up to x/H . 8 does not allow one to express

an opionion for the relative asymptotic growth of the injected wake,

but it seems to indicate that their growth rate is close to that of a

noninjected wake. A similarity of a mean velocity profile in a wake

with and without a nitrogen injection in Fig.V11.19 may be he approxi-

mated by the Gaussian profile given by

= 1-e and s 2.06

U -U
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where ue is the velocity along the axis, s is the base area and h

is the width of the wake.

The mean velocity profiles for both wakes are seen to exhibit a re-

markable similarity and as close as x/H = 4, no significant distor-

tion of the velocity profile is perceptible.

Lewis and Chapkis (1969), found that the base pressure increased with

increasing .mass addition when the injection was subsonic, whereas

the supersonic injection (which occurred for a nitrogen injection when

m/f us S ;> 2.51) resulted in a decrease in base pressure.

The static pressure gradients in the wake were greatly reduced by small

amounts of a base mass addition. The recirculation zone was slightly

displaced with the base injection and to decrease in size with the in-

creasing mass addition until it vanished.

1.9 Field of Concentration

The dominant feature of the near-wake mass-concentration field is the

axial decay of the mass concentration from the base toward the rear

stagnation point due to the counter-flow diffusion of the injected

species into the reverse flow. Another important aspect of the mass-

concentration field is the existance of an outer transport layer shown

in Fig.VII.20 which is an isometric plot of the argon mass-concentra-

tion field. This outer layer occurs in the vicinity of the shear layers

and governs the transport of mass between the recirculating vortex and

the outer flow by diffusion across the shear layers, thus, establishing

the outer boundary condition on the inner recirculating flow.
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For Re. d 3 x 10 4, the transverse mass-concentration profiles in

Fig.VII.20 are characterized by an off-axis maximum in the vicinity

of the u = 0 ]3-us as a result of the convection of the high mass-

concentration layer near the base into the shear layer by the recir-

culating flow. For Re d = 0.9 x 10 , the mass-concentration field

is diffusion dominated within the recirculating zone. At this lower

Reynolds number, there is no local maximum and the outer transport

layer is no longer distinct.

Scott and Eckert (1966), postulated the existance of two thin layers

to describe the transport of heat between the body and the outer flow.

The first layer in their mode!, a bounda.ry layer at the base governs

the transport of heat or mass at the body surface. This layer corres-

ponds to the base boundary layer for low Reynolds number of the Collins

et al (1970) experiment. The second layer of Scott and Eckert's (1966)

model corresponds closely with transport layer observed by Collins et

al and governs the transport of heat or mass between the recirculating

vortex and the outer flow.

The presence of the rear stagnation point imposes as the solution to

the species equation for the linear superposition of a positive and

a negative exponential function. This negative exponential corres-

ponds to the decay from a source at the base stagnation point into a

uniform flow of finite extent with lateral diffusion, whereas the po-

sitive exponential represents the decay toward the base of the mass

concentration supplied by a source at the rear stagnation, whose

strength is determined by the outer flow.
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The presence of the rear stagnation point and the finite width of

the mass-concentration profiles at the neck, require that there be

an intermediate-wake region. In this region, the mass-concentration

and velocity fields experience a transition from those imposed at

the rear stagnation point b, the near-wake flow to their respective

asymptolic far-wake distribution.

In the intermediate-wake region, the mass-concentration field has been

examined b'. an approximate theoretical model, assuming the mass-con-

centration distribution is Gaussian in the incompressible plane.

For the argon addition, the axial diffusion terms are negligible and

the species conservation equation on the axis gives a representation

for the axial decay.

1.10 Injection into a Boundary Layer

By injecting fluid over the surface of a body, the velocity profile

is changed, especially within the boundary layer, increasing the ve-

locity if the injection fluid velocity is tangential to the body

surface. For the analysis of self-similar injection, Baum, King and

Denison (1964), used profiles of Emmons and Leigh (1953) and for en-

thalpy profile the Crocco integral. With the increase of an injec-

tion on the body surface the velocity ratio u./ue along the dividing

line increases slowly causing longer wake.

"assanto and Mendelson (1968), arter a brief survey of turbulent ground

test base pressure data and full-scale flight data, have hypothesized

that the following two mechanisms may account for the increase of the

4
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base pressure level and the

4 gradient with an increasing

mass addition rate.

First, the mass addition tends

to thicken the boundary layer,
. 0

-9h 9/ 1 5 111d especially the laminar sub-

3-42o o f layer, and the large laminar

wak e 43 Q?2 sublayer may become a pseudo-

laminar in the base region.

-3 4 1 The thicker boundary layer

o n ehwhich includes the mass flow
Fig.VII.20. Field of concen-
tration of argon in a near due to ablation, flows into
wake with injection through
the base section (dashed lines the wake region and enlarges
--boundary of the wake)
LCollins, Lees and Roshko(1970)1 the wake neck and changes the

A--Re h n=2 .95 - onseJuently, wake tepson angle. Schn e

B--Re.. d =O.9O.1O 4, J=4.15 1O-
2. wk xaso nl.Sc

lar to what would be expected

in laminar flaw causing higher base pressure.

Secondly, the thicker boundary layer may cause a greater adjustment

of the inveiscid flow field to the boundary layer flow. The effect

of increasing the boundary layer by a mass addition is to increase

the shock angle. Consequently, to decrease the local edge Mach number

and to increase the edge pressure.

Bu3.mer (1972). presented the flight test data on the base pressure for

two re-entry vehicles with a very low ablation mass flow rate J

'1
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0.001 - 0.002 in the turbulent flow at t4 d m < t6.5, angle of attack,

less than 0.3 and compared with the low ablation rates.

The flight vehicles were a relatively sharp cone of a half angle 90

and bluntness 0.05.

The heat-shield ablation rates were determined by a coupled solution

between the detailed ablating boundaxy layer and the transient heat

conduction calculations.

Fig.VII.21 shows a comparison

0 of Bulmer's (1972) data with

1 others and correlations in

2,0-- a o,0 terms of the k, the ratio of

0 0
3 the base pressure with a

003. addition to the base pressure
o with no mass addition. It is

0 0005 0,0 .

apparent from this figure that

Fig.VII.21. The effect of intake even a very low J-values may
of mass on base pressure with tur-
bulent flow [Bulmer (1972)J have a substantial effect on

1-r/b = 0.1 EBulmer(1972)]; 2-- turbulent base pressure.

r/Rb -" 0.5. flight tests [Cassanto

and Hoyt (1970)] ; 3-rAb =0 Cassanto (1972), provided fur-

ICassanto and Storer (1968)] (cor- ther evidance that the base

relation); 4.r/Rb = 0.3 [Casanto pressure may be increased sig-

and Storer (1968)] (correlation).
nificantly by a small ablation

mass addition amounting J 4 0.0005. This flight data measured with

bluntness r/Rb = 0.3, corresponds approximately to 1.2 < k = 1.4 for

ReL = 1.0 - 2.4 x 108 where k is the ratio of the base pressure with
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a mass addition to the base pressure with no mass addition and re-

veals a much hiigher pressure than predicted by correlation in

VII.21 (k-- 1.1). This data representing the lowest ablation rates

reported are additional evidence that even a very low mass addition

may produce substantial increase in the turbulent base pressure.

.njection o' 7nertv

?; e fd Korst <19j5). indicated theoretiz'ally and exper-irenta ly that

,or a two-dimensional system, a -ur-ther but relatively smaller decrease

'n the base drag may be achieved by heating the ejected gas. In prac-

tice, Clayden and Bowman's (1968) experiment for the base drag reduc-

ti6n by a hot gas ejection behind the cylindrical after bodies at M =

2.0 .s applicable to external ballistics. Clayden and Bowman (1968),

used a model of -. xisymmetric open jet nozzle concentric with a cylin-

Iricai body ejecting heated argon from the cylindrical base. Although

the tunnel was operated conti,,uously, the argon concentration in the

mair stream did not rise more than about 1%, because the tunnel circuit

:, ontinuousy evacuated and simultaenously re;.enished with dry air.

ri.e ir;ron was ejected through either" of two nozzles, nozzle 1 of exit

* .ij'ictJr J/4 in. Lnd nozzle " of' ext diameter 0.2 in.. These are con-

si(lerePd to t..p-,l o: th, nozzles ispd the -ocket-assisted shells.

Nozzle I was used for all tests up to o'l.e5 a e'ecLed Fas flow rate

fot 4nich a peak ii- the base pressur", o-curred for hot gas . -- 0.003).

e ratio of turbulent boundary Liyer thickness, just upstream of the

base to body dianeter, was -- 0.007 and is of the same o-der as on a

4,94
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typical projectile. The measured base pressure in functions of J

and an enthalpy increase of ejected gas A i/Gi (joule/g) are shown

in Fig.VIII.22.

For the temperature evaluation

P "' [it was assumed that the gas was

in equilibrium. in a practical

case it is possible that the

-2eected gas may consist of corn-

0-5 bustion products which would be
4o2 '),04 ODoO 3

Fig.VII.22. Dependence of the significantly ionized.

relative base pressure on the in this figure, it is shown quali-
flow rate of the ejected as
[Clayden and Bowman (19681I - tatively that at low flow rates,
1-Ai/Gi 0 , Ti = 290; 2-
1-i/Ci = 100, T= 220; 2- the increase in base pressure isAi/Gi = 1000, Ti 

= 2200; 3--

,5i/Gi = 1500, Ti = 3160; 4- approximately proportional to the

Ai/Gi = 2000, Ti = 4100; 5-- increase in ejected gas enthalpy,
Ai /Ga = 2500, Ti 50[%70.

but at higher flow rates this

trend does not persist for high enthalpies. It is noted that for a

given ejected gas flow rate, by heating the gas from the air stream

stagnation temperature to a typical rocket propellant the gas tempera-

ture (--2500°k), approximately doubles the increase in the base pres-

sure due to an ejection and the peak in the base pressure occurm at

roughly half the mass flow rate corresponding to the cold gas peak.

For the region of practical application, i. e. for values of J, below

to the peak in the curve of pdp. vs J, and for ejected gas tempera-

ture T. .( 30000 K, data of Fig.VII.22 are correlated by
1

pt/p. pb/p)J. +  [k 2  Ti T)].J
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where k, = 12.25, k 2 = 0.005 and Ti is the temperature of ejected

gas and T is the temperature of decleration of the gas of external

flow.

An unexpected finding was obtained by using nozzle 2, because for a

given flow rate and ejected gas temperature, measured value of pb with

nozzle 2 (smaller exit diameter) was almost twice as large as nozzle 1

(larger exit diameter) contrary to the previous conclusions of Reid

and Hastings (1961) and Bowman and Clayden (1967) that the method of

ejecting gas appears to be important even at very low mass flow rate.

It is not clear why the smaller nozzle should be more effective, but

it may be possible that the high-speed jet from the nozzle impedes

the formation of stable vortex ring in the separated flow region and

hence reduces entrainment by the shear layer.

Beyond the peak of p pw vs. J for the heated gas, the base pres-

sure drops rapidly with an increasing flow rate and the reduction in

the base pressure is so rapid that the increase in the base drag more

than offsets the increased thrust due to ejection. Therefore, if a

small rocket motor were operated in this region, an increase in flow

and thrust could result in an over-all loss of performance.

IT the increase in the base pressure is converted to an equivalent

thrust, the efficiency of the gas ejection process may be expressed

in terms of "pecific impulse and in the following table specific im-

pulses of nozzle I and 2 are compared.
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Table ; specific impulse due to increased base pressure

and thrust

--- ---------------------------------------------------

ejected enthalpy Effective S.I. Estimated S.I.
nozzle J increase(joule/g) due to increase due to thrust

i/C in base pressure
sec

1 0.002 0 113 -

0.002 1000 226

0.002 1500 260 -

2 0.002 0 207 40

0.001 1350 377 140

Jakubowski and Lewis (1973), measured the heat transfer and the pres-

sure distribution in laminar supersonic flows downstream of a rearward

facing step without and with a mass suction from the separated region.

Flow and test conditions were M 4, 40-C He h < 2200,

0.1 4 h/c -e 2.4, 0.055 e-Tw/Toe- 0.11 and 0.1.4 w 0.8

where h is the step height, subscript w and o, refer to wall and stag-

nation, symbol w = &s/f u,, bh the nondimensional mass suction rate,

M is suction mass flow rate and b is model width.s

The following results were obtained

F'or both suction and no-suction cases, an increase in the step height

caused a sharp drop in the initial heating rates at the step base which

then generally recovered to less or near the attached flow rates. The

height of the step controlled the heating rates at the step base, clearly

dominating the effects of stagnation temperature and pressure.
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The ratio of the maximum heat transfer in the recompression zone to

the attached flow rate at the step ( 4max / 4step ) was less than

unity and decreased slowly 'with h/S or Re_

The mass suction from the separated area increased the local heating

rates. The relative increase being most significant immediately

zehind the step. However the effect of the mass suction on the heat

transfer at all-laminar flows was relatively weak and a mass suction

-ate exceeding the mass flow rate of the entire boundary layer up-

stream of step was needed to reach the post-step heating rates above

the flat-plate value. Pressure distribution downstream of the step

depends on the entrainment at separation. Without suction, the base

pressure correlated reasonably well with parameters Reo h and h/S

and the length of the pressure plateau behind the step was very small.

With the suction,pressure distribution downstream of step resembled

those of no-suction solid step.

3. Combustion

Because the combustion process in a wake is complex, the solutions

of the combustion problems are rather approximate. Libbi (1962) and

Abramovich (1963), considering the chemical reactions in the mixing

zone of two free streams, consider that the reactions occur in the

very narrow diffused zone or within a flame front. Based upon the

concept of a flame front of the flow in a base region, the parameters

of a near wake flow may be formulated.

Libbi (1962), proposes for the analysis of the turbulent mixing of

reacting gases, applicable to a supersonic hydrogen combustion that
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the flow is assumed to be either frozen or in chemical equilibrum.

The analytical results based upon chemical equilibrium agree very

well with experimental data obtained for hydrogen flames with a low

flow velocity.

7 owyer and Carter k19 6 ), investigated experimentally the base pres-

sure affected by hydrogen burning in the separated zone downstream of

a protuberance as shown in Fig.

-/i VII.23 in a function of non-

Ze dimensional flow rate Jk of

0,6 - hydrogen injected and burned,

Z where

JO = H2RN(T a2

_ _ _ _ _g AbA P oaf A

2 4-10 -5
-

Fig.VII.23. Dependence of relative w is weight rate of hydrogen
base pressure on dimensionless flow
rate of the mass injected in the bleed, poa is supply stagnatric
base region (M = 1.54) [Bowyer and
Carter,(1969)] (Dashed line -- is pressure, T is supply stagna-
linear approximation of experimen- oa

tal data). tric temperature, g and R are

gravitational and gas constant, respectively and A is area.

Davis (1968), presented the analysis and experiment of turbulent near

the wake flow downstream of blunt based bodies with a chemical reac-

tion occurring along the free shear layer. Analytically, the bulk pro-

, perties of wake, temperature, density and species concentration profiles

through the reaction region were determined by an iterative process, em-

ploying conservation equations of mass, species and energy.

An experiment was carried out for a free stream Reynolds number per foot
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1.3 x 107 affected by turbulent shear at the Mach number of 1.98.

Gaseous hydrogen was bled into the near wake and was ignited by a

spark. Davis (1968), attempted to employ a modified Chapman-Korst

flow model as seen in Fig.VII.24, including a nonisentropic recom-

pression coefficient and a flame-sheet reaction concept assuming unity

of Prandtl and Lewis number so that Crocco integrals are applied

yielding element mass fractions and total enthalpy functions which

are linearly dependent on

velocity.

. ... Furthermore, the following

3 assumptions are made for an-

-15

Constant pressure mixing along

Fig.VII.24. Simplified model of flow the free shear layer, fuel and
[Davis (1968)] oxidizer diffuse towards the
i--Injection of hydrogen; 2--Mixing
zone -- combustion in a free shear
layer; 3--Separation stream line; 4-- reaction region from opposite
Zero stream line; 5--Field in front
of the discontinuity; 6--Field behind
the discontinuity, and are completely consumed at

a thin flame sheet, recompres-

sion between 5 and 6 is such that po5d/P5 N (p6 /p 5 ) where subscripts

0 and d are stagnation and dividing stream line, N is an empirically

determined recompression coefficient (David(1968), found that N = 0.78 -

0.80 in his experiment) and p6/p5 is oblique shock pressure ratio and

properties within the recirculation regions are homogeneous.

The measured and computed properties are given in a function of the
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dimensionless bleed number I" defined by

fr= (G B/Poa*. T oa [ a Ora-1/2Oa 2

where GB is the bleed mass flow rate per unit length, H the base

height, R the base constant, rthe ratio of spectific heats of gas

mixture and subscripts o and a are stagnation and free stream condi-

tions respectively.

The agreement, between the data of experiment and analysis for den-

sity ratio through the mixing-reaction region and concentrations of

hydrogen and nitrogen, is obtained. However, the observed concentra-

tions of water vapor were considerably less than that predicted by

the th.ory and definite amounts of oxygen were observed within the

wake. As shown in Fig.VII.25a, at a bleed number above about 5.0 x 10
- 5

the effect of the combustion remains nearly constant indicating that

a maximum energy release has been reached. Thus, any additional in-

crease in the lase pressure was due to mainly to a mass addition.

The cuestion whether it is more effective to reduce the drag by ex-

ternal burning -. the base region or to overcome the drag by supplying

more power to the main propulsion system is answered by an effective

specific impulse of base burning based on the bleed rate of hydrogen

shown in Fig.VII.25b, where S. I. is the effective specific impulse-

reduction in base drag/fuel flow rate - for base burning of the order

of 10,000 sec.

Fig.VII.25c, indicates the mean wake temperature. The higher temper-

atures measured at lower bleed rates are due to the theoretical shift

in the location of the flame as the hydrogen concentration in the wake

4 4c31
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decreased. At lower bleed rates, the theoretical location of the

flame was inside the dividing stream line, causing oxygen to recir-

culate into the near wake and combustion to take place inside the

mixing region, failing the concept of flame sheet.

FiF.VII.25d, shows the locations of the flame and the dividing stream

line -s a_-ected bi the base bleed rate,

-, .fent bi'fusion gas torches "or 11:,urn-,ng ,as or ar, fuels are

co .-P considered Io analysis. Thf' distribution of a flame front in

a wake flow with low velocity can -)e obtained by solving equations of

'0 - Fig.VII.25. Influence of wake
spl- burning as base pressure (a) the

C W -6 effective specific pulse for base
burning (b) Bulk wake temperature

C4 48 Z I with base burning x/L = 0.4 (c)
b .Flame sheet and dividing stream

- line locations as affected by hy-
drogen bleed rate (d) on the flow

T0,5-  rate of hydrogen when burning in
0 5 f a wake (H-= 12.7 mm, M = 1.98)

200 L -D[avis ( 1968)]
C 1-.-3, 6--Experiment; 4 ,5,7,8--Cal-

10f00 culation; 1--Injection in burning;
2--Burning; 3--injection; 7--Front

11 of flame; 8--6eparation stream line.

I7 /-] i - -  J' C - (TtRrI
J( T R

dV PtH 2

2 4 6 8 101 i - injected gas flow rate

H - height of base section
R - gas constant
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kinetics of chemical reactions, equations of motion and energy. At

present, the problem of the stabilization of the flames with bluff

bodies in the gas flow of the combustion mixture is being investigated.

But. in spite of numerous studies, up to now, there is no single all-

inclusive theo o ,:hch explains the mechanism of stabilization of the

Lame by a blunt body.

Zakkay and Fox (1966), analyzed the effect of chemical reactions due

to an injection on the base pressure downstream of a flat surface. The

results of numerical calculations are presented for a gas (oxygen type)

with varying amount of injection, base height and base section tempera-

ture.

4. Base Flow Fluctuation Affected by Injection of Gas

The flow fluctuation in the base region is affected by the fluid in-

jection. Lewis and Behrens (1969), measured a fluctuation behind a

wedge of 60 helf-angle, injecting nitrogen into the base region at the

flow rate G/eu- S = 0.034 and helium at 0.005 for Re, = 8.7-10 where

H is the base height. These mass flow rates correspond to an equal

volume flow rate which effects the mean flow. For both cases of in-

jections of nitrogen and helium, the transition to turbulent flow is

delayed, locating it downstream of x/H = 8. Injection of nitrogen in-

creased fluctuation, reaching a sharp peak at frequency of f = 11 KC

(kilo cycles/sec) in the developing wake. At x/H = 7 along the wake

axis, the frequency becomes maximum if the basic frequency is doubled

to f = 22 KC and wake width grows rapidly indicating that the break
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down of the laminar wake is non-linear. Fluctuations in the shear

layer close to the rear part of the body are at first larger than

those in a wake of no injected gas but grow sul'ficiently slowly de-

laying the wake transition.

The amplification of fluctuations in the near wake is considerably

smaller than at the same station with no injection. Futhermore,

there is a pronounced peak in the amplirication curve near the fre-

quency where a peak in the spectrum was observed.

Fluctuations increase if helium is injected, reaching a maximum of

frequency, but prior to x/H = 8, the fluctuation signal on the wake

axis is small and no higher harmonic is observed. Although the volume-

tric flow rates of nitrogen and helium were close to each other, the

nitrogen increased the fluctuation more rapidly. The lower density

of the helium which at least initially occupies the interior of the

wake apparently had an additional stabilizing effect beyond the altera-

tion of the pressure gradient and the wake thickness.

Surveys made at a fixed station (x/H z 1.5) are shown in Fig.VII.26,

in a parameter of a helium flow rate. As the injection rate is in-

creased, the laminar steady re6ion about the wake axis, which is asso-

ciated with the injectant flow is widened, but the inner shear layers

merge with th turLlent remnant of the boundary layer and their fluc-

tuation intensities are increased. Thus Lewis and Behrens (1969).

postulates, that a minimum flow fIh. ation level in the near wake may

be attained by an optimum amount of injection.
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Later Shvets (1974), confirmed

- - it thiLt in the range of M = 0.6 -3,

IfIor each MAch number of free

10 t strear , there exists an optimum

I f'low rate of injected gas for

ninimurp fluctuation. it was also

.... .. I -. o - ot" ,hanj e found that for supersonic flow,
: it~m tw: of f'uotuations

;tn d; ":!Oent 1.ow rates of he- this same amount of injection is

-; ?--J 0 . '; 3-J optimum to achieve the maximum

0.0093; 4--triilinr -edge discon- base pressure.
tinuit',. [ Lewis and Behrens
(1969)"
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